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CHAPTSH 1

1, Introduction

... a ia a descriptive abuoy# at deals with the operation

of Iliv 1i"-•-at controls in tnree xarge Irish imdertakinge, explores

tic i >. -tcrrelatiuialiipa between tne type of controls and the

c— r .ctcriatics of o«eu umartss-ing, presents the findings of

four coses dram froa die three firms, and attempts to synthesis©

toecc findings bo as to draw out generalizations relating to the

desija and, operation of management eontrols#

I'o date little or no x-csearea work in the field of

administration has bean carried out in Ireland, a deyc-louing

country whose teachers and adiuinistrators still rely largely an

models of cdiainistraticn from hritaia and the United s tates, hhie

absence of any body of literature on administration is under¬

standable in a country which is still only learning to live v.lth

independence, whose industrial resources and skills are scarce, .m&

which until recently hfid an average annual emigration rate of

40,000 people# if late, however, a dynajsiam has emerged and active

stops are* being tamen to meet tne economic and social challenges of

the urope#' roday most irishmen realise that they hold

their country's destiny in their own hands and that r., .r. c, the

ancient enemy, cannot 'be blamed for their future. It is within

tills new dynamic that these studies were made#

lie study is divided into three main parts#



This first part places the research in perspective# It deals

with objectives, scope, methodology and definitions, presents an

overview of the literature in th© context of the research, and

outlines the conceptual framework#

Th© second part is concerned with the four cases, and in each,

findings are presented and interpreted, and preliminary conclusions

drawn#

The third part synthesis©® th© findings, presents

generalisations about the influences of environmental and organ-

isational characteristics on the design and operation of

management controls, and indicates possible directions for further

research#

Following a period of almost ten years as a management

consultant with the P.B# Consulting Croup, seven of which were spent

in working in Ireland, the writer became interested in how

management controls actually operate in different types of under¬

takings# To enable this research to be carried out, he resigned

from his position, and set up as a research consultant,1
with th© emphasis on action research, i.e., directing effort

"towards the practical improvement of situations under observation"

(Lupton, 1%6, p#65)#

The descriptive, exploratory nature of the study is Justified

on the following grounds:-

First, the experience and training of the writer permitted

1
Possibly a euphemism for a person of mature years who wishes

to cany out field research and •eat* at the same time.



him access to situations and material not normally easily

available to other research workers*

Secondly, the approach taken is the only one that suited

the writer's experience and training, complemented by a fairly

wide reading of the literature, both rationalistic and
2

behaviourist*

Thirdly, large undertakings are exceedingly complex,

and involve "all the intricacies of human personality, images
3

and canunie&ticsuH^ As yet there are no 'tablets of stone'

inscribed with a universal frame of reference available even to

describe different firms, apart from solving the problems that

complexity brings to different participants*

fourthly, a start has to be made on building up & body of

literature on administrative theory and practice for Irish

conditions*

Fifthly, despite the dislike of many social scientists of

descriptive studies, there is a poverty of published work in the

English-speaking world relating to the use of controls*

Sixthly, both practitioners and teachers have pressing needs

for empirical evidence linked to theory*

And lastly, there is also a need for a more eclectic**" approach

in the study and practice of administration*

There are, of course, limitations in any study such as this

which tries to cover euoh a wide area including so many variables,

2
See McGuire (1962) for a useful summary of the

concepts of the firm*

Moulding (1961, p*12l)*
^Soo Kocnts (1964, pp.1-17).
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Kc ever, it is her ad that what follows will contribute to t«e

5 .prcvauait of knowledge about hov. controls operate in practice,

end vfill at least provide useful guide-lines and Insights f r

nagorc, teachers and research workers,

«f the, --e?earch

The objectives of the research were:-

• To provide empirical evidence cn how management controls

are used

• To identify the principal characteristics of each

undertaking and the extent to which these appear

to influence the design and operation of management

controls

• To seel': to identify the influences of nrou?.ge; .unt

controls on each undertaking and to evaluate the

appropriateness of the controls

• To try to draw out generalizations relating to the

design and operatic® of management controls, and

where possible, relate those to tie findings of

other research workers

• To identify some of the situational determinants that ecjuire

to be considered in designing and operating management

control systems.

kt. COO of -uOse.:rci|

Three of the four cases presented in this work are based on

material obtained try the writer in his capacity as a research

consultant, it being & condition in each contract research project.



apart from its action orientation, that the writer would be

perroitted to study the factors affecting the design and operation

of controls# Material for the other case was obtained by the

writer when directing part of a post-graduate programs in

administrative studies at Trinity College, Dublin#

Before the research started, no foxsaal plan was made to

select the cases, the only overriding consideration being that

it was essential to deal with large firms from the public and

the private sectors# It was also recognised that only a small

number of cases could be tackled if any real depth of analysis

was to be achieved#

It was decided to confine the research to found management

controls and to concentrate as far as possible on managers and.

other executives, including staff agencies, thus excluding a

large part of the labour force in each firm# This kept the study

to some sort of manageable proportions, bearing in mind finance,

time, and the fact that on most projects the writer was working

on his own# in addition, the few published studies on the

operation of controls fail, in the main, to deal with problems at

middle and senior la&n&gssient level#

The four cases are presented in the order in which they were

tackled# Cases I and H deal with controls in the Irish state-

sponsored inland transport company# Case I, referred to as

CIL, is concerned with the operation of controls (primarily

aanagement accounting) at senior and middle management level

throughout the company, while Case II, which is referred to as

Ballshops, is concerned with the operation of a system of

production planning and control in the railway workshops of CIL#

Case III, Radio Telefis hireaim (BSE) is the state-sponsored



radio and television broadcasting authority, and Case IV deals

with controls in a large public company (Pyl Ltd) engaged in

supplying materials to the building and road construction

industries.

To summarise, therefore: there arc three firms, CIS, IlTL

and P R Ltd, the first two being state-sponsored bodies, i.e.,

ultimate control is in the hands of the government} and the

last, a public company in the private sector. The four oases

arej-

I CIE

II hailshops - a Subsidiary* of Clii

III RT£

IV PQR Ltd

Sy Geperql Method of -■V,)piroqqh

The general approach for each case was to identify and

describe the controls in operation, to identify and describe tiie

characteristics of each undertaking within which tiie controls

operated, to assess how the controls were used, and to attempt to

determine the interrelationships that exist between the

ohareetoristioa of the undertaking and the controls. Data were

obtained during extended periods of actually working in each firm,

and because of the nature of the role of tiie writer as a research

consultant and the ongoing nature of the studies it was necessary

to use x*©storch tecimique® appropriate to each case. .ritten

material, auoh as annual reports, organisation oharts, standard

operating procedures and control reports, was collected and

studied, and where necessary, flow charts and diagrams, including

simple descriptive models, were prepared.

interviews and discussions were held with selected executives,



individually end in groups in each fi»a, and tarough attendance

at fcrrii.il management meetings# /part fro® these means,

contact was also established at lunch sessions and other social

occasions, so that for each case, it was possible to built up a

close relationship with moat of the exec, tives encountered#

Interview methods varied depending cm the individual firm

end the ^obs and the levels of executives# Generally, focused

interviewing techniques directed to eliciting views or. specific

theses relating to the operation of the oi'gmiisation structure

and the controls wore used, and in two cocas, where the situation

lent itself to sore highly structured interviewing, a schedule

of questions was administered, help being received in designing,

administering and analysing these schedules from a research

assistant#

Following each case, the data were analysed and in three of

the four cases a report was prepared for the individual firm#

It is from the work done in each case that the findings in

relation to controls emerged# These were then analysed and

interpreted for each cose, the study being concluded by a synthesis

of all the cases which tries to dr. out common features in

relation to the dosigi and use of controls#

&., JSaakal* SS^sesHJU M& £j&ts MM&bsm

fhia section deals briefly with the distinction between

control and controls, defines the type of controls with which the

research is concerned, and provides working definitions of other

terms used in the study#
5

. For the purposes of this study, control is defined as the

"'dee Murray (1563) for a sore detailed exposition#



regulation of an undertaking, including its parts and activities;

in turn, regulation means the adjustment of these parts and
6

activities when required to make them conform to what is required#

To elaborate, control as a general process has a number of

cub-processes which are integral to it; operation - these cover

planning, implementation, identification and measurement of

actual results (feedback), comparison end review of planned

against actual results, and finally regulation, where and when

required# This last is the key sub-process and may involve

action being taken to change the original plan, including the

agencies end/or resources involved# Of course all these sub-

processes must be seen in relation to time, and feedback of actual
7

results can only occur after time has passed#

Controls, in contrast, are the moans that are used to help

to achieve control, and can be classified into a number of

groups* first, are the individuals in an undertaking using their

faculties of vision, speech etc#, in doing their work; some

of these individuals have authority to direct the work of others,

and they constitute the hierarchical structure, which is the

primary means of control in all undertakings#

econd, are technical controls which are broadly of two

types: the fully automatic or self-regulating system which, as

the name implies, requires no human intervention when in operation;

and the semi-automatic, whioh does require some form of human

She term is used here without normative or emotional
connotations# Those interested in different interpretations are
referred to "57 Varieties in the Connotations of Control,"
lathe (I960).

^For some useful elaborations, see Churchman et al. (1957»
ch# IV), Danielsson (1965, pp.1-4), Dubin (1962, p.42J, ilaberstroh
(1956, pp#27-30), and Optner (1965, pp#40-42)#
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intervention for assisting in its regulation#

Lastly, are information systems comprising all forms of

signals which, are useless unless they are complemented "by human

forces#u The research is concerned with this last group, and in

particular with written or printed reports, which contain

narrative and numerical data, and are produced at regular intervals

(e#g., weakly, four-weekly) with the object of informing executives

of how they and the units they cDemand have performed over a

9
specified period of time#

Those 'score-card* reports10 are, of course, only one

part of management information which in tuna is only a part of
11

the whole communication system of the fins# for simplicity,

they will be referred to in this study as management controls,

control reports, controls or other simple variants} where

reference has to be made to other types of controls they will be

specifically described#

It will be useful at this stage to provide some additional

working definitions#

Throughout the study, care has been taken to void using

^For en introduction to a more fundamental approach to
sisals and signs, see Kuhn (1966, part II) and Morris (1936)*

9
ven a cursory study of the literature will disclose the

large variety of terms in use: e.g#, 'performance records,'
•performance reports,' 'statistical records of performance,'
•control statements,' 'budgets,' 'feed-bade data#'

4 A

This term emanates from a study by dimon, et al. (195k)
on the use of accounting data by operating departments in
iarinufacturing concerns} the authors provide a useful classification
of typos of information used by executives# A summary of this
classification is used by March & Simon (1958, ch# 6, sect. 5),
as a basis for discussing occasions for communication#

11
See Deutsoh (I9i ) for a brilliant generalised description

of communication and control#
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the tern organisation as a synonym far the firm or undertaking

being studied# Organisa,tion(al) is used as a noun or adjective
12

to describe the "job-task pyramid," i#e#, the organisation

structure of the undertaking, and to refer to certain features

related to the type of structure and the way it operates, e.g.,

the organisational ofaamoterlstios of the firm#

ihe term executives is used to refer to those individuals

who form part of the hierarchy of the undertaking and act either

in line or staff roles, while the term managers will normally

be used whom referring to those wiio are responsible for the

primary tasks or functions of the firm, i.e., the

conventional line managers at any level#

Senior aaaagneeafc is used as a collective term to describe

those executives in a firm who &r© directly accountable to the

cxiief executive#

12Se# Pfifftier & .Sherwood (i960, pp.lS-20).



CHAPTER 2

Ml QVxIlVIEW OF Tim LITERATURE

It has been asserted that "oosHunic&tieB and control are

the decisive processes in organisations. Communication is what

makes organisations cohei*©! control is what regulates their

behaviour," (loutoh, 1$£>2)• Though this may be disputed, it is

a fact that control and controls feature largely in the writings

an administration. The aim of this chapter is to present an

overview of the literature and to place this present study in

contort. For this purpose, the chapter is divided into three

main sections: the first provides a brief general review; the

second deals with studies on the operation of controls; and the

last section summarises the primary emphases of the literature in

relation to the operation of controls.

tr fmm

It will be appreciated that a full review of the literature

on administration cannot be made here, nor is it intended to give an

historical summary of developments in administrative theoiyf

typically provided by Koonts (196k) and Scott (1963)• general

literature for the purpose of this review has been classified into

five groups.

1.1. control jfeBaatoati
The first group is concerned with control techniques end

covers both quantitative methods and operations analysis. Inc3 ud.ed

in this group are the publications relating to techniques such as

- 12 -
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budgetary control, standard costing, production planning and

control, quality control, productivity measurements and ergonomics,

as *.7ell as operations research techniques and methods. typical

of this typo of literature are "dam (1962), Anthony (lSt ), Buffs

(1963), Carlson (1957), Churchman ot al. (1957), Danielsscn (1963),
Juran (1962), Kellormsn (1963), Hsynard (I960), Therein (i960),
and the majority of the publications by the BIH, tho American

Management Association, the professional accounting, engineering

and operational research bodies, end many industrial federations.

These works are almost exclusively concerood with the mechanics

of measurement and control, and are obviously necessary in helping

to train executives. Many of them deal with ♦theories* and

•principles,' which when analysed, only amount to rules, and each

usually mirrors the discipline or profession of its author. 21his,

specific techniques tend to monitor certain aspects or elements

and to emphasise only one unit of measurement; in turn, this leads

to a fragmented approach to control and controls, and in some

cases results in sub-optimisation caused by executives of different

disciplines pushing their own brand of controls as an cad in

itself. The consequences of this will be dealt with later in this

study.

1.2 mJ<mt

The second group is concerned with control systems and here,

a more fundamental approach to control and controls is apparent.

This developed from tho USA military programmes and most of the

literature emanates frcsa the Systems Development Corporation (3DC),
Santa Monica, California. Here, advanced work has been carried

out en simulation and •real-time* control using models and
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electronic computers. Examples of this group are Heyne (l9Gl),

Kagdis and Lacknor (1962), Malcolm et al. (i960), and Howe (i960),
who present a comprehensive summary of the business

simulation project at SDC. Coupled with this typo is t- work

done by Forrester (1961) at MIT an industrial dynamics. In this

group, though the fir® is viewed as an entity, there is a tendency

to deal only with variables that can be easily quantified, such as

sales, orders, stocks, labour and material costs, and profits, i.e.,

what Se&shorc (1964) refers to as •hard* variables} as opposed to

those which are not easily measurable, i.e., 'soft* or qualitative

variables, such as employee attitude and product leadership.

The tiiird group in tois general review deals with cybernetics

or "control and communication in the animal and the machine**
A

(liener, 1961). This is at m even more fundamental level than

the literature on control systems. It contains concepts from a

number of disciplines and subjects, including neurophysiology,

mechanical engineering, biology, information theory and mathematical

logic, and tries to deal in a comprehensive way with theories on

nerve networks, servos, man and societies. ."-part from aiener'e

sain works (1954 and 1961), that of Beer (1959), Cherry (1957),

Grenlewskl (i960), and Von Forrester and iopf (1962) have proved

reasonably comprehensible to this writer. This * total* approach

brings together such apparently diverse concepts and phenomena as

1Ih an unpublished paper read to the Irish Work Study ociety
in October, 1965# Murrey defined cybernetics as "the science of
communication and control, concerned with describing, analysing,
categorising, building and testing communication and control
systems relating to machines, plants, animals, men and social
institutions. H



negative hbo&back, hx.ocr.tueis, entropy, ictd open :nd closed

systems# These are certainly useful in studying ti c opcratix: of

men.- gcwxavt controls, but as with any new soience some of its

disciples have occasionally ten&od to go overboard in trying to

fiat problems to fit the solutions and techniques, si in . r.tl: ;j,

..ittiout qualification, Machines with men, and. vice versa# Ho ever,

the main danger in the iadisoriiaiu&te application of cybernetic

c 1: : .0; ' total c . ion . f 1 ;u" i. v l. c .

1#4 *• ..oral adffiinjgtraticn

rflie fourth group deals with what for simplicity i3 referred

to as general administration and, as with the first group, (dealing
with techniques), there is a plethora of writing# est . ? t!.i. is

concerned with the processes and practice of management, its

authors usually having had considerable experience in dealing with

actual situations# lost of it is heavily normative and is based

on the pioneering efforts of the classical school of writers ouch

as Taylor, Urwiclc, Toilet and 1coney end Reilly# (typical of

contemporary works in this field are llen(l958)» Druoker (1955),
holden et al# (1951), ovkxji (1963) and ' tewart (1963)J their

great merit is that they are reasonably easy to read and understand,

though from the viewpoint of* the operation of controls they tend on the
2

C-..V haud. ia t.... ..wise toe; Ply a, a the other, ■ * : .'

Iliis is not to say that literature an administration should be

stripped of any values or exhortation; but rather to urge that when

2
w; epic of this is trucker's concei t of "celf-co. :trol

t rough measurements" (Druckcr, 1955» pp.112-13) J this is an
attractive concept which in so;.e situations will be of use in
i. e.v:h. the -aeration if c,-- trols#
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1.5 digj.nlstrative theory

■'he fifth and last group in this general revie. tains

work which is concerned with administrative theory. Contritntions

in this category deal with cdrainis tration, including control, at

a higher level of abstraction, both in an inductive and deductive

vny. Ciuiuple and syles (1961, chapter IV) discuss the development

and use of organisational controls and though little evidence is

provided, the authors question the traditional methods of account¬

ants and the value of the reports they produce. They claim that

"the information available to the e ecutive ... touches only a

se$nent of the total operations, and most of this is primarily

desired to fit t.iO special needs of tie- rcco-mtants" (pp. 9-7 '),
and that the accounting reports produced are not related to the

area of responsibility of the individual executive who receives

them. Because of hois, skilful executives

... loam to manoeuvre within this situation because they
know tiioy are fudged by what the figures show# 'Balloon
squeezing' then becomes a major art; one tries to make his
financial statements look good by shoving expenses off on
less astute colleagues. Although the total picture of the
company does not improve, the steady flow of reports are trie
index of performance for top management that deter line the
method of reward and u.ir,hnont, nc mttcr how unreal.

(Chappie sr.cl ^' .'-1 ,p.70)
In dealing with records and reports, Cyert and 'arch. (19&3, pp.

10>»106) claim that these serve the tvdn purposes of control and

3
-ue could infer from tMs statement that the authors liave

never heard of the technique, of responsibility accounting which
had its origins in the UvikA. Li,Q cl development from budgeter\ control,
and which lias been used in many firms in the USA and in huropo in
t.'.o last ten yours. the fact that the only reforcnco ir- this

, tor Ji t^c-r book a. dated 1953# nay explain tl r .
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prediction and "tend to be related to those oxoments of business

operations that have seemed oust portent to the effective

operation of the firm*" This selectivity, they believe, substan¬

tially increases the significant!© of reporta for Individ;. .1

members of the farm and. largely determines vdiat aspects of the

environment will be observed* li&ire (19^6, p»212), with no

supporting evidence, gives a psychologist* a view of the operation
/

of management controlsJ-

iypically today, budget and production data are aerated
by the action of groups at saddle and lower levels of the
company* This information then goes immediately to the top
of a centralised control* Here it is used almost entirely

m «id as & *<>
groups which have fallen below the mark* -The first thing the
group which product, the information knows about the results
of its activity is when a superior descends, brandishing a
suramaxy and poa^pijfrfoipffi about the °*' porfonuince*
budget end production 'data are not made available to help
people salve their problems but to strengthen the
centralised tap control and to act as a arod end error
control* (Italics added)

These are strong words, and create in the buropean reader a

definite impression that management controls in the USA are used

almost exclusively as a coercive weapon*

Another beh&viouralist, likert (1961) believes that

• * * generally speaking, imuuigement uses measurements today
for control purposes: to sot objectives, appraise progress
and evaluate performance* bupervisozy and non-supervisory
employees are rewarded or punished by what the measurements
icvoal* They fuel 'under the gun* mud: of the time* This
invokes anxieties and resentment*

(Likert, 1961, p*208)

However, the interest of Likert*s work for this present research

has been derived first, from the comparative study of different

"systems of organization" presented ly him in chapter 14, which arrays

"operating characteristics" against a continuum of four systems

of organisation which lias, at one end "exploitive author!tive," and

at the other, "participative group"j and second, from the



nch;-rector f c:?rtrol rrecuses" for eccl type of these

'J-.' " '• ■ ' " ^ \
5

"the heroic ^escribing© of ropo3itionrn '"n f'-rch -rd

■ i on (195S) is supported with fete, of varylap ouality, their rrk

;..rov ' -roful rMuuli ir rel-.tior to control -nd corv uric- v "%

jf ^: rticular interest to this study are the ir terprctatlons

(pp. j7-' ') of the bureauratio T.odele described by ferton and

Soul fe.cr, the section dealing with intergroup conflict within an

or,j r.' - tion (chapter 5.3), and especially the section cm

cu o.ui icat"-n (chapter 6.5)• Here the authors attempt to clan.- ify

the occasions for eor-miunieatian, and introduce the concept of

"uncertainty" absorption" which "takes place when inferences ore

fir; ,.r, fro.r. a body of evidence and the -.Inferences, instead of t ;e

evidence itself, are then coimvic ted," (p.165)# Shis is of

relevance to the assembly and Interpretation of data in manage;- ent

control ro. orts.

Tis classic study by Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939) has

d:. Led little since its publication, and some important cues ore

obtained from the sect!can (in chapter XXV) os _ rohloms an. control

at.x 00. ummioation where the authors state:-

In order to exercise intelligent control, the management of
a concern must be continually provided with accurate
information as to the manner in which the total organisation
it: ^-notion tug. . . » It r.nen Jin the -Iria rvation

y-xJJ 1 Evsny control* . « f-i led t fimctl -• in
accordance with the logic upon which such controls were based.
Yet this disparity between the actual situation and the way
it wes theoretically supposed to be was not clearly under—

:-i 1: tj; out,
(doethlisberger and ibks 1932, « : >1)

4,
> okert does not seem to have been aware of the work of Bums

arcl talker (1961) ar-d vice versa.
C

eo : ubin (1962) who claims that March end Siir.cn*3 propositions
"k..\ ; order atd oi&usibility because the authors were good model
builders" (Dubin, 1962, p.12).
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The authors go on to discuss the sorting (i.e., filtering) of

information as it is transmitted up the hierarchy and stress in

father idealised terns, the need for

... the proper selection of information ... at each level
in the supervisory structure! otherwise, erroneous impression#
of the actual situation will be conveyed. If the first
appraisal of a situation is inaccurate, then a distorted
picture is trrmerdtted nil through the structure. It is
important, therefore, that an. accurate representation of the
situation be made in the initial stages of conmaiicatiom, and
that at successive stages useful simplification of the
information be made for transmission to higher levels.

(Hoethlitberger and Dickson, 1939, p.5&2)
Joan ©odvKsrd (1958 end 1965) h&s highlighted the relation¬

ships between organisation structure and different types of

technology. ...he suggests that "so®© technical environments

impose greater strains than others on individual# at all levels of

the hierarchy," (1965, p.to) and draws attention to the relation¬

ships between, on the one hand, the planning, oontrol and executive

functions, end, an the other, the characteristics (including

technology) of different types of industry (1965, chapter 9).
she concludes this chapter by stating that "more detailed study of

oontrol systems as components in their own right might suggest

ways in which some of the human relations problems associated with

then night be overcome"0 (1965, p.l l).
.Also of interest as a background to this research are the

studies of jyt-e (1955) and halton (1959)* Xhe former deals with

the effects of budgets on production managers and the power of

"budget people" who, he states, "have control of one of the ..ey

Hon and voodward are now directing a research project on
management control systems being undertaken by the Management
rgineering Iecticar! of Imperial College, Leaden. See Milan* a

work on the teciinioal aspects of classifying administrative control
systems (1965 and 1966). An interim report on the project is
given in oodword and nilon (1966).
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acts of symbols in the organisation and thereby indirectly

bring rewards and penalties to the production supervisors" (vhyte,

---15, p.494)» In his field study of compromises among key

...ividuals arid groups in rational, organisations,■ Dalton (. 959)

highlights problems that can arise out of line and staff conflict.
* Control* bodies, he claims, "precipitate much unofficial activity

among those subject to higher interpretations of the reports"

which these bodies prepare. However, "great stress on minute

c.ntrol increases evasion and weakens the working assumption

that personnel relations are perfectly stable and that

controllees are much less ingenious than controllers" (Bslton,

1959, p.10* Though he pin-points staff and line conflict, he

believes that some form of staff-line arrangement is necessary.

He, too, e%i:asises the importance of suiting the controls to the

situaticnj-

There are indeed too many irrelevant controls, but
possibly not enough based on intimate knowledge of people
and conditions. ... Developing such controls is of course
the great task of all organization.

(Dalten, 1959, p.107)
. niton criticises the application of bureaucratic theory in Uh'

conditions and claims (p.2S4) that "the theory of bureauoraoy

. . . £jhic}jy assumes members are inert and ready to follow

rules ... hengs such better cm the more stratified and
7

disciplined European societies.* He goes on:-

The spread of bureaucratic structure requires increasing
conformity. This pressure reaches its highest when corps
of specialists are developed to uncover deviations and
maintain records of merit and demerit.

(Dalton, 1959, p.258)

7This writer would not include Ireland in this category.
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and though he seas bure-siueraay as a means of reducing toe

complications of progress in civilisation, he argues tout

"impersonal controls, devisee: by the £w to control tu,i© many ( » «

C
provoke a condition of frustration and intrigue1' (p»27l)» '

This completes the general review of the literature with

particular relation to controls. It has covered teennaques,

control systems, cybernetics, general administration and

administrative theory. The next section deals specifically with

studies on the operation of miim^ssamt controls.

S% n m ,cffP*ytiU

The focus in this section is en studies which deal exclusively,

or almost exclusively, with the operation of management controls,

here again, it has been necessary to develop a broad classification

which is as follows2-

• turtles which summarise and/or interpret the field
work done bp other researchers

• ihrperiaestal studies

• Studies based on the field experiences of research
workers.

2«1

The brief review by Ilxdgway (1556) of the dyafunctional

consequences resulting from the imposition of performance

measurements is probably the most well-known. .<hiie agreeing that

quantitative measures of performance are undoubtedly useful tools,

he believes that their judicious use requires an awareness of

possible side effects, sc that, as with drugs, the cure dees not

°For those who like to catalogue writers cm administration
by experience arid background, this research worker places himself
nearer to Dalton in approach and experience than to any other.
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become worse than the disease, he focuses on what he calls the

tvae of criteria selected for lasasurojaent and deals with three

different types: single, which occur when only one quantity is

measured, e,g«, profitj multiple, when several quantities are

measured ahaultoneously, e,g,, output, quality, waste; and

composite. when the separate quantities are weighted in some fashion

and then added or averaged. Using this classification, he

proceeds to analyse the scattered knowledge en the operation of

controls, most of which is dealt vifith he low. His study is of

undoubted interest in that the criteria that management use for

selecting elements of the business that they wish to control, and

the type of units they adopt for measuring these elements, certainly

have an important bearing on the operation of management controls.

Again, some of the field research studies are reviewed by

Dubin (1962) who concentrates on managerial adaptation to

controls. He claims that "among managers and executives - the

personnel of organizations whose position demands commitment to

organi zatianal goals - there exists a strong tendency to meet

formal criteria of performance, even if, in so doing, high but

hidden costs are generated," and he suggests that "specialists in

control systems, engineers and accountants particularly, might

find additional sources of efficiency in eliminating some of the

costs of managerial adaption to controls that evade their spirit

but conform to their letter" (Dubin, 1962, pp,4^4.7),
The literature on the operation of controls gets further

treatment in an interesting analysis by Becker and Green (1962)

writing, respectively, as Associate Professors of Isychology, and
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Q
cccunting, at the University of Chicago, The authors review

the history of budgeting and ask© a neat distinction, between

clerical control, a technique employed in governmental budgeting

to insure the completeness of record and one that is st. il unique

in govomaental accounting," and "ooCTuuBioyffire control - the

extent that interim reports were prepared and distributed to

deportment heads" (Becker raid Green, l%2f p#393)» They focus

on the modifications that have taken place in the budgeting cycle,

which until the 1930*s was a simple ^recess; the budget was

imposed, performance measured, a comparison made between budget

; j. ad actual performance jjnd then on to the next cycle# ith the

development of budgetary control, "participation was introduced
into the budgeting construct" (p«395» italics in original)#

But, the authors point out participation is not a single value

variable, and Instead of a simple cycle they portray & sequence

which includee psychological variables at the budgeting and

comparison ctagos. They question participation as a panacea and

provide a further stimulus for the present study ly challenging the

apprcpriatenesc of participation in certain * environmentc ,•

concluding (without entering the controversy over th© various

styles of leadership) that "participation is essential to demo¬

cratic process end very probably antithetical to an authoritarian

organization" (p#40l)#
10

The views of experienced teachers from Britain, frcnce and

9
One of the few examples of inter-disciplinary research in

this field#

1
ror example: .Professors itevana (Britain), Poucset and Taboulet

(France), and StffNHNI (USA),
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the USA are given in r, series of papers resented at a senirrr r

C .::trol held in Bnree3ona (European Association of I'raa; ;e: erst

'Aea.chorc, 1961). "rofessor Hevon's contribution r. on the 'pathology*
11

of controls, and the criteria used to select items and ' -o

perfbraanon mere particularly useful stimuli for this study.

2. 2 .^.xuaontftl e.tmsa

iii tula second group, utediy (i960) 'ma attempted to establish

ou-o x-ols.ta.cas between opposed budget®, the actual cost lever, --ad

aspired level of cost wniou recipients of imposed budgets

v«wu to achieve (aieiiry, i960, pp#19~w4)» though the results

CbO 2iO V portray reality for this writer, otediy is one of the fow

1...U ixxwe tried, to hypothesise on coat behaviour from experimental
12

studies#

2.3 6a?ea ffl, ,^e xoxr^exporponcea
A' imtim

xiio present researeh fits into the third group which deals

with studies based on the field experiences of the researchers,

i-._ as ^rations from which are now given#

iiio operation of management controls n industry in the

.,evict Union is dealt with by Berli; or (1957) and Campbell (1963)

who both dwell at sons length on the amount of falsification of

reports that appears 'to exist there# Berliner, though the

ixyority of his data were collected from interviews with refugees,

11-
..uveas believes that toe pathology of control systems is

tiso vethology of management as a whole, just a© the decay of the
human nervous system is the demise of man,

i ?
wee Becker and Green (1962, pp. 396-401) for a critical

analysis of the work of wtedxy end other ex. .eriiaentalists#
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refers to the "throe guiding principles of saanagorial behaviour

flowing from the pursuit of premiums" (bonuses on meeting targets

are still one of the principal ways of rewarding executives).
The first principle is to build 'alack' into the plan, the second,

to 'simulate' successful performance by deceptive manipulation

of reports, and the third, to use personal influence (Berliner,

1957, p.75ff). lie claims that simulation "operates in every

sphere of managerial decision-aaking in which there are indicators

•which oeuat be achieved or surpassed" (p.169) end quotes examples

of falsification of output figures, manipulation of norms, 'fiddling*

of pay rates, 'padding* the pay envelope, 'shuffling* the accounts,
13

inter-ehop conflict, arid 'storming* at the end of the accounting

period to show a 'good* score. These practices are caused by

pressure exerted by the state officials and their incessant demand

for increased production, by the perpetual shortage of supplies

needed to meet norms, by the artificiality of using a month as m

accounting period, and of course, the tying of executive remuneration

to performance as measured by a wide range of indicators. There

is m "absence of a single generalised criterion of performance in

which all indicators would play their role," namely profit, which

for Berliner is "the AftttT POTF of the qualitative

indices" (pp.70-72). Though his work appears to be biased, with

a fixation on all that is wrong with ooviet management, and his

views cn profit as the best index of performance a trifle naive,

nonetheless he highlights certain unintended consequences that

flow from premium activation, particularly in the way managers

1%is practice, which is like the Boy „couts' game of walk,
trot, dash, is described fully by Graniek (i960, pp.267-70) in
his study of huasian executives.
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perceive controls# Ca£g>bell*s work is less highly flavoured, hut

in general, he supports Berliner's views on management practice#

in the boviet Union "where there exist strong incentives to

falsify cost report#" (C&apbell, 1963* p.172), Though he is not

an accountant, he sokes scaae penetrating consents on the type of

infonaatic® supplied by accountants

"£ac cost accounting data become useful for control
purposes only if they can be related to acme standard or
norm « • • accounting data are only care among several kinds
of information generated by the record-keeping operations
of business units# The conventions that separate accounting
information from other kinds frequently have a customary

The studies by Sard and elsch in the USA provide some

evidence of the budgeting policies and practices followed by

selected leading companies (195$), and of the views of lower level

supervisors on planning and control (1964)# however, though both

studies are of & general descriptive nature, they do counter¬

balance to some extent the agressions of management controls given

by behaviouralista such as Hair© and likert*

The use and misuse of 'efficiency* controls is described

in an article by Jesinski which is distinguished by the "long and

lurid • • • list of counts" (Jasinski, 1996, p#105) he has included

in hi© indictment of those who place too much reliance can accounting

controls# The examples have been taken from several of the largest

corporations in the USA (p,106), although little evidence is

given of the activities and organisation structure etc#, of each#

Problems suoh as waste of executive time, production jams,

increased maintenance costs, low morale due to 'fudging' figures,

pressure on department foremen, and inter-departmental friction,

are reported as being caused by senior managers and accountants
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disusing controls* Jasinski suggest# that management, in using

controls, should de-emphasise short-run efficiency figures,

develop non-accounting sources and channels to provide data for

reports, get around the work place a lot more, and consult the

recipients of reports to get their opinions on how to overcome

problems that arise with controls* He concludes with some strong

comments on accountants

* * * the accountant, with his rows of figures, becomes a
dominant voice in the company, * * * & manager by default,
as it were, because knowledge is power and the knowledge on
which action is based is what the accountant puts into his
reports* The fact is that the day accountants can devise a
balance sheet or graph which encompasses total reality* we
can do away with executives - but not until then*

(Jasinaki, 1956, p.111)

Probably the study most often quoted in relation to the

operation of controls is Chris Argyrla* "Impact of Budgets on

People" (1952)*1^ Pith a research group he sought to find out

answers to "how production supervisors in four plants /three of

which were branches of one firg7 in the UhA feel about budgets
15

and how the finance people feel about the same budgets*" The

budget people in this study saw themselves as the "eyes and ears

of the plant," their task being to report on errors and weaknesses

to top management, and to put pressure on operating supervisors*

These accountants believed that factory people lacked both the

interest and the education to understand budgets, and generally

14, .

The tens 'budgets* as used by Argyris is interpreted as
cost control reports* 2xe also discusses the process of budgeting*

15
The Argyris study is now out of print, and a photo-copy of

the original in possession of this writer has been lost* The
references, therefore, are given from a summary made by this writer
and unfortunately have no peg© numbers* However, a shortened
version of the study can be found in Argyris (1963)*
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misunderstood and mistrusted the accountants and the reports.

On the other hand, the views of the supervisors were that reports

never gave the reasons why targets were not achieved, and tended

to emphasise history; their use as "prime motivators" was resented,

as the supervisors felt they did their best without having to

be chased by reports. 'rgyrio concludes that budget pressure

tends to unite employees against the management, that finance

staff obtain feelings of success by finding fault with

supervisors, that the use of budget reports as 'needlere* tends

to make factory supervisors * department-centred,' and that some

supervisors use budget reports as a way of expressing their own

patterns of leadership. His suggestions for action to improve

this type of si taxation include participation (in the real sense

of the word, and not pseudo-participation) by supervisors in

budgeting, and when changes in the control system are being

introduced; the handling of individuals in their social groups

when discussing changes; softening up the "narrow-minded

rigidity of some finance people" through introducing sane human

relations problems in cases used at accountants* training schools;

end joint in-plant discussions between accountants and

supervisors on the problems of budgeting. In a footnote, the

author also suggests that accountants dealing with plant

controls should work direct to the factory manager. ArgyTlb

was the first to carry out field research in this area,

and though his findings differ in & number of ways from the

writer's, his methodology and concepts have boon of considerable

use in part of this present study.

The results of an attempt to measure the extent to which

groups of employees accept, and perform in accordance with the
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objectives of their company are reported in the proceedings of

a seminar conducted by the Foundation for Research on Human

Behavior, Ann Arbor, Liiohigan (Seashore, 19&4, pp*l-9)* An

ieployce Relations Index (Rill) was compiled containing eight

component measures or indicators, including absenoea, suggestions,

suspensions, stoppages, grievances and dispensary visits* These

were weighted, some being computed on a three-monthly, and others

on a six-ffiontiily basis* The system, which was applied to about

fifty units in the fira, had an early demise, because, inter alia,

the computation of the index was troublesome and difficult to

explain and justify to busy managers, and most of the component

measures were subject to influences beyond the control of the

managers* The "line managers tended to lock upon the index as

a source of threat rather than as an aid in their work, and the

fallibility of the measures provided some justification for doubting

jit£ general validity * * * or for not computing it at all" (seashore,

1964, p*3)* The anonymous discussant presenting this case

suggests that "managers seem willing to'put up with fallible

measures in other areas that are close to their main objectives,

but to resent assessment measures that are perceived to be of

marginal concern or possibly outside of direct control" Cpp*>-4)*

Thus, though employee attitudes or relations is often cited as

16
one of the key result areas, its measurement, as a 'soft1 variable,

16
"bee seashore (1964, p*4) and Jerome (lSoi, oh*XIV) for an

elaboration of the key result areas identified by the General
electric Company in their approach to performance measurements*
There are eight in all, the first three, profitability, market
position, and productivity, being relatively 'hard* and easy to
quantity; the remaining five, product leadership, pex'sonnel devel¬
opment, employee attitudes, public responsibility, and balance
between short-range and long-range goals, being relatively 'soft*
and thus more difficult to quantify*
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is extremely difficult.

study of the views an budgetary planning and control in

30 British industrial firms has been rondo by Perrin (195&), an

'•mcrican post-graduate student, who obtained his data fro::

structured interivewa and postal questionnaires. Is with tiie

fiord- and .elsch studies, Perrin's methods make it difficult to

evaluate the candour of respondents, and therefore, the reliability

of the data. In the 22 companies that had budgeting systems,

Perrtn found that budgets "appeared to play a markedly unimportant

role in rating managerial performance" (Perrin, 1958» P*59), and

that "the mental discipline involved in budgets as a guide to the

trend of operating decisions and activities is, also, in its own

right e form of inbuilt control" (p,13h), he comments on firms

which show actual figures against the previous year's on management

reports, and claims that the interpretation of these reports

requires much greater experience and analytical skills that, is the

case when properly constructed budgets are available. In relation

to participation by managers in the preparation of budgets, the

budget executives (i»e», accountants) in almost all cocipanies in

Perrin's survey group believed that "the most valuable budgets

are those , • • based upc«i actual expectations of what managers

think can and will occur" (p,80), though some of his respondents

cited possible disadvantages of participation, including the

"possible confusion or demoralisation, of some ^managerj/ due to

lack of training or aptitude for accounting said statistical

paperwork" (pp,200-206), The author makes a tentative attempt

to relate certain environmental characteristics such as the firm's

customers and products, organisation structure and management

climate with the greater or lesser use of systems of budgetary

control, one of his conclusions being that the co-operation of the
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eh:' rv? e-vcutive ir vital for the success of "ry system of

bv"1 otary control. "is overall cnrtclusicai from the study is

th t tve ersonrl relationships between British accountant? -md

crecutivee appear to be *raore consistently haimorious than is

in the United tates" (p.x).'^
relative harmony found by Perrin in Britain is disturbed

by -'efenzie in his pre1 imiliary reports of research done on

e:: lordng the attitudes of production and inspection people

-ue other in 30 UI factories (: coensie, 1957 and 196o).

Inspect!en as a oontrol fUuetion isust, according to the author

"exercise this control acre and nor© iraae&ietely in more and more

•••vet Interaction with prodnction people, and in particular with

2:roduction supervisors" (p.77l)« Inspectors are expected > report

upwards, and thus, have considerable power. This tends to

encourage conflict between then and production supervisors: reports

<xi rejected or defective work can bo used to evaluate the arson

vd • !■: the work or supervised it. This breeds insecurity mid can

lead to falsification of reports, to concentrating an getting

;/erk past the inspector rather than on getting the quality right,

; bo blaming other people, id enude distinguishes between the

tape of pressure involved in interaction between staff agencies

■>ci s budget people and production schedulers, am toe inspection

function. He claims that though there is considerable xessure from

budgetary end production scheduling staff, this is accepted as fair

by production managers. However,

17
i'errla does not disclose whether or not his haowledge of

those relationships in the US' has been obtained from field
experience, or from the literature. There is no doubt that tue
. itcrature gives an impression that fairly discordant relation¬
ships revail in the la.



• • • the impact of inspection is of a rather different
type. Production quotas and cost budgets simply nark the
touch line. . . but inspection concerns itself with his
/t\w production manager'j/ actual playing of the game,
with the actual work of Ms department.

(HoKansie, I960, p.75)
Studies of the operation of controls at individual firm lovel

are reported by H&berstroh (1958) and Greaves (i960). The former

attempts to assess the degree to which concepts of control

engineering and cybernetics can be used to describe, explain and

predict the behaviour of undertakings, and he selected tire safety

programme of a large US steel plant to teat certain 'ideal type'
18

propositions on control systems. Greaves deals with the effeots

of changes which took place in a bakery as a result of a decision

to introduce formal costing systems rather than rely on the old

personalised method of management for providing the necessary

information for control. He reports that considerable resistance

was encountered by the proponents of the new management controls

from many of Me supervisors, and comments, in relation to the

attempts made to introduce a control statement reconciling bread

stocks with van despatches, on the "ingenuity and light-he -rtedness

with which the sales staff whittled down any differences or

actually ignored them as long as the vans had gone out on the

road" (Greaves, I960, p.69). He concludes that the coating

system was introduced in a mechanistic way without any consideration

of the types of people and problems that existed in the bakery,

arid suggests that "had some full recognition of the importance of

sociological factors been given, the management would have been

18
This writer is not competent to evaluate fully ilaberstroh'a

work. The fact that the latter selected Me results of the
safety programme as the main type of control makes the study of
less value to the present research.



fully prepared for the typo of reactions that • • . /tn&/ scheme

produced, and could have possibly have thought out beforehand some

definite method of dealing with them as they arose" (p.lSh). lie

stresses the need to investigate the special characteristics of

each situation, and in particular the interrelationships of

various individuals and groups, before introducing change, rather

than merely "rely upon the supposed technical effectiveness of the

new order ^.e., tho costing schejaj^ for its success, • . • /or/
upon the fact that it nay have worked well somewhere else" (pp.155"

156 )• Murray (15&5) at on early stage of this research, Iras dealt

with the operation of management controls in a large transport

company in Ireland, and has identified certain features, such as

technology :md geographical dispersion which, apart even from the

type of controls and the individuals and groups involved, con he

important determinants in relation to the operation of management

controls.

ihe study by agnor (195k) of tire unanticipated consequences

of a couple* rating uevice developed for aeasuring the training

activities of different squadrons of tire Ub Air force, illustrates

the adjustive mechanisms or 'gimmicks* (as they were called) that

operate when goals are increased without proportional increases

in the resources prov_ded to achieve the^, as well as the influence

of the staff agency which kept the score and thus knew the possible

evasions and when they could be employed. Under such a rating

scheme, the senior officer in the squadron could either try hard

to obtain the noros, end fail j or beat tho system and keep ids

gob. The fact that the scheme had so many variables that were

extremely difficult to measure, that it was constantly changing,

and that it involved a largo amount of paperwork, made it possible
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to deviate from it at many points with almost no possibility
19

at detection#

Finally, in this summary of studies of controls based on the

personal field experiences of the researchers, are those by blau

(1963) &nd Cohen (19*>5) who have reported on the operation

of statistical records of performance in a public employment
20

£ 'oncy of one of the eastern states in the USA# both

writers draw on Max Leber's * ideal type* of administration. (19+6 and

lS^i-7) # both use Mortem'a scheme of functional analysis (1957)#

end both are concerned with demonstrating that bureaucratic

structures are not completely rigid. Only in their method of

approach do they differ# Bl&u acted as an observer in a

department of the agency which he studied, and Cohen replicated

this research after three pears, as a participant in a different

division of the same agency# 'part from their findings, which

show that adaptation takes place when new controls are introduced

and that this can have both favourable and adverse consequences

for employees and clients, the studies are of interest in

illustrating the complexity of interaction that exists in just cms

smell sector of one undertaking, and tiiis at the level of

employees only#

3# ■ umraarv and Comments

This chapter has been concerned with reviewing the literature

cm controls. The first section provided a general /-©view

19
The 'logic* of certain regulations and their operation in the

US Air Force are brilliantly, if disturbingly, portrayed, by
Robert heller (1965) in his novel Ga.tch.-22.

20
it is of interest to note that bleu did not anticipate

that statistical records of performance would, be available for
white collar workers i.dlau, 1963# P.293).
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covering the techniques of controls, control systems, cybernetics,

arid the place of control end controls in general administration,

arid in administrative theory. 2he second seotico dealt with

studies cm the operation of controls, and in particular with

reports of field research.

The predominant impressions gained from the literature are

first, the relatively few depth dtudies that have been made of

the operation of controls in large and complex undertakings, even

in the United btates; secondly, the emphasis on the pathological

aspects of controls, such as falsification of reports, caused by

staff and line conflict (particularly between managers and

accountants) and m over-reliance on accounting controls; thirdly,

the importance of the criteria used to measure performance;

fourthly, the stress on participation, particularly in budgeting;

fifthly, the fragmented evidence relating to the impact of

technology and other environmental factors; sixthly, the general

lack of appreciation of the fact that many undertakings have to

struggle to survive; and lastly, the almost complete absence of

inter-disciplinary research.



CHAPTER 3

THE CGKChhTS umhji.YiNG- Thh ahSE/HCIi

As previously stated, tnis study deals with the inter¬

relationships between controls and the characteristics of each

firm end is exclusively concerned with oaiiagers end other

executives.

The concepts used were developed from previous experiences

as a management consultant in designing and introducing

management oontrols in a large number of different undertakings

in Ireland, Britain and other countries including Gtermaay, . weden,

Borneo and the United States; from the literature on the operation

of controls; end from experiences and discussions as each Gas®

progressed.

Out of these stimuli it was possible to identify a number

of concepts and to arrange them in the following three groups

paralleling the objectives of the study:-

1. The characteristics of the controls

2. The characteristics of the undertaking

3. The interrelationships between 1 and 2.

Iff. "feyftCteftSl ,?£ ,*ft» .Con1jrqM

Jm this group attention was directed to describing the

technical features of the formal oontrols in existence in each

case. This description includes, inter alia, the report frequency,

the existence of standards and/or budgets, the items reported and

- 36 -
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the units ' measurement tired, the methods n." v-:ted t. roc ."d,

collect ' "C. assemble -data, raw! tc resent and Interpret re, rts,
2

rf fr •''■■■. ' i » "t

it vac ossible to detect a clear parallel between n. r .-orx-nt

controls, and negative feedback oaed in control and syetens

r' i:.5

?t ?f E^h^ndert^ynr;

In tills group, each undertaking was viewed as an open

system using concepts from control engineering and cybernetics,
5

and extending the atrtegy used by the Tavistock Institute,

In tills approach, a firm is viewed as m organised whole,

consisting of a series of interrelated parts, each of which

interacts in some ray with the others. The firm, as a whole, Is

cons: lered an a system, consisting of a hierarchy of sub-sy:terns

and containing a number of groups of participants who play

various roles and who impact an the goals of the film at

differing degrees of intensity. In addition, eacl fin. operates

in an environment which is itself a much larger system, ' cse

features and participants again impact on, and ore imp acted by,

each undertaking at varying degrees of intensity. This of course

is only ' strategy for advancing knowledge of how ad; iniatrative

1
oe Cyert and erch (19-53), 'evens (1951), Ilidywry (1955),

e re (196k, . p, 5-56), Thorelli (1960; ;vnd r., er (195*; »

evens (1961); .oodrard aid illon (1966).

or definitions, see Churchman ot rj, (1957, pp*77-£0),
ilabjr v.-.:- (1953, *<■>) - ioror (19^1, ,97),

Op ! .

•■ice (1%3, ip • 101-fit*.) provides a useful summary of the work
done by the Tavistock Institute,
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systems operate#

Jar the purposes of this research the characteristics of

the undertaking are divided into two groups# The first is

referred to as environmental characteristics, and includes its
6

history, technology, location (and geographical dispersion^,

seasonality, demographic and climatic factors, the impact of
7 8

external agencies' and the economic * climate,* and the stability

of the environment in which the undertaking operates#

The other sub-group comprises what are termed organisational

characteristics} these include for each undertaking, its goals,

the aodel(s) of administration in operation,'' (with specific

reference to leadership style and organisational structure),
10

staff agencies involved in controls, and the extent to which
11

managers participate in setting plana#

3f, ■ Tflf. ContreM a*4

Tills is the core of the research, the object being to try

to assess the influence of the environmental characteristics on

°oee Cuban (1962) and. ootiward (1965).

7^ee Berliner (1957)# and March and hiaan (1956).

6oee beutsch (1952) and hows (1960)#
9

Trie term has been borrowed from Pfiffner and hhertrood
(i960), oh# 4). lee also Burns and iitelker (1961), iikert (1961),

1 laborstroh (1956), and Stewart (1963).
10

bee rgyria (1952), Brown (i960, eh# XII), Chappie and
hayles (1961)1. halton (1959)» McKensie (1957)# doethlisborger and
Dickson (1939) end Vaguer (1954).

11
bee Argyris (1952), Becker and Crew (1962), Likert (1961)

and i errin (1958)#
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12
the organisational characteristics, sad en toe controls; end

in turn, to identify the interrelationships between the

organisational characteristics and the controls,

evidence was sought on the adaptive responses of executives

to the foxm of controls in operation, and attention was given
13

to identifying pressure and conflict, particularly between line

managers and staff agencies,^ where pressures arid conflict

did exist, evidence was also sought on their causes (environmental

end/or organisational) and effects, such as sub-optimisation,

(where reports became ends in themselves), distortion (unintended

or deliberate falsification of data) and "dep *irtaant-
«15

oentredness.

However, thouj^i the literature generally tends to

emphasise the punitive nature of controls, and to© dysfunctional

consequences that flow from their us®, attention was not wholly

directed to these phenomena. It was considered important to try

to avoid an over-preoccupation with the pathological approach

so as to be able to identify and analyse situations where controls

appeared to be used with advantage, or where, though they existed,

1 ^Gofer (1961, p.153) olaiias that "organ!sationalisa aid
environment pamoate each other,"

13
Gee March and Simon (195b), especially toe G-ouldner and

-erten models on pp,4l and U3»

Argyrie (1952), Chappie and Gayles (1961), and
-iocthlisberger arid Dickson (1939),

Argyris (1952), Berliner (1957), Blau (1963), Campbell
(1%3), Cohen (1965), Balton (1959), Jasinski (1956), 'idgway
(1956) and aagner (195^)•
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they had little or no impact. Bearing this in mind, the fjaal

aim was to identify the criteria and assumptions used in the

design and operation of management controls, and to assess the

appropriateness of these controls in cadi Case. In offact,

M hftfe W? of the oontrcls, y4 rojeTafice \q,

situational determinants?16
It is reiterated that this w&a an exploratory study, for

despite the literature, little has been written on the operation

of controls and their interrelationship with the characteristics

of the undertaking.

Before dealing with the individual cases, it should again

be stressed that those are presented in the order in which

they were tackled. Consequently, the first Case (Clii) was,

in effect, a major pilot study which assisted the writer to

clarify the conceptual framework used in the research, and provided

valuable experience for analysing and interpreting the data

obtained in the subsequent cases.

16
xittlo attention has been paid to tills question by thooc

who design control systems (e.g., management consultants), and
it has only been touched upon by a few writers. See la: ton (1939)»
Greaves (l%0), and Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939).



PART TWO

til:: .n;sivin/:,l cases

"The whole world is in a state of chassis."

Sean O'C&scy
(Juno and the Parcook)

"In the years since independence, you have undergone a new and
peaceful revolution, an econmie and industrial revolution,
transforming the face of this land, while still holding to the old
spiritual and cultural values. You have modernised your economy,
harnessed your rivers, diversified your industry, liberalised your
trade, electrified your farms, accelerated your rate of growth, and
improved the living standard of your people."

President John Fitzgerald Kennedy
(Address to the Joint session of
Dail ireann and Soanad Kireann)



CHAPTER 4

CASE X: CIE - THfc l&IBH KMCIhliAi. 'i'iflhkWf Cu'irAHY

U, JBagfaEgad
The study in CIE (Coras i'o&pair Eireann), the national

trarsport company, started in ugust, 1964 whan it was agreed

with the general manager that a research project should he

umdertaksn by the writer, with the following terns of

references- 1
Objectives

• Identify as far as possible the strengths and weak¬
nesses of the axis ting formal management information
systems (written reports, etc.).

• identify the problems experienced by managers and
specialist staff in operating management information
systems.

• I r-opare a report that will assist the company to
improve and streamline its management information
systems and help to ensure that the views of
managers and specialist staff are given appropriate
weight in any redesign of information systems.

keens

• Trace the main formal management information flows
in the company.

• Cany out a pilot study followed by a main programme,
to obtain representative views of managers and
specialist staff on th© existing management information
systems.

• Observe in general the way management information
systems operate.

These, and some of the main findings, have been extracted,
with appropriate amendments, from a report prepared by the writer
for CIE, titled "The Uses and Eevelopiaent of Management information"
which was submitted to the general manager and senior executives
an completion of the project in January, 1965.

- 42
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The company (whose activities are described below) had

just begun a imjor review of all its clerical procedures and

formal reporting systems, using & team built up from its own staff,

the object being to streanline further its paperwork and management

information and assess the feasibility of installing more

advanced electronic data-processing equipment# Tnus, the

project aasi^aed to the writer was intended to complement this

review which dealt mainly with the technical aspects (including

resources) of the paperwork flows#

Up to 1963# the writer had been attached as a supervisor

to a firm of management consultants which had been retained to

assist CJM on a number of projects, and from 1939-1962 had

acquired considerable experience of the company's management

and operations#

It is against this background that this Case (1) is

presented in this chapter which is divided as follows

• unvirxmosntal characteristics of CIS

• Organisational characteristics of CIS

• The management controls

• Methods of approach and field work
• Summery of findings
• Interpretation of findings

• Oumm&ry conclusions

9ff off

Clh was set up in 1950 as the national inland transport

company for the Republic of Ireland# It la & stat©-sponsored

body and as such, it operates as a distinct corporate entity

outside the fra tevorie of governmoit, though the members of its
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board who apart fro® its ou&irmaa, are part-time, are appointed
2

by the government* The creation of C1E £olloaod a cucooscion

of crises, mergers, and legislation dating from as far back as

1144, primarily cantering round the problem of the railways which

in Britain and Ireland had attracted speculators who recklessly

opened branch lines and extensions chiefly to acquire uioie

coital by issuing new shore**

The ocB^any operates rail passenger and freight services,

road freight services, and road passenger (bus) services throughout

the State, and these are supported by civil engineering, and by

rail and read mechanical engineering services, with separate

overhaul and construction workshops in Dublin for rail and road

vehicles* Though small compared with British hallways, C3i

is the largest company in Ireland, and it employs just over 20,000

people, labour costs amounting to 66 per cent (approx*) of

revenue expenditure*^ The company has 200 diesel locomotives,

36 rail cars, over 10,000 wagons end 500 rail passenger coaches

and about 1,500 miles of trackj feu* road services it operates

over 1,000 lorries and about 1,400 road passenger vehicles; end

rail end/or road services are served by 22b rail, 64 rood freight

ond 63 road passenger locutions. Thus its activities are

2
This study deals with the position during 1964 and

early 1965*
3
"These points are taken i"roai a compreiiensive report on

Internal public transport prepared by the company (CI4, 19<S3)«
It is claimed in this report that: "If the railway's hod be n
more rigidly controlled many present-day complaints would be non¬
existent because many branch line# * * * would never have boon
built" (GIL, 1963, sect* 3, p.10).

jl
The company has to deal with 33 trade unions*
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g&OgCUpXliCblw^CrUOd, U>A. JLifw abu^tX OpOX'UuO XXI UTbcJU C~AC,

rurux o^vix'uixixnta#

x> witii oxy public transport concern, its primary ct,

i.e., orcuspcrt c^rv-ces, is highly pyxushsble and ewxoi, bo

litsjiXid, and is subject to seasonal peons .unich follow co^owc-uv
5

pntooxxis ox* demand, both for passenger anu freight services#

In such a large and divorce i&dertnking, the tools, instruments,
6

machines, as well s the .methods and controls, vaiy

considerably, even in caio type of service# arailways, for

example, require drivers, guards, ticket collectors, rastaursnt-

car attendants, si^iolaen, porters, wvoking cloraa, sbuntcrs,

permanent-way linesmen, locoaotive and repair gangs, civil

engineersin well as aaaintexaanoe staff of many types, including

blacksmiths, wood mechanics, coppersmiths, polishers, painters

•aid iiighly skilled instrument laoohanics# ihe sa^e variety of

labour, requiring different tools and skills, exist for the road

services# x'he road and rail fleets are not standardised —a. the

predictability of maintenance requirements is low#

In 195o & new board was appointed by the government to

implement the transport cts of that year# 'x'he chief duties of

the board as set out in these Acts are:-

• i'o provide reasonable, efficient and economical
transport services with due regard to safety of
operation, the encouragement of national economic
development, and the maintenance of reasonable
conditions of employment for its staff;

5 ~

m freight, the impact oi agriculture necessitates
continuous redeployment of rail end road vehicles to meet seasonal
demands for moving ouch : roductu as limestone and sugar beet#

6
adapted from .codiv&rd (19o5» p«3^)#
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• To conduct its operations so that its financial^
losses would not exceed an annual subvention' of
1,173*000 for each of the five years ending

31st March, 196k; and

• To achieve a balance between its annual expenditure
and xwonue as early as possible but not later
than 31st "larch, 1964.

It will be evident that for the board and management of

CIS this mandate contains a number of almost insurmountable

t oblcsao and contradictions which cannot but foster conflict.

This is further heightened because of the company's double

obligation as a public transport concern to cater for both the

•Reed* sector and the *Demand' sectorj the former (as with

postal cervices) serves the community and usually involves the

provision of some services which are inherently loss-makingj

the latter sector, while also serving the community, involves

freedom of choice an the pert of consumers end suppliers and is
8

primarily commercially oriented. Though there are legal

restraints desired to protect it from competition, CII. is not

by any means a monopoly. Its competitors include commercial

read freight operators, firms running their own transport services

and private car owners. nd despite the fact that it is the sole

operator of the railways, no one as yet has made a take-over bidl

It must also be recognised that & public transport concern

constantly impacts on the public of all ages and types. its

activities are fair game for travellers, and particularly for

politicians end rowspaper editors. On one hand, throughout most

^Ttxis aubvaitucn is primarily to meet deficits incurred by the
rail services, which are also cross-subsidised by the Dublin City
I assunger cervices.

"-co 1th (1963, sect. 7) for a fuller explanation of these
concepts.
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of the year, the company is constantly reminded that it u&s to

provide a service to the co.;oaunityj on the other, when its annual

accounts are published using the conventional profit and loss

format, and showing losses of varying degrees of magnitude, due

primarily to the railways, it is attacked for being inefficient#

Such an image makes it particularly difficult for most of its

staff, and oven in their private lives, they are reminded by their
9

relatives and friends of faults in the cervices#

/part from the peaks, CIS is also faced with * creaming*

of traffic by private operators, and with variations of weather

in a climate which is not noted for its consistency#

Finally, in identifying mivirarjaantal cliaraeteristios, one

of the key factors is the long-term financing of the railways#

In the past, prior to the formation of CJh, it was customary to

neglect renewals and modernisation in periods of national

economic stringency and in emergencies such as the two Great Wars,

and though today CIS has modernised its railways, the company

is still subject to restrictions in capital expenditure during

credit equeesesj in particular, the fact that Hie government has

not made up its mind about the future of the railways and at the

same time has placed restrictions on capital expenditure mokes it

extremely difficult for management to formulate any long-term

plan with confidence#

In summary therefore, CIS, the largest undertaking in Ireland,

9
The story is told of how th© chairman of CIS, dining quietly

at ills homo was disturbed by an agitated elderly lady who called
to see him. On being shown into his study and having interrupted,
his meal, she was asked by the chairman what was bothering her#
"rlease sir,* she replied, lifting her long skirts to display her
knees, "look what the 47 bus done to m new nylons!"
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produces a highly perishable product shich is subject to

seasonal peaks and •creaming* by competitors# As a stato-

spcsisored body, it has a government ison&ate which, is extremely

difficult to interpret and stake operational# in supplying

services it employs a wide range of skills, technologies aud

methods over the whole State, in both urban end rural ccaaaunities#

The predictability Of maintenance is low, and it is subject store

than most industries to weather# It has obligation ,s to cater

for both the 'Need* end •demand' sectors raid lias no real monopoly

of transport# It is judged by the public on whoa it continually

impacts, on two bases, service and profitability, depending at toe

timing of its annual acoounts, which normally show losses# These

arc invariably due to the railway where the greatest dilemma

botooen social costs and profitability exists# It is influenced

directly by variations in the economic climate and it cannot plan

its long-term future with any confidence until the government

makes up its mind an the future of the railways#10
The picture therefore, is of a system which apart from its

organisational characteristics is potentially, arid in fact, highly

unstable and one that would provide a severe test for any group

of managers in the world#

10There can obviously be no simple solution to toe transport
problem because of the conflicting aims of the many groups of
participants (CIS 1963, sect. H, 3)# fee also Beeching (19&7)
and 1 00033 ^x%7)f regarding the need for a clearer government
policy in rol tion to objectives of state enterprises. Though
tiiie last material only came to hand at toe end of the wh la
research, the views expressed are in complete agreement with the
findings of this writer# Mr# Leans* is general manager of GIB, and
lord Bceching was formerly chainnan of British Railways.
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h Orflan^tjonal Cl^ytcr^frLcfi

In 1358, a new full-time chairman was appointed to the C1&

hoard* having previously achieved success in developing a

coaij.le.tely new industry in Ireland, he immediately began to cake

his presence and ideas felt in CXE, In collaboration with the

general manager, a highly experienced transport man and

h ministr&tor, who had steered the company through many troubles

and begun the modernisation of its rail fleet, ne set out in his

first five years of office to create 'The hew Clfi,* to cut coats,

Improve revenue, services, and labour relations, and to try to

break-even (i.e., balance expenditure with revenue). From

frequent contact with him, though he appreciated the many

conflicts and dilemmas inherent in the government's mandate, he

chose to ignox-e these and concentrate all his efforts on achieving

the above goals, one of the primary means he used to achieve

these goals being to insist on greater delegation of authority
"* 1

tixrough decentralising arid regrouping the company's activities.

Prior to this, CIS had been organised on a functional basis,

and separate departments existed for rail, road freight and road

passenger services, and for road and rail mechanical engineering,

baoh of these was organised on a geographical basis, and no two

do >&rtments had the same number of geographical areas, nor had

these areas the same boundaries, -operate centralised departments

existed for personnel, purchasing etc,, and though the accounting

function was decentralised to some extent in that certain book¬

keeping units were placed alongside same operating and engineering

departments, these units were in no sense under the control of

these departments. In fact, in erne case, though an accounting

unit was sited in the seme building occupied by one of the
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engineering departments, there was little or no contact between

the staffs of each. A chart of the organisation of CIS at this

time is shown in appendix 4.1 •

iVitfa this type of structure, communications even on minor

matters flowed up the line to each department head based in

liubiin find all the way down again to each departmental location,

and though the company possessed (and still does) many competent

and. extremely dedicated managers, each department tended to view

itself as a completely separate entity, so that in any geographical

region, transport users often found themselves dealing with a

number of regional departmental managers who had little business

contact with each other though they frequently worked in the same

location and even in the same premises. This type of organisation

structure also tended to preserve the traditional conflict that

had existed for many years between rail and road staffs, many of

whoa had belonged to separate companies before the formation of

CXb.

..ith the arrival of the new chairman, a review of the

organisation structure was made during 1959 end I960 and a ma^or

scheme of decentralisation was effected early in 1961. This

resulted in the creation of five separate regions or areas, each

controlled by an area manager who is responsible for all transport

services in his own area, as well as for track maintenance, and

running maintenance of road vehicles. Certain headquarters*

departments such as commercial and personnel were strengthened!

a development department for long-term planning, and a central

traffic control unit for planning and coordinating overall fleet

movements were created} staff in personnel, commercial and
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accounting were assigaed to work under each area manager; and

accounting staff were also attached to work under the engineers

in charge of central road and rail workshops, axid civil
11

engineering# All headquarters* departments with staff in

areas or other departments had, of course, a specialist

relationship with tnese 'attached* staff, with particular

reference to standard procedures and selection# The revised

organisation structure which wes in operation at the time of

this research is shown in appendix 4#2#

Concurrently with the reorganisation programme, extensive

use was made of techniques such as work study, production

planning, 0 and M, and market research, and a scheme of manage¬

ment accounting was introduced paralleling the new management

structure and involving participation of all managers in

budgeting# New managers were recruited to fill three of the

five area managers* posts, an intensive programme of management

and staff training was launched, and a redundancy compensation

payment scheme initiated to cater for staff who could not be

redeployed. Management consultants were engaged to assist in

all of these changes which resulted in fairly substantial

economies, including a reduction of staff of over 1,000, improve¬

ment in services, closures of uneconomic branch lines and a

more aggressive and confident GIn, However, though in 1%1 the

11
The running maintenance of rail vehicles was not brought

under the command of area managers, even though separate
maintenance depots were looated throughout the network; this was
due primarily to the difficulties that Gib were experiencing in
maintaining the type of diesel locomotives they possessed at
this time. Though track maintenance was decentralised and under
the command of area managers, the civil engineer, apart from
specifying and auditing standards, was also responsible for
track renewal and major building destruction.
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company just missed breaking even (by an amount equal to 4 of

its annual revenue expenditure), the problem of deficits in the

railway could not be overcome and by 1962 CIL was again very

much 'in the red.* Management, however, decided to take the

initiative in analysing the problems facing the company,

realising that it was virtually impossible under the present

mandate to break-even, and this resulted in the production of

the "deport on Internal Public transport" to which* reference has

already been made (CIE, 1963). and which was placed in the bail

(the Irish Parliament) after being presented to the government.

Thus, by 1964, when the computer feasibility study and this

present research had started, the new chairman had been

responsible for mating a considerable impact on the company, and

though failing to break-even, the revised organisation structure

■was working in practice under a new management team and the

emphasis had been changed from operating individual transport

services, to looking at transport as a whole in each region and

at future customer requirements. Consideraole economies had been

made, revenue had increased, and a number of new management planning

and control schemes were in operation, the chief one being

management accounting which permeated the whole company and

involved practically all managers being both administratively and

financially responsible for the activities which they commanded.

4r , Pt? research

Because of previous associations with the company, the writer

already had a considerable amount of background knowledge about

its activities and management, and had easy aeoess to all relevant
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internal literature including the paperwork and information

flows which were being concurrently studied by the Computer

Feasibility Team* with this background it was possible to proceed

almost at once to classifying the management controls, and when

this was completed, to carry out a pilot study in order to

decide <21 how the main field work should be done so as to obtain

representative views of executives on the operation of the

controls*

The next two sections deal with the types of controls in

existence in CIE, and the method of approach (including the

limitations) of the study, and these are followed by sections

which summarise and interpret the findings*

5* The KonaAOiaent Controls in Cla

The management controls (or performance roports) in Clli

were classified, for convenience, into four main groups

• Accounting reports

• Ltaff returns

• Traffic statistics

• engineering statistics

betalls of these reports are shown in appendix 4*3*

3*1 ccountiry; £&&&&

The main accounting reports referred to in this study relate

to those associated with a system of management accounting

installed in I960* .vith this system, a comprehensive scheme of

accounts classification enabled all revenue and expenditure to

be budgeted for the coming year for each area, each function

(rail, road freight, road passenger, engineering, etc.), and each
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location, as well as by type of revenue and expenditure, /ll

cctxial transactions were coded, and revenue and expenditure

collected under the above hc&da, Management thus had available

a regular four-weekly feed back in financial textss of all

operations in the ooapany which provided information on the

p,rffcraanee of each sirnnger and department, by responsibility

(paralleling the organisation structure) as sell as by revenue-

earning functions such as rail, road freight, and road passenger,

These reports were assembled by tlie chief accountant's department

and distributed to assmgers about three to four weeks after the

end of the period to which they referred. The whole system

was integrated so that a final profit and loss account and balance

sheet could be extracted. Area management were only responsible

for the profitability of xwonue-oartsing services under their

commands, and therefore, in the case of railways and intor-ere*

road freight services, they were only held responsible, on the

income side, for revenue arising in their own areas, A. diagram

Showing the integration of reporting by respunsibiiity and

function is given in appendix 4«4.

The management accounting reports showed performance by

responsibility against budget and were summarised at successive

levels of management, iiach four-weekly period, on receipt of

tiie performance returns, managers prepared a written commentary

en the performance of their units, and these commentaries were

also summarised at different levels.

Allied to management accounting, procedures existed for

controlling cassia and capital expenditure,

ISO included in the accounting group were costing returns



for all engineering work, and for road freight and road passenger

operations. engineering coats wore broken down by typo of track

maintenance. She road freight costing scheme was referred to as

"the 953' and was produced every four weeks for each area. Costs

for road passenger route3 sere scheduled to be produced each

quarter for each area and for Dublin City bus services. -part

from the 953 for road freight, all accounting reports were

prepared by the accountants, in head office, and in areas and

engineering departments. honey was the primary unit of

measurement in the accounting reports though a number of composite

units were used to compile vehicle and engineering costs, e.g.,

cost per mile rw , cost per track mile.

Though there were other accounting returns, reference is

confined here to:~

• Management accounting - primarily responsibility

accounting

• Capital expenditure
• Cash forecasting

• Scad freight costing (the 953)
• load passenger costing.

5.2 -taf'f retym?

A four-weekly staff return was made of all staff *on the

bodes* at the end of the last week in the accounting period. This

was summarised by the personnel department at head office mid

presented to the board. It compered the numbers for the current

period with those in the last period and with those in the

corresponding period in the previous year.
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In addition, a labour report was produced weekly for each

rail station and road freight depot, and summarised every four

weeks. This report contained budget and actual figures for

rail operations, but only actual figures for road freight.

Labour reporting applied only to the ureas, and summaries were

not presented to senior management or to the area managers*

The units of measurement here were hours worked, and staff

numbers* Though there were weekly labour performance returns,

based can work study standards, for the rail and road workshop,

these have not been covered here, so that references in the

text pre confined to:-

• The st&f. -nturn and

• Labour reporting,

5.3 WffrS qtatistip^

Tisi© did not permit a detailed analysis to be made of the

returns that were associated with the movement of rail and road

vehicles and only a brief reference is made in this case to -

• Train-timekeeping returns and

• iioad freight fleet movement returns*

The units of measurement were primarily time and numbers of

vehicles*

5.4 npnecrlnf;

a oon^rehensive system of production planning and control

returns existed in both the road and rail engineering workshops,

for civil engineering a system of inspectors* reports on track

maintenance, reports on utilisation of heavy equipment, and cn

track renewal were in operation, inference will be made to:-
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• The 'reel-tine• control system in operation in the

rail workshops and
• The weekly docking return for road fleet aAintenance#

Qth,.r engineering returns are referred to only in general terms#

The units of measurement were primarily time, and number of

vehicles and/or parts#

5*5 Imaraary

From the foregoing and from appendix 4#5 it will be

apparent that a large variety of controls and units of measurement

(many of them ocxapaaite) existed in CIE, and that in the majority

of oases, some form of budgets or standards was used against which

to compare actual performance# Briefly, the reports were

intended to assist in measuring and controlling:-

• The resources used mid held by the company}

• The actual operation of the different types of services

particularly timekeeping; and

• The performance and/or condition of different types of

vehicle* r and facilities#

It is stressed that eaily the main performance reports used

in the company have been considered# Naturally specific ones were

used for specific groups; for example, road freight costing

applied solely to road freight operations# However, the management

accounting system, and in particular, responsibility accounting

applied throughout the company (as did the staff return), and it

will be apparent that greater attention and coverage of management

accounting can be expected in this study#
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6.1 The pilot stufty

In the pilot study, 14 executives, in key positions and/or

having a wide knowledge of the existing management controls,

were interviewed. These interview® were for the most part

unstructured and each lasted about one day.

As a result of the pilot study and an analysis of the data,

various attempts wore isade to construct a cuestiormaire, but this

approach was abandoned, because of the size an* complexity

of the company and also because of the exploratory nature of the

study# Instead, a group of main themes or categories was drawn

up which it was believed would yield information on ho?/

executives perceived the management controls, and thus permit

an evaluation to be made of the interrelationship between tliese

and the characteristics of the company#

The main categories identified from the pilot study and on

which the views of executives were sought were:-

• The us© of controls

• The advantages and limitations of controls

• budgeting

• Manipulation of the controls

• Keac-ons for success or failure of controls

• The op ravi.au of the organisation

6#2 The main study

It was decided to try to obtain the views of those executives

at senior and 'upper middle' management levels who were directly

associated with management controls# In all, 89 executives were
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12
interviewed. A chart of the number and position of

respondents in the organisation is given in appendix 4.5 and a

summary of respondents is shown in appendix 4.6.

At senior management level, 16 out of a total of 19

executives were interviewed, the solicitor, information officer

(PRO) and chief medical officer being excluded as they were not

considered to have a direct connection with management controls*

Of the remaining 73 executives interviewed, 64 (approximately

73 of those directly concerned with management controls) were

at 'upper middle' management level, reporting .r ct to area

or central service departmental managers* The other 9 executives

were at 'middle' nagenent level and were interviewed because

they commanded large units (e.g., Kirgsbri&ge htation, the

largest in Ireland), or were associated directly with the

preparation and presentation of management controls for senior

and 'upper middle* management*

In summary, therefore, it was considered that those inter-

fh. s includes the 14 executives in the pilot study, and
although it is appreciated that it is not normal research procedure
it was done for two reasons. Firstly, though the homogeneity of
the population studied was confined (primarily) to senior and
•upper middle* aunageaent levels, there were many non-homogeneous
features, e.g., rail, road passenger, road freight operations;
three types of engineering activities; functions such as commercial
accounting, personnel, development; and, of course, geographical
dispersion. To exclude responses from those executives inter¬
viewed in the pilot study would have left serious gaps in the
coverage of tho company's activities at the levels of management
being studied. Secondly, the themes included in the main atucy
were covered by most respondents in the pilot study and those
respondents in the pilot study who did not cover all the themes
•are interviewed again.

This, of course, raises the general question as to what is
nor;ml procedure for research at senior management level in large
and complex undertakings.
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viewed covered about 80; of all key executives at senior and

•upper middle* management (together with 9 members of middle

management) who were directly concerned as recipients and/or

producers of m-nagement controls#

focused interviews were conducted in all cases, using the

main categories referred to above as discussion points#

Interviews lasted on average about lp hours and notes were taken.

On a number of occasions, particularly in the areas, visits were

also made with executives to stations, garages, and workshops#

Once the data had been collected, they were coded and

transferred to main categories by hand# Thereafter most of the

categories were broken down to sub-categories using content

analysis and simple rating scales# In certain cases, tables

were constructed# Assistance in cross-checking a number of

analyses was given by a management trainee from the personnel

department#

Apart from the usual limitations of obtaining views, and

drawing conclusions using the methods described above, -

• The study is confined to senior and middle management;
• An exhaustive analysis of all performance records was

not possible;

• bat all executives received all of the reports, and

specific reports -were related to specific groups of

executives; this has the effect of reducing the

statistical population studied#

7. ■ umiary of findings

This section summarises the views of executives an the

various categories identified from the pilot study# Because of
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the large amount of data and in some cases the language used by

one or two respondents a certain amount of selectivity and

editing has been necessary, but it is believed that the analysis

does provide sufficient evidence from which to make a reasonable

evaluation of the interredaticansiiips between th© controls and

the organisational and environmental characteristics,

7.1 Views of executives on how controls are used

The object here was to obtain views on how performance

records ©re used with a view to testing for pressure and to

identifying and assessing the adaptive responses of managers,

and the relationships between managers arid staff agencies,

particularly accountants. The data were divided into a number

of sub-categories, and the principal ones are presented her© in
13

the following order

• How managers use controls

• Views of managers on accountants

• Vieivs of accountants on managers

• Viev/s of accountants on their own role

• Views of managers can other head office departments.

7.1.1 lie use of the controls b:v fflBMSKS - only two (out of

33 managers) considered that excessive pressure was being

applied in relation to how the controls were used.

The principal methods used by managers to follow up reports

are given in table 4,1 over, in order of frequency of mention.

13
The classific tian developed by /.rgyrls (1952) t.v n

particularly helpful.
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TABLE 4e1 - Follow up of reports (I. » 33
responses by 53 managers)

Method of using reports
ho. of

responses

Meetings - area or departmental 20

Discussions - between superior and suboixiinate 17

Telephone calls - between superior and subordinate 10

I'iting - between superior and subordinate 5

other 1

TOTAL 53

Thore appeared to be a much sore active use of reports where they

wore discussed at meetings, and one executive with varied experience

in the company underlined this by stating that meetings "take the

bloodless aspect out of management accounting - if there are no

meetings, there is a tendency for things to be relegated."

'n interesting point was put forward separately by two

executivess from different departments who believed that a 'good*

manager will give explanations without locu g up reports, while

a 'weak* manager is always having to look them up.

Three district managers from different rural areas drew

attention to how the rural community can impact on the colony's

operations. Certain bulk supplies purchased by farmers ero

delivered in rail wagons, carriage paid, to local rail-heads.

Traditionally, many farmers use the wagons as temporary stores,

often leaving the supplies for four or five weeks -until they are

actually going to use thorn. The Clii district managers are then
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faced with three sources of potential pressure from within the

, The first cm co o fro . control traffic c. tr j! in

Dublin who are constantly urging for a rapid turn-round of wagons

to meet urbm retirements; the second, from the ocet.erc. al

do ortment which wishes to maintain good relations with f n .urs,

meny of -shorn would resent being given a dead-line to collect

their goods and refuse to pay demurrage; and third, from their

.•roe. manager, for exceeding the planned ror.d freight cost, should

they use their local road freight services to deliver the goods

free of charge.

There obviously can be no hard end fast rule for dealing with

this triple did :i, and the district amiagers appeared to make

decisions depending on the amount of pressure exerted by different

sources at particular times, en occasions being content to incur

a 'bad score* on their ro;ul freight control return.

gain, local trains have been known to stop at unauthorised

places on the line to allow grou-s of workers in rural districts

to get home quicker, a case of the customer coming before time-

I aepinp ,

7*1*2 Vie"3 of managers on ccountcrto - 'f .c chief accountant*s

department was looked upon without sus, icion or distrust, and its

staff were regarded by managers as "compilers,* "recorders,"

"secretaries." This present role contrasted rori:odly udth the

reputation of the department "in the old days" when its staff

appeared to be "smart '"lees," -nd "fault finders," e.g.,

" roviously there were investigations - we wre subject
to adjudication an their part - they sat in judgement*

The only tii&i of pressure on the part of the head office account¬

ants was shown by their efforts to meet the four-weekly timetable
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iur itit» ^A-oauctittu of tee-r reports, e.g.,

u' ve ao prooie* wite the .joeo. ofii.ee accountants - tnoy
worry if we're late with returns."

"There's no guy in Dublin wielding a stick."

In two or tiiree eases, oana^rs referred to the tendency

of aead office accountants to concentrate excessively on the

financial aspects of budgetary control without realising that a

good performance against budget in finanoi H terms did not

necessarily mean that the planned volume of work was being

aoiiieved.

Hie decentralisation and. widening of the accounting function

in the areas and in tee engineering departments were welcomed by

managers to whom accountants were attached, and in all cases,

the accountants in the areas and departments were seen as part

of tiie local management teams, e.g.,

"iiy own accountant is not just a sausage machine - he's
good at analysis. "

7.1.3 »riews of accountants gn fpppw&r,s - Of the 16 accountants

interviewed, 10 believed that gen-rally, management accounting

was not being used and 5 believed that it was used. Tm majority

of those who believed that it was not being used were from the

c lef accountant's ue; arti.sont at head office.

The ::iCdn views oi' this group ware, t.iat no action was taken

by senior* management on tee reports, teat they seldom got queries,

and that a number of tuuiagers were intolerant of errors when they

appeared in reports. Above all, there was a desire by tee

accountants for "mare action" and for "reverberations."

It is worth stressing that many of the accountants had been

actively concerned with the development and introduction of
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management accounting, Ho;. that it Hud been ia operation with

urea management for some years, the -aivoivenunt of the staff at

head office in dealing with queries lias been greatly reduced, and

their role in relation to the regular accounting reports was

primarily that of processors,

outside tiie chief accountant* s department tiiere was evidence

of a narked degree of co-operation oetween t nagere and accountants

attached to them, with only a few comments on the lack of action.

However, two accountants from different sections expressed views

about "the need to put the whip into someone's hand," and to make

people "to© the line,"

7.1.4 YfirTO 9f, ffflffiPtflirta M ^^MT. - A number of

accountants believed that the head office department was a "post

office," that tiie accountants there wore "book-keepors," (i.e.,

they had a very limited role) arid that they had been "hived off,"

hi general, good relationships had been established between

accountants in head office and those in other parts of the company,

and in one or two cases, specific mention was made of liow helpful

the chief accountant's department was now, compared to the "old

days," e.g.,

"I get on well with the head office accounts department -
it used to be the bene of my life,"

7*1*5 y fftfrcy qcafl offlgftcy, - ^anmgers,

particularly in the areas, received reports iTcta other departments

such us transport control end planning (train timekeeping and road

fleet reports), and were also responsible for ensuring that reports

were sent to the civil engineering and the comncrcial departments.
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iier.erc.13y, intoraetiu. between managers u.-d these hep urtaeats

cueex?ring the results shows on the various reports appeared to be

..-•inioul though there was daily operating contact between the areas

... d transport control and planning at head office. ..lie there

uc.a occasional feuding botwoui ureas end these head office depart-

. -ntc, there was no evidence to suggest that excessive pressure

was being exerted, and the various reporting system app eared to

be operating in - way that caused little fraction.

7.2 Views of executives on the advantages and
,^1^;

The purpose of eliciting the views of executives on the

advantages and limitations of the controls in operation was to

tost again for* pressure and to identify otter factors which would

throw light on the appropriateness or otherwise of the controls

as perceived by executives so that this could be borne in mind

hi any reteigr of the management information system.

hearing in mind tint some executives were involved to a much

greater degree than others in the production and/or use of

performance records, and that certain reports were only appropriate

to limited groups of executives, the views of executives on the

various types of controls are given next.

7.2.1 I '.anuremcnt account ing - Of the 89 executives interviewed,

only 5 expressed complete dissatisfaction with the system, e.g.,

"Yer explainin* rubbish - ye get the answer to the seas
and yer satisfied,"

"Responsibility accounting is meaningless - it's too
summarised - I'm interested in output statements, trends.
Financial measures are inherently limited - they're not
sufficient."

-hile a large majority of the remainder caw some .rerit in
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it, their comments being mainly of the "it's all right, but . •

typo, certain important limitations were raised by 43 of them

who made 56 comments in the order of frequency of mention, shown

in the following table:

lASUil 4*2 - Limitations of management accounting

Comment
ho# of
-espouses

Ihlnnncial data insufficient (other
quantitative data needed) 10

Dislike of coded tabulations 10

Co: r.entnries are only «*m "excuse formula" 8

Excessive detail 7

Reports too late in arriving 6

Insufficient detail 4

Inaccuracies in reports 2

Other 9

TOTAL 56

Of the number who believed that the commentaries were only an

"excuse formula," four were from one section or ,.e co..vany»

7#2.2 Road freight costing (953) - A revised road freight costing

scheme for measuring the profitability of each journey had only

been operating for a few months and it was too early to obtain a

realistic assessment of the views the executives concerned had on it#

However, out of the 13 executives who made specific comments, 10

(77$) ex crossed dissatisfaction at the amount of work involved in its

preparation and questioned its value because of this, The lb,



addition to the cost of road freight journeys for fixed

expenses was considered by one depot to be unfair and to have

possible inhibiting effects on increasing traffic - for example,

the greater the work done, the greater tee burden of fixed

expenses charged to it.

7.2.3 Road wricscnrer route costing - Routes costing reports were

supposed to be processed quarterly but in most areas it was

upwards of six months (and more, on occasions) before reports

were produced* These were used fear assessing route performance,

and for leaking decisions on route alternatives. Generally route

costing, its purpose, principles aid methods appeared to be

developing in a piecemeal way throughout the company, end although

efforts were being mode in the areas and Dublin city bus services

to review existing systems, these efforts were unco-ordinated.

7.2.4 - taxi' return - The four-weekly staff return, which contained

the number of people 'on the books' an the last week of each

accounting period, appeared to have little impact in tee areas and

departments.

Of the 10 executives who made specific comments on this return,

the majority of whom were attached to tho personnel function,

6 considered it to be of little or no value, its major limitations

being teat it contained many errors and did not represent the

actual situation.

7.2.5- |ubour re ortina - Tixis report, which had been in operation

for about two years and which was prepared weekly and four-weekly

and showed numbers of rail end road freight operating employees,

aroused the moot controversy and heat.



Of the 28 executives concerned, 20 (71/ ) nade specific

comments, and of this number, 16 (80;-) expressed strong dissatis¬

faction with the system. The major complaints were first, that

it was unnecessary and a waste of time; and second, that it

contained too man;/ errors or * bugs'; there were also complaints

about the method of presentation (punched card tabulations),

.elaborating on the time-wasting complaints, it was claimed that

there were already sufficient controls in existence for labour

in the areas, e.g., management accounting} and the system of

obtaining approval from one's superior before iairing men.

home examples of the strong disapproval expressed by executives

are given below:-

"It's riddled with mistakes."

"It's running cm parallel lines with other returns."

"As far as I can see it's not being used by anyone."

"The staticsmasters cmly laugh at the mass of figures."

"I believe people have better on-the-spot control -
it might work in larger depots but I don't think it
serves a useful purpose here."

"The greatest waste of time there ever was! Kobody
pays the slightest attention."

7.2.6 Capital expenditure - It was generally believed that there

was little follow-up of major projects, particularly involving

capital expenditure, and a number of executives remarked that the

physical progress reports accompanying the financial reports were

inadequate.

7.2.7 Traffic statistics - As stated previously there was

insufficient time available to make a full study of the numerous

statistical returns associated with different types of traffic.

Train time-keeping returns were kept by each area and by traffic
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control and planning, and substantial improvements in performance

both pr-csengt-r freight trc .ns hod been achieved* hue

limitations of these returns as stated by some of the executives

concerned were, first, that the weekly return to the areas was too

late to bo of use; and second, that the units used to measure

lateness required to be exeat lined. 2h tire case of certain

statistics kept of passenger train •lates,* equal weight was given

to each train t. -1 was over ten minutes late. Thus a train that

was eleven minutes late and one that was two hours late were each

coimtcd as a •late*'

In road freight operating, apart from the 953 already referred

to, it appeared that the standard times available for measuring

driver performance were not used in many depots, however, action

was being taken in same depots to revive them.

in the case of road passenger operating, such factors as tine-

keeping and crew utilisation did not appear to have been properly

measured*

7.2.■ focho :.c,f m miaoerirus (rail) - The executives in the

railway workshops under the control of the mechanical engineer

(rail) had made substantial changes in the performance returns and

had iiistr ilea •real-tin* control system, in moot of the shops.

This development, in their view, had improved the flow of work,

relieved the foremen of ranch abortive paper chasing, and

iincourrjged tho booking of raiting tiae* This v,Titer, having in

the post spent some time in tho workshops as a consultant, was

struck bp the enthusiasm the senior management had for their new

system, e.g.,

"Tho system highlights short-comings - v/e've got waiting
time being booked and the foremen have now stopped putting
people on unnecessary jobs,"



" e've got something that we developed ourselves after
the consultant left - mind you, they did & good job -
but wo have closed all the *escape hatches* now."

"There's less danger now of jobs being buried - they used
to lie around for months."

In addition to tills innovation, developments had taken place

in the maintenance planning and control procedures for rail

vehicles, and in the scheduling of teoimical and drawing office

projects.

There were three points mentioned as still requiring

improvements:-

• The control of capital projects where physical

progress records were required.

• Control of indirect labour

• Budgeting of shop maintenance.

7»2.9 Civil enr.incering - 2h all cases the civil engineers

expressed general satisfaction about the returns they received.

7.2.91 Mechanical engineering (road) - Standard times were used to

measure performance in the road workshops mid in the body-building

overhaul shops. Difficulties surrounding reporting systems were

repeatedly mentioned and one manager summed up the views on reports

when he stated that "the picture is meaningless to me - it*s too

vague." Another executive said that "no one is satisfied with

the present system - we have to probe and dig to find out what's

going cn." This executive attributed what he referred to as

"the failure of management accounting in road maintenance?' to the

fact that "the garage superintendents had been given no course in

accounting and therefore, the 'gospel* had not been preached

properly."
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7.2.92 «i oc&l' reports - In every area visited, the senior managers

had, in addition to the formal prescribed controls, introduced

reports to suit their own particular requirements. These 'local1

re. orts had usually' been introduced to assist area executives in

measuring the results of specific improvement studies, e.g., train

timekeeping; increasing revenue for particular types of traffic;

or to obtain a quicker feed back than that produced by the

management accounting repartb which were received three to four

weeks after the end of the four-weekly periods, e.g.,

"me get revenue figures out ourselves by the first Friday
after the end of the period - though they may not be
precisely accurate, we would have to wait another two
weeks for the head office if we didn't have them."

"I wanted to make an impact so I introduced a daily return
of train-timekeeping - it has been so effective that I'm
reluctant now to let it go."

"The district managers get a note every day of the labour
numbers."

'he have an unofficial head-count system,"

"1 have introduced a labour control system of my own."

"••e've got to personalise customer relations /ce billing so
that they won't say - 'not b...dy C2£ again!'

"I'm developing new road passenger operating statements."

Hie fact that those local reports existed did not appear to be

known by head office departments, although the deputy general

manager in charge of all area operations was certainly aware of

them and was quite prepared to allow Iris area managers to develop

and use whatever additional information they felt they needed to

help them in their jobs, provided that they worked within their

budgeted clerical costs#
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7»3 Manipulation of reports

It ia not a simple matter, unless one is a participant, to

detect the existence, prevalence and extent of distortion.

However, when the opportunity presented itself, seven of the

respondents whom the writer Knew particularly well were ashed out¬

right about 'fiddling.' These replies, together with those from

two other respondents who volunteered comments, did not present

a conclusive picture. Two out of the seven respondents who were

asked outright stated that there was no deliberate fiddling; two

others stated respectively that normally people weren't fiddling,

and that there "wasn't much"; and of the remainder, one stated

that, for certain typos of traffic statistical reports, it did

happen that some people adjusted mileage figures, and one indicated

that while "vehicle docking sheets told you that the vehicles were

dene, in fact, there were times when they didn't have the full

dock."

Of the two executives who volunteered comments, one stated

that the staff returns were "just so much bluff"; and the other

referred to the old practice (which lie considered had now been

almost completely stamped out) in some parts of the mechanical

engineering shops of "charging certain types of expenditure to

♦holes,'" whore, because of the general description of the expense

head, it could be lost.

Taking into account the writer's previous knowledge of CIK,

and the illustrations given above, it was felt tliat if there had

been a lot of deliberate manipulation, it would have caae out

during the study and, therefore, it was concluded that in most

units in the company, deliberate manipulation was minimal, but that
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ix strong pressure had been exerted on managers, they would have

Veer. uuite capable of helping to control tuo situation lg adjusting

re„ arts, (particularly traffic statistics) and by obscuring the

E-auxgeaent accounting eaamentcries with a host of specious

reasons for adverse performance figures#

7*4 yf .qftucutfreq ,qp

in Cld, the budgeting process started uoout the beginning of

October end exte. od to about the end of February, the object

being to budget for the coming firuxncial year beginning on 1st

prll| dost of the managers and other executives interviewed

participated, and the budgets for departments end areas were built

from the •bottom up,* working from physical units to financial terms,

and bearing in mind future trends in wages, traffics and vehicle

availability# Stfttiorcaastttre ii. sax-Her stations •-•'ire not

involved in budgeting, this being looked after by the oppropri te

district sunn rs# trenuous efforts had been made t lode

clearly at future intentions and to play down any tendency to be

satisfied with accepting the past, with all its peculiar features,

such as extreme weather conditions, possible stoppages of work,

political events affecting transport, vehicle building and

availability, branch line closures, t~d changing movement patterns#

Of the exooutives interviewed, 67 (75> ) made seme positive

comments on budgeting# Of tliia number, 58 (87, ) stated that they

were generally in favour of the present system, 7 (10, ) believed

it to be a waste of time and would prefer to take last year as a

base, with simple adjust ;ents# nly 2 (J ) executives of t.te number

commenting stated that they did not participate in budgeting.

Of those (7) who believed the budgeting system to be a waste
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of time, five were from one section of the company, the same

section that contained executives who believed that commentaries

on nwsnagament accounting were only nn "excuse formula."

Only 6 (9. ) of the 65 executives who participated in budgeting

and commented on it, considered that they had difficulty in getting

their budgets approved by their super-ordinates or by head office

departments. Of this number, 3 (ft ) had difficulty with the

commercial department.

17 executives expressed dissatisfaction about the amount of

mxck and time involved in budgeting, and again, a large proportion

of" these executives - 6 out of 17 (3ft ) • were frcsa the section

referred to above. One executive stated that the work involved

"paralyses the section's operations - no rest ia summer, then -

bang! - right into the beet season, with budgeting on tap."

Others stated that "key personnel were tied up for long stretches"

and queried "whether the benefits were worth the effort."

/part from the general views stated above, the following are

the other salient comments that emerged, in discussing budgetings-

(a) Road freight budgeting presented the greatest

difficulties for areas because of the detail involved,

though executives in one or two areas had taken action

to simplify Hie methods.

(b) There were still remnants of the belief (particularly
in engineering), that underspending in one financial

year would result in cuts being made in the budget for

the next year, even though the work still had to be

done.

(c) There was a tendency in soae areas tc lean towards non-

involvement of junior management in budgeting and to

consider that they should be jm their targets.
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However, one area meomger continued to encourage

pertioipation by all stationm&ctors and he claimed

that through this and other means, he had boon able

to fill promotions from within his own area,

(d) The mechanical engineering workshops and particularly the

road workshops had considerable difficulty in using

budgets because of the changes in work mix that talc® place

throughout the year. One engineering executive

emphasised this: "• , • the budgets are made and then

the actuals tuna out to be so b,,,dy different."

borne of the comments given below throw light on the attitudes

of executive© and on the different cultures that exist in the

company:-

"Some executives only want budgets in detail so that they
can explain variances," (area executive)

"Ye*re asking me to budget for a harvest that's not even
sown yet," (customer to area executive)

"/nyone who mentions 'last year' will get his b,,.dy
head cut off," (manager)

"Budgeting is an annual examination of conscience." (manager)
"I used to be a believer in using last year only - tut

I've changed my mind now - we must plan ahead - there
ore so many new factors to be brought in," (manager)

7-5 Vle^s of cxeoMt?iYes oq, ,the yucces^or failp^
°f. controls

The objects in obtaining the general views (as opposed to

the views on the existing controls in section 7,2) on why some

reporting systems appeared to succeed while others failed were

firstly, to test again for the adaptive responses of executives,

and secondly, to gain additional insights into their perceptions

of controls, bearing in mind the impending re-desi^i of the company's

management information systems.
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Of the o9 executives interviewed, 69 (72, ) mad© some cements

and of this number, 64 (93 ) had positive views. Bearing in mind

that a number of executives made more than on© comment, the

principal responses wore as follows

(a) 27 executives (4% ) stated that controls would succeed

if there was positive action taken to follow up (and

vice versa).

(b) 26 executives (41,-) stated that to succeed, controls

had to be sianl© and appropriate (and vice versa).

(c) 13 executives (20/ ) stated that controls would tend to

fail if they were not properly sold, i.e., if

recipients and producers were not clear at the

development and implementation stage as to the

purpose and benefits of the reports.

(d) 7 executives (11) ) stated that controls would have

little chance of succeeding if they were not

properly * debu>• ed' at an. early stage once they had

been introduced, i.e., if errors of content and

calculation were not eliminated.

(e) 4 executives (6, ) believed that controls oust be

aBst&ngft pft &at*
Of the 27 executives who mentioned the need for follow-up

action as a prerequisite for controls to succeed, 10 were accountants

(36/ ), representing almost two-thirds of the 16 accountants inter¬

viewed; and 6 out of the 10 were from the chief accountant's

do, artzaant in head office.

.'•am© other views arid comments are worth mentioning

fhe need "to persevere and not to be afraid to change

arrd modify as the system was operating"
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The need "to define responeibility clearly - if there

is latitude, control bacaaes haywire"

The need "to overcome the natural resistance of people

who because they are not used to change, like to sec

tilings fail"

The need "to review the systems against current reality"

The need "to concentrate more on the bysieal aspects

and get o t and look at what's going oil,"

One executive stated that "the more paper there is, the loss

likely are the cnances that tiie system will succeed - if a man gets

too much, he Just folds it up and puts it away." Possibly the

neatest sisaaing up cm performance returns carae from a manager with

many years service who said that reports would be used "if they

helped managers to solve problems and to keep a grip on the Job."

7.6 Views of e^cufcyes on the or, yni^atiqn
of„,te.b,,99rtBffg

As the present orgor-isation structure with Its strong emphasis

on area decentralisation had been operating for almost four years

the opportunity was taken to try to assess the views of executives

on how it was v/^rking out. Extensive caaterial was gathered, but

only a few salient points are given here.

70 executives (80, ) out of the total interviewed commented cm

organisation and of this number 42 executives (6($)stated that

they were generally in favour of the present area structure. Of

tiie remainder, 14 executives (20, ) believed that major changes were

required with greater power being given back to head office

departments. The remaining 14 executives had no specific comments

to make an area organisation.

Of tiie 31 area executives who carmen ted cm organisation, 26 were

generally in favour of the present area structure, 2 were generally
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aguwast, end 3 i*ad no specif ic comments* Maiqy «xea executives

boiieved that there was a general trend towards re-ceiitralisaui«att

and tuat some of the heed office departments were seeking uo

i-utrieve power: this was borne out by the fact that of the-

14 executives in favour of major changes, 11 of then ..era iron

head office departments.

One executive froa head office stated t at "the worst thing

that ever happened was that chief officers ^jdepartnent he«^ lost

power." He biased this on the heads themselves who, lie ixid,
o

"must .aiow their job and sell tnemselves."

/hi area executive made an interesting comparison of the

company before and after decentralisation. "In tlie old days,"

he said, "there was a stagnating situation, but people had job

security* ith the advent of urea management, the staff accept

ihe process of change but there is also insecurity - this has good

aid bod effects on morale."

Q.f Mm£sM&s& & Ustuam
An attempt is made in this section to assess the inter-

•elatiunsliips between the controls operating in CIE and its

organisational and envlranmental characteristics.

In an undertaking of this sise, complexity, and geographical

dispersion, with its variety of levels and types of executives,

aid controls, it will be appreciated that the problems in handling

material and relating it to a fairly broad conceptual framework

are certainly not simple for a research worker operating almost

single-handed.

A selection of what appear to be the most significant features

has been made and the section covers the relationships between

organisational characteristics end the controls, with particular



reference to the adaptive responses of executives to the way controls

were used; next, the impact of the environmental characteristics

including the influences of transport services and of differing

engineering technologies, on the controls; and lastly, a brief

summary of additional factors, such as measurements of performance

and methods of presentation, which it is believed can influence

the way controls are used by managers#

Mfifc&flM&teft smgstea&ss&k
characteristics and controls in CXI:.

6,1 #1 lite impact of the new chairman on Clb - This was without

doubt the greatest single factor that had affected the company

since its inception. Prior to Ms appointment, though a number of

major changes, such as the dieselisation of the rail fleet, load been

made, the company* s staff and particularly its managers had almost

given up trying to combat the problems and pressures they were

living with, both from outside and inside. Services were operated

reasonably punctually, but a lack of finances due, inter alia, to

the economic depression of 1956 and 1957, and the inability to

break-even with the attendant public odium for failure, had left

its impact on the facilities and fleet, which in mazy cases had a

neglected appearance, A depressive attitude pervaded many of the

staff and this was increased by the fact that independent commissions

appointed by the government, had reported on CIK on two occasions

in the 1950's. The organisation structure at this time (described

previously) did not help the company to rim an integrated transport

concern, end the planning and control techniques in operation
14

were certainly of little value either for planning or control,

A scrutiny of the syllabus and papers for the Institute of
Transport examinations at this time con firms this. As the major
professional institute for transport managers, it appeared to have
lagged in keeping abreast of modern techniques.
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for example, annual budgets were compiled by the head office

departments in broad totals of expenditure on a functional basis,

and based on the previous year's results. Only a few managers

•..ore given the subsequent monthly reports, end frequent (end often

abortive) post mortoas, tool; place to trace the causes of

variations.

The action taken by the new chairman has already been

described in some detail (section 3)> two of the major changes

he drove home being area decentralisation and management accounting,

both being intended to Involve a much greater number of managers

in taking administrative and financial responsibility. He was

assisted in all of this work by his senior managers, particularly

by the 'troika* composed of the general manager and his two deputies#

In fact, in a comparatively short time he changed, the whole
15

culture of the company. This illustrates how a single-minded

leader, with charismatic qualities, can affect a large public

service enterprise, particularly its model of administration and

its controls, and demonstrates that strong active backing from the

top was of primary importance in introducing and implementing the

changes in organisation and controls#

8.1,2 The controls in operation - Contrary to the general findings

in the literature with their emphasis on the punitive nature of

controls, it will be already clear that a muoh more permissive

approach existed in CIS# There was little evidence of managers

concentrating cm obtaining a good score to the detriment of the

task in hand, of department-centredness, or of all the array of other

15bee liice (1963, PP.235-43),
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dysfimctionnl consequences listed by most research workers.

Again the traditionally reported pressure exerted by staff agencies

(arid particularly by accountants) on managers did not exist, save

..here the accountants, as assemblers of the management accounting

controls, chased up those areas or engineering departments which

sere late with their basic data#

The reasons for this permissive approach, with particular

reference to management were first, the realism of Hie general

manager and his two deputies in recognising some of the

environmental pressures that were operating on the company. In

discussions with them, their aim, almost at any cost, was to

encourage their managers. They realised that to have any chance

of even identifying the problems of public transport and of

changing the image of CIE there must be staff of high quality.

To pressurise this type of man by continually * jagging* him with

failure to meet budget could result in his leaving the cot any or

in adapting his behaviour and explaining any adverse deviations

by drawing on the many possible reasons provided by the environment,
16

weather being the most obvious,

Looondly, budgets were not imposed, and though the mechanics

of preparation were felt to be time-wasting by a number of

executives, participation was a fact (section 7,4),

Thirdly, managers down the line were given the reports first,

and they themselves reviewed their own performance by writing a

16
It was stated by one senior executive that in the early years

of Clb & small outbreak of poll(myelitis occurred in a provincial
city, and that up to three years after it had been quelled, it was
still being recorded as a reason when head office called for an
explanation of decreases In road passenger revenue.
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a coiMentary on the action they hod taken or proposed to take,

so as to capitalise an favourable, or remedy any unfavourable

trends.

fourthly, there was no attempt to purge the 'local* controls

which operated in all areas.

astly, there was no fear of pressure from staff agenciesj

this last point is dealt with more fully below.

8, 1.3 The x-oie of the accountants - It is evident (sections 7.1.2 -

7.1.4} that the accountants in the company did not constitute a

Ota-eat to managers, and that in fact they had lost power. frcaa
17

being considered some years beforehand as spies and watchdogs

the accountants were generally trusted by management. Accountants

in the areas and engineering departments were accepted as part of

each management tea®, and those in head office were planed firmly

in the role of assemblers of reports. As a consequence of this,

the latter in particular were obviously finding it difficult to

adjust, hence their nostalgia for action, for wanting people to

"toe the line," for "reverberations," and (probably) for their

belief that management accounting was not being used (sections 7.1

and 7.5)•

8.2 The hapact ,of envi^iiaontal chayacter|.gt;lcj

8.2.1 Transport services - Though time-tabling is the normal

method of planning public transport services, there were as has

17
One executive, who had worked as a junior clerk in the head

Oifioe accountant's department, recounted how lie used to scrutinise
certain monthly engineering costing returns and help to interpret
these for his supervisor, a particularly tough senior accounting
executive. If he told this supervisor that there were no adverse
variations, the latter would urge him to "oheok up again, man -
there must be something wrong somewhere."



been pointed out, many features outside the social franov/ork of

OIL winch contributed a considerable mount of •noise* in the

system, and made the control of operations difficult. .eatker,

road congestion, seasonal peaks, perishability, 'creaming,' the

impact of the product on the public, the numbers of vehicles

involved, the need for a public undertaking to ccssply vdth statutory

regulations (e.g., seal breaks for driver-,), and the size and

complexity of the communications chain, impose a considerable

strain on staff and particularly managers. All of these could

impact on actual performance, and are almost impossible to reflect

in management control reports, which in summarising the past,

provide only a pale reflection of reality. The fact that senior

management consciously recognised some of these factors and were

influenced by them in dealing with management controls has already

been dealt with (section o.1»2). it is believed however, tiiat few

people who write about, or uesi^i and install management control

systems, have ever considered these as important determinants.

6,2.2 tecbaolofrf.ea - i hile the product of CIl was

transport services, the product of the engineering function was

the provision of vehicles and track at & certain degree of safety

and in such a condition that they would, operate for a given number

of hears or miles.

Though there ?/ae not sufficient time or resources to make a

detailed study of the different engineering technologies in GIL,

the striking feature that was disclosed from this case and from

previous background knowledge gained from working in the company

was the marked differences in complexity between civil engineering

and mechanical engineering, with particular reference to skills,



tools, logistics (including the number of cliffore, t ports), the

degree of predictability of worik and resources required to

produce a given output, the degree to which the output could be

accurately measured, and the organisation required to do the

work#

The main job of the civil engineers and their staffs in CIS

was the maintenance of the permanent way# "She work was simple and

required relatively unskilled men who were organised in g-jags

of three mm each; a gang was responsible for about three miles

of track, the task being to ensure that rails, sleepers and

packing were kept in good order, using basic tools such as spades,

picks, and large spanners. Hie organisation too was simple, with

groups of gang® being supervised by foremen, who in turn were

responsible to a district inspector, usually a civil engineer,

iiiough the work was obviously influenced by weather, geological

conditions and by the type of traffic passing over the track,

faults could be detected visually, and by ear (using a hammer to

tap the line), as well as by special equipment mounted an a rail

van which charted the state of the line by sensing the amount and

type of vibration, rather like an echo-sounder can chart the

bottom of the sea bed# She degree of predictability was, therefore,

high, and this coupled with the low obsolescence factor made track

maintenance a fairly simple task#

Azi extremely different situation existed in relation to

mechanical engineering# Here, in maintaining and overhauling

veiiicles of different types, on© is not, in fact, dealing with the

vehicles, but with major units and sub-units such as engines, gear-
t

boxes, chassis and bogeys, as well as fuel punqps, fuel injectors

and a host of electrical instruments* In CIS, this required a
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fairly sophisticated organisation structure, thousands of parts

(many of which had to bo imported from Britain), n.-my skills ml

precisian tools. The position was further ooc^licatcd by the

difficulties in predicting forward work loads, especially in

overhauling diesel locomotives, and by the relatively low

obsolescence factor of road vehicles.

These points illustrate the differences in degree of

com plexity that existed between the two engineering frr etions in

the company. These differences, it is considered, accounted in

a large way for the total absence of pressure relating to controls

in civil engineering (section 7,2,9), for a lot of the

dissatisfaction about management accounting In the mechanical

engineering (road) department (section 7.2.91)» and for the

enthusiasm for the highly programmed system of production planning

and control in the mechanical engineering (rail) workshops (section

7.2.8), where management had moved further ahead than their road

counterparts in introducing quantitative techniques of a high

order of sophistication^ to complement the management accounting

controls, the limitations of which are dealt with later in this

section.

It would seem reasonable, therefore, to conclude from this

examination of the relaticnsiiip between technology and controls

that with a complex technology and a low degree of predictability of

work, a correspondingly complex organisation structure and

management planning and control system are required, and vice versa.

18
The operation of the system of production planning and

control in the rail workshops was tackled as a separate project
and is described in Case II.



8.2.3 Geographical dispersion and location - It is believed

that the differences between rural and urban customs (section

7.1.1) can have an effect on the way controls si's used, and

further, that if operational units whose work is fairly complex,

operate in locations that are not within easy physical reach of

headquarters* departments which are responsible for assembling basic

data and returning it to these units in the form of control reports,

the managers of these units will tend to develop and maintain local

reporting systems in addition to the prescribed controls (section

7.2.92).

8.2.4 internal agencies and economic pressure - The lack of a

clear governmental directive on the future of the railways, coupled

with the statutory directive to break-even tended to make Gib

management concentrate on eliminating the losses on the railways.

-'<8 a consequence of this, other revenue-earning activities such

as road passenger services, which -were already profitable and in

fact helped to reduce rail losses, were given less attention and this

accounted in large measure for the lack of attention paid to

developing controls for measuring utilisation and timekeeping of

road passenger operations, and for the rather spasmodic attention

given to road freight operating statistics (section 7.2.7).

One could conclude from this that management, when under

economic pressure, will tend to search for and select those

sectors which appear to hold the greatest potential for improving

profits and eliminating losses. The fact that road passenger

operations were profit-making and subsidised the rail losses, did

not mean that the former were rnox'e efficient.

This raises the whole question of using conventional profit
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and loss accounting as the primary method for measuring the overall

performance of public services, such as CIE and British Railways,

which have to provide social services# in this writer's view,

a great deal of re-education is required to eliminate the adverse

consequences which flow from branding large numbers of competent

managers and staff as inefficient when, in reality, the blame

for inefficiency lies with those who draft and approve the type of
19

confused legislation under which Clb had to try to operate#

8.5 home additional factors relating to controls

Borne additional factors that should be borne in mind -when

designing and operating controls in large, complex and geograph¬

ically dispersed undertakings, emerged from the Clh study, and are

summarised below#

8.3*1 The limitations of financial accounting in measuring

performance - The use of money as the primary unit to iueasux*e

performance has important limitations#

For example, the scheme of management accounting in Gib was

primarily concerned with showing at regular intervals, and in

monetary terms, the actual resources used by each location or cost

centre against the planned resources, i.e., a portion of the annual

budget# This type of information, however, did not disclose

whether the planned volume or quality of work was being achieved,

or the actual condition of vehicles# A senior manager in one of

the engineering departments foroibly underlined this by stating that

"the accountants in head office think we're hellava* guys when we

19See Lemass (1957) end Beeching (1957).
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don't overspend our budget, but for all they know v;e oould be

jiiaking a "homes.* out of the diesel fleet,"

/gain money was of little use in the short term as a unit

of measure;;1.ent for monitoring major capital projects as it did

not disclose the volume of work actually completed. for

example, a program* to build 50 carriages might involve five or

six workshops, at an estimated cost of say, £250,000, and take

nine to twelve months to complete. To report budgeted cost

against actual cost each four-weekly period for this project was

virtually useless for the control of either the porject or of the

shops, most of which were involved in both maintenance and new

(i.e., capital) work.

In the latter case it is possible to use critical-path

techniques and work measurement to program) and control the

physical progress of jobs. however, to programme and control the

condition (or 'maintained state') of large mixed fleets of

vehicles requires an exceedingly sophisticated system based en

identifying and specifying the rate and causes of wear on many

thousands of parts, building these factors into running si&intenance

and overhaul routines, and then building these routines into

programmes for shops and depots.

It the time of the research, the rail workshops had made

considerable progress in trying to control the variables involved,

and this accounted for the enthusiasm of senior management there for

the new production planning end control system they had developed

(section 7.2,8). In contrast, the senior management in the road

vehicle shops,,though work measurement standards did exist, were

still trying to control their operations through financial reports

and as a consequence, were experiencing considerable frustration
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(sections 7*2,91 and 7*4),

Again, in the traffic operating sections, monetary units

were of limited value in measuring utilisation of vehioles and

time-keeping, two key variables. This leads to the problem of

transport statistics in general, where there are many pitfalls for

those who like to construct conpoeit® indices of performance;

for example, dividing all operating expenditure by miles run or

tons carried; or aggregating all the tannages of freight handled

at all depots and dividing this total by the total men employed

in each depot. The apuriousness of these types of ratios, many

of which C2E had eliminated, makes them valueless and misleading

for control purposes.

It must be made clear that in CIE only a few, mostly senior,

executives were aware of these problems, which demanded a highly
OQ

sophisticated steering systesn i.uch a system cannot be installed

in a few months, but requires years of refinement and development

both at the social and technical level,

- 8,3*2 fragmentation of cuitrols - Undoubtedly, controls in Gib were

rather fragmented, particularly in the case of labour, where there

were three different systems (including management accounting)

running in parallel. In tlie oase of the labour reporting scheme

for rail and road freight, the violent resistance to it (section

7,2,5) can be partially explained by the fact that the executives

concerned believed they were already sufficiently in control of their

labour force through sianagement accounting, and the hiring and

20See Deutsch (1952, p.370).
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firing regulations*

Until a thorough awareness is developed by management of

perceiving information as & totality, and until professional bodies

also accept this, it is highly probable that many different streams

of reports, (e.g., accounting, engineering and personnel) will

continue to be produced from the same basic sources*

8*3*3 The mechanics of budgeting - it is evident (section 7*4)

that the actual work involved for executives in preparing the

annual budgets is en important determinant which can have adverse

consequences in relation to participation. If managers find

themselves tied up for long stretches working on budgets because

tlis mechanics are cumbersome, then they aey gradually opt out of

participating, and accept budgets that are assembled and imposed

by others. Once this occurs, and the advantages of participation

disappear, it is quit© possible that these managers would eventually

find themselves being pressurised to explain variations between

actual situations end budgets about which they had little or no

knowledge* The solution to such a problem is to simplify the

mechanics, and not to eliminate participation, i.e., keep the end and

change the means.

8.3*4 • courser and methods of presentation of controls - Two
o

points merit comment here* first, was the response by executives

in CIK to the lack of accuracy in reports, particularly the labour

reports (sections 7.2,4 end 7.2.5). It could be tentatively

concluded that managers, particularly where they are dubious about

the value of controls (and Htoat managers are, in the initial stages)
will take every opportunity to discredit reports when they are first

produced, particularly if these reports contain inaccuracies and are
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not ♦debugged* aa soon as possible#

The second point concerns the dislike by CBi managers for

printed machine tabulations, which showed location and expense

headings in numerical codes only# This was the ;..oet frequent

complaint against management accounting (section 7.2,1) and was

given as a further reason for the fie.aise of the labour retorting

scheme (section 7*2.5)» If the primary aim is to provide managers

with the •score* to help theta to do their work, then the way the

information is presented is a determinant; and consequently, if

managers do not icnow, or went to learn the codes or use keys, end

thus do not even bother to read the reports, these become value¬

less.

8.4 n evaluation of the appropriateness
of fee ayis^ai)fl qor^rolp

Looked at as a system, Clh was highly unstable, and canae-

21
quently, many of its parts required highly sophisticated controls#

As has been shown, the controls in CIS had been developed

in three stages# The first involved fairly rudimentary financial

controls; the second saw the introduction of management accounting

and the uisposal of many spurious statistics, and the gradual

development of non-accounting sources for mechanical engineering

variables; the third stage, which was proceeding at the time of

the study, involved an *sll systems* approach to management

information#

In general, the pace of these developments appeared to be in

line with the capacity of the executives and it was considered

that the logic of the controls, and in particular, the way they
22

were used, was appropriate.

^
ee Deutsch (1952) and Rowe (i960).

22
dee Dalton (1959) oncl Roethlisberger arid Dickson (1939).
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CIH needed high oalibre executives to develop and operate

the type of controls that wore demanded by its environmental

characteristics. However, its image to the outside world was

blurred by the constraints imposed on it by its conflicting mandate,

and especially by the use of the conventional commercial profit

and loss form of accounting, and this tended to inhibit the

recruitment of appropriate executives and depress morale of existing

staff.25
There appeared to be little doubt, especially with the impact of

its chairman, that the company would have been capable of handling

the determinants of product, technology, geographical dispersion,

weather, etc. but in relation to its government mandate, the

concept of control was meaningless. CIE just could not 'win*

despite the strenuous efforts made by its senior management to put

its house in order and to try to force the Irish parliament to

reco0tf.se the need for a coherent public transport policy.

Finally, it has been amply demonstrated (contrary to Merton'a2^
claim in relation to controls, that rigidity of behaviour sets in

arid tends to produce a continuing pressure to maintain techniques)

that there was a continuing, rather than a decreasing search for

alternatives in the behaviour of CIE'a top hierarchy, due mainly

it is believed, to the strength and influence of its chairman.

The possible general! 2 itions that can be drawn from this

case are given below in summary form, again bearing in mind that

"5leaaas (1967)

"^hee March and diaon (1956, pp.37-40).
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Clii was the first in this exploratory study.

• nvironaental characteristics can influence control

requirements.

• large undertaking say contain different technologies

of varying degrees of complexity.

• Considerable uncertainty is involvec. in predicting

the work .load involved in maintaining and over¬

hauling mixed fleets of vehicles. The greater

the uncertainty, the greater the complexity and inst¬

ability of the production system, and therefore, the
25

greater the problems of control.

• .ixtemel agencies such as governments, can impose

demands for controls which are incompatible.

• Under conventional profit and loss accounting, manage¬

ment will tend to concentrate on improving loss-

making units and to neglect the control of those which

arc profit-making.
• e&ther, congestion, geographical dispersion, and

demographic features can affect the perception

of controls by managers, as well as provide many

reasons for failure to meet performance.

• Leadership style is a key determinant in relation to

the type and method of operation of controls. Further

uce Bubin (1958) and woodward (19&5)* In relation to
the latter*s classification of production systems, a further
one relating to service industries (i.e., intangible products)
should be added.
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leaders possessing a high innovative capacity who are

appointed to operate large undertakings will tend to

infuse to accept existing cu-ganisational and control

procedures, and search for alternatives, and vice
26

vei-sa#

• permissive approach to oontrols can be fostered ty

such factors as participation in . i&getitig, the use

of coca, ataries ty managers, the development of local
%

controls, the decentralisation of the accounting

function, and by recognition ty senior jaancgement
27

of determinants imposed ty the environment#

• There cure limitations in using acoounting, with money

28
as the primary unit, for measuring performance#

• If the mechanics of budget preparation are unwieldy,

there will be a tendiaicy for junior managers to opt

out of the budgeting process# In turn, this may lead

to budget impositions, and thus, to junior managers

filling to take responsibility for budget achieve¬

ment#

• The methods of presentation and the amount of processing

?6
dee Beechirxg (1967)» and the comments in the previous

section of this chapter relating to ~.erton*s model in iiarch and
hiaan (1956).

27
'This is in contrast to the findings of such writers as

rgyrls (1952), Berliner (1957)# Haire (195&) and Jasinaki
(1956), though in fairness to the first aud last-mentioned tliey
do suggest that the adverse consequences flowing from a punitive
use of controls by accountants and senior management could be
prevented by participation and ty the creation of staff agencies
as a service to management,

/5O
dee Chappie and dayles (1961) and Jaainski (1956)#
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errors in reports are determinants in relation to how

they are valued and used fcy managers. fhe greater the

oomplosdLty of presentation and the greater the amount

of processing errors, the sore will managers tend

to devalue the reports.
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LIST OF Ujj. G^ouro Of RKPQaTS IN CIS

Returns Frouuencv itemnrka

5**our.> ,1 - ccountlxut *
Balance sheet 4 W
profit and loss 4 9
Cash Forecast 4 9
Capital -o^encuture 4 W
Forecast of liesults 4 *
Ctocfc holdings report 4 9 Road and Rail stores
Statement of debtors 4 W
.^sponsibility accounting 4 a*
Commentaries on performance 4 W

Costing - Road freight 4 ®>'
- Road passenger 13 w Usually 3 months late
• Engineering 4 w

("lost accounting reports show
budget and actual figures

Group 2 - Staff

Staff return 4 W Without budgets
Labour reporting

- Rail W & 4 w with budgets
- Road freight f & 4 w .ithout budgets

labour performance
• Rail shops W d 4 w •ark standards
- load shops 9 & 4 W Work standards

croun 3 - Traffic Statistics

Rail - Train timekeeping b,« «4I
- Wagon utilisation D,U4S
- Couching utilisation 9

Road - Fleet movement return 1
- Depot return 9 Road passenger
- standard times 9 Road freight

ccident returns W & 4 W

Fuel and Mileage returns w

{croup 4 - Engineering returns
Civil - Inspectors reports V

- ilallade track 26 W
• heavy equipment f

Mechanical
- Production control D £ W Rail and road
- Real time control hourly Rail workshops
- Maintenance control D A w Rail and road
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CHARTSHOWINGNUMBERANDPOSITIONINTHEORGANISATIONOFTHgEXECUTIVESINTERVIEWED note:thenuuhmmtheioxumoicatcthetotalexecutive*interviewedineachmrrortheorcanisatiom



CALL I: CIK Ah JDH 4.6

WJOYoIS OF fl&il OffDEPTO BY CPTnQOKY ALL } OCATIu'

Category Location

of Areas
Total (including Central head

•xecutive
Dublin Bus Engineering Office
^OiTfiCOs)

I in® managers 53 31 16 6

I toff - Accounting 16 6 2 8
- Personnel 10 6 1 3
- Traffic

Control 5 - m 5
- Other 5 2 3

TOTAL S9 43 21 25
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CHAPTM 5

1« Introduotiaa

following the Clo project (Case I), the senior management

of the mechanical engineering (rail) department of CHa gave the

writer permission to use the rail workshops (idxiisuppa'1) lor
2

graduate student projects and for post-graduate research, the main

focus of interest being the impact of the new centralised and

Iiignly programmed system of production planning and control that

had been developed and introduced in the shops by senior

management,

A start was made in June 1965 with a small team, working on

part-time basis, and comprising the writer and. a graduate
3

student, Ir. P» hurphy, the latter assisting with the inter¬

viewing.

This case presents tae results of the work done during the

second half of 1965, though since then continuity has been

maintained by the writer, and during 1966 another graduate stuaent

completed a project on & different aspeot of the same research

area,

1
This name, with variants such as "workshops," "shops," is

used to describe the C1& railway workshops,
2
students taking the graduate course in Administration for

the degree of MSA awarded by Trinity College, hublin, are required
to weak an a project assignment,

^ fter I urphy had been awarded the MSA degree, he continued
on a part-time basis as a research assistant on this case.

- 103 -
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part from the overall objectives stated in chapter 1, the

specific objectives in this case were to examine how a highly

programmed and centralised system of production planning aid

control impacted en the supervisors of shops in the works, nd to

compare their perceptions with those of senior management, bearing

in mind the decentralised nature of the previous system. Again,

the study was exploratory, fitting loosely into the conceptual

fraaewoarit outlined in chapter 3*

Zx - brffni—fional and .hny^r^niamitfil
C^q-ucterlytiqfl

Hailchops was set up in 1846 to serve the Great Southern

and estem Railways and is situated on the outskirts of Dublin*

Some modernisation of the shops took place in the early 1920* c

following the partial rationalisation and amalgamations of the

Irish railway companies/4" but by 1930 there were no fends

available for the renewal of rolling stock, and d?rring the 1939/45

war, when raw materials and ports were difficult to obtain, the

r. ilv, ys survived by running Gown their assets#

following the formation of Cju. as the national inland

U"uu./art :.xy in 195'-',' it;, board uf directors set s,bo*l the

rehabilitation of the railway end drew up a ten-year programme for

the renewal of rolling stock# As dieselisation began, stonm

repairs were withdrawn from Railshops, and new machine tools and

Siee CBs (1963, sect# IV#5), and a brochure on the rail work-
chops prepared for the International Hallway Congress held in
Dublin in 1964 (CU3, 1964)# The original group of buildings is
still in use ar.d possesses a certain architectural quality, the
brochure (p, 3) stating: " 1th its ivy-covered castellated walls
ana tower, diamond paned windows and Gothic appearance, it would
have easily passed for an old ecclesiastical or scholastic
e s teiui shmont• "
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testing; equipment were installed, At this time, few European

countries had experience of operating diesels, and considerable

teething troubles were encountered r±$it up till the early I960*a,
5

in trying to keep the fleet going, ith this major change in

technology, it was necessary to re-train a large number of the

staff ana recruit others capable of handling the electrical

equipment and instruments used in diesela,^
The mechanical engineering (rail) de^ artmont was reorganised

in 1956 and divided into three main sections, each under an

assistant mechanical engineer:-

• The technical section - deals with design, drawing office and

laboratory work

• The maintenance section - deals with the planning ci main¬

tenance, carries out first-line maintenance in depots

throughout the country, and controls vehicle links in con¬

junction with traffic control and planning (see Case 1)
• The railshopa - deal primarily with the overhaul and manu-

e

facture of rail vehicles, and the manufacture of permanent

my supplies, ( n organisation chart and farther details

are provided later).

These tliree sections are cowiiaandod by the mechanical engineer

5
The strain on the management of xtailshops during this period

was quite severe. Vehicle breakdowns, due to failure of many key
units were the rule rather than the exception, and defects end
modification lists swelled despite intensive efforts to contain
ana reduce them. The position was alleviated in the early l%0*s
by the purchase of well-tried locomotives from the USA.

^In the steam days the engine-driver was usually capable of
carrying out i;dnor repairs and of keeping the vehicle running for
a time even if it had major defects, Aith diesels, most of the
equipment requires skilled attention and is not even visible to
the driver, who, if he has a failure of" any kind immediately sends
for skilled assistance.
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(rail) who at the time of the study r/as responsible to the

deputy general manager (central services) - see Case I, "paendlr 4*2,

Between 1959 and 1961, management consultants were engaged

in a number of assignments in R&ilshops, Work study, production

planning, .-uid management accounting techniques were introduced,

and an intensive training programme, mainly related to work study,
7

was carried out. All of these efforts were made to improve

productivity, and about 10t of the labour foroe were redeployed

or left CIE, most of the latter on redundancy compensation, funds

for which were provided by the government.

In 1961, changes in senior management in Hailshops occurred,

end the new senior executives (all of whom had served their time

in the shops) began a further drive to get improvements in product-

ivity, Dramatic changes in the physical conditions were planned

and implemented, including improved toilet facilities, and the

growing of grass, shrubs, and flowers in what were previously

junk heaps. In fact the place was given a major face-lift, as can

be seen from the illustrative photographs in Appendix 5*1 •

in addition to these changes, senior management, dissatisfied

with the operation of the existing system, developed and

progressively introduced a new centralised system of production
8 9

planning and control, with which this case is concerned,

ILailshops employs about 1,400 people including 26 different

*No financial incentive scheme was introduced. Operators were
expected to attain 100 performance (on the 133 rating scale),

8
The idea for tiie new system came from - est Germany,

9
- any other changes were, and are still being made; e,g.,

internal transport is now fitted with H/f; special passes are
needed at the main gates; a tank has been constructed to serve as
a swimming pool and as a fire-guard; telephone calls are restricted
and monitored; and photographs of bad housekeeping in shops fire
taken for senior management at the week-end and circulated every
Monday morning to appropriate supervisors for action.
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types of skilled tradesmen and occupies about 74 acres. n

organisation chart at the time of the study is shown in Appendix 5.2,

on asterisk marking the three shops studied.

The main sources of work for the shops are the overhaul

prograaanSB for the rolling stock fleet, unplanned repair work

(including accident damage), new construction of wagons and

carriages, and civil engineering' demands for parts used in traclc

re. air and renewal} on occasions, special work is undertaken for

outside firms which lack the facilities of R&ilshops, To achieve

& more rapid turnround of vehicles undergoing overhaul, the units

system has seen adopted, the idea being to keep spare units, sub-

units, and components, m stock end in kits, and to repair these

in batches in other shops not engaged in major stripping end

assembling. Thus, a locomotive sight go out from overhaul with a

completely different set of units, including bogies, than it had when

it came in. Such a system contains many complex linkages and

requires a high degree of coordination, especially when the

predictability of unit and component wear and failure rat© is low.

atores and material control, as well as product on planning,

become key factors, the stores acting as the *38168* department

for many components. It will also be appreciated from the

organisation chart that the feeder shops can have a mix of work

ranging fr-osi manufacturing components for new carriages, to doing

one-off emergency repair work for key components in short supply.

In this respect, most supplies have to be purchased fro© overseas

firms.

part from visitors, kailshops* staff do not come into contact

with the public, though complaints on delays and heating failures
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from this seotor rapidly find their way to its senior executives

via the operating and commercial departments, as well as from

Cli top management#

Before dealing with the three shops that were studded, it

will be evident from Case I that in the "absence of long tern
10

commitment by the community to the railway," the volume of

maintenance and building of rail rolling stock can vary from year

to year. There are also other external factors impacting on

Bailshops and an ambiguous situation exists in relation to the

manufacture of rolling stock# The policy of the government has

been to develop Irish industry, and CIS has been encouraged to

continue to manufacture as much of its own equipment and rolling

stock as possible# The trade unions have also exerted their

influence to try to ensure the continuance and, if possible,

the development of the manufacturing activities of the railways,

The C1K board too, has been influenced by the possibility of

providing employment for staff who become redundant due to

modernisation schemes# Lastly, the senior executives of GIL

believe that the primary purpose of Hailshops is to carry out

repair work, that the shops are not suitable for the manufacture

of new equipment and vehicles and that this should be dene by
11

outside contractors#

brief description now follows of the work and staffing

of the Laithy (blacksmith's shop), Liesel 2 (shop for overhaul

of rail cars), and Machine shop, at the time of the study#

10
>ee CIE (1963, sect. XV.54).

11^ee ClL (1963, sect# 1V#49)#
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The Smithy - has the following main sections

Bclt shop

forging

spring-making

welding, and oxygen cutting,

it is involved in both jobbing end batch production, with

the latter predominating, and its output consists of repaired

vehicle components, and of manufactured items including permanent-

way fasteners.

The shop employs about 65 operators of whom 55 (65/ ) are

skilled or semi-skilled,

Diesel 2 shop - is concerned with trie overhaul of diesel rail

cars, bogies, and engine units and has the following sectione:-

l its - strip and assembly

Bogies - overhaul

ingine parlour - maintenance and repair

electrical tasting

Fuel injection pump-room.

It is involved in jobbing and batch repair work, the former

predominating, and employs 60 operators, 57 of whom (71, ) are

skilled or semi-skilled,

Machine shoo - has four main sections:-

Capstans - capstan and centre lathes, boring and

grinding machines

achxning - drilling, milling, planning

Bench-work - including chromium work

Tool room - jigs and fixtures.
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Like the Smithy, it does both jobbing and batch production,

the latter again predominating, and its output consists of re¬

paired vehicle components and of manufactured items, many of

the latter coming to the shop via the otoithy or the Foundry.

A total of 85 operators were employed at the time of tne study,

75 (86, ) being skilled or send-slcilled.

hue to the shortage of tine and to the great number of

changes that were taking place during the study, it was not

possible to examine the technical variables of each shop in any

depth. However, the team did wish to grade the shops in relation

to degree of complexity of technology and degree of predictability.

Using coramon sense, experience, the data given above, and inform¬

ation obtained from brief discussions with senior management, it

was considered that the technology in the Machine shop was the

most complex of the three; and in the smithy, the least complex.

In relation to predictability, Diesel 2 was considered to have

the lowest degree of predictability, with the other two shops

rmling equal.

. abour performance

The following were the labour performance figures (based on work

measurement standards) for all shops for selected periods between

1965 and 1966:-

1%5: Jan. to July (cum.) 82fl

1965: Jan. to I ov. (cum.) 83£

1966: Jan. to July (cum.) 87/

The average performance figures of the three shops studied, for

operators (excluding waiting time) and for tho shop (with waiting time
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included) are shown below for selected weeks during 1965 end 1966*

A'-klbb
week ending

blhhxJiJ. MAbhlNK 2M
operators shop operators shop operators shop

A A % A A A
19^5: 2nd July SI 79 83 76 8h 55

1965: 26th fcov# 86 83 87 86 87 65

1966: 1st July 92 87 93 88 90 78

It will be noted from the above that the performance of all

shops has been improving gradually#

SJHBEX

iith its roots in the mid 19th century, hailahops is

probably the oldest workshop in Ireland. A wide rang© of different

skills, machine tools, plant, and hand toolo is required, and both

jobbing and batch manufacture and repair work exist in many snaps#

rrel iminary analysis of the tiiree shops studied appears to indicate

that the technology (including skills) in the Machine shop is tie

most complex, while trie degree of predictability of -work is lowest

in hiesel 2# Until comparatively recently, extreme difficulty

existed in repairing and overhauling the diesal fleet due primarily

to the fact that the units purchased by the board had not been,

extensively tested in operating conditions iy the oversees manufacturers#

nail&uops operates in an urban environment, and comcmsuoation

between shops is comparatively simple, Igenoies such as the

government and the trades unions have a decided impact on

Hailshops (through the board and senior executives of Clh), with

particular relation to the uncertain future of the railways and

the use of the shops for manufacture# -oeang associated with the

loss-making sector of Cl.o, the shops have co^e under considerable

pressure to anorease productivity#
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Overall, therefore, it is considered that the stability of

hailsheps, particularly in relation to its future existence, is low,

Though the organisation structure at senior level in the works

has regained unchanged for about ten years, the intensive efforts

made over the last four years to improve productivity have resulted

on many changes, including the iatroduotion of a host of modern

industrial engineering techniques, with their attendant staff agencies

of which the j rincipal one is the production department, responsible

for the operation of the system of production planning and control

described in the next section. In fact, senior management, each of

whom has had shop floor experience, are continuously occupied in

tliinking up and driving home schemes that they believe will increase

productivity and change the ola image of the shops. Much of this

innovation applies to physical conditions and to the technical aspects
12

of planning and control procedures mid systems, s datacastrated

in this section, operator and shop performance have been gradually

increasing,

■?t The Production vlarninfi and Control

The present PC system was developed in 1962: it was introduced

first in the Smithy in 1%3 and thereafter, over the next two years,

12
The organisational characteristics are further elaborated in

sect, 6, This has been done in this case to avoid reducing the impact
of the field work results cm the re. der,

1 3
(a) For simplicity, the following abbreviations v.ill be used

from now on, as the text demands:*
(i) iC system - for the production planning and control system, inc¬
luding the staff in the PD (see (ii) below), paperwork and reports,
coimaunication instruments, (e.g., telephones), internal transport,
materials, stores, tools,
(ii) Hi - for the production planning and control department, the
staff agenoy responsible for operating the PC system,

(o) The management controls in this case are those associated
with the PC system.
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in each of the other shopa in turn. -At the tint of this research

in the second half of 1965> the PC system had been running in the

Smithy for nearly two years, and in Diesel 2 and the Machine hop

for about a year and a half.

Prior to the introduction of the new system, each shop v,as

responsible for the preparation of its own paperwork, and for

loading and scheduling, with shop supervisors having considerable

discretion in deciding priorities and allocating jobs to operators.

Though a central production control department existed, coordination

of overall programmes was weak, priorities often differed, jobs got

•lost* and senior management did not have a clear picture of how

work in the shops was progressing.

A description of the PC system now in operation, extracted

from e hand-out prepared by the PD for staff* training and organised

parties of visitors, is given in Appendix 5*5 and the diagram

accompanying this hand-out is reproduced in Appendix 5.4. This shows

the layout of the main section of the AD, and the participants and

paperwork involved in the PC system, including the shop supervisors

and operators. It will be noted that the majority of work in this

section of the FD is done by female clerks.

The main features of the PC system are: -

1. All work is planned, scheduled, and progressed through

the H).

2. Oo munication between the female shop schedulers and

supervisors is by inter-phone, and considerable use is made of

modern office equipment, including duplicating machinery and conveyor

belts for paperwork.(tee illustration of control room in Appendix 5*5)«

3. The supervisors and the schedulers eaoh hold copies

of the job (instruction) cards. supervisors must boom operator®

on the jobs on the instruction of the schedulers, and when jobs are
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completed (or stopped), oust inform the schedulers, who then book

the operators off, end specify to the supervisors the next job

and the name of the operator who is to do it*

4* Materials, tools and drawings are procured by the

progress clerks and must be available before jobs are loaded*

supervisora must not chase materials, tools, etc*

5* Feedback cai performance is available to the supervisors

in two main ways* First, from the job instruction cards which

contain the standard times for each job, or operation, if the job

has to pass through a number of shops or sections of a shop* The

supervisor can calculate the actual time taken per jcb, insert It

on the card and compute the performance* The seoctid (and principal

method) is from the TV monitors installed in each shop which show

the performance and waiting time of all sections of each shop#

These figures are calculated by the FD from the completed job cards

held there, and are inserted cm the master performance board in the

H) at regular intervals each day* As the diagram in Appendix 5*4

shows, this board is scanned continuously by a TV" camera, which

has monitor sets linked to it in the offices of senior management

as well as in the shops*

6# Jobs delayed in the shops are noted by PD, and if materials

etc*, are available, a post-card is sent each evening to the

appropriate shop foreman and shops superintendent, asking for

reasons end intended action* bach morning a brief meeting of the

shop superintendents and the production superintendent is held, and

too post-cards arid other queries are progressed* should a stopped

job not be cleared by the next day, a second post-card is sent, a

copy going this time to the AM2 (larks) who is responsible for

Polishops. (This post-card procedure is not shown in Appendix 5*4)*
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7, If the performance figures of a shop show any downward

trends, a rote drawing attention to this is sent by the ME (works)
to the appropriate shops superintendent and shop foremen.

8, The primary task of the shop supervisors is to super¬

vise the operators and get the planned output and quality.

In summary therefore, with the PC system as prescribed, the

supervisor has little or no discretion. He must run his shop (or

section), and he must get output and quality; he must take no part

in planning, scheduling or allocating work, nor must he leave his

shop to progress or procure materials or tools,

4f .foW

following discussions with senior management of hailshops, the

tijree shops were selected for study and a brief note on the project

was prepared and circulated to supervisors and mads available to all

staff,

iter a few days of familiarisation with the PC system, the

three members of senior management most eanoeraed with its adoption

and operation, were interviewed individually, These interviews

were aesai-etruetured and each lasted about two hours, the object

being to obtain their perceptions of the PC system.

It was decided to administer to the supervisors of each shop

a modified version of the oral questionnaire used by herd and

elaca (1964, -Appendix B), Apart from changes in phraseology to suit

the local idiom, specific questions relating to the PC system were

also added, viss-

iVh&t do you like most about the system?

'hat do you like least about the system?

Have you any other comments about the system?
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In all, 26 supervisors1^" were interviewed, comprising the

total supervisory force in the three shops* The interviews

lasted an average about one hour each, and the three shops were

covered in about one month, over an elapsed period of four months*

After analysing the oompleted questionnaires it was apparent

that the richest material in relation to the PC system was contained

in the responses to the specific questions listed above, and it was

decided that the purpose of this present research would be best

ae-rved by analysing the responses to these specific questions. It
15

is the results of this analysis that are presented here.

The decision to deal only with supervisor responses to the

questions on the PC system gave rise to a major problem of

classification* An effort was made to apply Morton's (195?) concept

of functional analysis, but this was abandoned as it tended to

confine the responso3 to a relatively artificial classification,

which would have inhibited the use of Hie general conceptual frame¬

work developed for the study, and restricted its exploratory nature,

following this, a panel of judges was set up consisting of

businessmen, and of academics from Trinity College and other

institutions, and including engineers, economists, an accountant,

a sociologist, and a psychiatrist* The data wore circulated to

each member and a meeting was held to obtain their views on

classifying the responses* Almost as many opinions wsro obtained

as there wore members, and it became quite clear that it would be

almost impossible to get any unanimity, and that in fact, there

1Hh« term covers shop foreman, assistant foremen, and charge-
hands*

15
The ^oru and .;elsch questionnaire is probably more useful for

its original purpaee, i.e., inter-firm comparisons*
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was no ready-made classification . following this, the writer*

decided to classify the data into three broad groups

* Perceptions judged as favourable to the system

(obtained primarily from the question: "that do

you like most • • ♦7"}.
* Perceptions judged as unfavourable (obtained

primarily troex the question: "ifhat do you

dislike most • • .?")♦
* '-dautive responses to the system (obtained primarily

from the question: "Have you any other comments

about the system?").

Thus, two sets of data were available, the first from the

three members of the senior management, and the seocaid, from the

26 supervisors in the three shops studied* After further study

and experimentation, a coding frame was developed for classifying

the favourable and unfavourable responses of the supervisors, and

with only minor modification, this was also applied to the

res, oases of senior management. In essence, the coding frame

covers participants, procedures, materiel and output. summary

of the principal items is given below, in relation to the

perceptions of the supervisors or senior management of the PC

system:-

1. Hie job of the supervisor, ££ member of senior

management ° (this includes authority, discretion,

1^3h analysing supervisory responses, item no. 1 refers to the
supervisors1 perceptions of the PC system on their job, and item
no, 3 to the supervisors* perceptions of senior management.

In analysing the responses of senior management, item no. 1
refers to the perceptions of members of senior management or. thsZSL
job, and item no. 3 refers to their perceptions of the impact of
the PC system cm the supervisors. Thus the classification ctends
for both groups of respondents, with items no. 1 and 3 being inter¬
changeable depending on the group whose responses are being rr.elysed.
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sta tus, planning, control, direction)
2. The operators

3. -onuor management £r supervisors

4. The PC system (tnis includes progress men, planners,

female schedulers and work stud^ .en; paperwork,

reports, inter-phones and tines; materials, transport,

stores, tools, and machines)

5. Output (and quality)

6. Other,

The full coding frame is given in Appendix 5.6.

The anonymity of individual respondents was guaranteed, ..u

a onto preliminary feedback sessions have since been held with

supervisors and senior management •

The limitations of this case are that it is confined to

senior and lower level management, it covers only throe out of a

dozen ahops, and the data have been obtained mainly from interviews,

arid not from occupational involvement or le&gthgr periods of

observation,

a previously mentioned, contaot is being maintained with

t.o firm and it is intended to cover other groups of participants,

such as operators, tiro staff in tire PC, arid tue shops super-

k voiidentc; and to attempt to make a special study of the technical
17

variables in a number of shops (including those dealt with in

this case),

& , ,,^3*7 Q? ffinqjftCT

This section presents a summary of findings in the following

order:-

17
It is hoped to test the approach developed by Brewer, in

oodward (1955, Appendix 32).
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First, t. a views of senior management on the aims and

intended consequences of the PC system using the coding frorae-

ork described in the previous section.

Second, the views of the supervisors on the PC system,

using the some coding frame, and also classified b; 'favourable*

or 'unfavourable,*

,'nd third, the adaptive responses by the supervisors,

o would be expected, by far the largest part of the section

is occupied by the material presented in the second group,

blanning and Control system

The responses of the three members of senior management have

been aggregated to provide an overall view.

5.1.1 Tliq^eroolved e,C£gfttS. y tj9fr qg - Trie

system «;aa perceived as assisting senior management - with

-laming. e.g.,

" e can simulate the workshop operations."
" a can continually up-date our plans."

"It gives us immediate reaction that allows us to modify
our plans."

with control, e.g.,

"It gives ue constant, continuous, tight oontrol."

"... real-time control information"

"... order in the control of work"

"... eliminates * escape-hatclies*

...in o-Lroction. e.g.,

"It gives real direction of the works by top management."
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with conmunlnation. e.g.,

"There's better dissemination of information."

"acre's absolute certainty of instructions."

. coordination, e.g.,

"... improved cooruina.ta.cn of tasks,

th o. ; nis:tlon. e.g.,

"It provides for a more equitable re-distribution of tasks
and responsibilities. "

5.1.2 The Intended effects «i the o craters - The system was

perceived as being advantageous in relaticaa to the operators in

that it "puts pressure on the employees," "gets after the lazy

workers," and "builds tip team spirit in the sections" (of the

shops).

However, senior management also believed that there was

"frustration and demoralisation for men on waiting tine." They

also perceived the system as having "little freedom for the

workers" and considered that it was resented due, principally,

to the lack of a financial incentive.

5.1.3 --r^ Mms&ELsfSatfa aU&tiafc g£ Sm mmim& - Tne

:nly comments made by senior management on the effects of the syetem

on tae supervisors were that "it needed constant supervision" and

that it entailed a "loss of authority Toy supervisors." It could

be inferred that senior management associated the supervisors with

& number of the perceived advantages set out in 5.1.1 above, but

this was not explicitly stated ty any of the three senior managers

interviewed.

5.1.4 - enoc;.. tions on tae rC system - .-snior management taade no

C"r; cuts on the stuff of the 'part from the comment that
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the system was intended to obtain "a more streamlined transport¬

ation of raw materials," the comments were of a general nature

indicating a perception of certain (possibly) adverse features,

e.g., "It's technically sound but it has human weaknesses"; "Its

relatively inflexible"; "Unplanned waiting tizae will be necessary."

5.1.5 eroerticms on output - /a expected, tii© fact that output

had -increased was wars&y commented on.

5.1.6 ether oopaffits, to, JMB&SS mW&mik - comments here

referred to the limitations of ksilshops as a part of a atate-

spaneoreft body in that it was generally restricted as to what

it could do, and to the intention of senior management to

experiment with and develop and use techniques which would make

outsiders, including other departments and CHS top management, take
16

note of what could be done in Ibiilshops.

In summary, therefore, the 1*0 system was perceived by senior

management as directly assisting them in the planning, control

and direction of Railskops, and as a way of getting sore work

out of the operators, and therefore of increasing output# It was

clearly recognised that the pressure would be resented by many

of tiie workers, that the supervisor*' role would be restricted, that

the system was fairly rigid, and that its main weakness was that

human beings were involved. Developing and introducing such a

system was also perceived as a means of obtaining recognition from

outsiders that kailshops was in the vanguard of change, thus

combating the image of the 'bankrupt Irish railways#•

18
Great care is taken of visitors an conducted tours of the

workshops, and apart from tiie handouts already mentioned, visiting
parties are presented with a group photograph of themselves
colore they leave, as a memento of their visit.
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5.2 The v-i.e«s of the supervisors on the
wleanin,:: aid control system

The data simraariaed here were obtained fraa the specific

uesttome on the PC system put to the 26 supervisors in the

three shops studied#

7/BJ i 5.1 - Total number and percentage of
favourable and unfavourable couiaenta by all

supervisors

Commonts Supervisors

CiTEGORT Ho. % Ho.

favourable 45 29 25

Unfavourable 111 71 26

TOTAL 156 100 26

* (i) Comments were classified as favourable when super¬
visor® expressed approval of, or liking for, the
system (either in whole or part), and/or perceived
it &e aiding them in. their role.

(ii) Comments were classified as unfavourable when super¬
visors expressed, disapproval of, or hostility
towards, the system (either in whole or in part),
end/or poroeived it as reducing, or obstructing
their role.

** The number in the 'total* column ur or supervisors
represents the total number of supervisors who made
the total number of comments. In this table, aa in
other similar tables that follow, the numbers of supor-
visors in each category do net represent the number of
supervisors in the 'total* column#

It will be apparent from table 5*1 that out of 156 comments,

the unfavourable comments exceeded the favourable by almost

tv.'o and a half times#

Table 5#2 below, shows that the percentage of unfavourable

comments is greater in all shops, with the Machine shop having the

highest#
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T.4BIIS 5*2 - Number and percentage of favour¬
able comments by supervisors and try each shop

Smithy Diesel 2 Machine shop
c s C 3 C o

CATEGORY ho, (l o.) No. "t - (No# ) No. , C o.)

favourable 16 39 (10) Id 31 (b) 11 19 (7)

Unfavourable 25 61 (10) 40 69 (8) 46 81 (8)

TOTAL 41 100 (10) 58 100 (8) 57 100 (8)

• •oie: C « comment
3 s= supervisor

Ir, the Smithy, which has the largest number of supervisors,

there was the smallest number of ccsamants, and this shop also

had the highest percentage of favourable comments#

In table 5*3 following, the .ochine shop has the nighest

percentage of unfavourable comments#

TABLE 5#3 - . eroentage by each shop of total
favourable, ma of total unfavourable
comments

SHOP

Smithy

Lieeel 2

Machine shop

TOTAL

Comments

favourable

36

40

2k

100

unfavourable
/k

23

36

41

100
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Table 5,4 folios?bag shows the comments analysed by the

categories contained in the coding frame referred to in section 4,

It will be evident from this that the majority of comments (by the

majority of supervisors) refer to the job of the supervisor (ref. 1)
a:id to the PC system (ref, 4)»

T il a 5,4 - Total number of favourable and
unfavourable comments, b category (per
coding frame) and by supervisors

ief. CATEGORY

Total

c (S)
Favourable

c (S)
Unfavourable

C (j)

1, Job of supervisor 55 (22) 24 (17) 51 (15)

2, Operators 19 (15) 7 (7) 12 (9)

3» senior' management 10 (10) 2 (2) 8 (8)

4* PC uystem 64 (24) 8 (7) 56 (22)

5. Output/,uality 6 (5) 4 (4) 2 (2)

6, Other 2 (2) - (-) 2 (2)

total 156 (26) 45 (25) 111 (26)

f'ote: C = comment
S a supervisor

The next two tables show the comments analysed by shop end

by category.

It will be seen from table 5«5 that there is a consistent

trend in the order of frequency of mention of specific categories

for each shop.
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t&BiLk 5.5 - Number and pe.rcentage of favourable
comments, and number of supervisors, by category
and by shop, arranged in order of frequency of
mention of category

ieft CATEGORY

Total
c s

ho. '} (ho)

Smithy
G 3

No. /■ (No)

Diesel 2
C S

No. >■ (No)

Machine shop
C S

No. , (No)

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

Job of supervisor
PC System
Operators

Output/Quality
enior management

Other

24 53 (17)
B 18 (7)
7 16 (7)
4 9 (4)
2 4 (2)
- - (-)

9 56 (6)
3 19 (3)
3 19 (3)
1 6 (1)
- - (•)
- - (-)

6 33 (5)
5 28 (4)
3 17 (3)
2 11 (2)
2 11 (2)
- - (-)

9 82 (6)
mm mm

1 9 (1)
1 9 (1)

(-)
- - <-)

TOTAL 45 100 (25) 16100 (10; 18 100 (8)
■ ■ —

11 100 (7)

Note: C « comment
G » supervisor

TABUS 5*6 - Number and. percentage of unfavoitrnole
comments, and number of supervisors, by category
and by shop, arranged in order of frequency of
mention of category

:ef, CATEGORY

Total
c s

No. % (No)

| Smithy
C 8

po. / (Ho)

Diesel 2

Ho! / (Ho)

Machine Shqp
0 s

Ho. / (Ho)

4«

1.

2#

3.

5.

6.

PC System
Job of supervisor
(Aerators

enior management

Output/ uality
Other

56 50 (22)
31 28 (15)
12 11 (9)
a 7 (a)
2 2 (2)
2 2 (2)

13 52 (8)
3 12 (5)
2 a (2)
6 24 (6)
- - (-)
1 4 (1)

22 55 (8)
14 35 (6)

2 5 (2)
- - (-)
1 3 (1)
1 2 (1)

21 46 (6)
14 30 (6)
8 17 (5)
2 5 (2)
1 2 (1)
- - (-)

TOTAL 111 100 (26) 25 ioo do; 40 1 00 (8) k6 100 (8)

Mote: C » comment
S = supervisor

The above table (5»6) shows that there is again a consistent

trend in the order of frequency of mention of specific categories
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per shop, apart from the item 'senior management' (rcf.3) in the

Jmitby.

stucy of both tables (5.5 and 5*5) shorn that two of the

categories - the job of the supervisor, end the PC r stem - account

f r 76/ of all comments in the three shops, with the favourable

comments accounting for 71/ (32 out of k5) of all favourable

ca r cnts, end the unfavourable for 7&, (87 out of 111) of all

unf; vourab&s comments.

having presented in the above tables a composite view of how

the supervisors perceived the overall PC system, the individual

categories are now dealt with in the order shown in table 5.5,

with representative examples of oommcnts* In vievr of the

guarantee of confidentiality given to individual supervisors,

the examples are not identified to specific shops#

3.2,1 The .job of the supervisor - 22 of the supervisors made 35

consents in this category, 17 supervisors making 2h favourable, and

15 supervisors making 31 unfavourable comments, 10 supervisors

made both favourable and unfavourable comments, 7 made favourable

comments only, and 5 made unfavourable comments only.

of the favourable comments in this category, the most

frequent (13 comments by 13 supervisors drawn from all shops)

referred to improvements in plaming and order in the shops.

"I now know tsy work-load - it's planned for the week. 1
never knew it before."

"There's oruer instead of crisis. The work-load is n. an

roughly nooks in advance. ,e had no idea before,"

'The planning of work is a good, tiling - it hod to co.ua,rt

"It has made the shop more orderly running - now not so much
depends an the supervisor's personality."

Other comments illustrated how the system was perceived as



aiding the supervisors in their task,
"

e can keep our own score,"

can get after slumps in performance."

e'xx no longer pressurised by the favour system,"

"You cen look at a man's /jct7 cards and query him without
fear,"

"Though it takes a certain amount of control away from
the supervisor, you still hve it,"

J o bulk (30) of the unfavourable comments (33.) mad© by 15

supervisors related to three aspects of their work, The first was

concerned with the limitations in their authority and/or

disczxtion, end 17 out of 31 consents were made by 11 supervisors,

I^-ical examples of these were:-

"
,e can't move the men around."

"
.c dcn't allocate work but we take the kicks,"

" e're not paid to trunk any more."
" e're not managers, we're just 'phone boys,"

"I'm just a clerk,"

"I don't run the shop - I'm just tied to a desk,"

"The supervisor seems to have lost caste - he's only a
housekeeper now, a glorified messenger."

The second was concerned with personal strain, and hero there

wars 9 (out of 31) commonts by 6 supervisors, e.g.,

"There's general tension and pressure here,"

"Tire system maizes se a confirmed liar."

"It's nerve-racking, monotonous - we can't relax,"

"It's dehumanised,"

"I live with it - I dcn't like it,"

"1 go home at night too tired."

The third group related to participation and here 4 (out of

31) comments were made by 4 supervisors, e.g.,
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:i..e weren't consulted enough when the system was put .in."
"

e v;ore taken by surprise."

"IIo atto. tion is paid to us."

In summary therefore, while a good proportion of the

supervisors (17 out of 26) valued the system because it helped

thorn in the planning and control of their shops, over half of them

(15 out of 26) disapproved of it because it limited their role,

or caused thorn personal strain, or because of their loch of

involvement (i.e., participation),

5.2.2 The iC system - 24 supervisors made 6k comments cm the FC

system (as defined in the coding frame in section 4), 7 supervisor#

making 8 favourable comments and 22 supervisors making 56

unfavourable comments. 5 supervisors made both favourable and

unfavourable comments, 2 made favourable comments only, and 17

unfavourable only.

The favourable comments were mostly of a general nature, e.g.,

"It's OK - it's an improvement on the previous system."

"It's OK if it were worked right."

"The organisation of it is good - it's difficult to got
it 100;-."

Other comments v/ere that it gave "better material control,"

that the "standard times are reasonable"; one supervisor claiiaed

"that there used to be years of uncompleted orders lying around,

but now these are cleared."

n analysis of the unfavourable comments in this category

(which contains over half of all unfavourable ccrcmontc) is given below

.ub-yato^o^ Ny, 9f MgB&aSa Ko. of OocaaentsFD staff 19 2C
irocedures eto, 14 14
MateriSL 9 9
General 10 13

Total 22 56
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Representative examples of each of these sub-categcries are

now presented. First, on the HD staff

"The process clerk has full control here."

"The girls should not give out jobs."

"The control girls are just not familiar with toe dotailed
complex work on the floor."

"'The plmncrs and girls haven*t a due."

"They tell us to do a job irrespective of whether it's toe
wrong way or not."

"There's men planning our work who haven't a clue."
" e'd often find much simpler ways but planning doesn't

allow it."

"Hie higher officials In planning and control sometimes
don't seem to understand the floor problems. They
expect things en paper to always work."

"Too many planning and control 'square pegs* come around
wasting my time."

ocond, on the procedures (paperwork, reports, inter-phones,

times)

"The paperwork wastes time in getting small ^Jtoort cyclop
jobs done."

"There's too much paperwork and red tape."

"There's an abundance of paper - could it be reduced to
a minimum?"

"Giving out daily performance figures is meaningless to ©e
because no notice is token of them. It's just
unnecessary cost."

"With so many 'phones to one girl, it's impossible to get
men clocked off on tine."

"It's hard cm him who is a bit deaf to communicate over

the 'phone."

"A man's standard time is cut if he speeds up performance."

"It's kind of one man fighting against another - 1 never ask
for a review of standard because they'd send a timer. . ."

Third, on materiel (materials, transport, stores, tools,

machines):-
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"There's more delays in getting materials than in the
old system."

"The stores system is had, with frequent snortages of
standard iteiua,°

"Tools and equipment should bo available before s_ ecial
jobs are given out,"

■ stly, consents of a general nature

"There*3 too little human earsi&er&tian under this system,"

t tines it's inclined to be too impersonal,"

"It's bureaucratic - it takes a long tine for details to
percolate bad: to the planning office - it would be
better if it had more elasticity,"

"It would be very suitable for a production shop but not
for overhauls."

"The system is not very appropriate in this section - without
it, everyone would be'Jappior,"

There is little need to sum up on the supervisors' comments on

the PC system itself, host of those are unfavourable, and are

directed at the competence of the planners and girl schedulers,

at the ccs.munica.tion procedures and times, at the supply position,

at the impersonal nature of the system, and at its inapprqprlatenoas

for repair work,

3,2,3 i.o o. orators - In this category 15 supervisors made 19

cc.:. ents, 7 of which were favourable (by 7 supervisors) and 12 of

which (by $ supervisors) were unfavourable. One supervisor made

both favourable and unfavourable comments, 6 had favourable comments

only, and 8 had unfavourable comments only,

..ocaiaples of the favourable comments were:-

"It snares out the work and catches the dodgers."

"heme fellows - the ones who didn't work - think it's bad."

"The good operators like it,"

"The majority have fallen in witii it well. They feel the
need for change and must comply with it,"
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/ad some examples of the unfavourable comments :-

" orkers are troated like numbers - they're all /treated/
trie Mas. The system has taken the skill out of the oarfe."

"The old skilled workers just can't adjust."

"There's tension about it all the tine booming over u.eir
heads."

" orkers feel they're not getting enough time ^or the jot^
so they give up caring. 'The system is hated bv ail."

"The men were promised a bonus and never got it. . erfor-
msnce could be 200, if there was a bonus."

"bone fellas could work much faster if motivated by a bonus."

In summary, though the majority of comments on the effect of

the system on tho operators were unfavourable, and related mainly

to skills being devalued, and lack of a financial incentive, over

25, of all supervisors interviewed considered that it had

beneficial effects, mainly due to the fact that it made each

operator take iris share of work.

5.2.4 Outnut/Quality - Here, 5 supervisors made 6 comments,

4 favourable (by 4 supervisors) and 2 unfavourable (by 2 super¬

visors),

..vourable comments were confined to fairly general state¬

ments, e.g.,

"Output is greater due to better organisation."

"Tire system has increased production."

111 tlie unfavourable group, one supervisor claimed

"Tire quality of the work is gone to hellj tools and maoi .inos
ere smashed,"

The significant factor here is the relatively few comments made

car output and/or quality.

5.2.5 ■enior monf-rconent - Here, 10 supervisors supplied 10 cor. ants,
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2 of which were favourable*

In the favourable group, caie supervisor stateds-

"There is pressure to achieve standards, tut that is
'business. You must have a cartain amount of
pressure. lt*s very hard to get a happy medium."

In the unfavourable group, typical comments were;-

"There are too few management concessions made."
" .anagement should visit uo wore frequently."

"There's pressure to get good performance."

oven with the good rapport established, one would not expect a

large .umber of comments on this category in this type U study.

in summing up the findings relating to the supervisors*

eo&aents on the PC system, it is clear that its impact cannot be

seen just only in black and white terms. Though unfavourable

comments greatly exceed favourable comments, the system, as x. orceived

by the supex-visors, helped tutsa in planning and getting order in

the shops, in sharing work between ail operators, and in increasing

ou .put. At the same time, however, the supex-visors appeared to

i-esent the limitations placed by the system an their authority and

discretion, to desire greater participation in cuange, and to be

-.aider a ..airly high degree of strain. The greatest complaint was

against the fC system itself, (pox-ticularly the AD staff mid

procedures), which was perceived by a number of supervisors -,s being

impersonal, and appropriate for manufacturing woxk only. .me

felt that it tended to devalue operators* skills, and believed that

a bonus scheme should be introduced to compensate the opez-atora for

saving to work under the sj .item.
o

The pattern of comments on each category was pretty consistent

for each shop, and a substantial proportion oi them covureb too

items (the job of supervisor, arid the r'C system). The lowest number
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of unfavourable comments was obtained from the 10 supervisors

in the Smithy, while the Machine shop supervisors made the lowest

number of favourable, and the highest number of unfavourable,

comments.

3*3 Adaptive responses by the supervisors

In addition to the comments dealt with above, a few of the

supervisors in the shops voluntarily disclosed in the interviews

that they did not always rigidly follow the prescribed rC system.

These adaptive responses oan be divided into three broad groups,

covering the allocation of work, the procurement of materials

and spares, and lastly, a general group. xjcaiaples of each group

now follow and again, for obvious reasons, these are not identified

to individual shops.

It will be recalled (seoticn3) that supervisors were required

to follow the inter-phone instructions of the girl schedulers to

the letter, and thus had. no say in the selection of jobs, or

of operators. However, this rule was not always followed, e.g.,

"1 put the best man on the hard jobs."

"The girl should put the man on the job but she never
queries as. I'd have to ask to be relieved of the job
if that happened."

"Vie rely cm certain good men to get the job done."

"It's better for me to allocate jobs than the girl - she
gets mixed up."

"he have one or two 'cripples.* The girl is advised by
by us re which man is suitable for what job."

gain, the system prescribed that material, parts, and tools

for jobs should be provided by the progress clerk; under this

rule, supervisors were expected to stay in their sections and wait

for .materials etc., to be brought to the shop. However, this rule

also appeared to be modified cm occasions, e.g.,
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"You still hare to run around a bit, looking for materials,
though you're not supposed to do it."

"To keep the work supplied, you keep an unofficial supply of
parts and materials."

"If the present system was worked as they want it, nothing
would get done. I often have to take short-cuts - for
example, I carry in material myself,"

The last group contains a number of comments on different

types of adjustments made by the supervisors to the prescribed

system.

In relation to the rule that & job must have paperwork before

being started:-

"If I was to live up to this rigidly there'd be big delays}
but 1 don't. I do rush jobs for people without paper¬
work. It depends on the girls - some of them keep rigidly
to the rules."

To the rule that jobs must be booked on and off in

chronological order
"

e get lots of short jobs and lump them together."

To the rule that supervisors must remain at their stations:-

o don't be at the table ^/control desk in each section of
each shag/ all the time; we're supposed to be. e assist
the men all we can."

To adhering to machine speeds and feeds, and standard tines

"The boys reduced the feeds and speeds as soon as the
planners went away because they /ttm boyj^knew best."

"I wouldn't let ay men do the jobs in the allowed times.
They 'go over' and I use up waiting time."

Gome other adjustments made by the supervisors are illustr ted

by the last two comments given below

"I work occasionally to the planning office programme."
" man*s standard time would be cut if he speeds up per¬

formance due to alterations /La. method,^: so we don't
make any alterations."

It will be apparent that in general these oorir.onts indicate th&ft

the supervisors adjusted the system to keep the work moving, ..aid
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(probably) keep performance up*

5.5 bqanaxa:

In this section, analyses of three sets of data relating to

the PC system have been presented: the first dealt with tjiO

views of senior management on the aims and intended consequences

of the systemj the second, with the views of supervisors on the

system as a ©hole; and the third, with suae of the adaptive

responses i&ade by the supervisors to the system*

$t of findfo/^

3m this section, an attempt is made to assess the influence

of the environmental characteristics on senior management and in

turn, to assess senior management's influence on the c ntrols*

Thereafter, the perce. tioms of the system by senior management Mid

supervisors are compared, and this is followed by commentaries on

the possible reasons for the differences in perception of the

system by the supervisors in each of the three shops studied, and

on the adaptive responses of the supervisors* rue section

concludes with comments on the role of the PC, and on tne relevance

of the PC system*

6*1 nyiromment&l characteristics, senior
**4 ***« fiontroj-s

Though the senior management ©ere not old men, each had spent

all of his working life in and around the shops* They well, knew

about the history of the railways, the public image of Cl^, and the

pressures from the government, the unions, and the Cli board and

senior executives; and they had lived through a difficult period

ith diesel locomotives* on getting the opportunity turough

promotion, they began immediately to make changes* They perceived
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Ilailshops as a place where tremendous improvements could still be

mode, and they set about this vdth determination. By improving

t it physical conditions, by getting the place voider tight control,

by increasing productivity, those outside (including the CX board

c: • senior executives) ?;culd see that Railshops, at least, was

c do of combating the image, o, consciously end dolil ■ ,tcly,

senior management adopted a highly authoritarian and bureaucratic

model of administering the workshops - a model that has tr ces of

!■ :.x .eber, of the 'Classical school,1 and of Royal Ravel

e ■ t' bl' sliioents through .vhich the writer passed during the last war,

Kiis '.industrial engineering* model of administration was, it is

repeated, consciously adopted by senior management| there was no

e uivocation.

The centralised PC system with its rules, procedures,

measurements, rigidity, and rapid feedback fitted the model

ideally, 11 'escape hatches' would indeed be closed, and getting

the system working became a primary goal, "Resistance must be

overcome," said one senior manager, "and putting it bluntly, they

c what they're told!"

It must also be pointed out that the different techniques and

work mix in the shopB, and the varying degrees of predictability

of repair work demanded a fairly rigid and centralised planning

and control system that would be based on appropriate units of

measurement and recognise the limitations of schemes based on

money, such as job costing and management accounting techniques.

There is also no doubt that the centralised nature of the

chops enabled senior management to install the PC system more

easily than they would have if the shops had been dispersed through*

out the country.
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«roe: ixuns tue uy
senior management end supervisors

Certain major differences occurred between senior management

end cue rvisors in relation to the way each group perceived the

•

cnior management saw it as a rent help to then in doing

their work me getting output up. They recognised that some

operators would have to work harder, and that the restriction in

freedom, without a financial incentive, would cause sane resent¬

ment and frustration • They also recognised that the system would

tend to reduce the authority of the supervisors, but believed

that generally, the system was technically sound and would suffer

fror. human weakness*

The supervisors, on the other hand, while they appreciated

the order that it brought to their job, strongly resented the

encroachment an their authority and status, and also protected

at the personal strain, and lack of opportunities for participating

in developing new ideas. Their most frequent unfavourable

cols ents related to the competence of the H> staff, excessive

paperwork, delays in materials etc., and to the impersonal natux-e

of the system.

Two points emerge fro:, this. First, both groups perceived

that the system had both favourable and unfavourable consequences,

from senior management's viewpoint, the system's advantages

were considered to outweigh any unfavourable ones - these latter

•voulc. Just have to be accepted. nd from the supervisors' joint

of view, while they strongly resented the iD system's staff and

procedures, as well as the reduction in their discretion, status,

tc., they did welcome a number of its features and benefits.
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'.Chough thi# may bo an obvious point to labour, there does eeiist

a tendency in much of the literature to ihlghlight only adverse

consequences*

The second point concerns items or categories perceived#

hiie the supervisors complained most frequently about the 10

system itself (staff, paperwork, etc#), senior aeuuigeffient, apart

from & couple of minor comments, took this as given, probably

because the PI) staff and procedures did not impact on them

directly#

6*3 The comments frost the three shoes —* ^ ■ ijafi 11 ill TTi fffl¥r

% brief 9o^,.sr^9n

It is not proposed to deal in depth with the possible

reasons for differences between the number mid type of consaents

made by supervisors from each shop# however, it is possible

that the relatively low degree of complexity of technology in the
19

hmitby could bo the reason for the small number of unfavourable

comments in relation to the PC system and its effects, the reverse

situation occurring with the Machine shop# From this it might

be possible to suggest that a highly programed system of planning

and control, which limits the discretion etc., of supervisors,

is likely to be resented to a greater extent in units or

departments whioh tend to require a large number of skilled

people#

m)wm ter

There is no doubt that pressure was exerted on the super¬

visors by the system, but there are only limited data to gauge its

19
Of course, the PC system had been operating longest in the

uiiitby.
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extent, and hew it was dealt with. Certainly, the supervisors

- odified the prescribed system in a number of different ways such

as personally allocating the work and marshalling stores. ' ost

of the examples given in section 5.3 indicate that while rules

-fere broken (i.e., were dysfunctional in relation to senior

management's prescriptions) they appeared to have a favourable

effect ori output, one of senior ?rmagement's primary goals. Of

course, this could have been due to the fact that the supervisors

thenceIves wanted to get a good •score* and avoid pressure from

senior management; and manipulating the system in a positive

direction might well have evoked less pressure than having a low

performance figure.

No evidence was found to suggest that * departs-,ont-centredness*

as reported by 'rgyris (1952) existed, and although little scope

existed for deliberately adjusting figures, this had happened

on occasions in the past, when certain work study men and

supervisors in one shop (not one of the three studied) hod

treated untimed work as timed work by inserting the actual time

taken for the job in the standard time column on the job card.

By this means, both the work study men and supervisors had aelped

to improve their own score, the former, by increasing trie

rcc•- tape of the shop applied i.e., jobs covered by standards;

and tiie latter, by increasing the operator and shop performance.

Before this was stamped out it prompted care manager to remark:-

:'..e*ro getting a hellava* good performance on paper - but
there's no b—dy work ccaain* out of the shop."

gain, it may be useful to stress that adaptive responses

to control systems need not all be dysfunctional in relation to the

goals of the undertaking.
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6«5 me role or the .rD

•Though the competence of the PD staff was challenged by ti:e

i.-uporvisors, there wes little trace of pressure being axertea by
20

the PD on the supervisors, in the way accountants for example,

arc conventionally supposed to pressurise managers. Ill the

pressure in kailshopa came frora senior management, and the majority

of the PD staff were really just an extension of a teclinical system.

In fact, it is probable, if sufficiently sophisticated control

equipment had been available, that senior management would have

eliminated the *human weaknesses" by dispensing with the human beings.

In general the C system was considered to be technically

appropriate for ilailahops - if reported on key items, in the proper

units, at frequent intervals. Certainly, it satisfied senior

manage, sent by helping to increase output, by giving them something

uhich fitted in with their attitude to change, and with t eir ec; ..re

for control.

However, most of the other participants were taken for granted

by the system, and were viewed as instruments - albeit human and
21

weak. In fact, one could detect two main cultures in kailshcps.

one side, the senior management, on the other, the rest (including

r.u m-v: sors). In the former group were the imovators. continually

thinking up new ideas; and in the lattor, the doers. on the receiving

end of the new ideas.

" esistuaoe must be overcome . • . itting it blunt1;;, t: >.cy
ao ..hat they're told."

20
It is interesting to note that the accountants impinged

minimally on control et supervisory level in hailshops.
21"

so larch and imor. (1958* sect. 3.2), especially in relation
to their interpretation of lierton's proposition . elating to the
demand for control and the effect it has cm increasing the emphasis
on the reliability of human behaviour (p.38).
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7*

possible generalisations that can be drawn from this case

are summarised below:-

• hnvironinental characteristics can influence control

requirements.

• .ithin an undertaking, (and even within its sub-units)
there can be different technologies of varying degrees

of complexity.

• The greater the uncertainty, the greater the complexity

and instability of the production system, and therefore,

the greater the problems of control. Following from this,
22

the greater is the neod for sophisticated controls.
• There appears to be a possible relations;.dp between complexity

of technology and the reaction of supervisors to the

imposition of a rigid system of planning and control. The

greater the degree of complexity of the technology, the

greater the resistance of supervisors to rigid controls.

• Pressures from, and conflicts among external agencies in

relation to the future of a public service undertaking (or

one of its main units) can affect the attitudes of its manage¬

ment find in turn, the type of controls.

• Centralised location of units facilitates the inti-ociuction of

controls.

• The industrial engineering model of administration, as a

modem bureaucratic form, will tend to be imposed to

stabilise a highly unstable system, and it is probable

that this model lias the greatest chance of achieving

ee bubin (195), Howe (i960) and oodward (1965), &s well
as the propositions relating to the division of work in March and
bimon (1956, p.159).
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stability in the shortest possible tine* following f*o®

this, jaanageoetit^ rotation to stetaiising m unstable
25

opotou con be ui over- • < caoti.

* The selection of zaanageaent controls and the vrey t:,ey ro

operated tend to lairrar the model of <uSainistrotion adopted

% senicap t: <nc^-c. .ant•
* She apparatus of controls (rather then lie results) will

tend to assume theater significance .for those

pnrticipento a. whoa one controls impact# i;us, tiers

vrill tend to bo differences in perception of controls

at different hierarchical levels*

* enior ituu^jeuent be ouite well aware of, and willing to

accept certain, adverse eeiisequenceo that may result frora

the introduction of controls#

* '.1though controls .say be rigid, ii.»ersonsl and associated

with pressure, the benefits tlicy bring in stabilising sa •

unstable system can be appreciated by participants an
2L

whom the controls are loosed#

* ..'here a loose system of controls is replaced by t rigid

system, it is probable that the unfavourable reactions

of p. rticipants cn whoa it impacts will outweigh favourable

reactions# But the reverse acy cot follow, i#e., favourable

reactions uuy not outweigh unfavourable when rigidity is

oe : arch and hinon (195b, sect# 3#<-)«

it is probable that r rtioipsats will have a greater pro¬
pensity to accept rigid controls where the- survival of the
undertaking is at stake and -..here tiie choice of opportunities
outside the undertaking is limited# . ^ee Marsh and I inon (i95&,
sect. e j *
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25
reduced.

• daptive responses to rigid controls need not all be

dysfunctional.

• There are limitations in using accounting, with money as

the primary unit, for measuring performance.

25
A friend of the writer was appointed as director of a

mental hospital. he decided almost immediately on taking up his
post to remove all rules and procedures relating to visiting
hours and the locking of doors and gates: in fact, to *de-
bureaucratize* the hospital. The result was that the staff,
particularly those with a number of years service, found it
extremely difficult to handle the new situation. This is an
example where individuals, iiaving been conditioned to operating
in a highly structured situation find it really difficult to
cope with a relatively unstructured one.
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i-JtibHUCTI^i i-I -Mbd ;atb CuhTkUL*

i reduction planning and control covers all the activities

necessary to predetermine the methods, quantities and dates of

production and to coordinate and control the successive stages

of production in such a way that the final product is available an

time to the required quality at the lowest cost.

'flic economic justification for a production planning and

control section in fin organisation can be based on & number of

factors, some of which are:-

1. Time saving: waiting time reduood by ensuring sufficient

jobs are ready to start as soon as machines are

available#

2# Helps remove wasteful "bottlenecks#"

3# iix&bles realistic delivery dates to bo predicted and

achieved#

4# facilitates financial budgetary control and cost analysis,

5# Higher productivity by ensuring that work is dune on the

most appropriate machines end in the best sequence#

6, heduces waste by specifying the most economic sises of

raw materials#

To be effective, production control systems of necessity require

a considerable amount of documentation# It is important, therefore,

that the required paper work can be produced as efficiently as

possible# 'fixe following is an outline of a comprehensive production

system using the attached set of forms#**

<:This description of the DC system at Kailshops has been
extracted without modification from a hand-out prepared by tlie
PCD for training, and for visitors to the sixops#

These forme are not attached here#
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how the system goataa

-An appreciation of how this control system operates taay best

be obtained by following the progress of an order for the

.■manufacture of a component,

requisition made out in triplicate is presented to the

registrar in the production control office, This requisition is

entered in a register and a works order number is assigned to it

for reference purposes. One cop;/ is returned to the section

requesting the component and the remaining two are passed on to

the process planning clerk,

gssaaat

The process planning clerk selects from a numerical reference

file the appropriate process planning sheet and passes the two

oopies of the requisition and the process planning sheet to tie

masters heading section. If a similar component has not been

previously manufactured, the work requisition is returned to time

registrar who forwards it to the process planning section, who

prepare the necessary process planning sheets,

t the masters heading station, information, is taken frota the

process planning sheet and the work requisition and transferred

to master sheets for duplicating. The process planning sheet is

returned for filing and tire master sheets and work requisition are

passed to the loading board station,

, 0t4ip.fi focyifr

The loading boards are arranged with workshops and workshop
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divisions on the vertical scale, and time indicated an the

horizontal scale. .one load per operation is transferred to this

scheduling board in the correct order of sequence and a planned

completion date calculated. Scheduling details are entered on

the headed masters, the work requisition and advice note, The

work requisition is returned to the registrar for entry of plained

completion week in the register, the advice note is returned to

the customer advising him of planned completion week, the heading

master is forwarded to the banda room.

M&SU&M

Up011 receipt of the heading master, the operators of the

banda duplex line selector systems .machines in the benda room

select the appropriate constant master by reference to the process

planning sheet number and their numerical reference files. From

these they automatically produoe a complete set of works orders

consisting of:- ilaterials allocation card; job time card; job

instruction card; material requisition; job identity label;

delivery docket; and route card.

The banda duplex machines produce all tuese fores iii a

matter of seconds, and providing the masters are correct, each

document must be absolutely correct. .ith the utmost ease, the

operator can select the information that is to be copied on to

each document.

-took controller

The material allocation cord passes to tue stock controller

who ensures that the raw materials required are available to

commence production.
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Control cleric

una copy of the route card together with a delivery docket,

job identity label and material requisition now passes to the nhop

control clerk who submits the inquisitions to stores. On receipt

of materials and the necessary drawings he advises the shop scheduler

that manufacture can be initiated.

For the purpose of production control, each workshop is

divided into a number of sections each headed by a control charge-

hand.

Cn advice that materials etc., are available job instruction

cards are despatched to control chargehand, who, on receiving

instructions from toe shop scne&uler, assigns the work to the

various operators.

The job instruction card advises tho operator of the

operations required for the manufacture of the component and the

time allowed. The time card also shows the time allowed for

manufacture and is retained for bocking-on and off purposes by

production control.

fhe shop scheduler decides when tiie various stages of manu¬

facture should commence and communicates this information to the

c-iitrol chargehand by means of infcer-phone. Hie time at which

the operator coiasaeuces work on the component is blocked on*

the job time card. when the shop scheduler is informed of the

completion of trie job, the operator is 'clocked off.*

feature of this control system is that the control ehauge-

hand is kept informed of the work pending for each operator under

his control. As one job is completed, the operator is given

fresh instructions tlius eliminating delay and ensuring a smooth
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production flow.

Upon completion of each co%onent, the control clerk

arranges for its despatch according to the instructions on the

route card#

-^.■I-c.rcurt television

Job tine cards for completed components are passed on to the

oumptcmeter operator who calculates operator and shop efficiency

frees the data supplied. (These figures are displayed on an

information board which is scanned by a closed-circuit television

camera. This information may be read off monitor screens in the

offiocs of the uepartaaentul heads.) Machine downtime is also

transmitted in the same manner.

Finally, the actual coot of productian ra determined by the

accounts section from jjafonaaticn contained, on job tame cards

ntm material requisitions.
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GuhlKG jj'AAMS Uh^ ffi Ch/.^SIFYIKG- Cld-maTh OF
boh'hiVldORJ ">■:£? GdKlOfl KiP.A&idST

1.0 The effects of the PC Gystam on their Job - as perceived
by senior management ££ supervisors

(.Authority, discretion, status, planning, controlling,
directing, cosaainicatiattgj participation, personal strain)

2,0 The effects of tije i-'G hystea m the Operators - as perceived
by senior management jjj£ supervisors

3,0 She Effects of the PC System on upervisors - as perceived
by senior management; or

She Views of the supervisors on senior llnnegement - in
relation to the PC System

4,0 The Planning and Control Gystesa (PC System) - as perceived
by senior management c£ supervisors

4.1 Participants in H)*

4.1.1 regress clerks
4.1.2 Planners
4.1.3 T'emale schedulers (the girls)
4.1.4 "Ork study men

4.2 rrocedures etc,

4.2.1 Paperwork
4.2.2 Poparts
4.2.3 Inter-phones
4.2.4 standard times

4.3 Materiel

4,3,1 Material/transport/stores
4,3*2 Tools
4,3,3 Machines

4.4 General

5*0 The ,-ffacts of the PC Gystem on Output and/or unlity - as
perceived by senior management or supervisors

6,0 Other

•The head of this deportzoent was treated as a member of
senior management in analysing oanraants.
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CHAfTUi 6

c.t* nii ^imarn luzi)

-J
Slue o&se is eusioexued with iadio felefis Inreana (iuh),

the risk national broadcasting sartharity.

At the request of the - irector-cenarul, the writer aadn a

general aurrey the organisation and operatic© of REB, ami the

fol. ov.ing is a ^isrsaery of t.e tome of reference :-

• So review the organisation structure and its operation,
and the authods, procedure* and infoneaticn used, for
planning and eontrolling res .urcca

• fo assess tite suitability these in relation to the
prosons and future objectives of RS&

• So identity, where appropriate, sjHidfic sectors wnero
ii ^roveatnte are required*

It should be stressed that t.'ts writer was not involved n

2
inveis tigf.ting the content of prograanes, or the eocpotetac© of

artistes, produoere etc*

An average of four days per week was spent ax tills project

®se original official urns far the Authority up to the
aiddle of 1966 was Radio lines) it was than ehittged to laoio
ffciefis idraacn (KiS), arid though the field work for thin case
wan completed during 1969* the latter abbreviation will he used
throughout#

Although it has been (rightly) contended that "the only
thing tli&t really natters in broadcasting is profrrusr content;
all the rest is housekeeping" (Report of the ? / Ccunittee on
Canadian Iruadeastlng, 19^5, p«3)» the ,hou^eko^inig, aust still
IK. daac.

1&. -
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which started in January ami finished in /prll, 1965» when a

comprehensive report was submitted which set out findings end key

areas for iaproveoMBte, and recommended changes in the organisation

structure end in the information and procedures for planning rod *

control* idnaal presentations of the findings and xwoasaandnticme
3

ware isade to senior executives and to the aembers of the authority,

and assistance was given in implementing the i-cccasssendatiros,

the writer spending an average of two days per week on this between

ril and Boveaber 1965»

It was node quite clear to the dii>ector»geMral that the

. riter was engaged on research into aroagesaent controls and taough

the project, as a piece of action research, involved investigation,

diagnosis, prescription rod implementation, the purpose here is to

concentrate on presenting rod interpreting the findings in relation

to the broad conceptual freaewcafc of the whole study* fbie case

rod the next, differ significantly from the first two in that the

writer had no previous inside knowledge of HIE, whereas

considerable knowledge of the organisation and operation of CIS

had been acquired frosa working there over & period of years

before the research was started* Thus, in I®5 it was neoeseexy
4

to Spend ties© in learning about broadcasting, ^ ubout the

"* description of the organisation end activities of S3: is
given in toe next section,

ir'or general background information on brcedoaeting, see
Bemtrda (1964) and Briggs (1961 rod 1965); the annual handbooks
issued by the SBC rod 33V companies, rod reports conducted by
various ctxroittess set up by the British Government (principally
i. ~

. ,vt of tix? ilkin&ton Ooramittee, I960); the a©...-art of the
(Irish) Television Commission, 19591 end three articles In the

iixaea on Irish Television (1965)• little, however, Sua been
published in relation to the planning and control of resources in
broadcasting; see McMillan (1964); Bernstein (1962); rod the deport
of the (Fowler) Committee an Canadian Broadcasting (1965), The latter
..Me,, becaae available in. Geptester, 1965# ©ease months after too general
survey of Rlh had been completed, ia a hard-hitting informative document
rod in tlie view of this writer, gives the best aveilablo picture of the
problems of ssnagtag ti<® ho^ekeeping activities of bra:-xiCc^Us,j c-.a (roles.
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operations of RE so as to bo able to relate the controls to the

org«inisatiaBal and mvirommtzl characteristics. in iu>t,

(it aey be timely to anticipate final conclusions) the writer

considers that in arty undertaking a thorough appraisal o± i»o

characteristics is essential for a real understanding of its

controls and how they operate.

following this introduction, a goner&l background smamaiy is

given of RE. including its history, relationships wllii tise

government, market and product characteristics, and organisation.

This is followed fey a description of the sethod of approach, and

then the key findings are presented, including a summary of the

organisation and environmental characteristics, and of tho fame!

controls. Finally, the findings are interpreted and conclusions

dram.

Before proceeding, it only regains to underline two major

points; first, the greater part of the case deals with the problems

of controlling the television service ("a c-onct&r with an insatiable

appetite," as it has been called more than com); and second,

the restrictions on oocfidentialiiy apply more than ever, which

means that a lot of data collected on the project cannot be

released. te are dealing with a rapidly growing, obtrusive

phenomenon of the twentieth century in Ireland end naturally,

this tarings many problems for participants, both inside and outside

tittj undertaking.

Radio Telefla hireann, the Irish national broadcasting under—

taking, was set up us a statutory corporation under the Broad¬

casting Authority ot, I960. fne goveraaant appoints the governing
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body, known as the authority, which has nine members (all part-

tine) and whose primary function is to "establish and me intain a

nctional television and sound oroadoasting service" (secL. on 16,

Broadcasting Authority Act, I960),
rior to tbo setting up of the authority, the radio or. ?.d-

5
ousting service which was originated on 1st January, 1926' and

known as itadio lireaxm, was operated as a oirect State service

under the Minister for osts and telegraphs. In 1936, the

programing and rchdni strative staffs were moved to the General

; oat Office in Dublin, fraet where they still (operate in historical,

if rather cropped surrounding* Regional studios were opened in

Cork in 1956.

ith the develcpiafint of television in ~ur«ye, a govonameait
6

casaission was set up in 1958 and following its report in 1959,

the eovarnaont decided that a television service should bo

established by an authority which would also take over and operate

the sound broadcasting services. It was also decided that while

broadcasting was to be primarily a public service, the authority

should be permitted to accept advertlssBante,

binder the Broadcasting Act I960, the authority is responsible

for operating the sound and television services, subject to certain

powers reserved to the Minister or the ... • rment* The main

*¥er a acre retailed hlatoiy and description of the activities
of iCfii, see -Tadioi '^elefis nlrecnft (1966), a booklet published by
tiie authority froa which certain parte of this section have been
dram, aid horhaa (1966) whose official history of Irish broad¬
casting was published after the aajor part of this research had been
completed,

opart uf the (xrxsh) Television Commission, 1959,
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reserved power# relate to tine eppointaaent and removal of timbers

of the authority and the ilirector-general} to the licensing of

broadcasting stations} to periods of broadcasting} to tie >. ...ount

of cAlvortising tiiae la program**! to the payment of licence fees}

to capital advances (Minister for Finsnoe), The Act also states

that the authority "shall bear constantly in aind the national

••-has of restoring the Irish language and preserving and developing

the national culture and shall endeavour to praaote tin attainment

of those alas* (section 17)#

The authority eaae into existence 1st June I960, and virtually

all the state-csaplqyed staff of the radio service accepted transfer,

work was already in hand in building a high-power television

transmitter, and during the second half of 1960 and throughout

1961, staff were recruited and trained, studios and supporting

facilities designed and erected, and equipment purchased and

installed in a modern building on a 23 acre site in almost rural
7

surroundings at haosybrook, a Dublin suburb. The new television

service was brought on the air en 3*at December, 1961, just over a

year and a half after the establishment of the authority, arid within

a short tine was broadcasting m average of almost 46 hours of

programmes per week, 4& of which were heme originated, and the
8

balance, imported,
•wemiemsemnNmweMeseMmnssmsssnnmv'smiNesmimsesinsnmnmimneis^esBenenwimssesnmissmcms-wmeBnmiseeMsismsMMNwaMiwmimiMaNMMSMiaMiHMems

7
The studios, and program* end engineering operations

staff offices for radio are still housed in the GH), rending the
construction and equipping of a radio building at Dcsirybrocic,

w
a the terns imply, hcaio-orlglnnted pro^ranoes are those

which are produced with a station's own resources} ircported
ro^'Trexaaos are those purchased or rented free, other stations,

the U.ii usually being the main supplier.
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2.2 P.rfrffijH' ,tmlSl

£hile the 1960 iict dcss not elaborate or what ie neant by

a "natioaal broadcasting service'' the dixeeto«>®eBeral stated in

« tails to senior staff an 1965 that

... our ppo&tw.mm m&t be designed to infom, efe*oe<te,
and entertain our puJtic - the uen, wotaen end oiiildcOR
throughout fc-is 00x51try and flwxa all types of haaec. Our
pr..-gramea oust ooqplestent and support, sad an scbxj c. ces
ca^ete with, other agencies in our ucKjaunity engaged in
providing information, education end outertaiaaont.
Because of ticir quality, both in content and technical
•acrit, our prograsraea mist be capable of deserving
audiences." (italics in original;

& xdditioi, B3L. has & statutory obligation to pay its way,

and it mm tlie declared ain. of the sarabers of the autliority and

the dirtwlasr-^gensvel that this should be achieved so as to preserve

its financial independence.

2.3 ooott of.Jgg|
Iroedcasting is today the soot pos#er£\ii agent of m&a

ca-mmiostiai in the world - but the business of a national

Iruedeoatiag service is a highly concise: affair and a great nmocr

of poople and a large waamt of technical resources are needed to

plan, j rocuce and tmiscdt prc^rcsiacs, and to supply supporting

oorvices.

operates in the national cRtriranasnt and prebhbly impacts

on the public-^t-large uor© th<«n any other uadeart&ichig in the

tute, which, having only eoraoved independence in the lost 45

years, (followed by a short but cruel civil war), ' . lly oa^tains

sore thm the usual misher of strong pressure groups, found hi a

deuoaeefcie society. *• aieple degress showing the- link between

the public aid K2h is afaovai in Appendix 6.1.

part frees the varied fornal m& informal groups that oocist
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in the State, end the feet that many individuals belong to a
9

number of jroypa, aany different cultures exist in the authority

itself* These include actors, sn icl-uns, churchmen, journalists,

prcduoara, artiste, . totogruphers, desijiers, electronic c pin crs,

:uid a host of supporting technical and, ad- inistrativo at. .ff#

ifferenoes in attitudes exist even »ithin theae group3; for

example, between radio and television personnel, betiroen operating

and development engineers, between those administrators fror the

civil service and those who had been recruited from private

business and between a number of people- of different - ■•:ti>n.-litiea#

it could ti*en "be fairly olisiaed that HTE is a highly complex

system, end that apart from maintaining some balance between the

often conflicting audience groups (the Irish language, sport, and

polities are the 1 v-twsipal subjects of conflict), the authority

has within itself nany potential sources of conflict which it

cannot ignore but must use as best it can to help it in ac -ievir g

it;, goals*

lbs disgr«ua in Appendix 6*2 shows the occupations of suae

of the 1095 people employed in 1965# the operational „ attem of

the services (covering a p-eriod of 18 hoon per day, every dry in

the year), the number of buildings, including main trsmsedtter

3-ites, and the total finance involved*

iCL'h can determine its am products, and can decide vrfiether to

produce its ,...:. _;rvjra::.£s cr ^.urchaac (or ,-J.x-e) rr-x. outoioe;

9
this tors is used in its widest sense to rotor to tne

attitudes find behaviour that groups of individuals adopt due
to oa:;aon expo.rienoea, interests, toeimioal training, einrlroKaeai,
etc.



4 c..2i, if re quired, atsro t..a products on trp c or fi-..:-# Both

cscdia cover a comprehensive runge of output both in Irish - ...4

ng.<ish, including news, talks ... d features, nuslc, variety,

draoa, sport, children*o, wcruen's and >cl;ool*6 projea, • u.

1965, radio output ...veregod 82 , vurs per week, of iich 25,

.as sponsored progriaonas; and the television service broulcnst si

average of 46 hours, 51 of wuieh vcro boras-originated* or

lost audiences, and in particular, for viewers, progra..aee

•perish* iaiiediaiely they have bean trazusaltted and though tliey

can be x-e-run by the station, they esuact be re-run by the

listeners or viewers when they choose to do so, without fairly

axpm&xm equiis^ent,1^

s»5

Thoasfr BSE has a am©po3y in broadcasting in the tate, many

in ate audiences are capable of receiving radio prugjransoa fro®

other nations, and it has competition froa the IS£ for teJ evision

audiences in multi-channel hossss in the North and fast of Ireland

,/herc 117 aid BSC signals can be received#

The authority obtains its income froe ^roencc* foes end.

rdvertisin-, rxd in the financial year to 31st hareh 1965, -4 the

total incc u® of 43*27 million, advert" aiaj revenue constituted

il.82 s&llcn (51 )• iolevision udvertislng accounted f-~ • over

90; ( XL*6k million) of this sum mid has proved to be buoyant, :»aving

doubled bet,,sen 196i/63 aid 1964^55.11
10

fcpe recorders ere, or course, used, porticulorly ~y
musical enthusiasts, for replaying sound programmes, but fcjo writer
h. .0 no knowledge of viators who store television pTOgrsnraes*

11
\s -ill be discussed later, this buoyancy created A robloas

... . trolls.,; ex,..ui^diture,
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nine® the end of 196V64 financial year, the authority has

absorbed increasing deficits in the radio service from surpluses

in television# -Apart from smell losses in the first and third

years of its operations, the authority cede profits of IS70#000
1?

in 1963/64 and £373,000 in 1964/65*

oinoe the totroduetior?. of the television service, tiiore

iiias been an appreciable drop in too number of sound broadcasting

licence fees, with a substantial increase in the number of

combined TV and sound licences# It has been estimated by senior

ame^ssmt that the total of about 420,000 sound licence fees

issued in 1962 will shrink to about half that number (233,000)

by 1968; and at the time of the study it had already 'been reduced

by one tliird# jr. the other hand, caabined licences increased

from 93,000 to 270,000 and were estimated to roach a saturation of

345,000 by I960.13
..ith its market solely in Ireland, there arc definite limits

to hT/*o potential for expansion, and the incase it can expect frcua

licence fees and advertising is limited#

12
n amount of £$ million wan paid in subsidy by the gmreraaaRt

over the initial years of existence (tress. I960) but this sum was
taken up by the end of the 1963/64 financial year, all of the money
having been applied, to making good deficits on the radio service#
The kxobdquer has been the main source of funds for capital expend¬
iture, these being by way of repayable advances# In effect, there¬
fore, S3E from 1963/64 has had to be completely self-financing and
at too end of 31st March, 1966, it had financed Just under half of
its assets, too balance mainly representing repayable capital advances#

13
In fact, according to surveys by Television Audience Measure¬

ment Ltd., there were over 350,000 homes in the country with tele¬
vision sots at the end of 1965, representing more than 50, of all
hemes to the country (see the ledio Telefis uirecam handbook, 1966,
p#2l)# Of course, the potential audience for radio iias increased
because of the combined licence fee, which permits toe holder to '
operate both TV and radio sets#
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2,6 wrrenisation ud activities

14
i'h© general organisation of d2i> at the tiae of the study

is shown in ppendix 6,3* 2ije first director-general, appointed

in Juno I960, when the new authority wax started, resigned and

was succeeded, in Jmw ry 2963 by on experienced international

Irish business executive.

The progrsoaaea, news and engineering divisions fore; the

♦spine* of any broadcasting organisation and a brief suoaery now

follows of the principal activities for which each division in

rifii was responsible in tii© early part of 196%

The news division served both sound and television end is

located in the main buildings at buruaybraoic, Its staff of 54,

consisted in the aaia of sub-editors end reporters! four

oamrmm were employed for outside filning, regional news being

usually supplied by ♦stringers,* tiro trade am for freelance

journalists and film csiaercmen,

fiie chert in Appendix 6,4 shows the outline organisation of
15

the TV progresses division, which employed a total of 212

At

It will be appreciated that only a brief suassary can bo given
of the organisation and activities of and, as stated earlier,
the emphasis is primarily on television,

15
ii'ie organisation of ti& TV programme production dopartaenta is

not discussed here because it does not cateri&lly concern the
research area, iowevur, the work on this case provided a consider¬
able amount of si&terial an this area against which organisation
theories can o© tested, for those interested the key question is:
n hat criteria can be used to assist in deciding on the type of
progr»B© production orgfinis&tion to set up?" Kit has trued tiiree
"type8 of structures for . reducing W programes: the conventional
1ype, to BEaaffiiflg category. where & senior executive is placed in
eaesusnd of a general category such as drama, or children* s
progr&ssaesj the ,vroui> avstem, where groups of producers are allowed
to p-roduoe different categories of programmes, each grot®* working to
a senior executive; and the ho^fc system, where each group is
res,; onsible for a specific day [or days} in tuo week, each day having
a main therae, during the study, the first two types of organisation
existed side by side (see Appendix 6,4),
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full-time staff, excluding performers, who are only hired on

contract by HTi for a particular show or series. The staff on

programme production, under the assistant controller, included

six executive producers and three editors who headed up the main

departments, 20..producers, and 26 female production assistants (P.il's).

Though there was a costing assistant under the manager in charge of

programme administration, programme costing had only just begun

at the time of the study. Only three of the executive producers,

and none of the other senior executives or department heads had

previously worked in the radio service.

The sound broadcasting programmes division had a staff of 222,

but this included 145 performers in 'standing* groups, comprising

a symphony and a light orchestra, a choral group, and a drama

group. Because of the nature of the product, radio does not demand

such a complex of facilities as television. In many of the staff

in sound broadcasting had been *bled off* to television, and the

average age of senior executives in the radio service was certainly

higher than in its younger, more virile and less staid younger

•brother.' All of the senior staff, except the director of music

(an eminent conductor) had worked under the control of the civil

service.

The outline organisation of the engineering division is

shown in Appendix 6.5* The staff of 3&2 was divided into three

broad groups; TV operations, radio operations, with the third

group being responsible for technical development, interference

detection, maintenance, and certain TV facilities relating to

processing, dubbing, and screening film. In addition, a small

control section had been set up which was responsible for stores,

technical training and processing paperwork. The TV transmitters,
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(with a total staff of 83) are located on the top of mountains in

each main sector of the country. Of importance for this case

is the position in the organisation of the IV studios and OB

(outside broadcasting) sections and the TV recording facilities,

as well as the role of the control section, 'part from the

assistant director, and the heads of radio and TV operations, few

of the other senior staff under the three principal heads had

worked in the radio service,

fhe administration division, a chart of which is shown in

Appendix 6,6, had a staff of 186, comprising, in the main, clerk

secretaries/typists, clerks, attendants and security sen, and

measenger/drivers• Its principal functions were personnel, legal

and contracts (mainly TV), accounting, and a variety of services

including purchasing, printing, buildings, heating plants, grounds,

transport and security. New construction, vehicle maintenance,

arid major building repairs were carried out by outside labour.

Apart from the accountant and the economic planning officer (a new

post filled by a young graduate), the five other senior posts were

held by ex civil servants who had previously worked either in the

radio service and/or in the department of hosts end Telgraphs,

The two remaining divisions - sales and publications - require

little comment, the former with a staff of 30 being responsible
16

for procuring revenue from advertising for both TV and radio,

and tue latter for publishing, with a staff of 11, the dTb Guide.

the equivalent of the BBU's Aadio Times.

2.7 MWX

This completes what has been a brief review of the history

16
The planning and control of booking advertising 'slots*

(•traffic* as it is termed in broadcasting) is no easy task.
It is not dealt with here, but it could fona a separate case.
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goals, scope, product and market characteristics, Financing,

organisation structure aid. principal activities (including starring)
of iiTh# Attention has been drown to the creation of the new

authority at the start of Irish televisionj the complex nature

of broadcasting, both socially and technically, in a developing

countryj the fact that though it has a monopoly, dTJ lias to compete

with other broadcasting stations fraa Britain and Northern Ireland,

and the buoyancy of television advertising in the past, coupled

with the ultimate saturation of the market. In the brief caauentary

cn organisation, the greater degree of complexity of television in

contrast to radio has been noted, as have the organisation of 'iV
studio end filming facilities under the TV end engineering

divisions, the control section in engineering, and the activities

of the administration division, including the civil scrvioe baok-

ground of the majority of its senior executives*

A consultancy approach was adopted during the general survey#

in essence, tliis involved getting a oosprehensive picture, as

quickly as possible, of the organisation and its operation in

order to be able to assess the strengths and weaknesses and identic

problem areas# Internal end external publications, reports etc#,

•tier® studied, and visits were made to studios and to the principal

radio and television transmitters# A series of lengthy sessions

was spent in the television gallery and operational areas, watching

rehearsals and 'live* shows, and similar sessions were spent in the

radio studios, watching programmes being produced, and taped or

broadcast# At the end of the general survey, the writer also visited

three other broadcasting undertakings in Britain (including the BBC)
and two in est Geraary, spending at least one in each studying
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and discussing organisational and management control problems.

In RXE, Interviews were held with 99 separate members of the

staff, „ncluding all divisional heeds, and with only a few
17

exceptions, all members of middle management, and those

executives in sections providing specific services, and TV

executive producers. In the main, these interviews .vere seui-

structured, end also involved an exchange of views, the object

being to establish a rapport between each staff member, to obtain

information on his (or her) Job, Ms perception of the role of Ms

division or unit, of intra and inter-divisional relationships, of

the relevant procedures used for planning and control, taid of

the problems met in STii,

part fires these intorviewe, a number of separate represen¬

tative groups was also interviewed, covering five producers, five

production assistants, three TV operational engineers, and two

development engineers. In addition, at least three separate

cessions were held with each divisional head, (ten with the head

of administration, five with the controller of programmes, JV) end

a weekly progress session was held, with the director-general,

Tims, over 10, of the total staff* (excluding standing groups) was

interviewed formally, though in the course of the gpaoral survey

contact was established with over a quarter of the staff, A

sutaaary of tlie members formally interviewed, and of the total staff

is given in Appendix 6,7*

To assist in fact-finding, and in particular the analysis of
18

work-How and clerical procedures, two young HXk executives

17
Because of limitations an time, it was only possible to

visit one out est' the five TV transmitters; the Cork sound broad¬
casting studio was not visited,

18
Subsequently, these executives formed the nucleus of on

RTb management services unit set up in December 1965,
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(nr. accountant and an economist) were seconded to the T-ariter,

Apart fro® flowcharting, staple descriptive models were built

for television, using the * systems1 approach* This helped to

identify the interrelationships between each of the lusaeroua

sub-systems in the service, and permitted a clearer assessment -to

b© mad® of the organisation, planning and centred. of TV resources*

Thus, frcza s combination of background reading, visits,

interviews, discussion© and analysis work, a good general picture

emerged of to© cx.aractoriatios, planning and control procedures,

and problems of I2TK*

4* -rincioal findings

In this section, certain key findings are presented, including,

inter alia, to# impact of television, the planning and control of TV

facilities, the role of the administration division, end toe type

of financial controls .In operation, and these ai-e followed by a

summary of the characteristics of K2E, end of its controls*

The findings must be seen against a backoloth of toe rapid

growth of Irdsh television, and relate, in the main, to the tire®

largest and fastest growth divisions, vis., TV prograaaaes*

engineering and administration*

^•1 EmJmmkM. MasUS&sl - mml
The Irish Television Commission stated in its report (1969,

para, 48) that the maximum estimate of the employment potential

of television (excluding artists) given to toe Coos* seicn was 220.

and while it noted that programme hours would be United by economic

considerations, (para. 108), it envisaged a ainicasa of 21 programae

hours per week, with a gradual stepping up to 50 per week (para* 109)*
The CceEsiasion also stated that bearing in mind financial considerations



and the availability of talent and subject, no effort should

be spared to have the number of hone-produced programmes built

up to the maximum with as little delay as possible. By 31st

..arch, 196$, the programme output averaged 46 hours per week, 53f

of which was noae-originated, using two main studios, a studio

for talks mad small productions, a news and presentation studio,

outside broadcast (OB) van.

however, these achievements were not made without considerable

additions in staffing, and from a total of 380 early in 1960,

the authority's staff grew rapidly until by the end of ..arch,

1965 it employed (as has been already noted) 1095 people, the

increase of 715 being due entirely to television. One of the main

taaas raced by the writer was to investigate this staggering growth,

and assist in ioniitidying its causes so that action could be taken

to help t.ie authority in planning and controlling its ruso; .rcos.

lain problem was acute in Jffib, it being best summed u, by a ru&ark

oy Lie director-general:- "'.Che elastic's twanging - e've got

i - com. nd ui our a fairs. '

>+♦2 fho i^cytjmoe, of.p^ojyaFW f**E M

A detailed breakdown of the staff growth was first made and

thus as sh n in Appendices 6.8 and 6.9. ihe diagram in . .. pendix

6,8 gives the total, staff position from 1st June 1%C to 31st

December 1965# However, as the television service was only building

up during 1961, and went on the air cm 31st December of that year,

it was considered sore realistic to us© tioe fmanoial year ended

31st arch 1963 (1962/63) as a reference pointj thus Appendix 6.9

gives the staff growth by division between 1962/63 and 1964/65*^
19

xi analysis was also made of staff increases by grade, etc.
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Bearing in taiad that prior to television (i960) tno stuff

Humoured 5o0, the position ia relation to growth duo to television

aloes between 1562/63 and 1964/65 we® us follows:-

31®t March ,ncrease

zim 12£2

Total staff (per Appendix
6.8)

855 1095 240

jsSSM&

Total applicable to^.
ound broadcasting 380 380 m

Total applicable to
television. 4-75 715 240

Tiiis increase of 240 (51, ) in two year*, was due entirely

to television.

"ttenticn was next directed at the output of trie television

service, end table 6.1 below summarise* the TV progmaae output

for the years 1962/63 ord 1964/65. This table mom timt

though total output increased by $<■» uoae-originated output

increased hy 2d; , and the share of hose-originated prograEsaea

increased over the two years fro® 45 to 53 ♦

9Q
The total staff of 380 involved in sound broadcasting

(including a&jmiistration etc.), had not changed for some years
prior to television, and despite changes aiade in organisation
structure when television did arrive, the staff numbers
applicable to sound broadcasting did not increase between 1960 and
1965.
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t B ... 'i»1 - Zwsmsy of hours of TV programs
output for jUn 1962/63 and 1964/65 (ending
31 et March)

wLJiWT

Year
1962/63

Year
1964/65

Increase/
Decrease (-)

hours /■ Hours Hours

'otul - Haas-origin-
a ted

(weekly average)

990 45

(19)

1265 53

(24)

275 28

(5) (26)

total - .UuporteA 1210 55 1104 47 -106 -9

(weekly nvez-age) (23) (21) (-2) (-9)

1otal - all output 2200 100 2369 100 169 8

(weekly average) (42) (45) (3) (7)

••■{vtoi Figures have been rounded off

Of greater significance however, was the change in hoc.©-

originfttod progress*© categories (or six) that had taken piece

in this period, and this is ahoan in table 6,2 below.

This table, (the key part of which is also preeontod in

dir.jjr.nrj fore in Appendix 6,10) skosrc tfa/.t though the huuo-

orlgin&ted output had increased. by 26?; , aubetanti 1 increases in

dram (180, ) aaft light entertaimaeat (102, ) had occurred, This

raised an iepartent doubt in relation to the use of horte-
21

originated hours as a unit of 1 , rcaont, end following this,

tiio writer decided to try to identify the resources (people and

facilities) absorbed by onoh category,

21
At the tine of the goner®! mnrvey, aixje-originatod nours was

tiia unit used by manageeent in describing and aeasuring output,
,aid indeed wee also used (and prooably still is) by the other
bruadcaating xmdertakings visited by the writer.
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fABLiai 6.2 « TV hoiae-originated output in total
and by category, for years 1962/63 and 1964/65
(ending 31 »t rch)

CATE&GHIKb
Year

1962/Sp
hours

Year
1964/65
Hours

Inre&se/Decrease (-)
Hours >.

ears 260 18b -72 -28

ublic affairs
Including religion) 250 390 140 56

ports 160 136 -24 -15

ight entertainsent 140 283 143 102

Children's 120 111 -9 -8

■ omen's 40 34 —6 -15

'ram 20 56 36 160

chools 4» 67 67 ft.A,

total 990 1,265 275 28

A resource allocation study was then begun, end using a

combination of TV prograKae end production schedules relating to

studio occupancy and use of other production facilities, a picture
22

of the absorption of resources was gradually built up, and amended

where necessary fifter discussion with experienced executives in the

TV* trogreanes and engineering divisions.

tf'i
Briefly, individual facilities (or coat centres) impinging on

the production of TV prograBaaea were studied end their outputs and/
or occupancy ascertained; these were then allocated to samples of
different prograasae categories, and a series of indioec wee built up
for each, There was insufficient data or tin© to bo able to be
absolutely precise, but for the purpose involved, the analysis vras
considered to b® realistic.
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.'rising fro®.this exorcise, it was then possible, taking one

hour of news prograooes as unity, to develop indices for each of the

othur prograaKW categories, each of t.*eae representing the estjaated

acwunt of facilities used in one progress® hour* for oaas,. le,

in the case at' news, light cnturta-haaant, and drasm, the indices

were:-

hews: 1

Light cntcrtainoent: 20

Draaas 30

23
*he exercise was the*:. . .*oiuded by using these indices

to obtain & ^aaure, all-be-it crude, of the •productivity* of

the I'V service for the reference years* fhla was calculated by

sailtiplying the progress© categories shorn in table 6*2 by the

appropriate indices, to obtain, for each of the two years, mint

were tensed 'normalised* hame*criginsted hours*

year each year, totals of ordinary and of normalised hone*

originated hours were each divided by the total staff employed

in television, end the results ere shown in table 6.3 below,

main feature of this table is that whereas using ^binary hours,

(tho conventional unit of pressing iV output, i.e., x hours

per week), the staff increase of 5V had fer outrun the 2<i-

iricieaao in pro^uoae output, and productivity had, therefore,

decreased by t3f * liowever, using normalised hours, the total

•increase in taese hours between 1962/6} end 196k/o5 was 62,.

23.
inoioes for the other progrsaaae categories fell between

uio and ten*
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amounting to an irerouse of over Z in productivity. These

points are susasrioed in diagrc® rona in Appendix 6»11,

TABLE 6.3 - £tovisional caapariacn of TV prod¬
uctivity using botii ordinary and nomadised
hjete-orlginrted prograwas hairs

J.Of. t&ff, output and pro: activity 1962/63 1964/65
lr.croi.-se/
increase

t. TV staff - nuaberc 475 715 51

2. homc-ori gisated hairs 990 1,265 28

3. iLorae-originated hptrs <sr
TV employee ( 2 - i) 2,06 1.77 -15

4# horuciised hooe-orlgimited
hours 7,680 12,412 62

5. horraalised homo-originated
hours per TV employee
(4j1) 16,17 17.36 7.4

fne isgjlioatiars of this in relation to planning and

controlling the resources of the TV service, are that ordinary

aorae-origimtted hours as a unit for measuring output is spurious

*It should be appreciated that the productivity calculations
were wSAt primarily to illustrate the Iplli(IPIBI of using ordinary
hours as a unit of -..easureaavt, and to iiighlight to the aesbers of
the authority end senior aanngesent that though BTK oi^it restrict
(and. v«ao trying to do so) its average weekly output to 21 ordinary
hours, tnis in no way guaranteed that it was in coraaand of its
resources, especially if various external group© daasn&ed and
obtained, sore sophisticated programmes.

It should also be appreciated that there can be differences
nluun prograMBS categories; e.g.,an historiml play will usually
re uiro o greet deal of facilities, including extensive rehearsals,
and outside flisting; whereas a simple one-act play, with one or
tvo characters, will absorb a lot lees facilities, ^onetheleas,
both would be classed m *drama.*
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oad can b© dangerously misleading; and second, the importance of

pro^rerxie-mix: the sore sophisticated the mix (o. ore drama

end light entertainment end outside filming) the grc t r will be

the resources used, and the larger the staff required both at

back and in front of the TV cameras,

^•3 *£SS®BSLJ5£ 'IV ^yertiaing, .^yon^,

In a previous section (2,5) it was noted that advertising

had doubled in the two-year period from 1st .April 1$63 to 31st

arch 1%5, aid that in 1964/65 advertising mounted to over

90 (.;1 ,64 million) of totill advertising revenue. The total

revenue applicable to television amounted in 1964/65 to £2,55

million, of which advertising represented 65 , the balance

coming fron TV*.' share of licence fees. 2n radio, nothin like

this buoyancy occurred! the total income fear 1964/65 was £0,75

raillion with advertising accounting for only 24/ (^30.18 Gillian),
the balance of 7& f00.57 million) again being tpm licence foe

income. In fact, advertising revenue from radio had remained

almost static over the two years to 31st arch 1965* Thus, in

the one undertaking, two services existed side by aide; the first,

a dignified and tested veteran of almost forty years old,

accustomed ' frugality end the discipline that usually goes ith

it, but running into debt; and the second, a brash, lusty,

wealthy, and voracious five-year old infant, able to produce

substantial surpluses. Under these circumstances, therefore,

and particularly as it was still finding its feet, the buoyant

revenue position created problems of control in television. o

sooner had senior iwm&^mt decided to try to get tighter centre>l( e.g.,

clanging down temporarily on staff recruitment, limiting •output*)
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than ravenuc frees advertising and increased sot-ceunte produced

surpluses, and as coon as surpluses appeared, th©rc were demands

frca all sides (interne! and external) to have more and tetter

\■ -Tsrses. Consequently, the discipline of planning «-.hd control
25

.a 110 easy task in face of such munificence,

.4

having identified the iaportcuxee of progrwsae uix said the

consequences of the continuing buoyancy of advertisine revenue in

relation to the control of re«- ©a, attention w next directed

to the organisation, methods ami. procedures for pla.nni.ny and

c .ntrolling the production of TV .-royr -umses# The main i Ixd.r.ge

of this part of the general survey are now presented undsi- tho

following headings :-

Timing of the annual budget

riming of TV transmission and production schedules

organisation of TV production facilities

Ordering and control of TV facilities

03ting of TV -co

<►*•1 -^h,gL.^jaTWH .EMfoffilf - ^ with the Other

1 rgor broadcasting stations visited, the determining factor in

plcming TV programmes was the utuan scbe&ule, which cover0 the

quarter from October to December, a period that provides the

greatest potential audiences, Into this schedule is built the

station*a beet efforts to capture viewers, not only from other

'cations but from other feme of leisure activities. However, as

"~J
ee irch and bimor (195S, p,120).
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PTE's financial year approximates to the fiscal year and "begins

on 1st April, a start had to be made on the annual budget early

in January, Estimates of staffing and other expenditure were

built up, based on previous experience and on broad programme

categories and hours, with the Autumn schedule as the pivot.

Thus, programme staff had to try to commit themselves as to the

type of programmes and events that they would be producing arid

covering at least seven months from the expected dates of

transmission or recording. This created problems, because the

type of programme or series originally conceived, might change

radically in scale and in use of resources over this period, until

the Autumn schedule became firmed up around September; then the

management of the programmes division might be legitimately so

convinced of a programme's potential that 'housekeeping' vrould

become secondary. Problems in organisation and the absence of

methods for reviewing the implications of such changes (which \7ere

frequent, and in terms of content, probably highly justified) on

the television system as a whole will be discussed below. The

point here is that the position of the financial year, and

therefore, the timing of the annual budget, were additional factors

which contributed to the problem of controlling resources,

Phasing of transmission and production schedules - The

operations of the television service were based on two main streams

of activity viz., the transmission of programmes, and the production

of programmes. Separate schedules for each had to be prepared

because of the problems of utilising studios and the OB van, the

need for rehearsals for certain shows, the availability of performers,

pre-production of special shows for national holidays, (e.g., St.
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Patrick's day). Thus, in any day, what is actually transmitted

is a combination of live and taped programrr.es, with part of the

latter being hone-originated. ° The sources of home-originated

production are the studios (and OB van) which may be utilised for

producing live programmes, for recording programmes on video tape

(VTR), and for rehearsals and auditions, or left free for

maintenance.

Fig. 6.1 Inputs to TV master control

It will be appreciated that under these circumstances, trans¬

mission and production are usually out of phase, except in the case

2%«uy programmes going out 'live' inolude taped (or filmed)
Inserts whioh can be hone—originated and/'or lm orted.
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27
a*

In .SEE, following the annual budget, t la^emission schedule

w&s prepared about 10 - 12 woeks in advance of the next puarfccr's

... . i ie&ians# Jor example, t.is vasai ■ci.ulo .>•>•!. .*od

around the middle of July - at least a start was iasde on it,

though on occasions it might not be completed, until about the

oa' October# laoreafter, u • .-wifely trarsruissiou - 'uie

rould bs prepared about 2-3 weeks in advance of a specific

irsaoaiaiasiaa wean, and this formed the basis for the ..f . .,..ike's

published programmes. Two or throe days prior to a sp ecific

day's transmission, a hail,, ... aing order was prepared whoch

Contained a detailed listing and timing of all programmes including

aoVvT'uis«aunts« port froK changes (e.g., caused a -oial

news items or breakdowns) it eras the job of the duty presiu.to.tiai

off : cor to try to ensure that toi* order was kept to the second.

iho sequence for the . ...» uctiv.. of p>ro£^racs»s started «ith

a piarterly ('coarse') production schedule, covering iaaiiOy

studio and OB von occupancy# cameras, xignting and sound crews

. a Shis saooauie was expected to as ro;liy about

10 - 12 weeks before tho next quarter, though it wa~ usually about

4-5 weeks late, fhereaftor, a weekly ('fine*) operations

schedule viae prepared about too weeks prior to the specific production

27
.out live shows go out in the evening. Thus, if a tour is

undo of .iff studios in the day-tio®, one would find thorn being used
for taping shows, for rehearsal, for rigging or de-rigging (including
lighting), or for maintenance. round toe studios in to cpordtionel
areas, there would be a lot of activity, e.g., viewing and dubbing
films, running through the evening's taped programmes, producing
captions, developing still photographs. As would be expected, the
a».ouiit of toioicn felt ly the production team and cast with a live
a..:,..., .s mcl greater than with rehearsals#
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vitiM in y&oh slju&io (,jod

-i^-i t/»iO v-0 v&yuw^) 4»yx* ' l^j> p 4U./.W' tu^ip

£ii.iCi. i-oussiSL cx*y *•£» j> «•*# <$yXi *fUii uiio x. ox* 9 $ c;Xici

-■■■■.-. u .auM« j^vuriwui^, U;^t*iyref wbout £0, of tie -icssc-

originated .-rfiflrwuw appearing ck the jhroductim (and 0;.srations)
so..eda les would be taped, and only live s.*ows would appear car;

28
both transmission arid production schedules**

fuis difference in phasing, involving, as it did, constant

irteraotlan between the transrtsslsn and production of pro^ru^a.ss,

..xwsh to the complexity of the system, and in turn, to toa

problem of organising &2*(X Q wi i. trolling ,. reduction facilities.

has been mad© to sea® of the facilities used in actually producing

a TV programme end getting it to the stage for transmission.. t

least 30 different types of facilities existed, and a di&srcsa

showing the aain facilities is given in Appendix 6.12. TMa

illustrates their range and highlights toe importance of the*

fix'dicer, and of the studios and procor.t&tian*

"ifae phasing of transmission and production is analogous to. a
largo restaurant worfcmg primarily m a table d'hote ;;anu which
taangea daily and caudate of a suxture of fresh, froaen and tinned
foods, with all of trie fresh food and part of the frozen, being pre-
pared by its own lichen stair, sou* of whoa operate from & field
lichen which can despatch seasonal dishes to the restaurant for

naaediute oonsuiapticB or for storage* ihe chef and aie staff often
- end days preparing the recipes and ingredients for certain cimshesj
aw) of tuese when cooked, ksare to he served iaBsadintely, :n. others
can bo put in the cold store. ..aeh day the chef knows thou hu will
be receiving a -iuantity of fresh perishable produce ddih has to be
.re-.-red iiid served straight amy and he is also prepared to try to

change the laenu at a ejoaaiit's notice, (i'hie analogy holds up fairly
•oil, oxcopt thc.t in broado*rstixig, prograaaes can be repeated intact,

while in restaurants the etr.u food is not (usually) served up ogain;
of course, seals cannot be routed.)
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It will be evident free, the chart® of the TV progreaaaMs#

engineering and adaiiuatratiaa divisions (/;. endicos 8 #4 - u#6)
that each division won responsible for oertain facilities, and

that within each, reoponeibility was again dispersed#

In the y- - ...c;usvision. separate executives were respon¬

sible for:-

(i) Casting

(ii) beaitfi, graphics, stills

(iii) I ©sign workshops

(iv) Presentation

(v) tudios, including stage hands, wardrobe, auke-up,

props, floor managers, and vision sixers

(vi) 713b (mid tape) licraiy, including cine film craaeramen,

editors and cutters#

In the erriroorlnj: do vis ion, separate executives were

responsible for:-

(i) Csneres, lighting, sound, OB's, muster control

(ii) folccine, V7H, c-ne film processing end dubbing#

It will also be noted fToa the organisation oh&rt ( pP.endix

8.5) that in this division the executive in ch.jrge of (i) above

was also responsible for TV transmitters; and teat the executive

in charge of (ii) above was also responsible for maintenance of

mechanical and electrical equipaont, and reported to the head of

central engineering, who also oceaendod tie planning and equipment

; p ijrta<ait (primarily teoiuiiOGl dovuio. merit)#

Attention is also drawn to the fact that the responsibility

for the production of outside (cine) films for prograiaaes was

divided betv/een progrtuaaes and engineering, the main sequence of

operations sad res, onsibillties being as follows:-
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•footing - progresses

i-i*ocessing - engineering

editing - programmes

Dubbing - engineering

In the administration division. separate executives were

responsible fori-

(i) Contracts

(ii) 'transport, and security

Thus in the prescribed organisation, 10 separate executives

(6 from programmes, 2 from engineering, and 2 tras administration)
were responsible for the facilities used in TV productions# Ms

in itself was not necessarily material, "out, as will be seen

below, there was in fact constant interaction between the staffs

of these facilities and the producers responsible for each show

-/hieh indicated that the prescribed organisational structure

did not fit the flow of work end actual interaction pattern#

Than evidence then led to an examination of the methods of

ordering and con trolling facilities#

4.4.4 3%&J8Egldflft MitiLMi&SiL S£JSUi£2MiSm, &5&i4&gg -

broadcasting, the producer is responsible for the detailed

planning and execution of the progresses it is his (or her) task

to wort: it up, decide on performers, and order end use facilities#
29

He is the person on whoa the creative- task primarily rests and

he is in total command when the program is being reversed and

29
for a forthright discussion on the producer's role, and on

the ©laments of television production, sec the- depart by the
(Fowler) Committee a, Canadian Broadcasting (1965, pp# 166-/7)#
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produced# Ea XS.., out of the 20 producerst 3 editors and 6

executive producers, there were usually about 1 c—20 (out of* 29)

engaged in producing hcoe-origin&ted programmes each week, some

of then on a regular weekly series, e.g#, agriculture} one or two

were on daily topical progresses, and the rest on special shows car

series# In working on his current prognose, a producer could

be engaged m outside filming ox- editing, or in discussions with

designers, and ouaera, lighting, end sound staff, as well as

being in the studio •producing#* Thus, in any one week, (end

sometimes m any one day) there would be up to 20 producers (and/or

their PA*s) seeking for a share of all or a large lumber of the 30
30

or so facilities, ©soil of which was provided as a cooacn service#

In stasaary therefore, this particular stage of the examination

showed that the formal, organisation prescribed that 10 executives

(from three divisions) were responsible between thea for allocating

(and controlling) 30 different types of common service facilities

or units (each separately connected by a supervisor or

departmental head), between upwards of 20 producers in any one

week# '

From a study of the communication pattern (primarily tiie

routing of requisitions for facilities originated by the producers

and their PA*a), it was found that the actual organisation differed

significantly ffaa that prescribed, and that there were at

least 12 different ways of ordering facilities# The s*ain differences

in organisation were that the head of TV operations from the

30
part from his current programme, a producer could fee

working on a future show, reading scripts and musical scores,
appraising his last programme with the controller, attending
< e-, x L,ontal or group meetings, auditioning,'etc# Certain of
these activities also require production facilities#
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engineering division had set up a technical operations office,

not only for the scheduling and allocation of those facilities

under his command, but for those relating to recording (VTR and

telecine). He had also at empted, with partial success, to

rationalise the whole of outside filming by 'arranging* that the

engineer in charge of processing and dubbing should coordinate the

activities of those facilities (shooting, editing, transport, etc.)

that were under the formal command of other divisions. On the

other hand, in the case of most of the facilities under the

command of executives in the programmes division, there was no

coordination for ordering facilities so that each producer had

free access in presenting his demands.

All in all, an extremely fragmented situation existed, and

only in the case of a limited number of facilities (e.g., TV

studios, cameras) had even the most rudimentary production planning

and control procedures been developed for scheduling and loading.

A diagram illustrating the method of ordering and scheduling is

given in Appendix 6.13. This only shows the situation for one

producer. Seme idea of the actual inter-action pattern that

existed when a number of producers was seeking facilities can be

obtained from the study of the highly simplified diagram below: -

TV IProducers

TV Facilities

Fig. 6.2 Interaction pattern between TV producers
and TV production facilities
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• 1th the almost general absence of procedures for loading,

added to the fact that there sere few data for assessing

utilisation and no perfonwsnce standards, feedback was negligible

and n:. formal reports were amiable for lae&suring performance,

or for assisting in evaluating the effect on the total system
x 51

of pxx>^tmam plans before thsy were implemented#

A further major consequence of this ffevgsented approach to

ordering facilities mm that there tme no coordinated- two-wiy

cosaBunioations between the producers su*d these in charge of

facilities* Because of this, demands for facilities (usually

throu$i requisitions prepared by PA»a) were often late, the

aggregate demand on a number of facilities in say week or day was

not know, pressure built up between different producers competing

for resources, sad between producers and executives in charge of

certain facilities, raid tiJLs in turn led to the ♦favour system*

••hereby producers and their FA* a went hunting and begging for

specific facilities#

4*4.5 ga&Sfeg. fflT .F ^ tiase' of the st^ a

scheme of program® costing had Just been introduced. Briefly,

the costs that were involved only covered what, in d'fh, was termed

•above the line* (or direct) cost®, and these included artistes*

and performing rights1 fees, direct materials used cm special set

construction, special props and costumes, travel and subsistence,

and still photography and filming dona by private agencies* '"11

other expenditure relating to the television service was classified

31
It ssust be emphasised that these problems were encountered in

other stations; sec-.sally, that tho findings are only presented here
in this form for the purpose of this research; and thirdly, that
production planning md control of TV facilities is no easy task*
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as 'below-thc-line* costs said the coajioaiiiam of total coats was

as follows:*

(of which artistes' fees
accounted for 60/ ) 16

^reduction facilities 19

TV pro-gemm staff 11 32

nnginecring (including
transmitters and maintenance) 17

Other (including administration,
premises, depreciation, interest) Hfi

Total costs of TV service 100

It will be noted that ' belovf-the-iine * costs accounted for 84,-

of the total costs of the television service*

luring the preparation of the annual budget, estismtes were

made of the 'direct* costs par programme category and ot.ee the

relevant quarterly production schedule wm produced, executive

producers and producers were informed of the budgeted 'direct'costs

for each programme which they were allocated, to produce# Thereafter,

each , A processed most of the documents relating to expenditure

actually incurred, and the actual costs for each progr&u&e wore then

assembled by the accounts department (under the liead of administration)

an a cost report, copies of which were sent to TV programmes division,

ex: average about four weeks after t.* programme had been produced#

This scheme had not yet been fully integrated with if.;.*a system of

financial control, end the latter, which is discussed later, did not

provide information cn the expenditure incurred b„.- each department
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or cost centre, feat only an a division:.! basis* ;a»se „v.untly, the

jxxi&tipmat associated with the television service, and particularly

those in charg© of producing progrxuaEes and providing facilities,

aort; unaware of the cost of the greater part of the resources used in

programs® .reduction, tin.; also of tfeo implications of ciinnges, both

Ix progr&ssae id* and in specific prugraiaoes, on eahh of the

facilities, sod on 'the system as & whole* Mows* of this, almost

all facilities provided fey Hi vtre looked an fey producers as being
32

'free,' though «n snoaaalsms situation eadated with certain

facilities. for example, the coots of outside filming were shows

cm the cost xegort only when it was carried out fee; j-rlvata agencies,

who were often employed by R'fl to "relieve pressure," This type

of situation left the way open for can astute producer, if he crrod,

to avoid using external agencies for filming, and to get in first
33

with Ms demands cm the station's own fila facilities.

It will fee appreciated that s costing sobese that was only

capable of' aonitoring a snail part of the resources of the IV service

was of little value in assisting in evaluating the effects of

different programme Maces or changes in p.rograsnes both before

32
It is not suggested that W producers should necessarily fee

gaver. the costs of facilities etc., "out it was censaderud vital
that certain executives in the television service should fee ax/are

of Uijcre the resources were going, of the inurrel&iionaMps
between different sub-systems, and of the offsets on xesource© of
pragmas* decisions. Again, some balance needs to o© adopted between,
on cms hand, treating the producer as a creative person with
absolutely no sense of cost, and m the other, fettering him so
cuaglately that Ms creativity is stifled. ;uite a number of
executive© (including producers) in the 2?/ programmes division talketf
about progreaee budgets and costs without having any awareness of tho
effcets of their progressing activities on tew production
facilities.

'sir data "Ure obtained to show whether or not this occurred*
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and after decisions mm taken. Recuse of tide, tad ethor factors

discussed in tois section, changes in programmes almost invariably

created a •ripple* effect which was nom-Hrear t. rou^h many ) rts

of tu TV service, Oftemtieirated • ressures scold build ui almost

at random among the various duster* of sub-systeaa (facilities)

de. ending on the type of ■ rogramD©, the nature of the facility,

its load, and in setae cases on the esteogf end sensitivity of

individual section heeds in those facilities >;hieh were primarily

man, as opposed to rmi/mchZnet or machine,as well

as on trades union regulations,

4*4,6 . liCTwy - The earlier parts of this section (4,1 to 4,3)
dealt with toe growth of television, indicated toe importance of

programs mix, pointed out the spuriousness of using ordinary hours

as a unit for measuring output, end cemented on the possible •

adverse consequences for control because of the buoyancy of

advertising revenue, The latter part (4*4) was concerned with

specific features that affected planning end controlling toe

production of TV progr&mes, and highlighted the problems created

by the timing of to© financial year, the difference in phasing

between to© production end transmission of programmes, raid tise

Inadequacy of the organisation end procedures (including costing)
for ordering and cmtrolling TV facilities.

Overall, the senior aanageraent hrd no appropriate mechanism

to assist then in evaluating the prior effects on resources of toeir

decisions on programme, Consequently, toe lack of such a £«octoniam

placed iHB is a position whereby tit© television system itself, and not

2UL

'For example: design (man)} TV cameras (men/machine)} master
control (s:achine/aan)j standards eigne! ccnvertor (machine).
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Bsnagouont, w«u» in commune*

Certain othur factors which also contributed to the problems

of pl&ming and control art dealt with next, and iia> sect: or. is

then co -eluded by & brief suaaaty of the Ciiurfccteristioa of 11.

aid its controls*

4.5 fl£ A iffiiSM, AP A
Jn iSB5, a striking feature, vau.ee had a direct bearing on

the lack of appropriate mechanisms for planning and controlling
35

i-osourcos, was the almost total absence of a managerial culture,

i ess then 10, of the 99 people interviewed indivi&tally had any

knowledge arid experience of business management, and only two of this

liuaber (including the director-general) were at senior management

level* The other executives interviewed had a variety of

different backgrounds, including the civil service, the sound

broadcasting service (which for years had been under the direct

control at a govonaasrrt deikirtoent), British end foreign broadcasting
56

stations, tlie film industry, newspapers, advertising agencies,

35
The existence among executives (particularly at senior arid

iddle management levels) ir the undertaking, of a repertoire of skills,
knowledge and experience of management processes and techniques, which
with regular up-dating through training etc*, can be used to assist
managers in identifying problems, arraying alternatives, taking and
implementing decisions and controlling resources*

Of course, the existence of a lacrageri&i culture will not
guarantee tii© ec'rdevoaent of objectives} neither, ir. certain circumstances
will its absence necessarily inhibit their aohieveoemt* but in S2£,
and particularly with the introduction of television, tits latter
deficiency seriously impeded it tram caaaanding its own growth*

36
fur tii© flavour of the characteristics of planning and control

in the fila industry, see Jeffsy ell* a hoboclv ordered olvcs. (London:
Uonraenn, 1939). part from the implications in the title, tae follow¬
ing quotation at the start of the book provides the prospective reader
with further simulation:-

" *ked ants, 20,000 at one halfpenny each - for & torture
scone** - expense item*"

Though this was publisiied almost 30 years ago, the film industry
does not appear to have changed ouch since then in its ajetuods of approach
to *housokeepina* e*g,, the uaicing of the film "Cleopatra" described in
the bbseiver (l%3). '
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and technical dovelopr.ont departncntr. of electronics finis, There

wore also a number of young engineering graduates who had received

no training in industrial angincoring or administration, Thus,

though in terras of competence- at their cm.crrtinr: v.-orh nery of

tissee executives appeared to the writer to be highly valued by

their colleague*, (especially in their approval of the vsay the

television service had been successfully launched), the repertoire
57

the majority possessed for doing; their management mrk" vnxs

extremely limited., and in some cases, dysfunctional for the

problem* facing RTE, This applied particularly to the model of

arnagcsBsnt employed by the adainiotrnticR division, whose role

and Impact is dealt with reset,

4.6 ffm, ,ryfr tff bfrf

The organisation structure of tiie administrative division

ha* already been presented in the chart in Appendix 6,6, md in

section 2,6 it was noted that five of the seven senior executives

in this division had been civil servants. In fact, about 2Q,>

of all staff (primarily executives, and those aged thirty and over)
had previously been connected with the civil service, mainly through

working in xiadio olreann, and represented the hard cor© cf the

division,

Three of the five senior executives of this group hod played

a nador part in helping to start the television service, They

were in at the gross roots level in 1959, even before the appoint-

sent of the first director-general, and had weathered aeooy troubles

in handling the multifarious problems involved in setting up tite

^
oe Allen (1964, VU) for an elaboration of operating

and isanagsnent work.
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national W station, including dealing wife architects end

contractors, origin# staff and developing accounting and other

clerical procedures. Having to operate under pressure in tfco fost-

iaoving and continually Ohanglng situation that suat have exlnted

during this period, their contribution, ms imams®t considering

th.t none of them combined. a "professional education with &

menagericl personality and practice.

By the time of the general juirvey, (whan a (qualified accountant

cm also tasployod) this hard core of executives (including the

three senior) still regained in the administration division, and

it was pasaible frou the field work and previous experience of other

public service undertakings in Ireland, Britain and ."broad., to

Identify tli® main characteristics of fee management model used

as tine frame of reference by the civil service senior executives

arid their junior counterparts in the divisions.

Firstly, it am manifestly assumed feat 'administration*

was spnonoaoua with 'milage-Kant* and that, therefore, the only

managers in hfh. wore in fee administration division. Ms, of course,

was & carry-over from the traditional conflict in public mid local

government in Ireland (and in Britain) between the admini strutor3
39

J the professionals. .s mi executive from another division

in IT put it:- "She ones who keep hold of the file win - and it's

usually those from adalnistrntien."

it is stressed that this vie-- of their role as the only marrgers

in USE was sincerely and firmly held by these senior executives of

^ ec .tsioni (19&*, p.13)
39

.aaetimes referred to as " 'Scntleiaon v layers* "
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the ad..,.jjti-.atration division, whose bead (just before the arriltaX

of the present director-general) had ordered a ai#i for his o-n

office door inscribed itith the title •heed of . --

recall! this incident, the director-general stated to this

writar that he had made it quit® clear to the head of administration

that the si#i eras not to be put V&J*® and thai there v.ae only one

u-vd of rnnageaait, i.e., the :iroetur-gen«ral .hLuuelf.

-econfily, the division itself ma highly centralised, umfi
- •>

though one section 05?orated In the C-.V, it too naa still cUreetiy

controlled froa bcsjqybrodte, timers being no "attached specialists'^1
frus i,<aojaistr:.tion on amy -t ~r Ision*

Thirdly, as is depicted in time example in fig* 6.3 below,

the organisation structure in the division tended to have iocay

levels, and a „proliferation of 'assistants,* so thai in certain

dercrtaants it was difficult to identify what functions were

.-dually being perfanaad#

40
Xlife si#m was not put up.

^Lee Broifn (1960, en. b).
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f 1
. ursannex . .imager

ersonnel ''drain. Officer

I
. .. A 0. . . vCV

Senior Adjoin. Assistant

<tiain# ssistant

on Male Clerks1
Typing |OOl , iV
Clerk secretaries

■ 6«, y-~--rranis&tlon structure of one of the two
seotiono of the personnel department*

* This is an extract from an organisation cimrt prepared
by the adainifitratien division for the writer et the
start of the genersl survey; it shoe# that, excluding
the head of administration, there were six management
levels in tils section which dealt with staff i*ocords
and recruitment.

A further example of the number of levels and of the tendency

to 'bury* functions relates to purchasing, where the buyer was

located at the end of a chain of command stretching from the need

of ad-inistration, the assistant head of administr&iion, the

s^rviooc xaanagcr, and the assistant services manager#

This tyj;e of structure had been encountered ty the writer

in govornsent deportments where executives usually have titles

(in descending order of seniority) such as secretary, assistant

secretary, principal officer, assistant principal officer, eduia-
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istretlye officer, higher executive officer, executive officer,

stuff officer, clerical officer, and clerfc/ty^istj md the

purpose or function of the various sections is frequently r.ot

ider ified,W
Fourthly, the clerical -rocednr-s in operation involved many

executives and other staff, in all divisions, in a considerable

amount of checking and countersigning* Because of this,

co rsmlcatlcns beer®!© clogged between divisions and departments,

and indeed, as one executive outside the adainiotretian division

put it: "It's now got to the stag© where there*» acre emphasis

on getting things than on checking,"

fi flow chert of the procedure for ordering, invoicing and

paying for engineering goods is given in Appendix 6,14s the rain

points to note * re the duplication of lists and books for deliveries,

and the part played by the services department, which in effect was

acting as a *poat box* handling paper which it need never handle

at all, the purchasing being really done by the control section

in engineering, fflbe effects of this system of ordering (apart

free cost and internal irritation), were that invoices piled up;

suppliers were optionally looking for payment, end expenditure

an supplies had to be •guesstiaated' for the nonthly financial

accounts,

A fifth characteristic of the management model in use was the

emphasis on the importance of the annual audit, which was carried cut

42
it is often a difficult task in the public service to describe

a unit by the name of the purpose or function for which it exists,
On one occasion, while working in a government agency abroad, the
writer came across a unit entitled ties *B?* section, ireliainsuy
enquiries among staff in the unit yielded no information as to the
meaning of these letters, but eventually the head of the
department recalled t<mt thsy were the initials of toe person who
ixad headed up the section mm. it had been first started, but
who hod been in retirement for a number of years.
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b, the gov«musnt audit aureou, isobars uf staff ...... : jvcr

encountered a*yti»*ng like

«4xtaly, there was a vwodeucy or senior oicacu -xvo... to V ae

•,...u-.^ jecj.«-a.u «nu action* ui *the at* (i.e., ti . .oath. sting

ct *f 1560) a.a to interpret tras lit rally. -or ex;taple, t 0

-A' wa» uj.visa.OEi rafc-v&tod t»iu .introduction of progn-jiuj coating

by the 'N prograsaoes division because, he stated, "it'o not in

. ee

'V-ou^atratian is acre destructive tacn constructive.

seventhly, there aas strong resistance (due primarily to

lack of anuvfledge and experience), to introducing expropriate

.adorn suai&geaont teennispiee, ana this see paralleled ty a

persistently heiti view that it was only possible to control a

sinall percentage of total expenditure, the rest (including staff

easts) being considered as 'indirect* despite the ftact that oven

in the tnso years since 1962/63 staff increases due to television

amounted to 51/ (section 4«2). To illustrate the fallacy and the

dangers of applying a ocr.ventianal oargin&l accounting approach the

•iceberg* diagram in appendix 6,15 was included in the present tico

mod® by the writer to the aeabers of the authority, and shows

t at in 1965 * indirect* expenditure including salaries, amounted to

79 of total expenditure in 333I. The fact that the majority of

senior executives the sdsdnistra&ion division believed that these

'indirect* costs ware uncontrollable also added to the problems of

.lci.nl/iy and controlling the growth of the teloviaicn service,

■ inally, the division was responsible for the formal systflM

of financial controls t at was in operation, and the :;ai features
of tiiic are discussed in section 4.7 below.
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1

..ever, before race- ?±r,r with this, it sill "fee vnofu? to

f cut or. certain historical f-ctorr that had Infix caused tfn

- ctuatien of this -odel# T^t*<r tic brief visits rvde to other

taro--f casting cortices, snd a sta^jr of their literature, it -- r,

ernarent that the position and role of the ndrlnistrati ■ dlvi ion

ir t:-o -rrnniaetiori structure of T?B, were almost identical In the

HB6 and in the Ccnaesa stations, where there are still nany traces

of the nubile edadaistration rode?, as described here, nnr ore,

though the chief executive of each is a professionally oriented

administrator, the atainistretlon division is in a doninant line

position, and its staff, opart from professional accountants, ere

usually "lay* ef iristr-1arcstoried2y, it is believed

til; t the bbc* b general organisation model was copied by these

(and probably by mny others) national broadcasting stations

because it led the field in sound broadcasting and because of the

erphasls .hich it placed on the msslity of its programee*

however, one of the crucial problems faced by REE and other

sisdlsr broadcasting undertakings, (md indeed the BBC) whose

revenue cones fro?, both licence fees and advertising, but which ere

ultimately coxtrolled b governments, is the appropriateness of
y.

t!iis aodel for coping with present and future problems,

particularly those associated with the planning and control of

L

«^ee -.tsicRl (1964, ah,b) for at discussion an administrative
•r...; professional authority*

ll
2mre appears to be scope for fruitful research into tracing

the international impact of large specialised pioneering undor-
tskings, with particular reference to the consequences for imitative
undertakings in other countries, of replicating the proto-type
aanognetit model*

in this context, see balton's exciting analogy of ..ox/ early
biologists, "without thoroughly studying the intiliem 'web of
nature,* in' reduced the mongoose, cnaey oi the cobra in indla, to
destroy a different enske in a new environment* Unexpectedly the
mongoose found ranch easier game in the ntlllean balance of life
~<i altered the existing web by itself beccejing a pest#'1 (htitsn,
1954, f.349).
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lot: ...... In to- ltd iv A.u~t-..ortems ~y th. viola. t .cx

sit. thoir depoxtsafcatol heads iuxd thence to specie! invest!* tioMi

which, because of the lack of reports based on responsitdii ty

.-ccou. lag ciid at other .vproprix te gorfcrc/nce date, ti -" oe ong

, 1 /

or : ..id Loon replaced hp a fresh probleo that had arisen ., the

...♦

v lust t i'tiO . .xtc (4,5 tc 4,?) -jf ii: ...- . —js

in Z have highlighted the ibeuaee of a oanugarial culture,

described the role of the adaiidstaw-tiai division, including the

. rineipal ciiaracterietica of the management model used hp its

senior executives, and ouraaaritod the characteristics of the

formed system of financial cm;trolo.

The final (prior to suemrlsing all of the findings)
u

deals ..'ith the impact of this public administration model of

Eomisement, r id of the financial controls in kTh#

-m ,bi .'.v.'.. t. .'-. i ■#iv:ii!r't1l\iriiii«?ih<>Aai-A

-rior to illustrating ho;. the administration division impacted

sr; the o tlicr divisions (pori„eulcrly tie tuo largest - 17 pro.-jp; ones

and engineering) it should be stressed that these other divisions

/ere not hp any iaeans without their organisational end operating

;., obi- n, Fear example, it was freely admitted by many of those

interviewed that the 77 programmes division was in a state varying

45
Jhe model presented here differs significantly from the general

puolic cdninietraticas model described by Ffiffbar and herwood
(15oC, pp.63-^5) who deal with general features reccasaendfid for

v . v. 't;; roergarin li.ni cd«l in hi: is cf r»-ollty»
grin, it diffurs in important respects from .ebor*e 'iue/Z-type'

hureaacratic model p«srticularly in relation to technical coegsfceoce
■ :~C technical ;.urlificntiono• Concise sunoarics Of the obor model
arc presented by iEau (1%3» pp«1~2) and by rfiffber and ^herwood
(1S>oO» pp«55~5<3(» lor translations of .aber's works, sot 'ortl.
.7 ..ills (1345;, Anderson uh .rjreons (1947),
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Srm "disorganised, to organised chaos" and that in the engineering

division there were too aay boeses, that the organisation was not

catiafoctory, and as one senior executive put it, had been :iset

u or. a 'crvc-up* based on personalities,1* St car. el&o 'be

appreciated, with tne variety of different 'creative* persons end

personalities, that there would b© a tendency in maiy to iaaniieet
JL £

a rather less stringent attitude to costsj *" tils when challonged,

aai> ft,rugged off with the phrases "That's g&gg business,"

notwithstanding tills, there was a strong feeling of resent-

nent try nai^y executives, particularly in TV programme« and. in

engineering;, of the approach adopted by edwinietaxation# This

is illustrated by setae examples from the eorasents made by executives

from other divisiona:-

"hdeinistretion have tiie authority here- we have none."

'They wouldn't trust us - they kept us out or the
building side,"

" 0 don't have a programs* of administrate, n that really
works • they're out of sympathy with the rest ©i tiie
organisation,"

L$
however, iron experience an this case it would be fallacious

to generalise that all 'creative* people ore not cost-conscious,
and evidence was obtained lndicct-.;g that tusre was a continuu® in
relation to this even among executive producer* and producers, ranging
froa a ;:av tough approach towards coats, to upon disregard# The
following extract froci the Ha port on the British Uewspspur industty
prepared by the ooaaoaist intelligence Unit (1%7) underlines bids
point:-

hewevor ouugouoy and cost-control are introduced into new
activity it is Inveridbly stated by the traditionalists that it is
•inpoesibie to operate* let it is very rare indeed 1-nt, with euro*
fu.i ?i aiming, »nd cor sideration for the reel needs of ts» applie-
atuon, ut JUO not auccoaaxux# , « ww s^^goat tiiCt sone uo. .^oijonts
ere doing their editorial executives sn injustice by suggesting
thai tnuy are uicspnble of unln^ uic nonadi tools of .woecm iuancgo-
•ncnt -dthout lowering the quality of their work," (hcoromiet

-it>-.vOe ..>ix^t, i(, pt*rt ^
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"Tnqgr're up in a heegp - administration as feeding on itsolf-
it'e too big for our sice."

£ot of it has to do with history - tuo/ needed to do it
/emphasis© cheeking and cpsptorsi^tiii^jy at the start -
it's a sort of 'aandarln' attitude - they get foelio. -b
about protecting the set-up, I put my foot right down
on it hen they try anything on a©."

"Our side is losing out - ws'rette only professionals#*

". crvicos departmentJ - anything else but service3."

Particular resentment was felt about the fact that certain

clerical procedures relating to divisional staffs (e#j., overtime

and leave) were routed through the personnel department 'for

approval, * aftcy divisional ;md/or departmental heads had rlroady

signified their approval#

vicLence was also obtained of tlie views of executives on the

formal financial controls, and of certain adaptive resT on3es

nwa&e in other divisions to the administration division and to these

controls, e.g.,

"The sheet /pLXiaacisl report means not*-., to us - what
v.e want is what's been committed. *

cannot, in ticking decisions, assess their full
financial aspects - tit© systesa is inadequate - we're
walking a bit in tlie dark."

"I dcr.'t know if we know whore we're going - there's a
leak of planning froa the top down,"

"I don't think the report means a lot to jaost of then."

"fh© people in engineering mid W programmes didn't get
together - th«y tend to talk in isolation - I don't
know beer they corse up with the figures - jjuen things
rebounded" ^accuse .....to ...— oxce©d<^»

"Budgeting' and eostlny are over-used -oris arovsii this
place - it's a lot of pious boloney."

"The administration division is not geared to circulate useful
information - accounting here is historical and for the
audit."

U7

eaesar, kaiser, sultan, caliph, the authorities, the wm in office,"
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"■ ix ,.istorlcal system of accounting? - I'd call it cn
hysterical system.i!

It the TV progr&iaaes division, the controller, despite the

protests about costing not being required 'the Act' iti*L

persua&od the accounts deepertmsnt to introduce a system of

j/TO&tcmm costing (described In Ejection 4.4.5)» though t is did

not give him "a full costing of facilities" or axxyfeiiag like it.

.e a Lao detailed a junior executive to worst as a costing

assistant, though the costing system was not fully integrated
48

w tn the financial controls,'

.-.he engineering division responded to the financial controls

(and to t; c services departnnart in adadnistratiati) by setting

up its own control section, and bp developing a separate

s stcsa of financial control which tried to include expenditure

coosittod, as opposed to the formal systoo which accounted only

for yeyasnts. This resulted in two sets of financial reporting

schemes, neither based an responsibility, and eacu containing

different figures, and it is not difficult to imagine the typo of

situation that arose when both sides had to get together to

investigate budget excesses «us a result of confrontations with

v e d? reetaf^generclt

Come evidence was also obtained that certain ex endlturer:

were switched (e.g., canitel items obtained out of revenue)

especially towards the end of tb© financial year, and that in much

cases my deviations ftom the rules met up by administration that

uiuiv wer# ttivw w>w of fibres relating to TV jprcgr&uiae
corts, via:- the total fi/nsres for expense items in the firmedsi
leugorj wv programme cost reports projHtred by toe -cuojUaW. dopcrt-
••oj-t: nd estimated (actual v, Ixtdcet) proyrwE» cost reports

jua^, iivsa <SiC TV tPiViSidli# ii-O jiOOt Ww i'w, U'lt
-oldota agreed, «nd it was virtually iaporsible to reconcile the
first mt or1 iigures with toe otuers.
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were detected by this division, usually resulted in additional

rules (in the fam of further checking cad paperwork) being
- , 49
antraduced,

2he director-general she, && has been previously stated,

was on experienced intexT.atioEml business executive (having been

employed in senior positions with several large US end European

firms) and. had strong vievra about management, particularly in

relation to responsibility and delegation, often expressed his

philosophy by stating, with not a little feeling, that "managers

must manage!*

3* ,-UEWTf 9+ m? tf, -Ar „WtA- ^ ,V<fVtek

Due, principally to the rather broad scope of this case,

and (at tee outset), the writer's lack of nowlcdge and experience

of broadcasting, it will be useful to draw together what hai been

discussed to date in this chapter and to relate it to the

conceptual framework of the research* wh&t follows, therefore,

is a SSSBSSSL °* tue environmental and organisational characteristics

of alb, and of the type of controls end their impact, again bearing

in mind that the- problems of pluming and controlling resources were

moot critical in the television service.

49
'■■■ further characteristic of tee public adequatetr&tion model

as described here is the response evoked b its practitioners
to the breaking of rules - namely, the introduction of further
rules, rhis •watch-dog* approach is usually single-troclced and
assumes teat those on trie receiving end do not possess the
integrity of the rule-makers, The point ia further illustrated
by an incident at a seminar in Ireland attended by businessmen
and public service officials (and the writer), During one of the
group discussions when tlio question of expenses arose, it was
claimed by a public servant that they (the public servants) had
sore integrity than businessmen in this matter and that this was
so because there were people era-ployed in tue public service who
checked up on then.
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3*1 - 0^^.0^:4193

iiTii originated as the state sound broadcasting service in

1926, and rejoined relatively uncharged until the arrival of

television in 1961, following the setting up of the broadcasting

authority# It still operates as a public service, but has the

right to accept advert!sesisnta#

dsphnsis has been planed ao the rapid build-up. end vorac¬

iousness of tine television service, shioh in 5 years had

acquired a staff of ever 700, despite the fact that the Irish

xelevisioK Conaaiesion had been given a maxisam estiaate of eispley-

laent of 220# Indeed, even in the two years between 1962/63 and

196i»/65, the staff in the television service had increased by 51. >

and one of the principal tasks facing the writer was to try to

identify the causes of the relatively unplanned growth that had,

(and wcu. still) taken . luce due to television#

As nearly everybody has views on broadcasting, particularly

television, rSh lias an exceedingly strong potential and iatae&iate

iispaei on the publie-at-lsrge of all ages and classes, and it is

subject to pressures frcci may often-confiicting groups, &

nicrocoflsa of which exists in HTb itself# Uuju^» ultimate ccntrol

refits with the govemaent, which has certain reserved powers, the

authority has & fairly high degree of autonccy and is reasonably

free to interpret what is aseant By "a national broadcasting

service#" like other national broadcasting undertakings, particularly

those in urope, iSL has been Influenced by the ISO's pioneering

efforts to provide high quality progmanes, card by its gen.oral

ucdel of aenagoiricnt#

hfE trnnsaits a wide range of programmes, arid in television.
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2? . c - .cod. •. of ts

necessitates the use of both aural and visual senses,and it is

obviously no guarantee that anyone is viewing and/. listcni.^ if

j ~t>: arc switched on; and even if progra-ixaes do have avdiencee

it is highly probable that a large variety of meanings end

ct_ ons can do found ...tont. a •re reeuntative' roy ♦ . ..illy,

for the audience, a programme Vanishes* whenever it is tr.a.s-

aitted, though unlike transport services, program:©s can be

stored and re-run by those who produce and/or transmit thorn.

A wise range of skills and facilities is required in hi'ii,

and much of the equipment is highly complex, some of it of

tue 'biaok ocas' type. this applies particularly to television,

where the life-cycle ox' equipment is snort; tad. t.-oru is still

i.ortiier innovation unuer way (e.g., colour>• in . ..... ,,.i;

oecisiical impact of i'V as an entirely new medium was oerta-Jily

wuuuatie, for m just Id meatus, a completely n«... u.tt v; utly

ac.u complex technology had to be absorbed. It also oe

a^recxated (despite the conventional image ox ...any V..... -bis'

people as being arty and erratic) that many programmes are hl^ily

structured, that scripts (ineluding t-.ose for cameras, in t *0

case of i'V) have to oo rigidly followed, and that split-second

taming as essential for most prograuiioe.

-.1though if uaa a monopoly ox' broadcasting in the ..tote, HTh

iu.s competition in all homes xTua radio progra.aes i.roa otiter countries,

&uu in many homes, iron fv programmes freta hortiiera xreltnd and

ih-xfuiu. m i-.ot, ocfore t it roauc'ticn or . ~u . , —.j v e era

CA

Ihe influence of programmes, particularly at the ssaantiftf
vUiU- -raqaatlos iovois luherxy, 1997* p.h21) was beyeod tae scope of

r, research.
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had

BBC and 2TV) - one more than most people in Britain# In

relation to its market, RSS is nearing saturation point, and

•shea this is reached, it will only he capable of meeting its

costs by increasing prices; thus, in en ecwioedc recession
51

or credit squeeze its revenue could be frozen. tte. u- been

drown to the buoyancy of advertising (90/- of it being firm IV)
.vli.cn in 1964/65 farmed 55/- of - -0 total revenue 02 t »e suthozKyi

to the deficits of the radio service and the large overall

aux*. .uses t « authority bad in 1963/64 and 1964/65«

Because of the need to record certain programmes, production

and traiu: .issicn schedules are out of phase, and this in itself

creates planning and control problems particularly for TV, as

does tii© fact that peak viewing occurs in the winter and early

spring#

I'hough weather can effect audience ratings, (and therefore,

ultimately advertising revenue), isolat transmitter ..tuff on

mountains, and interrupt or interfere with signals, it does not

appear to have much effect on planning and controlling resources,

except in trie case of outside filming, where a prolongeu bod spell

e.u interfere with ©hooting#

5# 2 Jrftaaiaatlonal clraraote listics

RT *s primary goals were to ronuce rid/or trrnar.it r.rtwrraaaes

w: ich mm.Id form, educate, and entertain, and be of :c iu lity

51
ha 1966, tire government introduced a price freeze on a

number of products and services, and proposals by £TE to increase
its advertising rates were deferred: 0vontually only a part of

. yr posed Increase *•.. . or-.itted#
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(both in content and tecrmio&l merit) that they would deserve

audiences, It also aimed to tary to keep *out of the red* so

as to avoid asking the government for money.

The director-genaral beiiig an experienced professional

businessmen, naturally wished to make, and was making, am Impact

in liis new role, lie wanted STE to be in command of its growth;

iu Vrstood tii© need to identity the causes, as opposed to the

symptoms and results, of this growth; and above a11, demanded that

"Magers sust manage,n

tress has been laid on the absence of a managorial culture in

the authority; on the civil service background of many of its

staff, particularly in the administration division; on the
52

differences between the prescribed and extant argsmls&ticn in the

'TV programmes and engineering divisions; and on the fragmented

nature of tea organisation for planning and controlling TV

facilities, for which there were at least a cozen methods of

ordering.

The characteristics of (what has been tensed) the public

administration model of management adopted by the administration

division have been identified, including its centralised nature,

the number of hierarchical levels; the emphasis placed on the

annual audit and other statutony regulations, end on checking j

and tee belief of its senior members that administrators were

the only managers. At the same titee contribution made

under gxeat stress, by senior meubers to getting the TV service

on the air has also been noted, as have the resentment felt by

executives in other divisions to tisa aduinistxution division, and

^bee Brown (1960, p,24).
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the low level of participation by lift, executives in budgeting*

5.3 The fltfraflrlFfottM qfr PWfiEflrf

The iwsin features of M35u9® system of financial control

were that is was based on the civil service 'vote* 8ystoat

budgets were built up in large totals, and not from the bottom up

based on responsibility; few oost centres existed in the

accounting classification for use in accounting for expenditure

where it ime originally incurred, and consequently no meehanisa

existed for identifying where facilities were being used. Apart

tvea the low level of participation in budgeting, the monthly

financial reports, with money a© the unit of measurement, were

available only to divisional heads* The budget figures in these

reports were not broken dorm into months or quarters, and the

actual figures were mainly payments. adousted by the accounts

department, which did not have an up-to-date picture of actual

expenditure primarily because of the cumbersome nature of the

clerical procedures, particularly invoicing, it has been sham

how the position of the authority's financial year, and its

consequent impingement m the budgeting cycle, created additional

difficulties, as the TV programmes division had to try to estimate

expenditure for its peak Autumn schedule at legist eight months

in advance of production, lastly, in relation to the formal

financial control system, was the evidence provided of the

fallaciousness and resulting problems of using conventional marginal

costing concepts as a means of controlling the rapid growth of

telovisicm,

A considerable amount of attention was given to investigating

the problems of planning raid controlling the production of 'TV
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'pregraiaMe, and in UAa context, the ei-ronecus nature of using

ca-dimiy hours as a unit for ,:;-easuring output, and fee importance

of programs# six, were shown to be crucial# As far as controls

in this area were concerned, there were virtually' none# brief

deaariptian tsraa provided of the syetea of TV sro&fmm costing

t. ..'it was being developed end again, attention was directed at tic

dr. -wj of using the concept of * above-tha-llne1 and 'below-the-

line' cost©, and of only reporting on tire forner, which repres¬

ented loss than one sixth of the total costs of the tclevision

service#

Certain adaptive responses to the existing controls were

noted} these included tho creation of & separate independent

control section in the engineering division which had a parallel

fir .uncial control syst«a, based m cocisitaents} the introduction

of progressse costing bp the TV programoe division; the existence

of tliree sets of figures for progr ® costs, none of uhieh

agreed with the other; the frequent and usually abortive post-

nortexas that followed ©torn budgets were exceeded; the 'adjust-

racaots* made in relation to certain Itssas of expenditure; the

tendency of the a&ainlstratien division to react to deviations

jaede by executives in other divisions free the rules, by intro¬

ducing additional rules; and trie 'ripple* effect oxeatod right

through the television service due to the lack of mociumiima for

the prior evaluation of fee probable effects that alternative

progttmam plans and change# in progrcaaaes would have on TV

resources, and for monitoring fee actual use of resources against

the plan feat was selected end iapleiaented#

finally, though fee quality of progresses was geJiareUy agreed
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to be reasonably good, the stability of the TV system in rel&tias

to 'housekeeping* was extremely low. In fact, the system - and

not management - was virtually in coaaand.

£t ?£ vxtfipm

It will no® be obvious that it would have been impossible to

make a coherent evaluation est' the operation and appropriateness

of the management controls in hT& (and following this, to assist

in developing end implementing solutions) without first acquiring

a clear picture of its characteristics and problems through

systematic exploration end analysis, and in certain instances,

through using a heuristic approach. The task was made more diffi¬

cult than usual due to the rather unique nature of the undertaking,

paucity of published material, and tit® writer's lock of experience

of the organisation and operation of broadcasting undertakings, These

points are emphasised here, first to demonstrate the necessity in

any study of formal undertakings of carrying out a systematic

appraisal of their characteristics, particularly where problems
53

in organisation and control ore being encountered; second,

(because of tire unique nature of USEE) to justify the rather lengthy

exposition in this ease.

53
In the post, the writer has seen many instances (and indeed

has participated) of management consultants producing and imple¬
menting recQOBMmdaticns or *top organisation* and planning and
control systems, based or only the sketchiest analysis, and
heavily larded with intuition, while some of these solutions
have worked out in practice, it is believed that the quality and
rand results of consultancy assi^aaente would probably be improved
iy using a more extensive analytical framework which includes
both environmental and organisational variables of the type (all-
be—they crude) considered here,

'gain, limited experience of the earnest * queatioonoirc-
wavang* research worker who dashes in and out of firms (like a
tourist doing lurope in ten days) loads this writer to question
the reality of much of the findings where these purport to
•explain* what is actually happening. Of course, reality (and
knowledge) can be further confused by the equally earnest armchair
research worker woo builds on these findings.
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l'nin-7 the conceptual framework set out In chapter 3, the

rest of this section covers the influence of the enviiwiidental

a-, r- .ct - lu etics an control requirements, and on the orgardsational

characteristics| the influence of the organisational

characteristics en the existing management controlsj effects

crd res_ onaes to these controls} and is concluded by an

asse:. ■ out of the appropriatenees of the existing controls,

6.1 ;h>c appatjfc jteaakad&Mgft
■y,

The purpose here is to try to assess the extent to akuloh

certain environmental ohar&cteria tics influence the demand for

control,•irrespective of the social system,

ithout doubt, the greatest single factor that affected control

in HTE. ma the introduction of the television serric©, which, with

its complex and sophisticated teoi»el0gy mm literally thrust into

the system and made to work in «H'-t eighteen sortthe. Apart from

the extrcfc»®3y 'soft* nature of its final product in relation to

measurement, television broadcasting demands a variety of skills

and facilities, of which aery ore creative, a wide range of

equipment which is continually charging, and an operational

pattern that requires continuous coordination# (v«e sections

2.1, 2,7, 4.1, 4.4.3 and 4.4.4).

/gain it has been demonstrated that the pubiic^klarge,

and in particular, pressure groups, were continually attainting

to influence the quantity and control of output of brooderting

(section 2.3) and that the governasnt could limit advertising

rates and licence fees (section 2,1 )• Thus these external

agencies impacted mi the resources of iifi end ; ddsd to the control

requirements#
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Other iaporfccint eiwirciwaantel footers la this context ©ere

tue
, oaaibility of eventual market saturation# (section 2.5)#

the influence en audiences of coc^-etitlan irom BBC end ITV

progrsmmr* (section 2.5)j sad the seasonality of pregr^sne

planning, including the effect of the position of the financial

year on the annual budget (section 4.4,1). Neither geographical

dis; crnion nor climatic factors appeared to have much impact,

though the latter could interfere with outside filming.

To sum up# tlic environmental factors discussed above# and

in particular, the addition of * completely nee product with its

attendant complex technology, in themselves demanded a

correspondingly sophisticated saansgeasnt control system# the absence

of which left «5RS extremely unstable.

6.2 g^a Mtemof testes

Apart trm their influence on c trd requirements, certain

environmental characteristieo also impacted on the social system.

Certainly# the historical associations of KT with the civil

service, (wliich extended for over 36 years) had a decided influence

or the laanagemcnt model adopted by the cdteiniatraticsi division

(section 2.1)# as had the technology associated with television,

which indented assy now people, many of whom had little aancgwaaat

experience# not a few easing from sectors such as the film industry

whore traditionally# there appears to be a lack of attention to

planning and control (section 4.5).

5<f2be controller of programmes IV was heard to remark that
t.:Jn problem could only be solved for television by towing
Ireland another 200 miles west.



f'ofercnees have also bean (sections 2#4 and 4*3) to

the bnqyrjacy of advertising and to now this aaricetdUig eoarcctor-
55

istlc tended to taicourage in tise TV service, isunificenoe,

a lade of discipline, and & relatively loose attitude to control

that contrasted sdoviy with too dpecunicsity and conditioned

restraint of the "aeooid-oiase citisena" (as many of the executives

bit* fly described thszasolvea) in sound broadcasting""^ whioh, of

course, was not all functional, ©specially in relation to

urogr' me quality aid variety#

Lastly, it is considered that there is reasonable evidence

to indicate that BSB was also Influenced by the organisation

structure, (and particularly, the role of administration) that

operated in the BBC (section 4*6)#

s.s fot JsGmmMJ&LmwiM&mk*
a,S

The management controls actusouy operating in STB were

influenced by the absence of & managerial culture (section 4.5)J
second ty the public adidnistratian model of management adopted

by the administration division, m& the assira^tions made by its

senior members (section 4*6); third, by tits low degree to which

executives participated in budgeting and deeiaioi-taftKing (section

4«7)| fourth, by the existence of oaslict (traditional in the

civil service) between *sdslnietrators' and "professionals•

55uce Larch and Lizaon (1958, p.123).
56

For eataai le, while & large number of executives in TV
progrsmaes division had personal secretaries, (mo executive had
two J. in addition to the use of a typing pool, the majority of
executives in sound broadcasting personally handled most of the
paperwork associated with their own programmes#



(section 4.8); fifth, through differences boturoer tie . described,
57

extent, and requisite organisation structure in the W service

(section 4.4.3) J and sixth, by the fragmented ays to» that

existed for ordering SV facilities (section 4,4.4),^
Thus, the jsanngeacBi controls if. operation in - reflected

the characteristics of the progmitoriel social frstea -fere
e

finances ;ierc noted in the foroal financial controls, (v. hieh

-.ere based an tho public odministrution lsodel - section 4,6 to 4,6)

by the almost com. leto absence of feedback in the key sector of

TV facilities (section 4,4.4), by the existence of misleading units

of nxsasuronant (section 4,2), and by the concepts relating to

♦indirect* and ♦ above-the-lire• costs (socticns 4.4.5 and 4.6),

6-<»- gfaOKtelteftJKffiJaatibi s a&ssti. m4 a&atest sms^m

Kot unexpectedly, overspending occurred, and the director-

general, who wanted BUS to be in ocmand of its operations,

attested to achieve this by using too financial controls as a

basis for taking corrective action, and by limiting staff intake

find output. However, due to the toadeouacy of tiie controls, end

to tlie pressures resulting from the isunifieenoe of toe revenue

position etc., these measures were only temporarily successful

(sections 4,1, 4.3 end 4,8) oiui the system itself and not

nanageoent soon reassumed control. The resentment of the admin¬

istration division's role, and toe inadequacy of the financial

controls to assist (end indeed, torotect1) other divisional

j cads, caused then to develop their asm parallel controls and

^
,00 3rosm, (15o0, p,^4)

56
The director-general's impact was only gradually being

felt, this study being oae of the means ha was using to get HTa
'under control,*
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in certain cases, •switch* expenditure (section 4.8). Those

responses however, had the effect of aggravating the ...robleo,

and tended to accentuate rather than ndaiaise conflict, as well

as falling to provide a uochaaiss that would help to anticipate

:::,d control the oooillatiosis which hiV. was esperieiio.. •

-•5 auaatoyygt va tm

. tain environmental charactercioe placed ueeiiuais on the

socio! systow for control aeehunittaa winch would he of a

sufficiently supnia tlcated eaur&etor wo en&ole Management to

commend. a-iS's growth. However, coo social system was able to

respond to ties© deaanca > HE, ,.itiL rtlffl ^

ro,,crtulre ufiwnd. with woo result tii&t the controls which it

evoiveu for too television servc.ee were cw^letel^ incompatible

with tw.oac envirtmeaeat&l characteristics (e.g., technology,

eo.toni.wl agencies, Marketing, s&uwnnlity) inpeeting e« it. in

fact, the TV service hex. all toe ii-tares of & 'rutx-sway* system

oil was ce2y kept in balanee, m it gnat, by t*« "hosasostatic
59

scchoniatt" of revenue from wlvertising. ihe •elastic* «as

certainly * twanging, * and could, only be prevented fros snapping

by coding another piece, elthough eseu additional piece tended to

ex-auto further tension end oscillation. limefore, it m& of

cx-uei&l iapex'tanoe to the uireetot^c&.erel for to get

in ooaeumd of the system before HES found itself in & position

...-ore the 'stock of elastic' ran out.

this situation, the steering system in ;ili at tills fciuo

was "blind to the ca.se^ue&ces of its own behavior!* (ioutcch,

59 loner, (1961, p.115)
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1°T>r, r.d -.-3/ V- director-gn .. r l ..:>.. .r t. ; ..jp

coc-i'vot 'vsf. my gras* >r it.'. ^ .-ol;'.!c;.i£-. Ce 't- — .y, t.-3

."f tBr of jreosur .• ./ore n-nifest but the causes hod not boon
60

identified,

"t -,421. .:>Jto be cypres; afced, however, t. .at tl, .xv\. :o

•• *« ' '.'•trJl&ticc of ocntrol :■■:cci.s«sisp.s tiint a.:.2d he caiv, til. c

"

. sr.virarxKjnt.nl eh-meter sties is not in itci-lf c e?.. v2e

t-sfc, &;o that an infleadble mo'-rooeh to .lrrning
- f 1 eduction, while it v/ould probably briny resources under

tight control, would, tend to have dysfunctional eansequonees for

.-V *s ; rogra&aes, Thus, to achieve uro^rame goals, snd cotsa&nd

growth rcsources, (ssxy of which had c. creative content),
the octroi ..-oehsaisas required %• had to bo extremely sensitive

•r.d flexible, and of a nuch higher degree of sepMstioatiaa don

offeree by conventional raaagssaavt accounting and product.lea claiming
61

techniques, further, the iaair ... "ootloR of a, a sophisticated

.: -ntrol systso would also necessitate the corresponding developaast

of sn «u3|jroprlate nsac igerial culture within the scold ;-„yst»a,

w'fhis ujBd6dPliB.es the need for an inter-disciplinary approach
to studying organisational and control problsos. In this ©ace,
the tecimleal characteristics of the ayate® Greeted precaurc, .vhioh
ir tum., chested t$> as sy*xptcr:o in participsnis, It is eonrldered
probable by this writer theti an analysis of these aynptosr alone
b- ■-■• behavioural scientist, through, for exeaple, en attitude survey,
would not have disolesed the causes, 'nd, of course, in other types
of undertrMngs, a study only of the technical aspectc . • 1 cT not
disclose the real causes of problem which were being encountered,

'"^iiisftilcticn techniques were required for identifying the
• ..b e effects of different pro,r*arsa© sixes and. progrncaa© c ; es

or. tic whole systea, mid which would have a canpleiWRtary food-
u- ate or. the loading and utilisation of each eub-systeEs, ?n-ir in rot
too difficult in a machine/sum system conventionally found in
ar. ny industries, but in e national broadcasting service, •■•here the
range of aub-eystens includes many different types of htsacsr? 1:c - .-s
<ti fvfiged in a variety of creative tasks, the Job of eatinntin: 'ic
in ut and output of sub-systems becomes -such nore con; lex,
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including the reshaping of the c&ainifftratioa division rnd nt the

organisation for planning, pro&iciag and controlling i.ro&mm»

(ec oclolly in television). These ore tgr no aeons easy tasks*

7i 'rtfltliltjfflg
i-osaibie generalizations from this case are listed below
• To assess the appropriateness of controls in any lav or~

taktsg it is essential to identify its characteristics.
• havlraBBBBntal characteristics can create dessands for

cotitrol Irrespective of the social aysten, and eon aLco
on

influence the social systea.

• The greater the o-ay-lexity of tfc© technology, the water the

probl«2B of control, and therefore, the greater is the

need for sophisticated controls*

• In the ease of technology it is possible that its ir.fluer.oe

or. control requimaents and on the social ejmtee cm be
63

in conflict.

• The management sjaste® aey contain a number of wsmgowmt

nodeIs which operate concurrently, and which xa&y be in

conflict#

• Tie ublic adrdnic tr&tion model of management is not

citable of handling the probl«as of control endemic in
QL

a liighly esssplees: and changing open system, and

"'

■ (1958) and oodward (1965)# and also tho propositions
relating to interdependence cneng sub-units in Torch and uiaon
(1958, p.159).

;

"'The sophisticated technology of TV created demands for
isopMitie&tod control** it aim barougkt into *£& executives

m film industry who had the technical, but not the nmagaasnt
skills.

Q^
interesting possibilities for sharpening insists into the

juration of different undertakings are provided by medical sc ience.
Tor uxauple, ia i$H, though staff were trraisfarred frcta the civil
service and sound broadcasting to TV, this hod dysfunctional conseq¬
uences for control in too television service. .in ctedioal terms, this
would be described as an n ineospetible transfusion with allergic mani¬
festations*"
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fallowing irox this, thure ie no gureutce tit £

^artiocuUr xodel of aau.g6us i which haa xc.iievod results

••ill bo automatically capable of handling the problens

created uy * new fiftfi. oaaplex pro&ust, or these • f

oo^ietaxy different inwiertcidiig*
• ..ittlo attentiar op-peers to lava been givaa % coi.l ... .>r: iy

ariters on ».Jiknieirative theory to what -cbor referred

to &s "a specified ashore of oaapetsnoe" including

i»o.oi-.cai aEilii'ieaticvia" vMch, be eioiaad, »oro ..

65
■hueive to efficient ,-xi-..-:u.atratica# idle this i:qgr

be taken for granted, it appears that co pctence is a

4,rercuuieito, if ..ox£,.,u„ext io tc bo able to underctard

and control c-u^lex sy . teas* t is important, there.jre,

to reoogais* that in any underta.iog, the Baon^a.-ent

system cm be organic or acchoniatic (Bams end dtalker,

1$61}; "exploitivt. .....t. 'ire' or -xUci^ative"1

(likert, 1961), or tare ary intervening variants, : >1 yet

the undertaking itself car: be out of control because its

moacgaaunt lack the competence 'to i^entiiy their problems
66

and develop. tie technical s.xtrolu.
♦ it is probable that the longer the motilfieenee of the

ecTiroraaent continues, the greater will be tie difficulty

of achieving cuarumdj though should there bo c sudden
67

down,-era shift in munificence' (o»g., is' cigarette a'vert-

65
. e© Gouldner* a cowaeatary on two tenalgia in dehor•& theory

<195fc, PP.19-2t),
66

it is stressed tui.t ocmsmnts made about the e.g. oxonce of
t oae who use the public adairxietratiaa model of Management in
..-It: cue rot directed at their intelligence or character* but at
the conditions in which the model breeds*

^ee fareh end imf» (1956* p«12©)»
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ising on T7 vxo prohibited in Ireland) there aould bo

cxi accelerated ceccad for control, and probably, isore

rigidity (»•&♦, in progrmm planning in K2S),
• There ore serious lialtatioas in using accounting, . ith

none/ as the priaexy unit, for assuring perfcarxmce.

oe Caapbell (1563)* Cli&pple a?<d iayles (1961) and
Jaainski (1956).
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(including director-
gui.oral's office
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TOTAL 99 18 1,095*

& Includes 145 swsicians etc., in standing groups

Koto:

It is impossible to be precise about levels of management
in this t^pe of undertaking, but those intorvicnved individually
Included 70 out of about 75 •key* executives, i.e., all divis¬
ional and departmental heads, those in oharge of specific
services cr units, and TV executive ro&ueers. She 5 •key*
executives not interviewed comprised the engineers in charge
of four (out of five) TV transmitters, and the head of tJse
Cork: studio.
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CHAPThR 7

C/hd IV; P H LTD

1. Introduction

-j
This case deals with a large Irish firm, PjH ltd,

engaged in supplying materials to the building and road const¬

ruction industries.

The writer, having discussed Ids research interests with the

two executive directors, end other members of senior management,

was invited to appraise the management controls in P .R, working

on a contract research basis with the following terms of

reference:-

• To review the planning and control systems in operation
with particular reference to those used for
budgeting and for cost and production control

• To assess the strengths and possible weaknesses of the
existing controls

• To assist in the design of a suitable system of
management information capable of meeting the
company*s longer term needs*

It was also agreed that the writer would take the opportunity

of appraising its organisation and general operations and would

make recommendations on organisation which ho considered

might benefit trie company.

About three days per week were spent an this project which

began in Zebruaxy 1966 and was completed by the end of hoy, when a

1
This is a pseudonym. The initials X' R represont three of

the four principal types of production units, vis:- pits, quarries,
ready-mix concrete, the fourth being macadam. from now en, PjR
(or the company, the Una) is used in the text.

- -
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report conturning -w i-ecomtaadatioas or orgou laatlcm

structure and a blueprint for a revised manager. nt information

system, was submitted to the executive dii-ectors. eofter

fomel presentations of the recoxamcndationc were made to senior

mjaagBiatot, and to a group of about forty e. ocutives mainly at
2.

..dddle management level. ^ubaeeuontly, the writer assisted in

im^lezuanting the recouBkend&tions spending on average, one <uy

3
per week on this between «uly .—hoeedbor.

As with the writer hod no inside knowledge of the

oa... cay, (though he had some previous experience of sane aspects

of quarrying and road cvustructiaci), and it was, th erefore,

necessary to start from scratch and learn about the fire; :a.£. its

.ctxvities.

i'Ma introduction is followed bp a brief summary oi ti o

background of ±V* and t^eu ty a section on n*t.i0dolo&y« uafter,
'

o

the principal findings relating to hue characteristics of n and

its controls aro presented, una the ch..._.ter isoaucl. b, an

1 .oervrotation of toes© findLu.gs — relation to I. .a - tual

iv,.xU..ork outlined in chapter 5.

Basic /, PQfi is in Materials extraction, processing and

•tribution, and is one of the ajar suppliers of road materials,

concrete aggregates end ready nix products which are used in road

'"A summary of the reoeeHaendaticaas was also yubliEned in the
Co'.' p* s • mthly staff tiegar inc.

3
-rising from the recommendations, a firm of management

c, ,tu..lt£uats t; .B employed to cmy out sj. ecific iu,i.xgnmuit;;.
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construction and maintenance, and by the building industry. It had

its origin in a one-man haulage business started by its present

managing director in the early 193G*s and was incorporated as a

public company in 1933#

Between 1959 and 1965, its profits^ increased by nearly 8

times, its total investment by over 7 times, its investment in

fixed assets by ever 5 times and its employees by about 4 times,

frees 400 to approximately 1,600 people.

i'lsa company has a large number of production units located

throughout the -tate, and these include 13 quarries (most of

wiiich also have macadam plants), 6 principal sand end aggregate

pits, over a dozen ready-mix concrete plants centred in and

around the principal cities, two of these plants being of much

greater capacity than the others. in addition to supplying

$ primary mid processed materials, i\H ims an. extensive contracts

department which lays macadam drives, tennis courts, etc. To

deliver its products, the company also operates a large fleet

of tipper and ready-mix trucks. Its headquarters are in Dublin,

and include central engineering workshops which carry out major

overhauls cm fixed and mobile plant, and vehicles.

Details of technology and organisation structure etc., will be

provided in section 4.1 and 4.2 ukic. deal with :-vR*s environmental

and organisational characteristics.

4
Details of finances are not given liere, and certain minor

changes in other background details liave been made to avoid
immediate identification. However, the size of the profits,
capital, etc., was not small.
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3, .^tfcpd of

s with 33CE, a consultancy approach was adopted and this

involved asking a general survey of the company's organisation

end operations#

After spending the first two weeks in getting a general

background, a study team, consisting of three young graduates

from Ps;R (two engineers and en accountant) nd a research

assistant froia t o Administrative Research Bureau of Trinity

College, was set up, end a work programme prepared. Briefly,

the company's organisation and operations were broken down

into a series of activities (including coat centres and

identifiable tasks) such as marketing, sales, production, delivery,

procurement, maintenance of equipment and buildings, personnel

(recruitment, training etc.), and accounting. Bach member of the

teem, with the writer as team leader, was assigned specific projects

which were primarily desired to elicit and record inforeaticn

about organisation, planning and control procedures, end cost

structure. in addition, a ten-year financial analysis was roads

to ascertain trends in return an investment etc. j printed material

was studied, production units, engineering shops end administrative

units visited, flow diagrams and descriptive models prepared,

meetings and management conferences attended, and a comprehensive

analysis oompiled of all departmental formal reporting systems,

showing originator and recipients.

-Apart from this work, two formal interview programmes were

set up.

The first series of interviews involved the 20 senior

executives (including the two executive directors), all of whom
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were interviewed by the writer at least once. Tiie interviews

were serai-structured, and were designed to elicit information and

views from each executive on:-

• Tire history of the company

• His background and job

• Ere organisation structure and how it operated

• Planning and control, including management report®

and paperwork; and

• roblems that had, and still existed in t R.

Those interviews lasted about a half-day each and in all

cases it was possible to develop an open relationship with
5

respondents.

The second series was primarily desired to elicit the views

of managers in the 23 main production units located around tiie

country on tire monthly costing report which they received from

headquarters. The research assistant, Mr. H. Cadwell, was given

responsibility for this pi'oject, and with assistance from the

writer, a schedule with nearly 50 questions was constructed: this

was designed not only with the object of obtaining the production

managers* views on the costing report, but also to build up a

body of data relating to their value systems, including role

perceptions and attitudes to headquarter®. All of the 23 managers

in the 23 principal production units were interviewed, 18 of them by

Cadwell^ and 5 of them by the writer, each session lasting an

average of two hours.

c

Hie writer also interviewed, another 16 executives at middle
management level at headquarters, as ad1 as tlie chairman (a part-
time director), primarily to establish contact and get their general
views on how they perceived the oompany, post, present and future.

^Oadwell, a sociologist, is at present engaged cm research into
organisational change, using P it as a pilot ease.
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7
Botli sets of interview data were an.aJ.ysed and checked, it

being possible with the second, set to construct a large number

of tables, because of the ho. oganeous nature of the population

being studied, and the large number of questions asked#

The findings now presented are a combination csf the desk

and field research carried out by the writer and the study

team# They include evidence relating to the views of the 20

senior executives interviewed by the writer, and a few tables

etc#, relevant to this research selected free: the largo amount of

data collected from the structured interviews of the 23 production
6

managers by Ca&well and the -/Titer#

4t gfoftfrw

This section deals with tlie environmental and organisational

characteristics, the characteristics of tlie controls, and with

the perceptions of senior executives and production managers of the

controls#

k#1 #1 li&tory - The history of the company (to which brief

reference has already been made) has been one of growth and by

many standards, including those of the commercial world, it lias

been successful# The reasons for this success are due primarily

7
Miss T# 0*Donoghue, of tiie dnunistrative Research Bureau, TCD,

and secretaiy/assistant to the writer, also helped in analysing end
cross-checking sane of the data#

8
The questionnaire acbdnisteed to the production managers is

not presented here, as many of the questions and responses do not
have a direct bearing am this research#
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to the managing director who, supported by his younger brother

(and deputy), end by the- family auditors, had built it up¬

starting from a small yard and model *T* one ton truck when he had
t

been forced to leave school owing to his father's early death.

The business developed slowly during the 1930*s, and vixen the

war years intervened the main activity was hauling turf (peat)

and keeping the small transport fleet of four tracks tax the move

by ingenious methods, using gas balloons filled fraa producers

fireo y anthracite or charooal,

•'a the time went on, considerable experience was gained of

vcxious typos of sand and aggregate used in manufacturing concrete

products, and of the building industry generally. At the end,

of the war, perceiving the growing demand for more accurately

graded aggregate, the firm went into the sarid and gravel

business, A washing and crushing plant was acquired and the

transport fleet was au^aented by purchasing ex. Uu any trucks;

further pits v;oro tlxen started, an engineering shop was set up

for overhaul and corxstraction of certain equipment, and by 1950

the company had entered the quarrying business, mainly to supply

road-working materials to county councils, "Thereafter, despite

a serious recession in 1957, xqh's growth has been accelerating,

and as previously stated, it is one of the leading suppliers

of road materials, aggregates and x-eady-mlx products in Ireland,

The company thus has a comparatively short idstoiy - its founding

fathers are still fairly young men v;ho at an early age came out

of a good middle-class home and made a success of what one senior

manager in the firm has called a "rough, tough oul* business,"

However, to quote the deputy managing director:-
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"As with any nm expending business there were plenty of
headaches, but the biggest was the lack of capital# A
heavy basic industry such as this had /and still h&§/ m
insatiable appetite for capital# The original backers
faced up manfully to the ever-increasing demands, and the
bank manager succeeded in pushing tlirough his bosrd
several audacious proposals for overdraft accommodation#"

4.1.2 Tecqr.ical ayfl prgfoct SJmM^SlSJ^SA - *t will be noted from

Appendix 7.1 that Pit is made up of two main types of tech¬

nologies, viz:-

• hits and Quarries - which are extractive and elemental

in character, and operate on a continuous production

basis to supply sand and aggregates, and stone clippings,

direct to customers and to the company's am processing

plants# These products can, of course, be stock-piled#
' ^cady-gii^ concrete and tanaaofldqq JBlgjH - which ^

processing units, operating cai a batch production basis,

supplying direct to customers, and also, in the case of

taraacadam, to contracts# The products from these plants

must be used within a few hours#

In quarrying, skill is required in drilling and placing

explosive charges and in operating large excavators, and there is

co; aiderable danger involved in blasting; while in pits, the

variations in the degree of consistency of sand and gravel deposits

can create problems for customers (including Pali's ready-mix

plants) find in predicting and controlling output# Generally,

however, the technology in both pits and quarries is of a

relatively low degree of complexity and demands a large amount

of energy which is supplied by a combination of heavy fixed and

mobile plant, explosives (in the case of quarries) and men# A

variety of sub-systems is involved before the final product is ready
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for despatch, including, in tie ease of quarries, drilling,

buysting, digging, ly**ckiug, enuk-ing tuid screening# .. dirt,

dust mid aod abound, and both achinca and mm hare to be qretty

tou$i to stand up to tim gemral atmosphere of pulverisation and

variations in weather conditions inherent in winning siaterisls

firui the earth#

5he processing plants, on the other hand, are nor© cirap&ot

end, particularly in the cose of ready-esix plants, are highly

automated, though a high degree of skill is not required to

operate toem#

Pew technological probioae exist in the bulk of the contracts

work carried out by ?%H, as nost of the jobs are small and the

skills, tools and equipment required aro of a rudimentary chsrcotar

e.g., small rollers, picks end abovols; and technology again hae

little impact on haulage work, isost of which was done V the

©otti any #e f*m fleet*

However, as with Clh, technology made its greatest impact

in the central workshops which wore mainly responsible for the

overhaul of mobile plant and vehicles; in the latter case, the

'units* system was used to facilitate rapid turn-round, but in

the former case, because of the cost ana variety of engines and

other unite used in excavators end dumpers etc., these often

aunt lengthy periods in the shops# |redietability of overhaul

requirements for mobile plant was low, and the skills, machines and

tools used in the shops were of a such higher order of complexity

than .hi my other port of the eoapwjr# A emmxy of the responses

of the 23 production managers to the question; "Of all the

departments at headquarters, could you ntsae three which you think

influence you most?" is given below, arid rater alia, this
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illustrates the influence of central engineering on the reduction

units, whose managers did not have the facilities to carry out

heavy overhauls,

TABLE 7.1 - Extent of influence of headquarters*
function on production units as indicated by
responses of 23 production managers from 23
I reduction units (N«69)

II, ,. fXH'CTlOK* Responses
ho. ft

Engineering (including plant
shop, machine shop, stores) 41 59

Sales (including contracts
and traffic) 18 26

.era! uctian 2 3

Accounts and control 2 3

Personnel m -

Other i 2

ho anewer 5 7

TOTAL 69 100

bote; percentages have been rounded off

* /in organisation chart is displayed in Appendix 7*3*

Tho greatest number of comments cm any one headquarters*

department was made in relation to the plant shop, which was

mentioned in 17 out of a possible 69 comments (25/ ), stores

coming second in frequency of mention with 14 comments (20, ), both

tlierefore, accounting for over 75i of all comments mode in relation

to the engineering function at headquarters (31 out of 4.1),
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4*1*3 Markets and cqaoetition - In the past, PhK had grown by

a combination of innovation and take-over, and though at the

time of this research it had a good share of all markets,

competition from a number of large firms -as beginning to make

itself felt*

4* .*4 • ^ ality .....d climate - : ecnuse of weather •• nnr. 1

holidays in the building industry, trading was usually slack in

December, January, February and August, though a prolonged spell

of good or bod weather could have a strong influence an the

buoyancy of the construction industry generally, and on

occasion, with flooding or frost, could halt Pi's production

and despatches* ev-.thor also hoc a direct effect on tie

day-to-day pattern of activity - for example, if it rained in the

early morning, building work night be cancelled for that day - this

would immobilise PJi's processing plants (and ready-nix tricks)
whose xjroducts could not be stored* The general rhythm of

trade also appeared to affect the pace of work at primary

production units, and though no firm evidence was obtained to

support this, one senior quarry manager remarked:-

"Itfc a queer thing that the day we appear to be selling
very little, tlie production appears to be down - and
vice versa. It's a strange psychological tiling,
when the lorries are queuing up at the door for loads,
when the weighbridge is busy, it seems to affect the
boys on the plant - an air of urgency permeates the
place."

4.1*5 heoizrahJ-cal and dcmio/*r£.uMo factors - As most of i's

extractive plants and a large number of its processing plants were

located in isolated and rural parts of the country this created
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prahieaa in cofibunxeaiuais, j*i ~*»u.*fciau, it ufiwCi<~c '.. c

company*» staff witch ..us eo^o«»w4 ui urban .H rural j -x-s»

wita Viryiog degrees uf a** Isticution and education in

relation to such aspects as iu^uuigaaent, trades unions, and

paperwork#

4«1»6 nxternql sarnies » The constriction indue toy, and ti«

building induetoy in particular, is extreuefy sensitive to

goyr-mrattt fiscal policy both in Ireland and in Britain, end

as the aajority of F*M'b output was absorbed in construction

as opposed to nmirteaiuse, the company* $ trading and finances,

including credit for financing debtors arid capital expenditure,

were linked in no mail wey to the general economic climate,

which affected the capital programmes in the public and private

sector and the attitude of banks and other financial institutions,

There is no need to labour this point further except to state

that it is less difficult in a recession for .jovurnaent end

industry to delay or cancel new building progroiaaea than to out

down an revenue expenditure,

Iso, in this context, was the level of technological

development end the behaviour pattern of the building industoy,

/a indication of the lovel of technological development (and in

i articular, the use of well-established management techniques)
in t «is industry has been provided ty the OhCD survey team in its

report: 'Mm®.MLMSL&WSB&SL0966. vol.i,

p, 47, and vol, ii, ppendix 9). iiore, from replies received

from different firms, the building Industoy had by far the lowest

rating, scoring an average (laeaa) of $2, , compared with the i<ighost

n ting of 66: obtained by the drink and tobacco industrial group,
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ijtid »JkJii Vihi SUCiS-il lOWCSt rutii-g Of 4jii wOt.i'iij.OU h»v .<0wU
'• g ,

*nd furniture ©roup. fbft mining onu nu~*n Uy

(wifcii a swatl! nuowor or repi-aa) hud a ratify of 37 •

on torus of behaviour pattern, it is t. is writer's view,
10

frets limited observation and experience, that tue bu~iuing

industry tends to oscillate xa activity more thou _v,„t steer

linns ^rles, snu tsnt *.***Q wx too s*»#*«ia f»rT2S tens. to simSiroOEt

in oooa times, and collapse completely when there is so. eConcede

o^uoese. Vije impression «as also boon formed that moat firms

in ti*ie industry tend to over-extend tn.au> capital iuvsstonat ..hem

credit facilities are eu% and to run into serious financial

udilculties in recessions* Little attention seems to be raid

to financial control, and long-tarn business planning; L ore

appears to be a preoccupation with job costing, aid though

intensive effort is put into measurement for ^rlce-fix-ng and

pgyuont, the basic data used in Mils of qusntitie© etc*, ore

seldom used for measuring jj'tiPjViiiliiffi'ffi* has the impression

that most participants (owners araV'or managers) had, until

g
Out of a total of ten "technical management procedures,"

applied to 12 industrial groups, the building industry come
bottom in four (Til, quality control, market research cad tech¬
nical sales)| joint cotton in one (work study); joint second
bottom in one (budgetary control); and third from the bottom in
the rest (plant layout, technical aspects and new plant). nd
though the report stresses that: "too much reliance cannot be
placed upon these results without further detailed studies,"
nevertiieless the GECD teas "believe th*r are Indicative of the
strength and deficiencies of these activities in the various
industries" ( cience and Irish beGnomic Development, 1966, p«47).

10
/part from consulting experience, trie writer spent a year

with the iioyal Institution of Chartered ^urvayors, and has also
lectured k» groups of senior executives at courses desired for
U*o building industry by the Irish henageaent Institute. eo
also Catherwood (1965).
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comparatively recently, become conditioned to living with their

problems.

At any rate, a substantial amount of Pit's trading wan carried

out with this industry, which certainly has not been in the avant

fcarde of those which have experimented with and contributed to

the advance of mddorn management techniques.

These points, including government policy, were of Importance

to r it* s own management approach and especially in relation to

finanoial planning and control, for the company was at the end

of the chain in relation to payment, its customers being impacted

on by its 'customers' customers, who in turn were affected by

government polloy and the general economic climate, the overall

position, in relation to financing stocks and debtors being

aggravated by the fact that there was only one cement monufoctaring

firm which insisted can giving only one month's credit,

Use position of fpR in relation to the construction industry

and the national economy is shown in Appendix 7,2 ahd this

highlights the fact that P ft is at the tail-end of a rather

unstable and unsophisticated industrial inl*ra-structure,

4#2 Organisational characteristics

4,2,1 Goals of - at - The goals of P..K, as far as they could be

elicited from senior executives and printed material, were to

continue to grow and to achieve a reasonable return on total

capital employed; to servo the construction industry and to avoid

competing with the building industry; to encourage innovation and

to act as product leaders and not followers; to continue to hold

a large share of the market, and to try, in growing, to preserve

the good public Image it possessed; and as far as possible, to
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retain the dynaoiea, spirit -n& personal approach kL eh had con¬

tributed to past recess.

11 of these airaa appeared to the oritur to b. «oA .ro..u,

t 10 _,h the last would certainly be the cost difficult to .c. :iwve«

this point was appreciated tjy the deputy ..eaaging director .10

said in an address to a conference of Irish sales managers:

"The business is becoming much acre formalised and loss
personal, but unfortunately, this is one of the fli3-

ntuges a' growth.

'■ ,°,2 he? iershlp style - Reference has already beer. made to how

the coBQ>any grow and to the part played by the two brothers,

particularly the elder, who had been the chief executive since

its inof ticm. In what follows, the elder brother (the

managing director) will on occasions, be referred to as 'Mr. A*

r b ~s, ^ f-e •• v-r • er • 'Mr. B. •

fie evidence pAven below, which was extracted rir./irily from

•'.ni'-rvlows with -<ior executives, and augmented ' t"r's

own observations, should demonstrate clearly the personal

es .

enormous influence on the company and. its staff.

Hi teres of personal qualities:

"The s is p. great person - r wonderful nan."

"lie's got drive arid guts and dynamism - he's been 3ucky too."

"He's an untrained genius."

"He's compulsive - he trusts people and expects ther. to
trust una."

.je's got drive tw.d courage - he's fearless. he ld.es uys
■

o - - b—r - .p it

" /hen we were smaller, he knew everybody,"
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"The boss is a doer » h© gets mortally upset with planning."

"He doesn't like meetings - he suffers them. The whole
momentum in the past was tire boss - * show the profits and
get the money afterwards'•"

"lie values energetic people."

"He gets tilings going - he takes chances - he's expansicti-
ainded."

"He*a not interested in figures - he gets more out of looking
at tilings than at sheets of paper. lie works more by
contact and sight."

",-hen the boss comes in there's always changes."

'"his philosophy is to get tilings out the gate."

"He's not interested in *management*

"lie interferes - lie's only told what's good for him to hear,"

"Basically he's an engineer - professional engineers came
and went - lie gets away with the unconventional."

"He's a great man for shovels and diggers - he's a great
'Caterpillar* man."

The writer, from his own contacts sad interviews would

endorse all of the comments given above, adding only to the

personal qualities the fact that Mr. A. was a quiet, cultured, and

non-bombastic man, subject to occasional moods. These sometimes

forced him to 'blow his top' but on coming out of tiieia lie would

always go out of his way to apologise even to the most Junior

clerk whom he felt he Jiad slanged unjustly.

Certainly, he did not value 'management' as an end in itself

and questioned, with a lot of reason, the cult of management

training: "I wonder does it help men to produce and sell stone?"

Neither did he value formal planning nor the statistical controls

he was receiving, taough lie appeared to do little else, even in

iiio spare time, but think up new ideas for e?q;ending the fins and

for developing and modifying existing plant and machinery, .'-part
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from this interest in mechanical things, he was not concerned with

the trading operations of the existing business, for once he iiad

made the decision, he expected his staff to get res-alts, lie

valued expansion, not consolidation; the doer, rather than the

ccnceptualiser or the bureaucrat; the unorthodox to the orthodox;

the commercial world rattier than the classroom or meeting hall;

the physical, and not the procedural; end above all, action, and

not talk,

in essence, P it's managing director was an entrepreneur with

rdghly charismatic qualities.

On the other.hand, Mr, B was regarded ax "a balancing factor"

who acted as a "backstop" to his brother. Collectively, both were

seen by some of the senior executives, as businessmen who had. gone

out of their way to produce satisfied customers. As one long-

serving executive remarked: "They were 'toppers* - they always

gave good service - the trade has a good opinion of than,"

4,2.3 Organisation structure • Before dealing with the structure

that was operating at the time of this research it will be useful

as a lead-in to present a selection of comments from interviews
11

with the senior executives on how they perceived the organ¬

isation when they first joined the company.

"There was no management structure, there was no organisation,"

"ho cane was sure who was doing what,"

"Things now are more ligid."

11
den of the twenty senior executives had been with the

company for 15 years or more; two for more than 10, but less than
15 years, and toe remaining ought had served an average of six
years each.
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"IX' I oacte in now I wouldn't get the job I's doing."

"I did everything except asafce the tea."

".11 the ti e we had to laprovise."

"There is no sentiisewt in the caveny like there was in
the old days - m just don't have the sontiaont,"

"There was over-departaentalisa - you were just no good
unless you were in production."

"It took me ages to wane it out - 1 had a dosen bosses -
people were tremendously busy."

Of iaj-ortenoc here is the fact that the company kad grown

and prospered without a foraalised, Highly structured organ-

ication.

The organisation structure that existed (on paper, at any

rate) at the tine of this research is shown in Appendix 7.3, as

is the location of the 20 senior executives interviewed by the

writer. It will be seen that the organisation was functional

in character, and that the functions were divided into two broad

groups: sales, accounting and personnel! and production end

engineering! each function being referred to as a division.

,iowever, although the chart looks tidy the eommts of the

executives revealed that aouo confusion and discrepancies existed,

arid that while this appeared to worry sosae, others were quite at

ease with the situation that they assuaed was operating.

ixa&plos of those who appeared to be Quito content with tire
12

inconsistencies between the aanifsst end assiaasd situation:

13
"1 look after that division, ' but I don't really look after

that department" ^within i$/,

12dee Brown (1960, p.2k).
13*

At was not possible, for seasons of confidentiality, to
identify specific individuals and divisions#
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"Up the line X work direct to Mr. A arid Mr. 3."

"I don't report to him - 1 work straight to the boss."

"I report direct to r. X and Mr. Y as well as to Mr. A
and to Mr. B."

samples of those who were apparently disturbed with the

inconsistencies*

"It's very ad hoc - it does take a pattern but 1 don't
know what the hell I do."

"The organisation was suitable for the past."

"1 don't really know win t ay title is."

"Two oi una area managers have been half-appointed."
^hhla was a reference to tentative plans for region-^
alisation made just before the arrival of tire writejy ♦

"I told the boss that we have no organisation, that
there is no definition of authorities snd respon¬
sibilities .no support for authority. 'nyway, Ire threw
tr® out," £2hle v/as sa^ without acriiaar^/.

Further evidence of the apparent confusion relating to the

prescribed organisation was obtained from the interviews with

the 23 production managers, one oi' the aclieduled questions being:

"»<lio is your boss?" Out of 23 respondents, 15 identified their

supervisors as prescribed, and of those remaining (&), three

did not know who their supervisors wore, three stated that they

reported to Jltt of the divisional heads, and one that he reported

to "the boss."

4.2.4 Ate nara^eaent system in > d - From the interview data and

from observation, it was possible to identify two types of

management models comprising the company's management system.

Abe first, was the 'actlonist* or xion-bureaucratlc model

adopted primarily by the majority of longer serving senior

executives who had participated in the firm's growth sad success,
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and who were the unswerving disciples of the managing director.

The main characteristics of this actionist model were a minimum

of formal rules and procedures, a strong interest in physical

objects such as plant, a minimum of rationality, a strong desire

to move around and observe what was going on, and above all, an

extremely rapid response to any stimuli relating to production or

to signals from the managing director,^
The second was categorised as the industrial engineering

model, and was adopted by nearly all of the professionals,

comprised mainly of engineers and accountants who had entered

the company in the last six years from the army, local

authorities, professional accounting firms, and direct from the

universities. This model was characterised by the strong

interest in systems, rules, procedures, organisation charts,

meetings, committees, and indeed, contained many of the features

of the Teber model of bureaucracy and of the classical school

of administration.

Illustrations of some of the features of the actionist and

the industrial engineering models of administration are now given,

bearing in mind that the frame of reference and training of

followers of the latter model enabled them to verbalise more

fully than their actionist colleagues, none of whom had any

formal training.

"The reactionists have a great response to any breakdown,"

"They want things 'next week* even when the delivery dates
are four months,"

Illustrations will be provided after dealing with the other
mode] ,
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" o telkA over a new place, and people are cot ^considered
to b§J7 pulling their weight if they're not digging up
the earth the next <ky**

"All our production people are greet xeactors,"

'♦Basically, we'rc chased where the business is#"

"bveryone «sust make & c jntributiori • on© must get definite
end tangible results e,g,, increased tonnage at lower
cost* Ideas are not expected, but result are,"

"iany of the older people don't feel tney can depress
the boss unless they're wording with a helluva*
lot of noise,"

x'rora the writer's ear. observations of a- ..it, there was also direct

evidence -ae ♦reactionist'* tendencies referred to above* for

example, during the general survey, the study team identified a

number of weaknesses in material eentrol » and even before toose

could be discussed and evaluated, the writer learned that independent

action was under way to "get things sorted out*1*

In concluding this brief presentation of the ssanngeaant system,

a number of points require to 'be stressed* first, the esntre-

pxxmeuriaV'ohariszs&tic leadership style of the managing director
15

directly influenced the actionist model; secondly, there was no

15
.'he writer is still searching for a suitable ail-embracing

term otiier than 'actionist' (or 'non-bureaucratic*) to describe
the features of the management model adapted, by the managing •ii-ector' e
followers, She nearest the writer Ms yet came to one really
meaningful word that describes this raodel involves the use of the
rather indecorous word 'exlaxionists, • 'She idea for this came fras
a newspaper article by Kiely (1967), describing slogans spelt
out and chanted by students at inter-collegiate American football
matches to encourage their teams* It appears that
ux j ax" neons "Ck>, sen, go" i.e., attack! .'nd when the team being
favoured is on the defensive, the admonition to "hold taat line!"
is conveyed by chanting the equally indecorous term "P-Ir-A-Y-jVa-X -
i'laytex*" bertoialy, these proprietary names (end particularly
too first) aptly summarise toe characteristics of the two main
msnagenent models in P-R*
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serious conflict IwtsMB the ccticrista, rad the professionals

who adopted the industrial engineering nodol, and though the

latter group did long for order and rules as the nans, they

had caisadaarehl# respect and admiration for the rauim ;ing

director's entrepreneurial flairj thirdly, though the

dichotomy between these models is presented her© as being fairly

sharp, it was gradually becoming blurred due to the lira's growth

aA Li© problems this 'brought with it; fourthly, because of the

charisma of the managing director, the actiocist model m& still

the dominant u..~; and finally, it was clear th&t else and

increasing competition posed far the o©qpeny crucial and difficult

quectioBs vis: iiow appropriate was th© orgenisaticsn (imd

its attendant procedures, controls etc#) for the future? How much,

and what type of order? How meny, and what type of rules?

4.2.5 ma. m&jm&mL.atoms&&&£m ->Smo otl:i®r

ie&tioual oharactoristics merit eosnent. She first relates to

the uaoounte and octroi division which mm centralised and located

at headquarters. Briefly, it too was growing and underling change,

was © pipped with modem data process!ng maciunexy, was (as will

be described later) responsible for assembling and presenting

monthly financial and costing reports, end had a young, enthusiastic

and comparatively inexperienced professional staff who, with &

comities composed of executives frets each division, had bean

struggling for at least two years, with little success, to introduce

n ay ©tea of budgetary control. Certainly, th© accountants ©ere

not perceived by anyone encountered in ipii as a threat, nor did

th©y exert any pressure# Shis lack of pressure is underlined by

the views of the 23 production onagers on the influence of need-
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quarter's divisions in table 7.1 (displaced previously in section

4*1*2) which shows that out of 69 responses, only 2 (3> ) referred
16

to tho accounts and control division.

The second relates to participation. in general, aost of

the major decisions in P li were taken by the managing director,

who usually asked selected senior executives for their views

so.iietiu.es before, and often after he had taken action. In

relation to budgetary control, the system was, as has just been

stated, still only oubrycnic, and though a ays tea of sales

forecasting had been introduced a few months prior to the start

of this research, this toe was eubrycnic, and few of the senior

executives, and enly 4 out of the 23 production managers, had

seen the sales forecasts, though the majority of toe latter group

were ostensibly, theugn not in fact, responsible tor the sales

end profitability of their units.

4.3 The management controls in l'ii

4*3*1 ^cooe of toe reu orting systems - A» stated in section 3,

one of the tasks of the study team was to prepare a comprehensive

analysis of toe formal reporting systems in PQR. imports were

classified by originating and receiving division and department,

and by frequency, and their contents etc., noted so that it was

possible tc build up a summary (in matrix form by report frequency,

source and recipient) wliieh contained over 130 separate reports.

However, for this research, the number of reports was reduced to 63

16
It will be recalled that production managers were asked to

name toe three li. departments which influenced them most. In fact,
tho accounts and control division was not mentioned in the first
responses made by all managers.
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b selecting, in e. fairly arbitrary aaaicr, those vhich

appeared to relate priaagily to sales and resource flows, end to

roduct quality and accidents.1^
.A ©uiamry of the mashers of ttie&o reports is given in table

7.2 below, which is supported by detailed schedules etc.,

in 'ppendices 7.4.1 - 7*4.6).

It Bi*. 7.2 - httasary of nuaber of oanagmaant
reports originated arid received by each
division (and top mmm&mmt)

rillG-JKASGR
Hccipients

fop
Mgat.

Seles i-rodn. engin¬
eering

.ecuto,.:..
Control

1 crs-

camel

Jq$> ia@at. (Nil) Hil hil Nil Nil Ml

ales Nil (9) 1 Kil Nil 1

► rodil. Kil hil (3) h. 1 Nil 1

ngiaeerlng Ml Kil Hil (23) Hil 1

cents, .and
Coctroi 12 14 12 14 (27) 1

ersoimel Kil Nil 1 1 Kil (1)

2MMI 12 23 17 36 27 5

: She figures in brackets indicate those reports
orarinated by a particular division. fhus the
total of these bracketed figures (63) gives the
total number of reports originated by all div¬
isions, including tor aan&geejent#

Ti'ie main features of the above table and of the data given

in the Appendices are:-

• Of the 9 reports originated by the s&le^ division, ell save

17
'Bxaiaples of reports not included were:- drivers* daily log

shoots .aid site visit reports, and all reports which were cniy used
-

s documents of original entry for assembling re -arts issued to
. i... p;euont.
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2 ..ore for internal use.

• The small number of reports originated by production

and (freest Appendix 7»4.3) the absence of production

planning and control reports showing stocks etc.

• Only one out of 23 reports originated bp enrinoeriru:

was circulated outside the division, which handled

the largest number of reports (38), counting those

originated and received.
• The fact that toe accounts and control division originated

the largest number of reports (27), issued all of these,

was responsible for sending out 85/ of to© total reports

issued by all divisions, mid was the only supplier of

reports to top minagement.
• Finally, as wil be now elaborated, most of these reports

were of little use for management control, though it should

again be stressed that the company had been trying to

introduce budgetary control, and that this research was

intended to assist management to improve the existing

information systems.

4.3.2 Features of the runa/tomont reports in i- 4 - The man features

of the management reports wore:•

First, the almost ooraplete absence of standards, targets, or

budgets;
aq

second, the emphasis on historical and unit costing end toe

absence of responsibility accounting;

1^,';ee Brown and Jaques (1964, ch.lY) for & critique of the
dysfunctional effects of unit costing, and Ppkfeeham- .alsh (1964,
pp. 266-267).
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third, the absence of a goneral fVmneworic (or blueprint)
as focal point for identifying criteria and for assisting in

maintaining and developing asnagsnent information for planning end

contra!, leading inter alia, to frag; sontaticm raid dtrplicatioa

j »rticuloxly between the accounting, engineering end personnel

visions;

fourth, the lack of date reinting to certain key links in

resource flora between sub-systems e.g., material inputs, outputs,

■, n . c lo Q t ' r.. - ct ;

fifth, ...a use of raisloeding units of i^easureaent (particularly

tons) for reporting; output;

sixth, the lateness arid irregular production of the financial

n:d cost reports;

seventh, trie e&cunt of (prisarUjr unintended) distortion

in reports.

©cificclly, relating to sales, difficulties wore cocpcrioneed

in extracting data cax suetoners because an intor-cars, -my transfer

. rice system had oe«a created. flue transfer price system also

enabled ta© traffic depertfacnt to adjust Its rates to production

unite wsawanrer it saw its 'profits* declining. M addition, there

was no feedback on sales variances (price, volume, aix) though

actual prices, for example, varied considerably for to sane

product, end often froe month to month In the seas location.

in the cnrlr.c-ar.--nx ••.av.r <o:>l . there- vere, as lias been noted

( -ppendix 7*4.4) seny reports, but t-iese, sport frca ana, contained

no standards nor was it possible to identify the ex-.endlture by

shop or oven by the division, as all costs were charged out to

auction units and individual items of mobile pleat, etc., when

rucurrsd*



In the r ecountr: and c /. trol division, due primarily to the

rapid growth of the company, and the lack of a blueprint, the

accounts classification had grown without a clear logic, raid

all documentation ted to be coded with 13 digits. Apart from

creating confusion in production units (particularly in relation

to repairs and capital expenditure) this also involved a battery

of clerical staff in screening and re-screening all basic data

before it was fed to the electronic dato-prooessing equipment,

however, the primary coat report produced by this division was

tiie monthly production cost statement, and as this was circulated

to most production managers, and (usually in summary form) to

all divisional managers, exoept personnel, and to top management,

it merits special attention and is dealt with separately below.

4.3.3 'Jhe j-rpfaqti,^ cost s^teqeat, - An illustraUon of

the PCS for a quarry is shown in Appendix 7.5. It will be

noted that the PCS was not confined to production costs, but also

included sales value and profit. Apart from its historical, unit

cost features, it shou. d also be noted that all expenditure

incurred in the location, together with a charge for overheads,

is shown monthly end cumulatively, but that the unit costs are

based on the tonnages sold. Thus, profit is computed on the

basis that stocks were the sane at the beginning and end of the

month. In effect, stocks were ignored. Thus, in periods of stock

build-up, when sales were usually slack, the unit costs (of saleq)
would be high, end vice versa, Again, toe mix of stone being

produced (and sold) might vary from month to month, and between

different quarries and pits, yet the unit of measurement employed

was tons.

The plant repairs costs usually contained expenditure on work
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done tor the local staff and b headquarters' engineering shops,

there being no breakdown available to production managers# he

has been previously inferred, tho PCS was usually' late, and was

often not produced for a particular month because of pressure

of work in the acoounts and control division#

A similar report was prepared for all production units,

though in the case of macadam and ready-mix plants, the problems

of finished stocks did not arise# Other features such as the

absence of utilisation and key link point measurements, referred

to in the preceding section (4#3#2) were also present, but it is

considered unnecessary to give further evidence to illustrate the

type of fonaal reports and particularly, the main type of cost

reports used in P^fi#

4.4 hcftf" r, SWHtem porceivefl frhp

This section deals with the views of senior executives on

planning (including budgeting), on management reports, and on

paperwork, and is concluded by setae illustrations of adaptive

responses by senior executives to the reports#

4.4.1 Vfowq ex,ecu^ive?, M & th© 20

senior executives, 14 had positive and generally unfavourable

views in relation to the approach and methods used for planning

and budgeting in Ppk, and 5 of the remaining executives, who all

belonged to the actionist group, were unable to verbalise to

any extent on this area#

kxamplee of some unfavourable comments, which, as will be

seen, emanated from the professionals, were:-

"There's no planning, no anticipation - we start tilings
before we are ready."
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"There is never, or very little, planning for new plant#"
'

.0 really ear© very weak in our planning in relation to
putting up plants and buildings,"

"..e don't plan • anyone can spend Eioney - in a way we're
working from hand to mouth,"

"As fa£ as bucketing is concerned, the sales people made
up ^j/contpils^ the budgets and the quarry managers
agreed with them#"

however, one executive considered that the co%any land located

its plants "reasonably well," and another with many years' service

made the following comment:

"If the firm had had all the steps laid out for it, then it
would only have been lialf as successful. If there is
to be a fully-fledged planning system, it would have to
be vary simple,"

W*2 nnn apcg?utivep on ^

resorts - Only two of the senior executives (both acticsnists) appeared

to use and value the reports (primarily the monthly costing reports)

e.g##

"I us© the production costs /Po\*7 though usually there is
a problem about stocks of 3tone. The tilings I look for
are: bid we aeke money? .that were the drilling and
blasting costs? These are things you can do something
about# 1 carry all the figures ar ound with me and each
manager sees what ids neighbour is doing# 1 bring good
and bad news# kind you, reports can be a guide but there
are other tilings# You've got to have good staff relations,
you've got to have ability to get on with customers, and
also with your neighbour, particularly when you're
blasting#"

And ty the other executive who favoured the costing reports;

"X find them /pOS*#/ useful# You wouldn't know where you
were going if you didn't have them. It keeps things
in line - provided you can believe in the figures#"

The remaining 18 all expressed various degrees of dis¬

satisfaction about the reports and particularly about the cost

statements and 9 expressed strong dissatisfaction tibout the lack
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of controls, e.g.,

"iroviously we didn't have the right system aid any old
system did# These aren't controls - I don't use them
at all during the year. have now moved into
the stage where financial control is needed sore and
more • • • it ..iust he a routine# .e'ro looking i orwsrd
to better controls."

"It's really been gue#»«erorte . # # we've been like farmers#"

"There has been so nuch talk about management controls «■» no
one at any stage hue said what's what and who's going
to do it • v/e must set sane standards#"

"We really haven't got any proper cost reports una quite
honestly I've been premising ay lads that they will
got 'good' costs#"

"That report is a terrible bone of contention."

"They measure things quarried as follows: (a) by the
sales; and (b) by the throughput of the primary crusher#
This certainly could bo wrong, without a doubt#"

part from those above who felt strong dissatisfaction about

the reports, the most flseouent unfavourable comments related to

lateness (by 7 executives), to inaccuracies (by 7 executives) ad

to methods of recovering transport costs (by 4 executives) e.g.,

"This comes far too late - it's a dead loss as far
as we're concurred."

"Tlx© last one we got was September - it's now February -
we haven't got October, November or December."

"This business of traffic trucks making a profit is all
wrong. made a 'loos' last year and the trucks made
a 'profit.'"

"We find a lot of errors in thorn /PGZ'tji? - the maintenance
costs were all wrong *» I kicked up a row."

" q 've given up hope of jayaie the production location^
writing down the right things."

"There are so many errors In reports that 1 don't
send them out."

The managing director indicated that he ixad little time 1 r

formal reports of any kind, e.g.,

"figures and percentages leave me cold - I'm not a
report man."
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2he impression given woe of fnirly general dissatisfaction

with the present controls, and of « desire to see i.yrave..eats

though tiicre v&a little Bviderce available to indicate 1 t

senior executives really knew s; ecifieally what they wanted# It

was also evident that the sr.all minority of senior executives

who stated that they valued and used the existing reports were

not re.lly aware of : .,ay of the deficiencies in then* C-rtainly,

reports ,tre not & source of pressure in ±\,.,

- .5 Viouo vj .n ,t-.o nM&ajfr « ie

ccenaats of 17 of the senior executives (out of 20) «ho were naked

for their views m the clerical procedures (paperwork) in * yt

indicated that a rather ambivalent and uncertain attitude existed,

d.f incidentally, helped to convince tius writer that res, undents

.. .. not £x..:t roncti;^; in - ,<v v tn t world .lease the lueutianor*

It was difficult to classify the response#, but the following

©samples arc considered to be representative of hovr senior executives

felt about paperwosie:

"I'm not a believ r in paperwork # # , Is all of it neocec.' xy?
. t< CUt » . ,

how such ;vc spend on statistics,*

"there's an unholy lot of , , jrej. ejg Far exs&plevv*e
had & first-class fitter u, tax a Va .reduction unij/
end he jets a note fros hero &L/ on a piece of paper
telling hiis how to do it - they're really saking nn
idiot out of the «aan," £nd later in the JntervieWj/

*I'a not really sure whether the .-aposrwor' boing over-
duo© - 1 don't get time to look at all#"

hate paper - b y bits of paper flying around. In
the old days it was staple*"

"There's a a tor?/ going -round t. .c quarries titet you could
keep & quarry going for six months m to# paperwork, ^

Ke&lly I'a not ooapetent to Judge it," ^Italics edde^'
""re we crushin' stone, or are ,/© cruchin' ptper?"
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''They paperwork systecjg/ used to %orate out or bublin
and then the oosopany grew bigger - trucks and repairs
crew, but the quality and type to" paperaroarie didn't
follow - that is, it didn't isa, rove with our ■■rowth#*

"I'm not too fanillar with It - it's -ot jeim it t ::••■ st
feu years# doae people say there's too such and t:. t
tite nana ore don't have tise to run tha quarries, o
have to have a certain &e»s#8at«H

4*4*4 '..dtt&tive res masses. tar senior executives - There was no

evidence of manipulation or *windo.?-dres sing* of rtq arts by

senior executives, probably because of the almost total absence

of >erf«ramc« standards* ilovrcver, ore* executive did refer to

deliberate distortion of data by a mamber of" the office staff:

" hm that report £nct the Bi§/ was introduced first,
they had & lad in the office who 'coated' the
figure® so that no one would get into trouble#" J

Though this is m isolated example in this context, it did

indicate that if there had hem performance standards in nil ot

tuc . run reports, these taay have been used yunitively. It also

indicated that staff reafxansiblc for asewfellng reports may have

other values than finding and reporting adverse p&rfortiasoe i*e*,

sosse may prefer to v rotoct the ssnegers whose control reports they

p-itarpnre, rattier than be looked upon as iafasas8ro.tV
Two other senior executives indicated that they acre devol-

©• in new controls - the first, so that he would pet the figures

19
fnia report was one of the few with standards, aid the

'cocking* was dorse by asking the actual input a ree with the
standard input, and by adjusting the actual closing stock
figure* No defalcations were involved#

gn
Until coriparatively recently, the bulk of the Irish people

«v,t struggling against -agiieh rule, and though it iu Lqyttiu the
scope of this research, it is possible that a strong aversion to
•rc.'-ort-rig* on anyone still persist®#
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"in a week," and the second because "we used to get the blame for

things that weren't our fault, and an independent assessment

provided by 'X* doartraonj^ will give us a better service,"

however, this executive, who wanted departmental performance

identified unambiguously, and thus remove unjustified criticism

from his own department believed that "we'll probably still get
21

the blcso for .••aimin. • oan. the blame to other departments,"

(Italics added),

4.5 ;.ow production mongers ■,orceivod the controls

"s stated in section 3 on methodology, erne of the projects

carried out by Cadwell and the writer related to the production,

managers, the primary aim being to obtain their views on haw they

perceived their jobs and cm how they used the PCS (which the

majority of them received), so as to provide research material

and to assist the study team in formulating its ix>oc&vaendations

on the future type of jaacageaent controls required in f - R, In

other words, this project was another probe designed to assist

the firm, and the research of the :.-riter and his assistant.

Brief comments are made in this section on certain key

findings relating to this research, supporting evidence being
22

presented in the appendices,

21
It is not possible to elaborate on this comment save to

suggest that •daportment-centredneoa' ( rgyris, 1952) existed
between certain sections in i- R, to underline the lack of clarity
in the reports, ana to speculate again cm the possibility of a
punitive approach being adopted if technically appropriate controls
were introduced,

22
Hie tables presented in the appendices were prepared initially

by Cadsrell and checked and adapted, where appropriate, by the
writer for this case. They represent only a small part of the
data obtained frcea the structured questionnaire, which, it will be
recalled, contained nearly 50 separate questions, Cataell himself
is still writing up this part of his own research.
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In table 7*3 below it will be seen that out of the 23 prod¬

uction managers interviewed, only the two ready-mix plant managers

and one quarry manager did not receive a PCJ.

TABLe 7.3 - Numbers of production managers inter¬
viewed, and number receiving monthly production
cost statements (PCS), by type of production unit

Production
Unit

Keepundents

No,

Respondents who
received PCS

No.

irltS 8 8

carries 13 12

Ready-mix 2 Nil

TOTAL 23 20

The key figures in relation to the views of production managers

on. control aid controls are given below:

First, in relation to jfry ,;qb of foe ppocyafit^ ftfflfflffifig (**
its constituent elements) as perceived by themselves, 35 out of

the 68 comments made (by 23 respondents) related to production,

and in particular to plant and machinery (see appendix 7.6,1), e.g.,

Don't overfeed the plant - change the screens daily - watch
the bearings an the machines,"

"Hie managing director always impressed on us that -the plant
must be kept moving at all times - watch the water pumps,
the pump must never go out - it has to be kept going."

"Keep the plant moving at all costs - the stuff must be got
out no matter what it costs, Keep the shifts going and
plant fully fed,"

The next most frequently mentioned comment, of which there

were 19, related to staff (relations and subordinates) and the

following gives a flavour of the attitude of one of FQR's many old-
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timers

"
Anyone talcing over should -mow southing about the
temperament of the staff he has - those he can trust
and those he has to watch, The better ye know 3taff
in modem tin.es, the better the job. I know every
capsule of blood that flows through ray jam's veins.*'

hecund, in relation to frequency of use of the -Ik. there appeared

to be wide variations (see appendix 7*6.2), mo quarter (3) of

tii© 20 respondents who received a PCO stating that they used it

annually or never used it.

Third, the production managers wore ashed hot? the iC:. he1 tied

them in their .job. Again there was a scatter of responses (soe

appendix 7*6*3) with 8 (out of 20) stating that it gave thera a

knowledge of costs, end 5 stating that it did not help them in

their job at all.

fourth, in relation to the criteria uped, by ,,.roiluctxon aap&ffirfl

y waM&tefi .tireta ,i?srfomw »'"<?* mm: ,#», (for which»

will be recalled, there were no standards or budgets), there was

again a scatter of responses (see ppendix 7*8.4) including

comparisons with "own standards," "previous month," "other years,"

3 respondents stating that they did not really know, e.g.,

" © don't know whether tliey're £the figures on the
good or bad - they could be good or they could be
b-——y bad."

fifth, tue managers were asked which functions they would find

difficult to cany out if the -ihi were discontinued. 12 (out of the

19 asked) stated "none," and 3 indicated that they would not be

assisted in pricing and selling (see Appendix 7*8.5).

Sixth, in relation to perceptions of tae d^i'feronoos in unit

costs based on tons sold and on tons produced. it was only possible

to assess tills in the case of 12 of tiia managers, 6 of whoa did

not perceive any difference (see Appendix 7*6.8).
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coventh, the aanagers were ashed for their views on how their

*4P measured by th^ir superiors. Of the 23

managers, 4 stated that they really did not know, and of the 41

responses made by the remitting 19 managers, "sales" was mentioned

9 times, personal "visits" 8 times, and "coats" 7 times (see

.'p.-endi* 7.6.7). Examples of the responses are given below and

these provide interesting insights into the attitudes of the

production managers, end of the influence of the managing director

("the boss");
" her. the boss comes down and sees the machines bangin*

and goin', it's great."

"3y the general appearance of the place. The boss
looked for tidiness."

"That's a goq£ question - I often wander do they ^easure
perforaanog/. I appose they look at the volume of
sales."

"They wouldn't keep se in the job if I wasn't running
the place well."

Finally, in relation to action tqken by superiors on 'hod'

performance. as shown in the Cb, it Td.ll be seen from Appendix

7»6.8 that 9 out of the 20 managers who received the HI. considered

that nothing happeded, 3 of tiiis number stating that these figures

wore always good, e.g.,

"hothin* occurs - we are in a good position because we
have good prices."

Certainly, there was little sign of pressure being exerted

on the managers because of the figures cn the FCb, and in fact,

from the responses to this question, 2 of the managers stated

that they took action by getting on to sales division at

lieaduuartors.

While there was a lot of scope for intentional and imintent-
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23
ioaal distortion of the basic data sent to the accounts and

control division, which assembled and circulated the PCS, little

evidence was encountered of deliberate manipulation by the

production managers, though there were a few instances of ocmgiladnts

try them about certain practices that had emanated frcei the accounts

and control division, e.g.,

"If they ^accountants at H ^7 were too pushed, they often
went back to the previous year's report and put in those
figures on this year's report,"

"bp to three years ago we used to get details of plant
repairs - sometime you'd see tilings you didn't get -
this accountant /rim left P didn't want to be asked
questions so lie stopped sending them out,"

Though tiie first example was not checked, it is considered

tint it had occurred due to the pressure em the accounts end

control division resulting from the firm's rapid growth, and the

introduction of advanced data-processing equipment.

To sum up, it appeared that the PCS was not greatly valued

or used by the production managers, nor was it used as a pressure

instrument by their superior®. From the writer's experience in

1 it, which is supported by the evidence just provided, the really

important thing for most production managers was to keep the plant

"bangin' and goin'."

4.6 .maaarv

This section (4) has dealt with the envirenmentel and organ-

isational characteristics of PQR, the management controls, and the

porce, tions of senior executives and production managers of these

controls.

*"^j?or example, managers could, if they wished, * swing* expend-
ituro on plant repairs into 'new work,' expenditure on which was
never measured by location. Again the central workshops could
' siring * expenditure on to unsuspecting managers.
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fallowing the general eoiicoptunl francv/oric of the rortorch,

stress has bMfi put cxi the successful growth of tv firm; tl*e

re" ativoly lov. level complexity of its technologies, 't frc. the

co: ir.,r engineering workshops; the "rough end tough" yf the

extractive business; the increasing cor.petition; the ef . ct of

eosonality one climate on operations; tiiO geographical Spiood

oi units in relation to cosBiunications and mix of staff; the

influence yf government fiscal A clicy cn the construction .Luc ustry;

the low level of sophistication of the building industry* including

its response to booa and squeeze conditions and the position of h.,i

in relation to both fixed end working capital require©.nts.

in tf. -ling with the organisational characteristics, the

compatibility of the company* s goals was d~scussed, and c •: niderable

attention given to die entrepreneurial/charismatic leadera .ig>

style or the chief executive and of his dominant role. ..viaei.ee

was provided of tire loose, unstructured nature of the org .nisution,

ana two models of administration were r. .ntified and coribed -

the actionist model, whose practitioners had grown up with the

ooi.Aj,any, and had been directly influenced bp the nana -lug

uirector'a method of operating; and the industrial engineering

Eiouel adopted in the main i^y tm professionals who had not groxsi

up witii who rim end who desired rules turn order. i.tc loch of

piusaure from the main stall' agency associated with formal

ncaiageaeRt reports was noted, us was tiie relative absence of

purtucipaticn#

In relation to formal controls, the evidence showtu tiu-t

though tut cosypaay desired change, there were virtUiJ.1^ no Cuaurolo

due to che general uosonco of performance stanoariis. o tails
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were rovi&ftd of the features of the . JLn reporting systc... , nd

various other weaknesses in these -were noted (e* ,, histoxdoal

'Tit costing, -wrong units f .. : reaent, l^yitmtat... a) a

v.tg tho absence of a blueprint and of measurements for key

lini:- oints in the firm*s pattern of resource flows, Staphasio

..von to cost controls and in .articular to the foiYiot of

arid anomalies in the monthly production cost statements ( o.,)
circulated to aost senior exeeut ves and production -.itnagMMi,

ironerally, the senior executives expressed dissatisfaction
about the planning and control ]>roeedures in 1 ;ii though they wore

o „.t . t .11 c.tr as to .wiot i.as rey.xroa to h;_.. ..v< . . ces

of copart lent-centredness weia encountered and there was some

evidence indicating the possibility of a punitive roach being

odoptou wwiuc improved reporting systems be introduced, t s

& parent that the production managers plaeed little value on, and

made little use of the IC.*, that they were not subjected to press¬

ure because of it, and tiiat the genera. ana appeaita 1., to beep

U: o plant moving ami get the *stuff* out,

tress was laid on the ca.ij.iiay* s past success without ior-al

..mi ..ge&ent controls and on the key problem that faoed thu c •• ipany

t.;o study teen in particular, vis; how much control . ,.t nnt

type of controls?

$f . bindings

This section deals with the influence of the environmental

cjvxanterlstics on control requirements, and on the organis¬

ational character!sties of P,R, and with the influence of the

latter on the existing controls, -n attempt is then made to

interpret the effects of, and tho ad.justive responses to the
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existing reports, and the section .a concluded by an evaluation

of their appropriateness#

It will again be appreciated that the whole research is

exploratory and that this interpretation is based on the broad

conceptual framework sot out in chap tor 3.

5.1 influence of aSSLBBttML SSflBttfraaaygft
061 c.mtrol re^uron^tg fo, ,P^T

The characteristics of P-iH* c products ar.d production tech¬

nologies, working conditions, its cost pattern (section 4.1.2),
and the influence of seasonality, climate and geographical

dispersion (sections 4.1 #4 and 4#1.5) demanded that any control

system at ground level should be unsophisticated, unambiguous,

speedy and of use for *ou the spot* .action# Utilisation end

performance of plant and equipment, control of materials (in

processing plants) and of labour, plant hire and repairs (in
extractive plants), and control of quality, both of products end

of customer service, were all key factors. But simplicity at

ground level was vital in the conditions in which the company's

operations are carried an# in addition, in the extractive plants,

the potentially misleading effects of tons as the unit of measurement

needed to be carefully watched^*" end the measurement of stocks

demanded attention# The relative isolation of production units

also required that communications between units and headquarters

should be simple and direct, end that authority should be perceived

'in the flesh' through regular visits, rather than solely through

jfcaperivork#

24
riant performance could be based car equivalent tons, or cm

hours, though trie former concept is probably unnecessarily soph¬
isticated for extractive industries of Phi's type#
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Naturally, the man who hail used hie hands and 'been out in the

cold* suited the industry a lot bettor than his comparatively

sheltered city cousin, though at the ©ame time, the former, while

not necessarily less intelligent, was usually less sophisticated

in relation to x->aperwork and to planning and controls# -Again,

the geographical dispersion of units also affected the attitudes

of production management to headquarters, this being evidenced

in relation to the central workshops, where the technological

problems wore greatest, end in the value placed by certain senior

executives (the aetionists) and by production managers cm

personal visits#

Fourthly, the lew level of sophistication of the building

industry in relation to scientific management techni quel (section

4.1.6) must have affected the attitudes of amy of the longer-

serving executives in P->K who had grown up in contact with, an

industry which, as in Britain, "scarcely had annuel accounts, let
25

alone cost accounts."

Lastly, it is probable that seasonality and climate (socticm

4#1#4) would have provided executives with 'excuses* for failure

to perform, if a control system based on responsibility accounting

and including standards and budgets had existed, and load been

used pumitively#

5*3 Hi vw fift^a^ristipg
cm the mano/raaent controls

The main organisational features influencing the type of

ee Catherwood (1965). Gne senior executive in i^R described
how one large firm of Lublin builders used to pay for its aggregate
supplies every batur&ay morning • "ho books wore kept then."
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reporting: system in POU ere suKoarlsed below.

The strangest influence esse fron the aenagin.g director

who haa built up the business on the basis of entrepreneurial

action., innovation, and contact with people and machines (section

4.1.2)# He had done things his way since the business started,

ana formalism involving rules, procedures for measuring results

«nu a raising new projects were not in his book* hot being

interested in figures, lie exerted no influence on ti e type at

ro arts that existed in the campany except to transmit to his

foliosots Ms own values, particularly in relation to keeping the

plant moving and getting the "stuff out the door."

ec id, the ectianists, both at senior executive and prod¬

uction manager level, (section 4#2.4) taking their cue from their

larder, placed little value an reports. In addition, aost of these

oioecutives iiod grown up in the firm and were close to at* industry

wMch aid not get excited about reports#

ihird, the laca of olarity in the . rgenisation structure

(suction 4.2.3) was in itself a reflection of the leadership

style and of the way the business had been built up. : ^ch a

structure did not lend itself to oleer pa rforaonce measuraaents

bp raspcmsibility# The company had been successful without

rules end unambiguous ^ob descriptions - and reports#

fourth, the professionals (section 4#2#4) had introduced

c.ufiiirent types of reports, primarily engineering and accounting

(uwCtiui 4#3) ad. attempts had also been node to intr&uoe

uvu.go'tfei*y control (section 4#2#5). However, lacking t owcr,

:dcpuuto knowledge and experience, end a blueprint with which to

■ cvolop c coherent system, the management reports grew Ja a irag*

tiunfcod pioceaeal fashion, having little impact on t**iW wiUio-diiC&w ; find
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doing nothing to inhibit the rr.nna-ing director's desire for action

and growth#

5*4 The controlq - e^;egt^ ijia an^iy© rqa^ses

Generally toe existing reports, and particularly the cost and

financial statements were not used by the senior executives

(section 4*4), nor was much value placed on the PCi> by tne

production managers (sectrun 4,3),

with the actionist group, statistical reports counted for

little, .hat was important was to keep tilings moving, to see

and act, and not to be sitting around talking and analysing,

dome of them were among those senior executives who were aware

of deficiencies, such as inaccuracies and lateness (section 4,4,2)

but it appeared to the writer that for the actionista, reports

belonged to another world and were perceived as rather neaninglQss

symbols, and therefore, for the most part, ignored.

The professionals, too, placed little value on the existing

reports, but for different reasons, 'They wanted planning and

control, rules and order (section 4,4) - and the existing reports,

were virtually useless for helping to regulate performance, though

neither this group, nor any one else in the §c£§pray were able to

specify what was needed. Certainly, an attempt had been made

to introduce budgetary control (section 4,3) but this had proved

abortive due to toe managing director's lack of interest, to

the comparative lack of experience and expertise on Hi© part of

the professionals, to the fact that it was being introduced by a

committee whose ambers were also engaged in their own executive

work, and to the pressure of company growth on the accounts and

control division.
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'.part from this attempt to introduce budgetary control, there

was some evidence of 'special* and •local* controls developing,

(section 4,4.4), and though in general the evidence showed that

the formal reports were not used as pressure instruments either

by the senior executives or by the accountants (sections 4#4» and

4*5), there were indications of 'dcpartaent-ccntrodne3s,* and of

the existence of a latent punitive approach (section 4.4.4) that

might well manifest itself 11' a control system, boused on standard*,

responsibility accounting etc., were devolved and thrust into the

company#

Finally, the evidence that the accountants in PjR had, on

occasions, 'adjusted* the reports (section 4#5) should be noted

by the many writers who tend to view this practice as the sole

province of managers, supervisors and operators, who are forced

through pressure, to protect themselves#

5.5 /ft erfcwttyn mm9f
the existing centrals

In relation to the coinpany's successful growth and profit

performance it could be said that the formal controls were

certainly appropriate - in that there were not any controls#

Looked at negatively, Hie existing reporting systems had not

hindered the managing director sad his followers who had got on

with enlarging the company, and with the business of producing

and selling. Measured against any of the numerous texts on

scientific management the reports had many deficiencies, e.g.,

unit costing, the almost complete absence of budgets or standards,

confusion of units of measurement, inaccuracies and lateness. and

yet despite these, the coapeny had prospered.

At another level of evaluation, the PCS received by the



production Baaagers was iiu^urqpriw&e to to® technology and cost

pattern, and to te© conditions, ;.eatb«r and iOiativo isolatieii

in «hich they worked* terteinly, t^lr operating norms

appeared to the miter to bo appropriate to tU« situational

deteiudnants - but tee JKk. was not*

if*rsaa the point of' view of uenior luauvgeMot* ttjoir's was the

onsibility of handling probleae of growing coupetitian and

seasonality, end keeping to© ca^et^y'a fiuaaciid. position in

fcelsaoo in relation to government fiscal policy, the boheviaur of

the building industay, cad to increasing needs for oorking roxd

fixed capital* Shia required & oiaoh acre sophisticated typo of

aanggwawit information systea then the one teey haU

fhe company «as faced with a number of crucial and difficult

problems* It had nonaged in the past* using a highly personalised

(approach* to do without fomalisa and controls, mainly duo to the

charisma, entrepreneurial flair and dynamlsa of its managing

director* She ,-asin protolwn teat had to be solved was how to

preserve the acldcm-orientod spirit, mid at ti*e some time ooqplaoonft

this with an organisation and management information eye ten teat

would enable it to cope with inoroasing gfcr. th, both in also and

coj^otition, and with increasing financial pressures brought cm

by grovrfch*

It was to solving these problems that the action research

project was directed, end some of the guide-lines that were used

in formulating recomendatiaus arc given below*

• Everything possible should 'be done to preserve the action-

oriented coasaercial approach which had been successful in

the past. .And conversely, any tendencies to adopt an
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excessively bureaucratic abroach, involving scientific

management for its own sake, should bo firmly resisted#
* f.Ml® a blueprint for 2:.;.. jeneat controls should bo

developed, a clear distinction should be made between

the requirements of location (production) managers

and those of .. • aior iu-JMgomaat.

* At location manager level, controls should be suited to

the conditions and norms of the managers. Feedback

should be simple, unambiguous and speedy# It - -n 4

focus on plant utilisation and performance and on

material control (where appropriate); it should be

ooncerned with measuring key link-points; and as tar

as possible, quantitative units other than money should

be used. bove all, the controls should be pro. rod

and used cm tie spot.

• t senior Management level, nuich more emphasis should be

given to collecting and using management information

for marketing,pricing, and financial control, and to

complementing the managing director's skills with

appropriate project evaluation techniques, I .arketing

and sale trends, sales variances, profit contributions
26

by product and regions, should be monitored."
• In relation to organisation, the objective should be to

try, as far as possible, to replicate, at regional
27

level, the type of cm-going, profit-motivated, service

She writer completely endorses Catherwood'a claim (19^5,p.131)
the-1 "the major problem of the construction industry . . . res a
marketing problem, an entrepreneurial problem and not a production
problem." Indeed it is compounded for firms like P R which supply
the construction industry.

27
A number of area managers was appointed, each with respon¬

sibility for all operations in his own area.
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and action-oriented approach that had boon used in

building up PQRj to encourage senior executivee to visit

area end location managers; to set up a clear oxen

line of communications between locations, regions rnd

headquarters for all major services; to strengthen

the company*s central planning ?r& accounting resources;

to initiate discussions on top numagetient succession;

and to attempt, in management development md

recruitment programmes, to identify and encourage the

business-oriented person.

It was also realised that the implementation of an;/ pro . r oams

based on the above would not be an easy task. The mmagir g

director would judge its success on results, i.e., in overall

profit and availability of surplus capital for now enter rises.

In the case of the professionals, the problem would be to convince

them of the limitations of formalism, of the need to be watchful

of being over-zealous of planning and control, and of the merits

of *go, torn, go,* tilings that generally run counter to their

training end background, and are certainly difficult, if not

impossible to put over convincingly in a lecture room.

In brief, what was required in P.R was bra ance - to continue

to move ahead without swamping it with all the paraphernalia

of modern management techniques,

ocsible generalisations from i- ,11 are summarised below:-

• To assess the appropriateness of controls in any undertaking

it is essential to identity its c..uructoristics,
• ' hvirctsafrntal characteristics of themselves can create
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demands for control irrespective of the social system,

and can also influence the social system and the may

controls are used.

• The less envies: the toc-inology, hue oilier nu ^ r.

of control, mad therefore, the less need for
28

sophisticated controls,
• In a large under-taking, the management system may contain

29
r, number of ::nnugement i.uuols .vhich operate c ourre "\ ♦

•
.. . vu.< --t ca-orols arc . ^ redact of ' a,

• In certain circumstances it appears possible to operate a

large undertaking successfully (in terms of growth,

profits, return m capital and morale) without formal

controls and even itu primitive and misleading ro4_ rts.

home of these circumstances are;

The type of industry and customers (including
its tecimological and managerial sophistication)

The extent of competition or monopoly

The existence of on entrepreneurial and charis¬

matic leader and an action-oriented group of

followers.

• Certain types of entrepreneurial and charismatic leaders

will strive to maintain an unstructured situation in

relation to organisation, plaming and control so as to

preserve their freedom to act unilaterally, 3h such a

situation they will not actively seek to introduce tech¬

niques such as budgetary control, and will tend to ignore

nQ

gain, see Dubin (1959), March and hirncn (1958), :iovre (i960)
- od.r.'rcl (1%5)»
29

dee Burns and Stalker (1961, p.122),
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30
formal reports.

• rofbcsionslly trained etoff will usually adept a rc.t~-.ial,

bureaucratic approach to organisation, control and

declslanrtasking, though their experience and expertise

my not be capable of developing even technically

expropriate controls#
• The way c ontrols or report: are .sod and valued •! or/

to be directly influenced by the attitudes of the lender

and/or those who are Eteobera of the predominant model of

ndrvinistmtion# in particular, it is possible for

reporting systems tm& staff agencies (such as accountants)
to liave minimal Influences#

• 'Xhere is a tendency in scientific suajegjecunt, and with

rrcftwirtflBRli >, to ovturmapheilMi intellectual analysis
52

rather than leadership# Ago.in, professional*; tend to

have a lixaitcd perception of reality.
• a the sise m id cea* lascity of a succescfUl mdertnhing

gram, and it is faced -.with increasing cc:.x otitic®

sad with findtg substantial fineness (both fron inside

50
It would appear that further dimensions -wed to be added to

the concepts of .mechanistic ta d organic aansgemani systems
uevelcpod ay Burins nd stalker (1961)# in / 4# tine systems of
menngemon-b end tiaa leadership style of the iwti&glng: director,

.. ruv. bowi ijeciiuniotic w characteristics# .or

while the spread of conedtaeat to the concern T.cnt beyond technical
dofiniticais, OBsaiaeleuee wua undoubtedly imputed to the loader;
again, control of cajsunicaticns cce aistod of instructions and
decisions, rs.to.sr than information and advice# indeed, it was the
acnrgiim director who contributed largely to *OhflBglng conditions"
(see oiuti© and -telleer, 1961, p#121j#

31
Ehia counterbalance the claims ocde by beiiaviouraliats such

as :ioire (1966, p.212).
^

a® Catl©r?.ood (1965)#
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and outside) so too does the demand for controls.

Following fro© this, where an undertaking has had a

successful history, control requirements should "be care¬

fully studied to identify the characteristics which have

directly contributed to success, and to presort® and

foster those which will be of future value (and vice

versa),
• There arc limitations in unirq conventional accounting

techniques, with money as the primary unit of measurement,
33

-..r asirin.; perform nee,'

see Gaapbell (1%3), Chappie and ^ayles (1%1), and
Jasinski (1956),
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CASE IV; APPENDIX 7.C

IfSHXP BIfflP-EEN DEMAND AND PT.'S OUTHJT

National conoqy

Economic
Climate

National
Income

E> <cf • •
Coverment

Policy

Public
Investment

^rLt.
Investment
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■W r,».r « — - V-, MmI

(etc*)

Total
Originator!

«&&&
Ito—ft fit
*0. C )

Total
)rlslnetoA

40. C )

Total
a*eoiv«&

otu&r

divisions)
i'sO.

Total
Issued

(to ofcuer
dlvisioasi
-o. c:

'Hop 12 do) m (*) 12 (20) UiX w

.&Id8 23 (13) 9 (14) 14 (24) 2 (6)

iT&cuatixsn 17 (14) 3 (5) 14 (24) 1 (5)

zajutiQ-iTing 36 (3D 23 (36) 15 (25) 1 (3)

'ceornts «Bft
control 27 (22) 27 (43) Nil (*) 27 (65)

nejftMjsaaftl 5 (4) 1 (2) 4 (7) 1 (3)

fOfJ& 122 (100) 63 (100) 59 (100) 32 (100)
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RECIPIENT

Jftretjuency

Title

Top

suiis<;;oaCij"*.t
(Bales)

Production..n&uaeering/«^egiaatsrarscrmel Control

Daily

ConcreteBales

X

X

weekly

Rxportanalysis Personnelnos.

X X

X

Monthly

Rxportsales Concretesales Bros,soles

X X X

;uarterly
Rxpctrtsales Balesanalysis

X X

Arszaally

ijcrcrtsal.es

X

TOTAL

-

Nil

(9)

1NilNil1



Kanmeaefttreportsoriionatedtar:-PiUDtiCTiairv^loi;
&£P083f

iiiiCii'ua

FrequencyTitle
TopSales(Production)iiigija-cccuntsrersoanel as&egeaenteeriiigcud

Control

Daily^Concretetest results(lif<D) *A&gregate analysis(BPD)
«eek2yoroonnelnos.

X(ifcU) x(Pits) XX
TOTAL

HilNil(3)NilMil1
ote;l&L=itesearchmd,/evclopaantdepsrtiaetit

f

* standardsavailablen
£

£?

K

-j J- »
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iujgli1J;2

frequencyTitle
•Tophalesproductiesi(.ingizieerlug)AccountsPersonnel managementJoccntrol

Dailyiiitchangesand costs

X

i-nitrepairs progress

X

iquir^entrepair costs

X

transportrep-airs

X

Staffnos.

X

Overtime

X

.oekly.ooklywages

X

Holtrepaircosts

X

Labourhoursper job

X

lep&ircosts

X

Sq^ipsaantrepair coots

X

-^graane variance

X

Plantlitrecosts

X

Personnelhos*

XX

Overtimeandlatea
[■ •*.•*' ...1--v.

(P*oandtours)

X

ub-totalscarriedforward
nimm(15}wa1

vj
F-

f-



RK:Q2X

iticiiuarT

FvequencyTitle

Top BumagGSB&rit
tales

i-Toduotioo(lajgineering)^counts
&control

Personnel

tub-totalbroughtforward
Nil

Ifil

Nil

(15)Nil
1

c-eklyhrertioeoactl&t©£ (graph) .stalledlates pares(costs ©fidros.) Contracts laachinery toelstock(toiiaj teelusage(tons.

X X X X X X

csitloiyInventory(£"s) erap

X X

TOTAL

Nil

Nil

Nil

(23)Nil
1
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ELi^BI

ascmaiT

FrequencyTitle

TopSales oanagesaent

roductioniiginoering.ccounts
<kControl

(i ursuvjael)

£Yearlyccidents

XX

X

TOTAL

NilNil

11Nil
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G/djs. IT; P R

ILtOoIRATIJ* Qg .. HoDUCTKM COMT flT*EcilCfltt (PCS)

COdT 3T/SEMBW LOCATION: *ABC* uarry

hales this mcntli

Item

= —- ten

Value(£)
tills

month

s

per ton
sold
s. d#

if Ctan# sale

J v2S»{[£j
(CUI?U)

s = ——tons

per ton
sold (cua
s, d#

tTO-orooessinR costs

/siortlsaticn
Royalties
Drilling
IxplosiveB

Total (A) 8
rocossir.r coatss

• OgQS
Rquip't hire
Depreciation
Plant repairs
Potrer

;Unctry

Total (B)

Total sales value
J ess prime cost(/.+B)
Cmtributicn
Less overheads

Met profit/ioss
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C SE IV: P H ■UiwMpiX 7f(?tl

.llejaent
'

•> * «•■

Responses
HO.

l^oduotici*

Slant and uaciiineiy 22
Output 8
uality 5

35

■

Good relations 9
Itely on subordinates 10 19

Msa 7

Safety 5

Other 2

Total 68

Interview uuostlcaa - If you were goin^ on two weeks* holiday- and
a. ncvr nan who knew very little obouA rmrrvriee/pltE/ready^aix, waa
going to look alter the place while you were away, what would be
the ::08t iiawoz-tsiat things that you would euviae hi® to see so?
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RE.-ttjici oy qg res Ah iuAWI?kd by phoductiun E/^&i3S
pf. ^ i&ai>

Frequency of use Smap&a&axxtB !
of PCS Ilo.

Daily •m

eelely 1

Thrice ticnthly 2

Twice mxitiily 5

Monthly 7

Annually 3

Never 2

(Not applicable) 3

TOTAL 23

InteryiOT oaStttian - iiow often do you us© the figuros en the
costings IvU)?
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CASS r/: P -;R 7-S-3

raws a? pacppcmci; atwm g fig* ffig ffig aa-a .Mm m

xtea keoptaadents
ho.

Anowlodge of costs of unit 8

So not help at all 5

hno,'fledge of profit of plant 4

Pricing 2

Gives incentive to improve \

(Mot applicable) 3

Total 23

Interview uuesticns - iia<s do those costings (PCS) help you in
your z obi Coula you give shq an exaaple?
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CABh IV: FOR 7t$*k

— — -

BY .riiicii immosim
mmmmmmmmmmmwBm

UE

Criteria Reapancients
r.o.

Ccrapere with om standards 6

Cohere with the previous nunth 5

Ccop&re with other years 3

Colore with previous tenths 2

Compare with cumulative 1

Do not really know 3

(Hot applicable) 3

Total 23

Irvtorvle?; mor,tian - ..hen you look at the figures (an the FCC),
how do you know vkiotoer they are good or had?
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CASB IV: P ft

mmm* JOB.ffih avrucriuH cct;SlEp^ WUU^
SE DXmvmmmwmmf pcs «sas Di:.: coKmus

I

f/etc. iespaideiits
i 0.

rTioixtg/gei ling 3

Decisions re cvortiiae 1

:s 2 lae?iine utilisaticrt 1

ho incentive to improve 1

Do not really know 1

None 12

(H ot asked) 1

(Not applicable) 3

Sotal 23

® Machine utilisation was not shown on the PCS

interview Quo&tioo - if they (the PCS) never ccsae, which of
your functions would you find it difficult to catty out?
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XLXT9 -ff Pi
'

i g&m

, "in 7* v*

«•■••• ■ & . 4 «.

~ .2*X .r»... ,sL„ - ^ww»j»-»w-^»i"iii<W'«<Wit.,L~ . , .. . -'ifi...Xfc
J^iX,£ ,,a^ ■

'

woeaeaeat iw&f&vm ts
o#

| could teiA aiifaraaoe 6

...*© a© UMAforesee 6

(tie opportunity to asses#) &

j (Met i<{ip4^c«ble) 3

Total
1

23

«n;e: revised PCS based on ferns produeed has beer 6evoln>ed
wa eewt to taasutgere during the general surtgy, and 12 n^ssa^cr#
hm iatunrieeeA, uad tag report#, the original b^xec en tons

ii-id viK t.e m<«., bmaci on tea* proeUMNkU si a ether , >oa
r ired reoarte %«re interviewed prim to the infcrocluoilcn of t£ e
#%4h*m. »-.*♦ *as*4&C£. were invited to , reduce t~ i ■«• a

. -v ••■■:• nesticKS about the figures ©to., t ;eroxii. re
mxajtfui* am wotauMd by efeeervdfig the reports actuary roc: .0*6
-n< ■■'■•KCussea hy the mm*#®**
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CABB IV; PS

¥IB,.U -.i'' -■: . .•■ ■{• ja .jo,.
lOB jP . P^CA.,.... ......Ail-VBd of ...fJ-

Vx!Y 0? " ' TJ ■;'■ OF HaSK'ftSBS (N « I&SP0NS:;S. BY
~

23 .*A.■■&.;*£)

xtOSl . lespoaaes
o.

Bales 9

eraonol visits 8

Costs 7

Bcvmtiiae 4

tbsence of custoaer coapiaints 4

Jid rot really know 4

lepurts 3

iroClt 2

11Igb. selliag price 1

i.iiuai increase in production 1

Other 2

Total 45

i. wu -. it . Jio . ao. Lc-r i<-j-.:c.aiimce -./us . .cu.a irc/i jy
superior#

ritervtevr guesfcicoa- how do your bosses know that yen.: rre
natti^ag ti-jfi place ./ell? .Yhat other ways would tney know?
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C.H XV; P.ii ..UALuLI&SL

VI^S ^ ^toiLCTia. jAC'ffOK x.rii:
iD :,yp .y 'sood* :z yoiucx-y . •■]:.■ suau ya-~-cf-i . :.. f J ±*.

li V--.~oy ■■ cV of v.. i? W zTT

-cticai/reeponse he.;, orients
O.

Nothing happens 6

fixe gigurce arc almys good 3

TelCjpbosse-f!raa hales 3

felephone-to Soles 2

Telephane-from i ro&uctian 2

.yiephune-fraa ecounts and Control 1

tier 2

(Hot cached) 1

(Not applicable) 3

Total 23

•

fret, 'ncthing ht-pponr-* it the er ne of 9 respondents

• .ufeatioa - >.ton the figures (on the ^ho) sho-7 that you
are not doing as well as ycu expected, what generally occurs?
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PART THREE

yrat:,?!?, G:r- CQ;SLPSIOH

"Scientific and technical progress, economic development and the
betterment of living conditions, are certainly valuable elaaenta
in a civilization. But we must realise that they are essentially
instrumental in character. They are not supreme values in
themselves,"

Pope John XXIII
(Eater et hagiatra)
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. i.ii-I "Ti -

1. Introduction

fhe aira in this chapter is to synthesis© t ie fundings end

present the principal generalisations that cen be dream from the

four cases, end tho <gh an exploratory study such as this can -«ruy

j.ead to insights unci/or hypotitesca - net demonstrate or tost then -

the .opportunity has also aeon tamer to compare certain it the

resu.. .:x. p; conclusions witu those of otiier research v.orkars*

M turally, extensive further investigation would be needed tc test
1

... c : .r vr.e bypotneaes that auerge iisvo general u.p...ucability*

It is considered appropriate at this stage to consent or.

certain important points relating to the scope, ..etko&olcgy aid

results of the research.

In the first place, the evolutionary nature of the concept-

ual iraaeviorfc reyairee to stressed* a atatod in chc.ptor 1

(section 2) the initial interest was in u.e operation of formal

man" paaent controls, and tiiie ms sti&ulated by the work of rgyris

(1952). ' crowr, as the research y roceeded, and .'-u'tlciuarly, at the

end of tiie field work in tiie first case (t'lh), it tec me cleer tiu.t

■J
ee olitis ot tdl* (1959, ch* 3) 01 the ckr-gn . 1 exploratory

and ;.escriptive studies. .h_.lt texts such as t are v lusble to
those embarking on research, the illustrations cv ,^.;on mvari&bly
confined to conraunity studies, and there is en obvious noed for a
coil; .ruble work covering research methods in uhniniatration. t
present, this area is rel. tively barren, except fox i...~ reports of
field work procedures su. .lied by Blau (1963, f.rt h) and Gouldnor
(19^-, Jix).

- 306 -
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there were other diner.sions in relation to management controls

which, though not anticipated at tiie outset, had, it is believed,

important consequences for those who design and operate control
2

systems. Thus, from the influence of controls on people with

controls as the independent variable, the research swung round

almost full circle to exploring and examining the influences of

people and environment on controls. As Blau, (1963, p« 287) has

put it, "the pre-field work conception typically underwent

fundamental changes as a result of the research experience."

econd, it sill oe appreciated tiiat the cases concern different
3

undertakings possessing completely different products and problems,

and nan-haaopjeneaus populations, other than tiie obvious fact that

they had some form of managerial hierarchy from which reapca^ents
y

were selected.

Third, the method of approach had to be adopted to the

particular situation, to the role of the vjritor, to the opportun¬

ities presented to him for research, to previous experience of the

particular industry and firm, and to the literature. Thus, in

relation to role, all save tiie hailshops study were action-research

oriented; and as for experience, he had previously worked closely with

CIs and Hailshops and had aoine prior knowledge etc., of quarrying

and road construction vdth which ?■ H was connected.

fourth, there were the usual limitations in the resources

that could be deployed on the research, and in the absence in Ireland

of any core of experienced research workers in the field of admin-

2
da; ted from rgyris* title •The Impact of Budgets on eople.* (1952).

Of course, liailshopa had to face many of Gil's external
pressures.
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istration. Certainly, this study lias not been inhibited by any

conflicts with members of any 'achool(s) * of Irish management.

finally, there should be no need to oatalogue the limitations

in methodology, etc. The writer is indeed aware of many of these.

However, in dealing with the cosgjlcxities inherent in the manage¬

ment and control of any large undertaking, it is hoped that the

objectives will have been, at least, partly achieved.

Following this introduction, the main seotions of this chapter

deal, in turn, with the influences of environmental characteristics

cai control requirements, on organisational characteristics, and on

the operation of controls; with the influence of organisational

characteristics on controls; with the appropriateness of the

controls in the four cases; and with certain additional cosiaonts

and conclusions relating to the deal(53 and operation of controls.

The concluding section presents the principal constituents of the

nodel that has emerged from this work and indicates some areas for

future research.

Ao a basic reference point, summaries of the principal features

of eac.i undertaking (products, sise etc.) arid of the type and number

of respondents are provided in Appendices 6.1 and 8.2.

2.

This section summarises tee environmental characteristics

encountered in the research, particular attention being given to

technology. Thereafter, treating these cii&ractoristics as indep¬

endent variables, an attempt is made to show their influence on control

requirements and cm organisational characteristics, and their actual

or potential influence on the operation of existing formal manage¬

ment controls.
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2#1 .-uaaa-t:; of environmental charuetiristloa

in what follows, it is realised that the tons 'environments!*

as used in the research embraces a host of features and that those

mentioned here do not, and could not, cover all possibilities. further,

no attention has been given to examining their interrelationships#

These tasks must await future research# One other point which needs

stressing relates to the concept of a sacio-teohnic&l system# This is

certainly of use in counter-balancing any excessively behaviouralist-

orientod approach adopted in studying administrative systems, but it is

of limited value as a predictive tool**" and indeed, can nave restrictive

effects in that it tends to confine examination of forces inter¬

acting on the social system to 'technology#•

The environmental features identified in this research ar©:-

(1) ilistory - background, growth
(2) Technology - this is given separate treatment in the

next section (2.2)
(3) Marketsj competition; financial sources

(4) Geographical features - climate; seasonality; dispersion
of units; demography (specifically urban end rural
coasaunities)

(5) -bcternal agencies, including the public-at-large;
government#

for ease of reference, summaries have been provided of each
0

erf' the above features (or groups of features) in Appendices b.3.1 -

6. jj#5« It will be noted that an attempt has been made to rate

technological and geographical features for each ease, and, as

stated above, tecimology is now dealt with separately#

2.2 Technology

It will be seen from Appendix b#3#2 that technology has

been categorised into thirteen different components

^bee oodward (19^5 > p«37)#
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and features, arid thou^i this is not claimed to be a comprehensive

listing, these headings liave been used in the table below to obtain
5

a crude measure of the technological complexity of each firm.

'iV-hii. 8.1 - measure of teclaaological complexity

?To . Feature CIS Ksilshops fifflS P it

1. Type of production 5 5 5 2

2. Mix of work 5 5 5 1

3. Tolerances 3 4 4 2

4. Predictability 3 4 4 2

5. Perishability- 5 2 4 3

6. Tangibility 3 4 5 1

7. kills, tools, etc. 3 4 5 2

8, Capital cost of plant 5 5 5 5

9. reliability of plant 3 3 2 1

10. Common facilities 2 3 5 2

11. Operating pattern 5 5 5 1

12. Variety of sub-systems 5 5 5 3

13. Coupling of sub-systems 5 4 4 3

Total 52 53 58 28

technological rating 8 8.2 8.9 4.3

The main point to be noted from this table is tlxat i'J has by

far the lowest rating.

Before proceeding to deal with the influences of environmental

**The descriptive ratings in Appendix 8,3,2 and in the table
vtere given numerical values on a five-point scale, A score of 5
is high and indicates that a particular feature tends to increase
the technological cent-laxity, and vice-versa. The final rating
is calculated by taking each score and multiplying by ts», 65 being
the •maximum• complexity.
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characteristics it should, be appreciated that this approach to

classifying technology emerged from the research* Certainly, its

validity and potential use x*equire» such acre rigorous testing and

evaluation# However, it does highlight the fact that in large

undertakings, there are probably aany * technologies, * and that to

classify technology without analysing its components can be a gross

over-simplification and possibly misleading if the resulting 'spot*

classification is used to predict relationships with other groups

of variables#

2.3 Tiff WMP enylrqnnonta,! characteristic,^
9P

The specific concern here is with the influence of environmental

characteristics on the design of management controls.

(b/1 invironmental characteristics can influence the

control requirements of a system, irrespective of
8

its social components#

(h/1 #1) The greater the influence of environmental character¬

istics, the greater the degree of complexity

of the system#

(S/1.2) The greater the complexity of the system, the greater

^Indeed, it would be possible in a firm like CIS to build up
a large number of tables of the type shown in table 8«1, not only
for the different departments, but for individual cost centres within
departments# For example, an attempt is being made at present, under
the supervision of this writer, to measure the technology in one shop
in Kailshqps#

^Hypotheses are inset and prefixed by an alpha/numerical
reference in brackets# ,h't stends for environment; *0* for organisation;
and 'A* for appropriateness#

8°In tills research, only part of the social components of a system,
namely organisational characteristics, was studied#
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its potential instability*

(b/1.3) The greater tlx© potential instability of a system,

the greater the problems of control,

(E/1.4) The greater the problems of control* the greater tlx©

need for meaningful information.

(h/1.5) The quantity of meaningful information required for

control var3.es inversely with th© stability of the
9

system,

(h/1.6) ixtem&l agencies can impose control demands on a

system which ore mutually incompatible.

A brief review of some of the main lines of supporting evidence

now follows, taking each environmental feature separately.

nly in the CH. case was there evidence to adduce that

.dstoriccl developments influenced control requirements. Here, due

to the speculative manner in which railways were developed, and

their gradual consolidation into a public transport system, a demand

was imposed on the company to analyse its rail services so as to

assist in highlight!", the social costs of iterating different lines

."jsd services, and thus reduce the confusion (and public odium)

resulting from measuring the company's overfill performance by

conventional profit and loss accounting.

In relation to techaolOiar. it is considered that there is ample

evidence to indicate that it is case of the key characteristics that

can influence the sub-processes of planning, measurement and

regulation involved in control. This applies particularly to

■^ee teutacli (1952) and Rowe (1>60). The latter assumes tint
the quantity of information required for control varies inversely
with the stability of the system (p.8). In other words, a firm's
steering system can be affected by environmental stimuli, end the
greater the complexity of these stimuli, the more sensitive is the
steering system that is required.
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the CDS, a&ilshops end STE cases, where, as has been summarised

above, the complexity of the technology was of a high order and

consequently created demands for a compatible system of management

controls. Far example, sophisticated predictive and feedback

mechanism# are required for controlling the availability, movement,

utilisation and timekeeping of large transport fleets (CIS)* for

maintaining and overhauling mixed road and rail veiiicles and units

(•j&ilohqpa) and for producing and transmitting television programmes

and handling the wide variety of complex facilities, many oi' them

with a large creative content (iffii). /gain, the ability to monitor

a system is made more difficult where the predictability of woric

(Sailshops overhauls, and BTS), the product's taengibility (e.g.,
the 'maintained state* of a vehicle in CIEj a TV pro^rr..s:ie), and

the reliability of the primary equipment (power units in GUi

overhauled by Sailshops) ore lew. The reverse is the case where,

as in P-lR, the teclmology is relatively single.

The evidence produced relating to the influence of markets.

ooapetiUon and source:; of finance is rather sketchy, but it is

considered adequate to demonstrate that these features have a

potential impact on control requirements. For example, in the CBS

and Hailshops cases, the continual decline of the railways and

the growth in private car ownership necessitated that these aspects

should be regularly monitored to assist management in deciding an

the type of services, vehicles and facilities that should be provided,

and the type of fare and rate structures that should be set, in

relation to anticipated users. In the ItTB case, the dependence

an advertising revenue, the near-saturation of the market, and

competition from other stations all created demands for a planning and

control system that would assist in xegulating the growth of the
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television service. In ? 1, lucre- .sod competition r-d CKpcnaioa

into now markets brought with thcra the need for closer attention

tc controlling soles volume, mix and prices.

In relation to qooryanhlcal fe,-teres. climatic variations

strongly affected the operations of CIS and PQpR; seasonality

affected operations in all four cases; and the dispersal of units

fror headquarters their subsequent mix of rural and urban

:u runities again affected CI and R. for ex a .pie, variations

in weather are difficult to forecast, and cannot in fact be

regulated; seasonality creates peaks and troughs in demand, and

increases the need to plan arid control utilisation; highly dispersed

units involve iXi r '-ended coiamunicat ions chain with many chcainela,

end there increase the amount of potential uncertainty of directives

and feedback,

finally, external agencies10 such as the government (all four

oases), the public-at-large (CIS and R2E), pressure groups (RX£)

end the building industry, created demands for control. Here

special mention must again be made of the conflicting government

mondate which set CIS tasks that were virtually impossible to

achieve, and thus impossible to control.

To sum up, it would seem reasonable tc suggest that an under-
A

talcing must identify and review at regular intervals, those

^°So attention has been given in this research to statutory
requirements such as income-tax and census of production returns.
In all cases, there were no specific procedures laid down as to
trie form of annual accounts, the usual conventional accounting
form being all that was required. It Is el so of interest to note,
in this context, the contrast between the directive planning in
Soviet Russia, where production targets are set for the firm by
^tnte officials who attempt to ensure that tl^esc ere achieved
(Berliner, 1957)» «oA the mere laissez-faire approach adopted (until
comparatively recently, I any rctoj 1. "reland end uritoin.

1 \
This refers particularly to large and complex undertakings.
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environmental diuractoristiOE -j'-IoL L^inge r. Its oporrtt

and oi".sure, after assessing tine extent to .diicfa specific character-

istics create demands for control, that its steering syrter. is so

;;Csi^up4 that it is capable of dealing uith these dOWftftM #3F

tmdertaking whose steering system regains blind to its enviraruasnt

cannot hope to be in control - it can be likened to steering m

oceai-^oir:^ liner in a. fog .it. :ut any navigation ir. ..r-n.. nto.

Further, it would also be reasonable to suggest that certain

environmental characteristics create demands for control which, are

mutually incompatible and therefore make cmtrol, under these
12

in ositiuia, impossible.

2^ *>9 .;,f f-.-T4aEm&4- ^
ife ..

In this section, environmental characteristics are again treated

on tlie Independent variable, with organisational characteristics

as the dependent variable.

(b/2) bnviromaental c-^woteriftic* can influence the

social components of a system.

(Vk.i) .here major cusages in environmental character¬

istics (particularly in technology) occur which

increase the complexity of a system, the absence

of a managerial culture will tend to increase the

instability of the system,

jcacrples as evidence for these conclusions are given below,

<.<y...in talcing each environmental feature in turn.

1;hoe : eutsch (1952, p.369), and agner (1954). The ij
government mandate is an example of 'Catch 22,* (Heller, 1965)
mentioned in ch. 2 of thus present research.
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In relation to historical developments. the most pertinent

example is the HTh case. Here, the long association of toe

original broadcasting service with the public service placed

civil servants in a strong position when the new Authority was

horned and. thus had the effect of injecting (what was turned)

the public administration model into BBS# In r\;R, the story¬

book success of the company had the effect of reinforcing the

managing director's charisma, while in CIK and Hailshops, the

history of loss-making on the railways, and their gradual decline,

created problems in relation to the attitudes of its staff, and

particularly in recruiting and retaining coi^etent executives#

Of course, this rather depressed state of the railways also

presented a challenge to its new chairman, and to the new manage¬

ment of hailshops#

It is self-evident that technolo/c/ must affect the type csf

production skills required by an undertaking, and further, that

some form of organisation structure is required to produce its

final output, whether it be goods or services# Certainly Gib,

hailshops and RTR required m organisation structure capable of

handling the complex problems of communication and coordination

and by and large, the first two had evolved an appropriate structure#

However, in RISE, the coming of television with its attendant

sophistication in relation to planning and control, drew into the

Authority executives from the film and entertainment industry,

and from the development departments of manufacturers of electronic

equipment, all of wham, though generally skilled in their operating

work, had little experience of management# with tlae type of

mixture of executives (including those who adopted the public

administration model), and a comparatively new director-general, it
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is not surprising that there were discrepancies in the prescribed

and manifest organisation, and stresses involved in the way it

operated. Again, while the technical aspects received great

attention as the TV service was being launched arid, built up, the

problems of organising, planrdng and controlling were almost

neglected, it being assumed tls&t the level of managerial

competence of the 'public a&ainistrators' and of those from other

industries would be sufficient to handle the new technology.

However, as has been shown, tills resulted in the absence of a

managerial culture and created a situation where a highly

sophisticated technology was not matched by an equivalent manage¬

ment system.1"' Further evidence of the influence of technology

on the social system was provided in Pyil, where the working

conditions and abrasiveness associated with pits and quarries

demanded (and obtained) production managers capable of standing up

to these conditions and of keeping their plants fed.

The influence of markets,, coaptation finanoe was

demonstrated in the BTE case, where the continual buoyancy of

advertising revenue from television tended to encourage munificence,1**"
and a lad: of discipline in relation to planning and control.

In relation to geo/ranhical features, the location of Bid's

production units was a determinant in relation to tire type and

level of sophistication of staff employed by the company, and to

the value its production managers placed on visits from H-v.

The influence of external agencies was evidenced in Clb

where the chairman was determined to demonstrate to tire public

1\ee Woodward (1965, p.7& and p.SO).
1**l>ee March and binon (195S, p.123)»
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and. the Government that Gib was not a moribund company, and In

-tailshops, whoso new senior management were equally determined

to show the Clii board and top management, as well as any otlior

outsiders, that tiieir workshops were as well, if not bettor

managed, than any other large undertaking in Ireland. Thus,

the challenge to combat the image acted as a spur. The influence

of external agencies on organisation structure was also illustrated

in iSEE where the general organisation and particularly the role

of the administration division as a line function, appear to have

been borrowed directly from the BBC. finally, it is considered

that the erratic and unsophisticated behaviour of the building

industry also affected the attitudes of the 'aotionists* in P^R

to formal organisation.

2-5 The influence of environment SSL
operation off confe-c^

.'part from the influence of environmental cimrao toris tics

on control requirements, and on the social components of a system,

there was some evidence to indicate that environment, particularly

geographical features, cen also affect the way in which management

controls operate.

(E/3) Environmental characteristics' can influence the

way in which controls are operated.

(E/3.1) In a system which is strongly affected by geograph¬

ical features, including weather, there will be a

tendency for managers to respond to the use of

controls by using these geographical features as

excuses to protect themselves from pressure, even

though these features are not, in fact, the reasons

for failure to meet performance^.
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(V3.2) Tiie greater th© tendency towards a punitive use

of controls, the greater sill be the tendency by

subordinates to use geographical features as

defence mechanisms (and vice versa).

In essence, where weather, seasonality, geographical dispersion,

and demographic features strongly impinge on the operations of a

large undertaking, th® resultant complexity of the system makes it

mare difficult to monitor operations with statistical records of

performance. Thus, if strong pressure is applied to subordinates,

they can readily select a defence from a repertoire of excuses and

reasons provided by the environment in which they operate. The CXE

case best illustrates these points, especially in relation to

weather, regional customs (e.g,, the use of rail wagons as stores by

customers), while in PQR, it was predicted that seasonality end

climate certainly would have provided excuses for failure to meet

performance if a management control system (with standards and

budgets etc,), had been introduced. The opposite situation existed

in kailshops with its centralised, relatively unexposed operating
15

conditions,

2,6 Summary

The object has been to demonstrate that environmental character¬

istics can influence control requirements, organisational character-

15It cannot, of course, be inferred from this that weather never
affects performance, or is never spuriously adduced by managers as a
reason for failure to meet performance, where production takes place
indoors. The writer recalls the catch-phrase "snow on the roof"
used by managers in a Scottish floor-covering works to * explain* adverse
material usage variations, I ventually this type of excuse becomes
on open joke especially if the determinant is removed, or if it is
seriously advanced by a manager when it is manifestly mythical.
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isties and the manner in wiiioh management control requirements

operate. in attempt has been made to rate technological complexity

and attention has 'been directed to the fact that in a .1 urge firm

there can be many technologies, to fee many-sided facets of

technology, and to fee consequent dangers or overcimplifioation in

studying fee -ouiuence ox teoxmology as a single variaoio in large

uxiuerfeii-ings. bjypofeeaes iu.vc been put forward dealing with, system

complexity, stability and controls with the influence of external

.'■goaoies; with the relationship between major euviraiaonfel changes

and managerial cultures and with the use by managers of

geo^rspiiical features as defence mechanisms wnere controls are

operated punitively#

5. Orranisational eaarqeteri sties and their"

cL-cr^s
lids seotion summarises too organisational oharaeteristics, and

the uunrocfens tics of fee management controls in the lour cases,

feei"©aft©r, treating fee former ac independent, and t»*e latter as

dependent variables, the section deals with the influence of the

organisational characteristics on both tue -typo of manage.,.out controls

and fee .my in which feey operate#

3.1 ouagaary of orgoxdsatl.nal fe.'^acferlstics

The organisational characteristics dealt with are:-

(1) The goals of fee undertaking

(?.) Leadership style

(3) Organisation structure

(h) The management system (models of administration)

(5) Staff agencies

(6) Participation
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gain, for ease of reference, summaries of each of the above

have been provided ( 'ppendix 8,4).

The key features from each case are:-

• In CIS - the adoption of break-even goals by the chairman;

iiis strong impact; the formalised decentralised organisation

built round area managers; the realism of the general

manager and the two deputy general managers; the rostrieted

role of the head office accountants, s d the participation

of the majority of managers in budgeting*
• In itailahcps - the unequivocal approach adopted by senior

management to clear up the works and improve productivity,

and win approval from their seniors, their peers, and the

outside world; the industrial engineering model adopted by

them; the highly formalised organisation structure; the

role of the planning department; the lack of participation and

discretion in relation to supervisors; and the differences

in perception between supervisors and senior management*
• In RTE - the change in leadership; the discrepancies between

prescribed and extant organisation; the absence of a

managerial culture; the public administration model; the

build-up of separate •control* sections, particularly in the

engineering division; and the limited amount of participation

in budgeting*
• In Ppd - tire compulsion to grow profitably; the dominance

of the highly charismatic entrepreneurial leader; the

relatively unstructured organisation; the actionist and

professional models of administration, with those in the

former following the leader without question*
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Before dealing with the controls, it is necessary to under¬

line certain points. First, as has already been stated, organ¬

isational oiioracteristics form only a part of the social components

of any undertaking; secondly, the characteristics listed above ao

not purport to be comprehensive; and lastly, little attempt has

beon made to deal with relationships between .individual organ*

16
isational characteristics,

3.2 Uuosarv of the oiiaraoterlstlcs of the aana^ecient
col trols

The main characteristics of the management controls in each case

are listed in Appendix 8.5 under the following headings

(1) Accounting - including budgetary control and costing

(2) Production planning and control

(3) Staff reports

(4) Other - e.g. statistical reports relating to traffic.

In the CIE case, a comprehensive system of controls was in

operation, covering all of the four groups noted above, though

particular attention in the research was given to management account¬

ing, which operated throughout the company. Attention was directed

at the highly programmed system of production plaining and control

in hailshops, at the financial controls and TV programme costing

in 333S, and at the production cost statement in IMR,

16
It is self-evident that there are relationships between

individual organisational features, for example, goals and organ¬
isation structure can be influenced by leadership style as well
as by different models of administration. Again, the latter can
influence the organisation structure, end so on. To attempt to
show these relationships explicitly is beyond the scope of this
research.
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3.3 uifluenoe of organisational characteristics on the dssW*7
a

The object hero is to indicate the relationships between

orgiusisational characteristics (independent variable) and the type

of management controls that exist in an undertaking,

(0/1) She type of formal management controls that ore

installed in a system are primarily a function of

the leadership style, the model(s/ of adrinistraticn,

and the staff agencies whose members have been

allocated or have assumed the task of desiring

and maintaining the controls,

(g/1»1) Designers of controls may consciously anticipate

certain adverse consequences which will result

from the introduction of controls,

This generalisation is supported by evidence from the four

cases, s'or example, in CXb, the chairman actively pressed for the

introduction of management accounting. As an experienced admin¬

istrator with charismatic and benevolent authoritarian qualities,

tie valued techniques, and management accounting was a vital complement

to his policy of decentralisation and his insistence that managers

down the line must accept administrative and financial responsibilities.

Improvements were required, and. there was no questioning, no back¬

pedalling,

with h2b and PqR there was little or no positive direction from

the leader, for different reasons. In the former case, being an

17
Although there is an obvious distinction between the tvso of

controls that are desired and installed, and the way the ocntrols
ore actually operated, the point does not appear to be sufficiently
brought out in the published field-work research, bee kowe (19o0, pp,
7-12; on control system desi$i considerations based on computer
simulation.
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experienced professional businessman, he valued management

techniques but he had not yet made his influence felt on tire

controls in HTE, though fro® his arm philosophy that "managers

must manage" and ills awareness of the stress on the system's

resources, it was evident that he would eventually extend strong

influence cr the type cf controls used in regulating CTS's

performance* In PQH, the chief executive was certainly not

interested in statistical reports, and Ms influence on controls

v?as of a negative variety* toy form of formal reports or controls

sight do as long as they did not restrict Ida*

The main reporting system in emanated frcsn the public

adi ,inistretion model of management and was a direct reflection of

this model, while the reports in P.ii were the product of the various

professional groups, principally the accountants*

however, the connection between leadership style, model of

administration and type of controls is best illustrated In the

Railshops study* The leaders adopted the industrial engineering

model* Rules, order and measurements were demanded, and escape

hatches had to be closed; thus, tee highly programmed system of

controls suited the requirements* .Senior management anticipated that

the authority of the supervisors would be weakened, that operators

would be frustrated - but these were human weaknesses which would

just have to be accepted as part of the price for better planning,

control, direction and cotnmunioations• The fact that management

consciously anticipated adverse consequences that -would result from

the introduction of controls has reoeived no attention in the

literature, which tends to concentrate on, and identify with, lower

level supervisors and operators, and to assuee that senior manage¬

ments in general are not capable of perceiving what might be termed
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manifest <fysltau>tion&l c^:sequences. ihough ^ortcn, in ..is psrodiga

for functional analysis, touches an what he terns "a net balance
18

of en aggregate of consequences," his followers appear to take

it for granted that what they perceive to be dysfunctional ass not

even been anticipated by senior manageaent#

Thus c—xmt, it should be added, does rot men that this writer

shorts the introduction of uechaaical controls, or claims that

senior .ruuegers always anticipate adverse consequences* however,

it should alert behavioural scientists to the possibility that

acue do, end usre important, it may encourage more of thoa to try to

see the problems of organisation and control fron acre than cne

perspectivej, and to be prepared to assist managements to identify

and evaluate the possible consequences of change on the social system

before changes are implemented*

3*4 ^'luefice ,9ft
ftpcystiqp yf coytfyj^

Certain generalisations regarding the operation of ea. trols

are now presented, tide being the area on which most of literature

has tended to concentrate*

(0/2) The extent to which foimal management controls are

valued and used will tend to be a function of the

19
degree of support given by tlie leader.

"i C3
hertcn (1957, P*51)« it is considered that erton,s model would

have been clearer if it had been set out as follows

1, Functions - manifest and/or latent
2* dysfunctions - manifest and/or Intuit

he does not make explicit the possibility of manifest dysfunctions, which
could be defined as those observed conseciuences which lessen the
adaptation or adjustment of the system and which are intended and
recognised by the participants in the system*

^
ce Perrin (1958)*
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(C/2.1) Bureaucratic models of adsdnistratian tend to

eapldy fonaal controls to exert pivssure to

nuke subordinates confers.

(G/b.2; m & sad -•systuu, —o .. . e

variations in the wey controls u/e used by
20

aunugurs in different sub-Sj teas.

(C/-.5) ii-fcrw..t eat l^v-ls iff tend ; ... -. ■

differing perceptions of con'aula. following

fro., this, the apparatus of controls rather

than the results, will tend to sccutie greater

significance for those participants cn whoa the

controls us^act aosl.

(0/2.4) Itiiough caitrola ^ be rigid, iapersond :ntl

associated with pressure, the benefits they may

bring in stabilising an unstable ays tan. say be

appreciated bp participants on v/hon the controls

are iu^osod.

(0/2.5) Adaptive i-es^ouses to controls need not all be

dysfunctional.

Undoubtedly, support froa the eidef executive is one of the

.oln determinants in relation to 'whether atteiation is 0iven to formal

controls by participants. This is evidenced by the C2E and

tadlshopa cases, where there was direct interest in ensuring that

2&In considering variations In the use of controls, there are
really two uinc-r.axons

(a) Hanging from nan-use to active use, and
(b) In relation to active use, ranging fro©

highly permissive to hif£ly punitive.
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controls were installed and actively used, and in I .H, ..x.cxe tin

active uialnteroot of trie managing director directly contributed

to the negligible attention paid to the reports, p&rticulcxly by

the 'nctioniste#* Indeed, it is probable that even had a cv stem

involving realistic standards, budgets, and responsibility

accounting ,, actually coasted in I Jl, li tie attention would

have been given to it by wary ixanagers unless it had been actively

supported by the managing director.

The hailshops and BTfi studios provided evidence to support

the above hypothesis (C/2,1) insisting to bureaucratic models and

pressure# The industrial engineering and public administration

models encountered (respoctively) in each undertaking possessed

.oct of the c: .xecturiatica of Veber's 'ideal type' buroaucxucy.

In fact, in STS the administrators believed that they were the

management# .on both cases, though there were significant

differences in the technical qualities of the controls, pressure

•was exerted on participants to conform# Rnilahcp'a senior

nuxuigement. demanded and got "constant, continuous tight cui trol";

.h. *s administrative division built up a web of checking procedures#

and responded to deviations by strengthening these, acting, in

effect, both as line managers and auditors#

ocuae further cocaaents and conelusions in relation to the use

of, and adaptive responses to controls now follow, taking each

case in turn.

In Clb, it was noted that a permissive attitude existed, due,

b--h.x' ■ iia. to tii© realism of the general manager and his deputies

in recognising the consequences that would flow from pressurising

subordinates; to the involvement of the latter in budgeting and
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to the foot that they were the first to see the reports; to the use

of written ccsmaent&ries; and above all, to the decentralisation

of the accounting function, involving the attachment of

accountants to areas and engineering deportments. i'hat the

puxysissive approach encountered in a large and complex undertaking

possessing a fairly extensive system of management controls does

not conform to the findings of such writers as -xgyris, Casinski,

and noire, is probably due to the fact that the climate for using

controls that was actively fostered in CHS, did not exist in the
pA

firms they studied. for example, Loire (1956, p.212) claims

that controls are used almost entirely as a punitive weapon to

chastise groups which have fallen below the work# Jasinski (1956,

p.111) flays accountants arid asserts that they become a dominant

voice in the firm; while xgyris (1952) in more reasoned tunas,

reports tnat accountants end their reports fire generally mia-

understood and .-istrusted, that uudgets are unrealistic, and that

controls are used as pressure instruments.

i'he Lailshops study illustrates a number of significant

points. first, though & part of Gib, there were marked differences

in tne way senior management used controls - certainly, the

production control system in aailsnops was used acytoing but

ponaissively. seoond, the fact that tnere were diifeiencee in the

perceptions of the oomtrol system between senior management end the

supervisors may well have general application, it being recalled

21
Argyria, (1952) was probably one of the first to advocate

—at accountants should be directly attached to assist managers of
large sub-units.
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that the forcer tended to perceive it primarily as a means of

increasing productivity, while the supoxvisors who had to operate

tie aystea were mainly preoccupied by the apparatus (e.g., phones,

planning staff) of the 3ysteia. Third, it is evident that even

under a highly directive system of controls, the perceptions of

the supervisors were not all unfavourable. baphasia is placed

on this to alert research workers to cue dangers of over-

preoccupation with the pathological, and to prevent managers, in

a remorse of conscience, from hastily modifying what might well
22

be an appropriate technical system, rather than giving serious

toought as to how its unfavourable effects on the social system

migiit be modified. fourth, the adaptive responses by the

supervisors, suoh aa fetcising materials and matching the operator

to the job, though contravening the prescribed rules, were generally
23

functional for toe goals of h&ilshops.

vi importance in im dfh case was toe search by the director-

general to get the whole system under control, the adaptive

responses by toe engineering and TV programmes divisions in

introducing further controls, and toe abortive post-mortems that

followed over-spending. nil of these features are symptoms that

one might expect of a system toat is out of control.

xanaily, in though there were many reports, there were,

with minor exceptions, no formal controls. rue 'exstianists,'

following toe managing director's lead, virtually ignored toe

reportsj the * professionals• longed for the power, but lacked

22
*n evaluation of the a. -prorrinterera of cc° ''--ols 3r relation

to this conoept, and toe four oases, follows in toe next aaction of
t is chapter.

accords with stv"® of the findings of Blrru
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experience and expertise to introduce a comprehensive system of

controls, and the accountants had minimal influence, ill power

resided in the leader, and as stated earlier in this section, thex-e

would be no attempt to regulate performance through paperwork

reports unless he approved,

3,5 •-»un5L°jry

The primary concern in thus section has been the influences

of organisational characterssties on the management controls,

distinguishing between the tyr>e of controls end the way they are

actually used..

In the generalisations relating to the type of controls, special

attention wae given to leadership style, model(s) of administration

and staff agencies as key influences. In relation to the way

octrois were used and valued, the influence of the leader was again

advanced ~s being crucial, and further hypotheses were formulated

dealing with bureercnatic models, variations in the way controls

can be used, the perceptions of different levels of management,

reactions of participants, and the consequences of adaptive responses,

4-t -T^atiqn of the iyprop.r^teftftfrft
of c-.cx-t - ... u-ola

.. ofere discussing the appropriateness of formal management

c~, ircl© in relation to situational determinants, it should

.-gain uc stressed that tide type of contro. forms only one part
o>

of o.;o centre! ..chaniis © ©pointing in any uniortnhing. " t ,lso

stressing ti«.t the symbols contained in sumgt .cut

"^boe ch, 1, sect, 6,
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controls can only be reflections of reality - in many cases

pale and flaccid reflections.

The first pert of what follows is an attempt to probe the

meaning and significance of the concept cf approprlate-nec s.

This is then followed by an evaluation of the appropriateness of

the management controls in each of the cases,

4*1 -..,1 c-acoat of ... ,.rc ,riato..e*.s in relation tp
a^qgoutert controls

(A/1) Monr \iesamt controls can be said to be approp¬

riate if they directly assist in regulating the

lance ■ f - t

•This • ideal type* generalisation implies t: .at organisational

end environmental determinants have beon identified and met, and

tnat there is little or nc disparity between, cm the one hand, the

logic and assumptions cm which the cc trols tare based, and on the
25

other, the actual situation. "

To achieve this in a large and complex undertaking requires

that there should be hannonisation between the environmental and

organisational characteristics. In turn, this implies that ti e

undertaking has, or acquires, the capability first, to recognise

and define its characteristics, including its goals; second, to

design the required controls; and lastly to operate the® .... ccess-

fully. It may well be that although the controls are 'technically*

a. ropriate (i.e., appropriate to the demands placed on the

undertaking by the envirOrufient), they are inappropriate to the

organisational characteristics because, inter alia, participants

do not :mv@ the capacity to understand and use them, actively resist

25:U*thlisberger and Dickson (1939, p.581).
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thorn, or ignore than ce: :3stoly. a such ait-i-tiara:.. ro e

modifications would be required of tho controls end/or the

organisational characteristics. However, if the c r trols are

modified, thai this may have the efffect of changing the god a of

t ie firm, and may even threaten ite survival. And further, any

oaifieation of the e xsial components of a system will tend to

be e lengthy process. On tlic otlier hand, the controls n.-,y he

•technically* in? ;,ropri t. nfi be valued or resisted, • r i nored.

In this case, tl.are nay be no option but to modify both environ¬

mental end organisational features.

fhe simple table below shows the various situations that

may exist in assessing the appropriateness of controls, bearing in
26

mind that there can be degrees of appropriateness.*"

CIlAKil/ ll j-ui_j_0x iC£>

iaavircaiiuiai tcl Organ!satior.nl

/ppropriate
.appropriate
Inappropriate
inappropriate

impropriate
inappropriate
impropriate
inappropriate

in practice, however, the writer generally supports : arch

alia -nucn*s assertion that tho icey point is one of balance and tiiat

raaical simplifications roust be developed by the undertaking if

"its saocel of reality is not to be ao complicated as to paralyse

for example, appropriate procedures may exist for
measuring and regulating the performance of cart 'n inputs or sub¬
systems, while other parts of the system are either neglected
or have controls based on erroneous criteria.
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27
it." There can obviously he no perfect control system, as

long as man is finite. The only reservation relating to March and

iiaon • s plea for airaplifioaticn and standardisation is where the

complexity of the environmental characteristics is an integral

part of the undertaking's raison d*etr^ - in such cases,

simplification could result in radical changes in both roc.net
28

end goals.

Before relating the above conclusions to the individual

cases, certain further general points merit comment.

The first relates to the tendency of field workers to focus

almost exclusively on the operation and effects of controls and
29

to treat the controls as independent variables. This certainly

makes the model of reality unreal. Secondly, it is probable that

an undertaking whose main goals (including survival) may be

seriously threatened, will tend to accelerate its efforts to

introduce controls, probably at the expense of the social system.

Thirdly, the regular monitoring of the characteristics of the

undertaking and of its controls to ensure compatibility should be

a part of the control system. fourthly, any evaluation of the

suitability of controls must involve .judgements which naturally will
30

tend to be based on the experiences and disciplines cf the fudges.

07
k&rch and biacaa. (1958» pp.163-164). Their concept of

"satiaficing" (pp.140-141) is also of direct application he-o, though
what aught be perceived as minimally satisfactory alternatives by one
firm in the same industry, or by one management group, or cno chJLef
executive, my be substantially different frco those y^oeived by others.

28
"Vor ex;«ipie, in uM, radical simplifications would result in

programme rigidity.
29

•ee the section ccttheories of bureaucracy arch -and :imcm
(1958, sect.' 3.2).

30 v
^.ee xcGuire (1982J.
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Fifthly, is should be borne in mind that an undertaking like

the human body, may have the capacity to tolerate certain disorders

....aoh da not upset its 'physiological• balance, and *>t to tinker

with these disorders without studying its overall physiology aay

result in greater and more serious instability. And finally, at

the level of .individual andustries and nations, those usually

possess their own characteristics. -gain car© should be taken,

both by representatives from the more advanced countries and by

leaders in developing and underdeveloped countries, to ensure that

the industrial and natio al characteristics of these latter countries

are iiighlighted before proceeding to install control systems. It

appears to- this writer that too often assumptions are mode by

iuany institutional and industrial leaders tlxat the aana^er-ont control

techniques which have worked wall in, for example, large firms in

tua United states or ^ewtapy, aust automatically be ap^rupriate for

a developing country such as Ireland.

th,2 The appropriateness of the controls in Gib

Here was a large system, struggling for survival, and under

-Teat stress. The management controls had been developed in three

broad stages, moving frcra the rudinentary financial and spurious

statistical, to management accounting and the development of

-.rr-ronriate non-eccounting data, and thence eventually to an 'all

-ysfens' approach. The pace of these ciienges had to be matched to

the pace c the social system, where changes were also made through

training, the introduction of new executives, and the involvement
i

of managers in lanning. The determinants imposed by the enviran-

trsent appear to have bean perceived by senior management who fostered

the adoption of a permissive approach in relation to the use of

controls. Certainly there were v/eaknosses in the technical aspects
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of the controls, but overall, the controls were appropriate to

the determinants, with the major exceptions of the government

i.iandate which, with its imprecision end conflicts, " rod the

eoopuiy in a position where it just could not 'win,'

4,3 The appropriateness of tire controls in dailshops

There is no doubt that the control system in lailsuopa was

f" ocittlly statable for the environmental features, with particular
31

reference to the requirements imposed by technology# however,

a deep gulf separated the innovators (senior management and

planners) from the doers (all others, including the supervisors),
rrd the social system, as in the conventional •machine* model,

rr.s taken as given. Senior management obtained satisfaction from

their innovative activity, from increases in productivity, and from

the production Planning end control system itself which was tending

*■■0 booome an object of rieificatiosa. Certainly, at tho level of

analysis employ; " in the research, the aggregate net balance of

supervisors* perceptions of the controls was unfavourable and it

is probable, in the longer term, unless positive attempts were

made to cater for the social system, that serious difficulties would

bo encountered in recruiting supervisors to work in the shops. Of

course, as the variability and uncertainty of the work was

.pmditally reduced., through the introduction of improved motive

o™er and the controls, senior manageraert (assuming the railways

-urrlved :: ?rne form) hod another choice • they oould so extend

repositions rolating to vuriauiiily and
are supported by the findings in
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the machine model by computerising raid v.utc: icting the work, thus

eliminating or minimising "human weaknesses" wh.icf wore perceived

by tinea ae reducing the technic:-;! so.'hdnesa ' U.o . . .'da,

toe last observation relating to Hailshops deserves mention

for .its possible general amplication in studying the orgerJu: atica,

c./,ration aiid control of ^aaferent undertakings# fhi.-. concerns the
0

iv. .do:icy in * change agents*, whether they oc research workers,

consultants, or new senior executives, to impute their own

V: .lues to the members of the social oyotm of the undertaking on

u ._ua tuqy a e topacting, and to recommend and/or implement charges

based on au incomplete or partial analysis of the consequences of
32

the c.mnges on toe undertaking as a whole* for example, if it

. ; uouaod that in the shorter term, few changes in the social

stem occurred, —t ..rdidaops continued to operate as if it were

.tivtoy closed system, as that toe supervisors gradually

.... i;ia,,ad to updating toe controls, teen any precipitate

-tempt to loosen these woulu probably result in what one-

c ccutivo called "dioorganiaed chaos.

In this study, the existing controls were completely inade uate

in relation to those demanded as a result of the introduction of

television, the social system only being able to respond to those

demands as far as its capabilities and repertoire allowed.

ssumptiane b- been made that the ublic ftdmini strati on no'Vl >uld

be compatible with the new technology, but this proved to be frJ. se,

32
.01 too ..ritoi 's ux^cxaence, it is rare for oaaagement

consultants, once they have contact with a firm, to leave it -'lore:
- j try to . cx"ai>uuid wj.u taut operates in a way trot

does not fit in with their own rationale.
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and as has been p-anted out, the TV service possessed all the

categories of a 'runaway' system, homeostasis v.ly being achieved

through increased revenue from advertising. i te '..hority ..as

...,ood with two choices. The first involved accepting existing

goals (including flexibility of progrtnming), creating a

managerial culture, ana developing a sophisticated planning and

CwUtrol system that woula «eaist on goal achievement and place

..--ansgencat in caaaend. xhe Alternative was to modify programme

goals by drastically reducing programme flexibility, i.e.,

specifying the exact typo of programmes and resources .veil in

advance, and strictly adhering to these tiirough a rigid control

system. The probable consequences of the latter would be the

reinforcement of tho oureurcrutic model, the dampening of

Oxoatuvity and innovation and the failure to attract audxences,

rt.i-.cn would lend, in turn, to a reduction in advertising

revenue. certainly, all of these pnenaaea* eharaoterxeed the

sound uroadoesting service, where expenditure had r • .n rigidly

controlled. The dilexama for a chief executive in thus type of

situation hinges on the continuation of munificence for a sufficient

period to enable a managerial culture to be eeveloped to handle the

system's complexity» or to accept standardisation and formalism

as one primacy end.

finally, it is isgxortent to unaoraoore two further fundings

tn&t emerged from tnis study.

first, cue pubxxc adisinxstr&txun model (as described in RTh)
is not capable of handling che problems of ccntrox onaemxc in

a iiXghly complex end cnangang open system. Th_s is ox: im; ortant

. .... i u xa nx.aa uo ixaiage^ent ONaiuxng, _ ,x..,uu..- „v -i, Uie
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post-graduate level and the present trend in Ireland and Britain

to continue to foster the dichotccy between publl" and business

administration b& setting up •Business11 schools. Cr.< f the

most serious problems in Irish national planning concerns

comiaunications between the public and private sectors and unless

.jublic adrainistrators and business ore given the same type of

management training (alongside cue., other, in the same

institutions) for handling pro^icas at both the macro and micro
33

-oval, t.is camaunicationa problem Kill not be improved.

ihe second point is linked to tlie above, and concerns the

gSiieral t«nidency in much of the literature, in criticising

ewer's bureaucratic model, to ignore Ms criterion that admin¬

istrators should possess a specified sphere of competence.

.', .5 The "-"'-ropriateness of the controls In PiR

Thi" ecse illustrates how a comoaay can ptow er-a prosper

•githoirt formal m -ment controls, end in fret, with a formal

v "ertir system that bed a host of deficiencies and anomalies.

This system was certainly inappropriate in meeting organisational

end environmental determinants, but in general, it had little

influence either in assisting or retarding FQR's goals, because

- est rrtic.l. nta i nored it. However, the company was

being forced to adapt to the problems of increasing size and

eo^etition, and it was clear that it could no longer rely wholly

on the highly successful personalised approach used in the past.

lae extension of the btate' s influence in Bratain is
evidenced by the (ilowden) report on Control of J*nblic bt enditure
(1^61, p.6) tuiu in Um u by tii (lybd).
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hat me re-paired was en information system tnat ..o_ui assist

managers at different levels in their teaks; ^osorve, and

encourage as far as possible, the dyn&miam that iuk,. .-fute for its

previous success, end allow it to continue to prosper# has

obviously called for some form of balance. On tin one hand, m

.ndiscrhainate scientific management approach, (even if it acre

encouraged bp- the c.ief executive) would strangle it; arid an the

other, to ignore the need to nanitor key result nuas would

leave it vulnerable to environmental pressures. it cox-tamly

appeared to the writer that the criteria used by the production

managers in measuring performance needed little modification and

..-ore of mueh more use in helping theia in their task turn the cost-
3d

ing reports. is far as senior executives were ccnoerned, a. much

more aopiii.stica.ted steering system was inquired, particularly for

nmheb-Uig, sales and general financial control.
©•

The findings in these cases highlight the need to ensure

that the development of controls should be based on intimate
35

.nowledge of the characteristics of the undertaking.

It hy-o 'ddit4,9ft4 Coyux-U .uncl^^po to

'The on ortunity is taken here, to presant, in summarised form,

so:,iQ additional comments and conclusions arising from the research

"^It cannot be assumed however, thai •informal* eoctrois
are necessarily appropriate, Thus, a firia may have both ina; prop-
r" te f-jmn.1 . info; .aal controls.

2C

"ec alton (1955) nd ireovec (1>So). fro.- ex., erreuee, the
writer would predict that most accountants, engineers, economists,

to'jJ.tc .. orations nosoarea specialists -aid, if working
individually in these fims, develop different solutions in relation

- - -.w ,:: — Cr. 01. tiiw—.— afw, —.w0—.j.....iit.'wo v—i-d _ i»i wuoy p-3X t.xH
knowledge of the firms1 characteristics. .oe also the comments

"

h.dti.tionr of specialist _og-.es in Aioetl'ilisboi'gor uk.
dicksen (1539, pp.56Z^-585).
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wnich have a bearing an the design and operation of management

controls,

5.1 - ixaitatiofts of accounting on masurisy- :>,ri'o^ce

There are serious limitations in using accounting and

accounting techniques (and particularly noney) for iaeasuilmg

performance, This has been amply illustrated in the cases and

it is only necessary to recall one or two examples,

• Timekeeping, capital e:.-enditure control end

conventional profit arid loss accounting in oil
• The maintained, state of the fleet, and shop

performance in Roilahopo
• Variants on the concept of marginal costing

(indirect and 'above the line' costs) in liTb

• historical unit costing in f-Jd,

One of the principal reasons for the failure of accounting

techniques in tee past has been the lack of clarity used in

identifying the linkage between each part of the system, and

failure to develop criteria to select variables that should be

measured, and units of measurement that adequately reflect whet

is being measured, issumptions are made teat monetary units can

reflect the value, quality and quantity of inputs and outputs,

and there have been failures to appreciate the value of cn-the-epot

control, and, acre important, to perceive the ubiquity of

information, In the future, tee accounting profession, if it

wonts to survive as an agency for assisting management in devel¬

oping and operating control systems, will require to take a

36much more catholic view of oo;:aaunioations,

36The above observations generally support tee views of
Campbell (1963), Chappie and ..ayles (1961), basinski (1956) and
iacoi (1954), ^©e Also Murray (1962),
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3**- y>4.

-part froa the limitations of money as a unit of measurement,

there vsas also evidence to indicate that, again, only superficial

attention appears to be given to identifying appropriate units

ioi- pleasuring peil'ormaoce, -scamp lee incl ide the use of tens

an >1 to express $uarjy outputs of varying siaes each of which

absorbs a different amount of capacity and facilities, and of

ordinary programme hours in XES to control output# In tins latter

example, reliance on this misleading unit of measurement hrd the
37

effect of increasing the instability of the system.

5.3 ' ccuracy of controls

From the PJt case, mid particularly from the CIK case, there

is so. e evidence to suggest that managers vd.ll tend to devalue

c rtrol reports saould these contain inaccuracies, and it would

. . . 1 . il;-b. C fci uls to UpoUX'C til.'it L - ... ;.C;: (3Vt

attention is given to 'debugging* feedback data, and to allow

recipients to become familiar with the methods of reporting,

before allowing the controls to become fully operational. Ihis

applies particularly to geographically dispersed undertakings such

-s CX." end ?'Ji where a groat deal of discretion and influence is
36

c:.or isea bp -nose v.uo originate and assemble basic data#

3.4 ..ethods of Presentation of controls

It is impossible to be dogmatic about the beet way in which

to present central information - so much depends an the participants

19 •)
38-

-* tn.' r c .j.mootj.d*, ooo .. .re** and —uxun s concept ox
uncertainty absorption" (1958, pp.164 - 165).
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in particular unuartakinge* vortcialy, . cc

encountered in vju. to punched oard tabulations '.fining c.

ioaas of numerical codes sueaid alert sealous designer " control

systems to the iwCt that the priia&iy purpose of fc\ 'r ti nlc •; to

assiat iminagers to see tin insults of their arfcmcnee, and

not to develop procedures which solely x^efleet thtxi' own tub..bure»

'lucre is a vast difference in sophistication between local,

station end quarry managers in lams such as Clh ant" i- .1;,

and the type of personnel who desi^a, monitor, su-d oyoivte

spacecraft, and there are dangers ii«at the ..holesole transfer of

advanced techniques irxco what are essentially simple qper.vticr.sl

units will result in notai-ag su.> confusion a.d asto, . .ex.

comments especially apply to cearputurmaeu .o' o . . .

'lhere .-ire obviously activities in eacx* of the four cases i .r

wiiich this concept might be usefully adopted, o«g», continuous

monitoring of resources in 17 profiles ana of vehicle ...ove-

raonts in UXs and FQ&; but the character of the variable*,

I including the time-span before feedback uocumos mecninglul),
tixe level of sophistication of the personnel, and m c >ut .mil

benefit of such syatoms, oil require uo bo evaluated.

>#5
, .t;'v f centreIn

ther than In Hail.shops, an extremely fragmented situation

c:. ,tw." in rel tian tc re .orts (leaving side their c. • ^ropri&toness)

car from ere . rience both from this rosearch and fron working in

h r undertakings in different industries end countries, the .win

causes sre the 1 ck of general awareness b mono era and

: ' ' "f " !vt - rofe-red to in seetion r>.1 ttlxmt --S

b*:?-;-rr'vtian, ell -?■ the parochialism of
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different professional groups who operate in large imdertaklngs

and tend to push their own brand of techniques. Nor is this

helped by educational and training institutions which continue to

organise separate courses in budgetary control, production control,

sales control, etc.

5.6 Negative feedback and management 'by exception*

By way of a final comment in this section, it appears to the

writer that unconsciously, our society has built into its approach

to perforaance measurements the concept of negative feedback, and that

tiiis, together with tbs •principle1 of management 'by exception'

tends to make management focus excessively on what went wrong.

and to dampen innovation, Nome rethinking appears necessary here ~

starting possibly with the school report card - if m are to achieve
39

"the human use of human beings."

it.
A summary of the principal constituents of the model that

has emerged from this research is given below s

• An undertaking is perceived as an open, changing system,

comprising two main groups of characteristics, environ¬

mental and organisational, the latter being part of the

social components of the system, i.e., the social system.
•

- nvironiaantal characteristics can affect the system by

creating demands for control, irrespective of the social

system; by influencing its organisational characteristics

end the way controls are operated.

• Organisational characteristics are the primary influence an

Wiener (1954).



the design end operation of controls.

• Ideally, for aiaiag@H®nt controls to bo appropriate, a

system must monitor its environmental aid organisational

characteristics, identify those which are key determinants

in relation to goal achievement, and design and operate

its controls to meet these determinants#

• In practice no«vever, disparities may exist between the system*

organisational character!stiesj the demands for control

imposed on it by the environment; and the existing formal

controls. In such cases, some form of balance is required,

tiie achieveffient of which will be dependent on such factors

as the extent to which the goals of the system are being

threatened (and in particular, its survival)} the capacity

of the social system to perceive the situational determinants

and the competence and willingness of participants to

develop and operate appropriate controls. diagram

shaving the main constituents of thus model is given in

i^ppendix 6.6.

The research has also underlined the need for identifying the

characteristics of the firm when appraising, developing and

operating management controls. In relation to future research
40

there is a pressing requirement for inter-disciplinary studies and

for the adaption of & more open-minded approach which will focus

not only an the pathological effects of control and controls, but cn

the various forces that are acting on different types of undertakings

Specifically, apart from testing the hypotheses presented here,

the characteristics of different types of undertakings require to bo

4-0
The most promising base for inter-disciplinary studies would

appear to bo General systems Theory, a critical review of which is
provided in von Bertalanffy (1962, pp. 1-20).
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further identified, more precisely defined, arid where possible,

measured, T!ie interreiationshlps between different types of

organisational and of environmental characteristics should be

explored, as should the influence of organisational cm tho

environmental characteristics. In addition, there appears to be

scope for developing .mathematical models using topology and set

theory to show the relationships between environmental end

organisational characteristics on the desi.31 and operation of

controls in different types of undertakings, and possibly, to

measure the appropriateness of tlie existing controls.

To conclude this exploration, it appears to this writer that

society is faced with an important choice, on one hand, mm

can be so conditioned that lie villi fit machines and maciiine models

of administration, thus minimising or eliminating his humanity.

On the other, he can resist tins attempted dosainance by actively-

pursuing the study of different types of institutional forms and

toy developing tho ability to select from a such larger repertoire

the type which will best meet tlie requirements of society raid of

the particular institution, and at the same time foster Ms humanity,

s in our hospital practice, we can either build the patient round

the bed, or the bed round the patient. If society is serious about

opting for the latter course, greater efforts are required from the

social sciences for it would appear that the accelerating pace of

technical change is not being matched by an equivalent input from

the field of administrative research, particularly from sociology.

Instead of only carrying out post morterns on the smudged

vapour trails loft by technological change, instead of sticking

solely to problems of the "middle range" while waiting, like kr.
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icawber, for the equivalent of a Kepler or an jiinetein to turn
in1

up, a more adventurous and urgent approach is required which will

assist society to predict and anticipate the consequences of

different alternatives, and provide tomorrow's managers (if not

today's) with some tangible help in organising ,uid controlling

their work. There will be no need for the prophet if the machines

take over.

I A
*

do© orton's remarks on "theories of the middle range"
(1957, PP. 5-10),
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Supervisors
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senior management

No.interviewed

80
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Middle management
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No.interviewed

.9

3

18

39
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CIS Formed in 1950 following mergers of various
inland transport companies etc., dating as far
back as middle of 19th century. Plagued by
continuous protdtta of loss-making of inherited
rail network

ail. iops jet up in 1846. (see above re formation of CI ;
Modernised in early 1920*a; run do m before and
during 1939/45 war* sou« modernisation in 19% ' 3
with formation of CIS and diesilisatiem

'£L riginated from radio service set iq In 1920.
Under some measure of direct govem&ant control
which was considerably lessened cm introduction
of television in 1961 following report of (Irish)
Television Commission in 1959* and Broadcasting
ct of I960

. Successful growth from cme-man business in
1930*5 to large public oaapany. Continuity
of managing director

349 -
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equipment(degree
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forW

(savetor centralwork¬ shops)
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Coitalcostsof
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priia&ryequipment
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aryequipment
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Case

Clb Continually changing market with growth of private
motoring and firms 03eratlng own transport. Double
obiig tiori to c: tor ;v<r the •feed* and '. 1.. .. nd*
sectors. ■ loo , ftfectec. by 'creaming*

doad passengar services - effected by urban congestion

.uud freight - relatively flexible

railways - the *.ay prubles, in relation to usurs end
finances, aibaidy provided by government to rneet
railway deficits. Uncertrdn future of railways,
results in difficulties in obtaining finance frcsa
(government for capital progresses.

kail-
shops declining laarket, concerned almost exclusively with

Gib railway system which has been reduced with closure
of many branch lines.

Has identical problem in relation to finance as CI. above.

hi'H onopoly of broadcasting in btete, with oar- t. tition
from other countries* TV and radio progrmaraes. Growth
restricted in relation to total audience unless dr: <• tic
changes take place in population and pattern of
emigraticaa.

largely self-financing; largely dependent on advertising
revenue.

P d Large share of road and building construction markets,
hncountcriiig greater and stiffer competition. Noma!
..lethods of financing growth, i.e., internal, share¬
holders, banks and other financial institutions.
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riiilshops
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1.Ciiaata-

operations

Operations

Operations

Operations

forth-west~uropesn
strongly

affected

affected

strongly

orcoolte-geratr
affected

little

little(accepton
affected

oceanictype.

TVtranscattersj

..aidwinters,Eodor-

interferenceand

etelywarmsummers,

outsidefilling)

rainfallheaviestin autiumandwinter
2..•finality

Operations

RelatedtoGIf
oironglyaffected

Operations

strongly

(provisionof
inzeiationto£V

stronglyaffected

afiected

vehiclesfor
program:;.©planning}

(passengerpeaks,
peaks)

ce:treearound

harvesting)

autismschedule.
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furtheraffected
bypositionoffin¬ ancialyear
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Highly

Centralised

:dinly

Highly

dispersed

centralised

dispersed

4*xrrq,:dc

Urbanand

Urban

Urban

Urbanand

(urbanv.rural
rura"

rural
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vase

Clii Strong iapact an, arid by, publlc-at-large; toy
government; toy trade unions. hovermatmt
numdnte to CIE contains isany conflicting require¬
ments.

liail-
shops Affected toy government mandate (as for CiiS). in

relation to future purpose in the state, affected
toy government, trade unions, CIS board rid CI
senior management♦

Strong impact on and by, pubiic-at-large curd by
various pressure ggroups in relation to
progresses.

frovemracnt influence relatively minor except in
relation to licensing fees, and to
advertising rates.

influences from civil service, filia industry and
BBC,

r\;ft Strongly- impacted on by government* s capital
prograoae and toy behaviour of construction
(particularly building) industry
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^Uiilshaps

idSb

i-JL

1.Goals .

readership stylo

Chancetheinageof UHi Goovertotheoffen¬ sive CutCasts,improve services,revtsmieand labourrelations Ignoremostoftire jovt,.msent,scon- flicting;^indate,and trytobreakeven Charismatic,bene¬ volent,i.uthoritarian believeralsoin deletticnanddecen¬ tralisation lijhlyexperienced
inadministrationand believerin̂odern aanegemsot technicues

AsforCH2where relevant Improvethephysical appearance;increase
i-roduceandtransmitContinueto progra.itesthatwouldmaintainfix deserveatluiences reservefinancial

p..oc..uctivityjdevelopindependence tightcontrolsanda systemofplanningand controltnatwould makethoseoutside (includingCliisenior management)appreciate thatilailshopswasin tiievanguardofmodern sarzwge&enttechniques Authoritarian;task- oriented;reliever(a) inmodernmanagerem* techniquesandin tightcontrol

results Servethec ructionindu.
row icial st- tiy

Inprocessof change D.cr-j aninternational businessexecutive Believerinmodern managementtechniques anddelegation axiomstohave32B undercontrol

highlycharismatic andentrepreneurinl benevolent,authorit¬ arianjinterestin action,acquisitions andmechanicalplant etc. Lisintorestedin •ffluiugomont*,forrr.i planningandcontrol
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cm

-iail&hops

HEb

i1

•Principal model(s)of administration (cont*d,)
5»tail'agencies{Accounting-decontrol-Productionplen- (inrelation tonenagment controls)

isecLunits accountingdepartment responsiblefor assemblyandpresen¬ tationofreports 'frrfficcontrol- centralisedprinci¬ pallyforrailwaysand coordinationoffleet planning,movements, andtimekeepingMany trafficcontrolfunct¬ ionsperformedbyareas. Personnel-decentral¬ isedunitsil..«depart¬ mentresponsiblefor asseablingstaffreturn, taffagenciesseenas [servicestocompany
ninqandcontrol departmentcen¬ tralisedSeen asserviceto .Railshops*senior management

exigineersandprog¬ rammestaffhaving littleornomanage¬ menttraining OnlyemergingCent¬ ralisedAdiianistrat- ionnotperceivedby seniorstaffinthe administrationdiv¬ isionasaservice butas'management* Controlsectionset upbyengineering division,indapentb- entofadministrat¬ iondivision orabryocostsection beingdevelopediy TVprogramnes division

Accounting-central¬ isedResponsiblefor assemblingcoatand financialreports Otherreportsproduced independentlyby engineering(prin¬ cipally)andsales divisionsfox*ownuse staffreportproduced independentlyby Personneldivision



CJ&B.ISAi'l-JNAL CHABACTuuibTlCS

lf\,

CIEiiailshop#IBSRjR
6,Participation (inbudgeting etc,)

GeneralparticipationMinimalpartiei-ParticipationinI<otreallyapplicableinbudgeting;part-pationindesignbudgetingonlyatasbudgetingalmosticipatioaiatseniorofproductionseniorrnsaagmamtnon-existent,am andaiddlemanagementplanningandlevel,andenaorgm-isaiionstructure levelindesignofoontrolsystemunilateralbasisobscure reportingsystem

~a-- .-f'i



TTPSBJZRIBIIAL
:li.-cikJ• ..'uPS
CIL

Eailahop*

itr-

PQI

1./'ccouitlng buugetxy control, costing, financial accounting
2»Production planning and.cctrol

FulsystemofAsforilhbut.ot retcauiibilitytheprimary accounting,finnc-controlsystem ialcontrolandcosting tinughoutcanp.ny basedonbigetetc. Buitfrom'botcsa-p* Primarily4-weekly,-e- portsinmonetary ters-manyonpunched cardtabulations

Civu.1servicevote systemBudgetsin lar,etotals- largelybasedon paymentsrather thar.onexpund- itureorespon¬ sibilityaccount¬ ingrrograi.aaecoat¬ ingbasedon'above theline*costs- man*anomalies
Historicalcossing system,basedonunit costswithno standardsorbudgets, andmanyanomalies anderrors Invariablylate

Installedv;ere rec-.ired-usually basedor.work measurerentstrd- ards Invariousnits incudingnumberof prtacts,docks, at;.,dardhours

Highlyrogreuuised systemv/ithcen¬ tralisedcontrol; basedonwork studystandards,and usirigmodernoffice andcoasnunicatioris equipment,including TVcameras,onreal- tiebasisPrimarily
innumberofproducts, overhauls,standard hours

Primitivesystems nostaiuardsand no©ports

with/Imostnon-existent forproduction Anumberof1adhoc reportsproduced bycentralengin¬ eeringshopsinhours
howorkstudy standards



ntPB)£?Mi- i:;^12m<m

Clii

Railshops

m

PH

staff

Coanystaff return-4oekly, nobudgets, circulatedgotap mmjgemeut Labourreport-rail feelyind4weJcly Budgets Labourreport-road v/eelyndweekly- boJUdgotS

Staffx-jtunaas for-OIL

bone

Pex-samelreport 4 .eokly,nobudgets, notcirculated

h.Otiier

Trafficstatistics, incuding Timekeeingreports Fleotc.jtageaent reparts Fuelandmileage ret.rns Ila.1odetrack revart (stCIkbendix 4.3)

Kotapplicable
V

Hotapplicable

feePti-R/pendix 7.4.1
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